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TRANSLATOR'S
PREFACE

Shortly after the revised edition of Arnold Schoenberg's Theory of Harmony
was published, his pupil and friend, Erwin Stein, assembleda Practical Guide to
Sc/zoenlerg's THEORY OF HARMONY:
A Handbook for Teachers and
Pupils.r In his Preface, Stein stated the purpos€ of his Guide as follows:
TIis Guideis designedto facilitateinstruction from Schoenberg'sTieorjr of Harnony. ln view of the abundanceof ideasand the great amount of spacetaken by
theoreticalderivationsand justificationsof harmonicphenomena,by polemicalarguments,and by criticismsof the usualsystemof instruction,the useof that book may
have beeninconvenientfor many a pupil who wantedmerely to learn or review the
handicraftof harmony,and for many a teacherwho only wanteda facilesurveyof the
It leadsthrough
materialto be taught.T\is Guideshould remedythat inconvenience.
the courseof instructionand indicatesonly thosethingsthe pupil must unquesdonably
learn.s
Schoenbergintroduced the Guide with a few comments of his own (appearing at the head of Stein's Preface). He himself had instigated the writing of the
Guide; yet he could not gladly approve its stated purpose. His comments,
characteristically sardonic, include the following:
My Theoryof Harmonyis obviously much too long. Once its author is out of the
way - the living obstacleto iudiciouscutting - three quartersof the text must then
surely go by the board.
For my part, this Guiderwrittenat my own behest,is an attemptto makeeventhe
remaining quarter unnecessary.. . . One need only work diligently through this
Guide, forthriehtly taking what little is worth keeping; that way one can leavemy
entire Theoryof Harmonyalone,unchanged.s
The Guide, in outline form, cites page and line of Schoenberg's text where
the pupil or teachermay find the namesof chords,instructionsfor building and
connecting them, pertinent examples,and suggestedexercises.These things the
'must
pupil
unquestionably learn'; he may, if he chooses,ignore all the rest. He
may ignore the prefaces, the first three chapters, and the first section of the
fourth, as well as the last chapter and many sentences,paragraphs, and pages
from other chapters.Roughly estimated,the unessentialportions make up at
least one third of Schoenberg's treatise.
Yet, Schoenberg insisted throughout his Theory of Harmony that the pupil
L Praktiscfur Lei{aden
7u SchdnbergsHarmonielehre:ein Hilfsbuchfir Lehrer ud
(Vienna: Universal-Edition,n,d.). Stein'sPrefaceis datedMarch, 1923.
Sch,nler
I lb;d.
z lbid., p.
1.
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must unquestionably learn more than mere chords and rules for manipulating
them. It is true, his chief aim was to present the uaft of harmony, the harmonic
usage that had evolved prior to r9oo, and to present it as systematically as
possible, leading the pupil step by step toward mastery of that craft. Nevertheless, Schoenbergcould not be satisfied with showing the pupil ion, something
'how',
is done; the teacher and pupil should search behind and beyond tlle
trying to find what it is, and why it is so, and indeed, whether it need be so.
Schoenbergused his harmony text as a vehicle for publishing his views, not
only on the origins, evolution, and implications of harmonic practice, but also
. . . on more complexrelationships. . . on the similaritiesand relationshipsbetween
artistic creationand other human activities,on the connectionsbetweenthe natural
world outsideourselvesand the participatingor observingsubject.l
Indeed, practically every topic, be it the major scaleor the minor, be it parallel
fifths and octaves,non-harmonic tones, modulation, or the minor subdominant,
leadshim into wide-ranging speculationson nature, art, and culture, and vigorous attacks upon ossified or irrational aesthetics.This prefaceto a translation of
the Harmonielehreis hardly the place to discussSchoenberg'sspeculations,but
it is perhapsnot amissto mention here one of the many writers who have done
'The
Speculative Content of Schoenberg's Harmonielehre'rA
so. In his essay,
Professor John F. Spratt has ably summarized a number of Schoenberg'smain
ideas and addressed himself in particular to Schoenberg's attitudes toward
nature and culture. Professor Spratt views Schoenberg
. . . asa deterministwith respectto nature,a relativistwith regardto culture,a Spinozan
naturalistin the senseof regardingnatureasan exemplarysystemand regardinginferencefrom natureas a vital force in culturerg
and concludesthat, in his considerablereverencefor nature and natural law, and
in spite of his cultural relativism, Schoenbergclearly remained within the Pla'No
law is eternal except as it removes itself from
tonic tradition of rationalism.
the world of transientphenomena.'a
All these digressions from the strictly practical aim of his textbook Schoenberg justified on grounds that he was searching,as the pupil should search,for
explanation. That the pupil should learn so to search - this Schoenberg considered his most important teaching. Hence, he could not give his unqualified
blessing to the Practical Guide.
From the 6rst chapter to the last, Schoenbergexplicitly renounced any claim
'theory' of harmony or a 't*teory'
of anything at all - at
that he was writing a
least, not a systematictheory. But even if he did aim at a systematicpedagogical
presentation rather than a systematic theory, his presentation is nevertheless
saturated with theory, with speculation (the roots of both words denoted
'looking'and 'seeing',and Schoenbergindeedexhorts us to 'search');thus the
only English translation of the Harmonielehre available heretofore, that of
I Infra, p. 17.
t lbid., p. 84.

8 CurrentMusicology,XI (r97r), pp. 8i-8.
I lbid., p.88.
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Robert D. W. Adams, is entided Theory of Harmony,r as is the present translation. Yet Professor Adams, intending his translation as a practical student
'the
essentials- explanaedition, followed Erwin Stein's Guide, included only
tions, directions, examples' - and thus omitted from the Theory of Harmony
virnrally all of Schoenberg'stheoretical commentary.r
This new, complete translation grew out of the conviction that the abundance
'essential'
than
of Schoenberg'stheorizing, speculation, and polemics is no less
the purely technical material. In fact, he so interwove the practical with the
theoretical that the one is incomplete without the other. For example, he decried the usual exercisesby which a pupil is supposed to learn harmony; the
realization of given figured bassesand the harmonization of given melodies. If
we would understand why he objected to such exercises,what alternatives he
recommended, and why he recommended these, we must read his theoretical
commentary together with his instructions on how to proceed.
Schoenberg's Theory of Harmony is indeed his seminal theoretical work. In
his later textbookss he was able to keep his theoretical commentary to a minimum by simply referring the reader back to his earlier work. Moreover, he gave
expression inhis Theory of Harmony to a number of the notions that have most
excited the rwentieth-century musical world. Most obviously, there is the proposition that the system of major-minor tonaliry is no necessity of music, no
natural law - even if it is partially founded upon the natural laws of harmonics;
it is rather a convention, once viable, now exhausted,now undoubtedly to be
'tonalities'
of rwelve
modified or replaced by other conventions, perhaps by
'tone
colour' (seethe last two pagesof
tones. Then there is the fascination with
the text); there is the notion that musical order may be manifest in many previously inconceivable ways; and there is the very questioning of the need for
order in music.
r (New York: PhilosophicalLibrary, r948).The title Harmonielehre
hasbeenvari'Manual','Textbook',or'Theory of
ously translatedas'Treatiseon Harmony',and
Harmony'. A Lehre can be a theory; it is, essentially,the collection of facts, laws,
opinions,and theoriestaughtwithit a certainfield of learning.Textbooksof harmony
as thosein English are quite often
in Germangenerallybearthe title, Harmonielehre,
simply entitled Harmotty.This, the most generaltitle, would perhapsbe the most
accuratetranslationof Schoenberg'stitle; but sincethe book is far more theoretical
than the usual textbook of harmony, and sinceit is conrmonly cited in English as
Thcoryof Harmonyritwx deemedappropriateto retainthat title for this
Schoenberg's
'Harmonielehre'has beenvarinew translation.Within the text, however,the word
'instruction'
or'course in harmony' and
ously translated,accordingto its context,as
the like, or'harmonic theory'.
8 Adams,ibid., p. xr.
s Mo&ls
for Begilners in Composition,New York G. Schirmer, r94z; Sructural
Functionsof Earmony, New York: W. W, Norton, ry14; Preliminary Exercisesin
London: Faberand Faber, 1963;ar,dFundamentals
of Musical ComposiCounterpoint,
rrbz,London: Faberand Faber, t967.Seealso his Style andfdea (LeonardStein,ed.,
London: Faberand Faber, l97y): this volume of selectedessays(written by Schoenin Theoryof
to topicsdiscussed
berg beveen I9o9 and r95l) containsmany references
Harmony.
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This translation is based on the third, revised (improved) and enlarged
edition, completed in rgzr and published in ryzz. The first edition was published in r9rr.r Since the appearanceof the revised edition, it has been reprinted a number of times. The last copyright date is ry49. The latest reprint
was edited by Josef Rufer, whose Preface is dated Autumn, 1966.As noted in
his Prefaceto the seventh editionr2 Rufer made a few minor alterations following Schoenberg'smarginal notes (dated March, rgzz) in a 'Handexemplarmit
Fehlervormerkungen' (author's copy, indicating errata) and in addition deleted
four of Schoenberg'sfootnotes. These alterations were not made in the present
translation, but they are cited at the pertinent places by translator's footnotes.
Rufer also corrected typographical errors in the examplesand made a few minor
revisions in their figuration. The exampleshere have been revised according to
Rufer's correctionsand revisions.
ft is noteworthy that Schoenberg wrote the original edition of his Theory of
Harmony during approximately the same years in which he composed such
'The
Book of the Hanging Gardens',
works as the Three Piano Pieces,Op. t r,
Op. ,t, the Five Piecesfor Orchestra, Op. 16, and Etwartung, Op. 17 - his
'atonal'
first
works. Moreover, the revision of his book coincided approximately with the composition of the Five Piano Pieces,Op. ,j, the Serenade,
- the first piecesin which he ventured
Op. .4, and the Suite for Piano, Op.
"l
'Method
his
of composing with twelve tones which are related only with one
another.' Thus, it is perhapsnot amissto say that thesetwo editions mark the
beginning and the end of the most critical period in Schoenberg'sartistic
career, the period in which, having finally assertedhis independencefrom the
old laws of tonaliry, he sought the stability of a new law.
The facts cited above can quite naturaily arouse one's curiosity as to what
changes he may have made in revising his Theory of Harmony. Here it must
suffice, first, to affirm that Schoenberg'sgeneral statementsin his Prefaceto the
third editions accurately summarize the differences between the two editions,
and secondly,to cite a few of the more important changes.
The changesrange from substitution of other words, or even merely other
punctuation, to the extensiverevision of whole chapters (e.g. Chapters XI,
XVII, and XXI). Schoenbergenlargedvarious sectionssubstantially,in addi'Guidelines' he specifically mentioned in
tion to the
the Preface. As is perhaps
to be expected,the changeshe found necessarywere most often in the speculative or polemical passages,many of which are longer in the later edition. Many
of his ideaswere of courseclearerto him in ryzt than they had been in rgrI;
hence, they are more clearly expressed.A few passages,it must be admitted,
seemlessclear in the revision. The essentials,the principles set forth in the first
edition, remain intact in the third. One might describe the edition of rgzI as
merely a polishedand expandedversion of that of r9r r. The earliermight even
be viewed as a rough draft of the later.
However interesting the changesSchoenberg saw fit to make, we should of
r Both editionswere publishedin Vienna by Universal-Edition.
2 ffienna: Universal-Edition),p. fX.
I&o, pp.4-t.

"
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course also take note of those portions that remained unchanged. For example,
in the last chapter, 'Aesthetic Evaluation of Chords with Six or More Tones',
'Consonance
and in the third,
and Dissonance',he made only a few minor revisions. In Chapter IV, on the other hand, Schoenbergso extendedhis footnote
on the more minute subdivision of the octave that it is now almost a chapter in
itself.l In the revised edition he went on in this footnote to deny that further
subdivision of the octave was necessaryas the next step beyond the tonal (diatonic-chromatic) system. He went on to argue for the use of twelve tones,
elaborated polyphonically, as preferable, at least for some time, to further proliferation of tones within the octave. Finer subdivision of the octave Schoenberg did not accept as, at that time, technologically feasibleor culturally neces-

sary.

Section 8 of Chapter XIX, entitled 'The Chromatic Scale as a Basis for
Tonality', was added to the first edition as an afterthought, 'after completing
the book.' In the first part of this section,in both editions, Schoenbergsummarized the principles of his Theory of Harmony. Then he went on to discuss
some minor chords that are remote from the key and suggestedtwo ways one
can relate, for example,minor triads on dlr rb, f#, af, and b to the key of C
major. He then continued (pug +l+ of the first edition, page 387 of this translation):
A third and more significantway, however,would be to work out an ideaalready
mentionedin this book: to baseour thought, not on the seventones of the major
scale,rather,on the rwelveof the chromaticscale.
Then, in the first edition, having thus arived at the topic indicatedby the title
of this section,he simply dismissedthe topic by saying that'a future theory will
undoubtedly follow that coursel it would thereby reach the only correct solution to this otherwise difficult problem.' The chapter then ended with a short
paragraph merely repeating a point he had made earlier, that all chords can be
'
vagrant', even triads.
The title of this section therefore seems unjustified in the first edition.
Whatever the reasonfor the lame ending in r9r r, he did continue in the revised
edition. Instead of the hasty appeal to some future theory, Schoenbergnow
pursued the topic indicatedin his title, at which he had just arrived in r9r r, by
'such
outlining how
a theory could begin.'2
Now, after that outline Schoenbergconcluded the chapter by stating rwo of
the assumptions that underlie both his book and his music that the evolution
of harmonic theory had reached a frontier it could not cross, at least not for a
while; and that, therefore, music now stood at the door to a new polyphonic
'harmonies
era, in which, as in past times,
will be a product of the voice leading:
justified solely by the melodic lines!'8
In the edition of r9r r, again in Chapter IV (p. 3r), he wrote:
It should not be said that order, clariry, and comprehensibilitycan impair beauty,
' Irfro, Appendix, pp.
421-r.
3 Infra, p.
389.

' I4fro, pp. 382-9.
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but they are not a necessary
factor without which therewould be no beauty;they are
merelyan accidental,a circumstantialfactor.For natureis alsobeautifulevenwhen we
do not undetstandher, and where sheseemsto us unordered.
He rewrote this passageas follows:
This is not to say that somefurure work of art may do without order, clarity, and
but that not merelywhat we conceiveassuchdeservesthesenames.
comprehensibiliry,
For natureis also beautiful.. . .1
Schoenberg seemsto have said in rgrr that order in music is unnecessary,at
leastas far as beauty is concerned,and in rgzr that it is necessarybut can be conceived much more variously than is commonly assumed. Perhaps the latter
statement merely makes clear what he had intended to say in the first edition.
However that may be, he maintained in both editions that the listener's interest
in order and beauty surpassesthat of the composer, and that order and beauty
may be attributes, not of the music, but of the listener's perception. Yet, his
efforts during those years (c. r9o9-zr) to define the order, or to createorder, in
'atonal'
his
works led him to devise a method which, pursued to its logical conclusions,could perhapscreatetotal order in a piece of music. Of course this
possibility of total order, theoretically attainable by rigorous application of
serial methods to all aspectsof music, did not seemto interest Schoenbergas
it has some subsequentcomposers.He did, nevertheless,invent the 'Method of
composing with twelve tones which are related only with one another' and
thereby demonstrated that Schoenberg, the composer, was, after all, looking
'order,
for some explainable
clarity, and comprehensibility'in his music.
Schoenberg undoubtedly referred to such statements as that quoted above
from the original edition when he wrote (in ry4g) of exaggerationinhis Theory
of Harmony, of the intoxicating
enthusiasmof having freedmusic from the shacklesof tonaliry. . . . In fact, I myself
and my pupilsAnton von WebernandAlban Berg,and evenAlois Hiiba believedthat
now musiccould renouncemotivic features[aswell] andremaincoherentand compreI
hensiblenevertheless.
For the edition of r9rr, toward the end of Chapter XXI,'Chords Constructed in Fourths', Schoenberg wrote a long footnote attacking aesthetic
dogma and the aestheticiansand theorists who try to preserve that dogma. In
the revised edition this footnote, thoroughly reworked and greatly expanded,
appearsas text, as the last secrion ofthe chapter; and for the revised edition he
also wrote a new footnoters discussing and denouncing the use of the word
'atonal'
and its implications. In fact, he mentioned that word only twice in his
Theory of Harmony (the other instance is on page rz8). This is after all a textbook of taditional, tonal harmony and has nothing to do with his 'atonal' and
twelve-tone music. Nothing to do, that is, explicitly. But with this book (and
t I&q pp. 29-1,c..
s'My Evolution',Musical
QuarterlyrXXXVIII, No. 4, October,rgj2, pp. t2+-J.
The articlewas completedin August, 1949.
t It o, Appendix,p. 4rz.
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'atonal'
composition) he cleared and prepared the ground;
his initial essaysin
in his Theory of Harmony he recorded the premisesand the reasoning that were
'atonal'and
twelve-tone works.
expressedmusically in his
Schoenberg added several examples in the revised edition, especially in the
later chapters.A number of other revisions (but by no meansall) are also indicated here and there in the translation by translator's foomotes.
Schoenberg himself provided some direction for any would-be translator of
his works. In a letter of z7 October rg32, he wrote of the likelihood that his
Harmonielehrewould be translated into English; but he feared that the result
'on
a level above the colloquial and the journalistic'. He rewould hardly be
called that German Eanslations of Strindberg's works did not confirm the
'outstanding
Swedish author's reputation as an
stylist'.l And Schoenberg
a
of
of
his
some
articles (in a letter from Los
severely reprimanded tlanslator
'a
1947),
Angeles, 3 December
chiding that translator, civilized European', for
having
so little respectfor anotherman'sintellectualwork asto expecthim to permit changes
suchas thoseyou are making in my articles.
You put bits in, leavethings out, make somethinglong-windedout of what was
said clearly and concisely,chooseuncharacteristicexpressionsto replacepertinent
ones,and evengo so far as to changethe structureofparagraphs.. ..
. . . Your changesgo beyond the limit of what even my Americanisedconscience
can permit.2
Always acutely conscious of Schoenberg'scaveatrl have tried to observe the
following rules (which are to some extent self-evident, thus, should be stated):
(r) above all, the senseof the original should be at leastas clear as it is in the
original, including the subtletiesof emphasis,of connection and contrast of
ideas, etc.l (z) as implied by the 6rst rule, the translation should be idiomatic
in the new language - that is, the reader should not be reminded, at least not
too often, that he is reading a translation; and (3) so far as is consistent with the
first two rules, the author's manner of expression should be reflected in the
translation. If any of Schoenberg'sstictures quoted above have been violated
here (Alas ! they have), then I can only plead in my defense the truism that
translation requires change,a putting-into-other-words. It is an imitation of the
original in a different language; and by virtue of the differences berween the
languages, not to mention cultural and generational differences, the imitation
can never be a duplicate. I do, however, assumefull responsibility for all shortcomings of translation.
Certain idiosyncrasiesofSchoenberg's style have been retained in the translation wherever they could be accommodated;for example, his use of the colon
and the frequent ellipses and incomplete sentences.The bracketed interpolations represent efforts to clarify the author's meaning where ellipsis or an incomplete sentencecould createambiguiry or obscurity; and since the antecedent
I Letters (ed. Erwin Steinand trans.Eithne Wilkins and Emst Kaiser; New York:
St. Martin'sPress,r96y),p. r68.
' I6id., pp. 2tc-I.
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of many a relative or demonstrative pronoun is vague in the original, I have
often taken the liberry of replacing such a pronoun with the noun or phrase to
which it most likely refers. In a few particularly obscure passages,the interpolations and the translation represent my best guess as to Schoenberg's
intent.l Certain lengthy paragraphs of the original were divided here into two
or more paragraphs, where the original paragraphs were clearly divisible.
Schoenberg'schapter divisions and subdivisions have been retained, although
one or two chapters are guite long and one or r,wo quite short. The numbering
of chapters has been added for the sake of convenience. In the examples, the
'i'
letter was not used in the original (perhapsto avoid confusion with the letter
'i'),
nor is it used here.
Schoenberg did not consider it worth his while to document his occasional
referencesto the writings of others or even his quotations of examples from
the musical literature (see p. 16 below). He 'did not collect his knowledge by
reading'; however original or unoriginal, what he had to say was what he had
leamed largely from his own experiencein teaching, composing, and studying
the masterworks. Nevertheless,for the convenienceof the reader who wishes to
consult the works mentioned or cited by Schoenberg, I have endeavored to
document them as unobtrusively as possible.A few of the books were simply
unavailablelmost of those that I was able to consult are not generallyavailable.
Translator's footnotesare designatedby Arabic numeralsand are enclosedin
square brackets. Schoenberg's are designated by the asterisk. A number of
Schoenberg's footnotes have been transferred to an Appendix, particularly
those that extend to severalpages.Where I have taken this liberty, it is indicated
in a translator's footnote on the pertinent page of the text.
As namesof keys or tonalities small letters indicate minor, capitalsindicate
major (e.g. c minor, A major).
It is a duty and a pleasureto acknowledge here my debt to those who have
facilitatedthe preparationof this work: to Dr. John F. Spratt- like Schoenberg,
a searcher- for the constant stimulus of his insight; to Mrs. Gertrud Schoenberg
for permission and encouragement to undertake the translation and to Mr.
Lawrence Schoenberg for smoothing the way toward publication; to Mrs.
Sylvia Fitzmaurice and Miss Rose Barber for their generous assistancewith
typing and research; to Mr. Donald Mitchell, who set the work on its way
toward publication, and to Miss Judith Osborne, who guided it through publication and refined many details; to my wife and children, who endured certain
sacrificesoccasionedby this workl and to all others who have lent suggestions,
criticism, or simply encouragement.To Arnold Schoenberghimself, whose
'work so richly rewards study - but how c:rn we describe our debt to himl
To the following publishers and journals, my thanks for permission to quote
from the works cited: W. W. Norton - C. P. E. Bach, Essay on the True Art of
Playing Keyhoard Instntments (trans. William J. Mitchell); Faber and Faber Herbert Read, TAeMeaning of Art;Universal Edition - Erwin Stein, Praktischer
I For some instructive commeotson the problems of translatingSchoenberg's
prose,seeLeo Black'sTranslator'sPrefacein the new (r97y) edition of Schoenberg's
Style and ldea.
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Leitfadenry ScldnbergsHARMONIELEHRE, and the first and seventh
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P R E F A C ET O T H E F I R S T E D I T I O N

This book I have learned from my pupils.
In my teaching I never sought merely 'to tell the pupil what I know'. Better
to tell him what he did not know. Yet that was not my chief aim either, although
it was reason enough for me to devise something new for each pupil. I labored
rather to show him the nature of the matter from the ground up. Hence, I
never imposed those 6xed rules with which a pupil's brain is so carefully tied
up in knots. Everything was formulated as instructions that were no more
binding upon the pupil than upon the teacher. If the pupil can do something
better without the insiructions, then let him do so. But the teacher must have
the courage to admit his own mistakes. He does not have to pose as infallible,
as one who knows all and never errs; he must rather be tireless, constantly
searching, perhaps sometimes finding. Why pose as a demigodt Why not be,
rather, fully humanl
I have never ried to taik my pupils into believing me infallible - only a
'Gesangsprofessor'(professor
of singing) finds that necessary.On the contrzlry,
I have often risked saying something that I had later to retracq I have often
risked giving instructions that, when applied, proved to be wrong and so had
to be corrected. Perhaps my mistakesdid not benefit the pupil, but they hardly
causedhim much harm. Indeed, the fact that I openly acknowledged them may
have set him to thinking. As for myself, since the instructions I gave were untested products of my own thought, I was compelled by.y errors, which were
quickly exposed,to examine my instructions anew and improve their formulation.
This, then, is the way this book came into being. From the errors made by
my pupils as a result of inadequateor wrong instructions I learned how to give
the right instructions. Successful completion of assignments by the pupils
establishedthe soundnessof my efforts without luring me into the fallacy that
I had solved the problem definitively. And I think neither the pupils nor I have
fared badly that way. Had I told them merely what I know, then they would
have known just that and nothing more. As it is, they know perhaps even less.
But they do know what matters: the searchitself'!
I hope my pupils will commit themselves to searching! Becausethey will
know that one searchesfor the sake of searching.That finding, which is indeed
the goal, can easily put an end to striving.
Our age seeks many things. What it has found, however, is above all:
comfort. Comfort, with all its implications, intrudes even into the world of
ideas and makes us far more content than we should ever be. We understand
today better than ever how to make life pleasant.We solve problems to remove
an unpleasantness.Bug how do we solve themi And what presumption, even to
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think we have really solved theml Here we can see most distinctly what the
'Weltanprerequisite of comfort is: superficiality. It is thus easy to have a
'philosophy',
schauung', a
if one contemplatesonly what is pleasant and gives
no heed to the rest. The rest - which is just what matters most. fn the light of
'rest'
the
these philosophies may very well seem made to order for those who
hold to them, whereas,in that light, the tenets which constitute these philosophies are seen to spring above all from the attempt at self-vindication. For,
curiously enough, people of our time who formulate new laws of morality (or,
even more to their liking, overthrow old ones) cannotliye with gui[t! Yet comfort does not consider self-discipline; and so guilt is either repudiated or transformed into virtue. Herein, for one who seesthrough it all, the recognition of
guilt expressesitself as guilt The thinker, who keeps on searching, does the
opposite. He shows that there are problems and that they are unsolved. As does
'Life
Strindberg:
makes everything ugly.' Or Maeterlinck 'Three quarters of
our brothers [are] condemned to misery.' Or Weininger and all others who have
thought srnestly.
Comfort as a philosophy of life! The least possible commodon, nothing
shocking. Those who so love comfort will never seek where there is not
definitely something to find.
There is a mechanicalpuzzle that consistsof three small metal tubes of different diameters sealedin a glass-coveredbox. The problem is to get the smaller
tubes inside the larger. Now one can try to do it methodically; then it usually
takes quite a long time. But it can also be done another way. One can just
shake the box at random until the tubes are inside one another. Does that
happen by chancel It looks that way, but I don't think so. For an idea lurks
behind this method. Namely, that movement alone can succeedwhere deliberation fails. Is it not the samewith the learnerl What does the teacheraccomplish
through methodologyi At most, activiry. If everything goes well! But things
can also go badly, and then what he accomplishesis lethargy.Yet lethargy produces nothing. Only activity, movement is productive. Then why not start
moving right awayl But comfort!i Comfort avoids movement;it thereforedoes
not take up the search.
Either [tentative, perhaps random] movement generates searching or else
searching generatesmovement - one or the other way must be taken. It does
not matter which. Only action, movement,produceswhat could truly be called
education or culture (Bildwg):r namely, training (Ausbildtng), discipline and
cultivation (Durchbildung). The teacherwho does not exert himseld becausehe
'what
tells only
he knows', does not exert his pupils either, Action must start
with the teacher himself; his unrest must infect the pupils. Then they will
search as he does. Then he will not be disseminating education (Bildung), and
'Bildung' connotes'education'and 'culture'in the most profoundsenseof the
[1
words, i,e, extensive,activeknowledgethat yields understandingand wisdom. However, like the English words, it is commonly usedto denoteextensiveschoolingand
erudition, even though thesedo not necessarilyimpart understanding.
'Ausbildung'means
developmentof skill, and 'Durchbildung'addsthe notion of
thoroughness.]

'education'means
that is good. For
today: to know somethingof everythin]
without understandinganything at all. Yet, the senseof this beautifulword,
Bildung, is entirely different;and, since the word now carriesa derogatory
connotation,it shouldbe replacedby AusbildungandDurchbildung.
It shouldbe clear,then, that the teacher'sfirst task is to shakeup the pupil
thoroughly. When the resultanttumult subsides,everything will have presumablyfound its proper place.
Or it will neverhappen!
The activity which in suchmanneremanatesfrom the teachercomesback
againto him. In this sensealsoI havelearnedthis book from my pupils.And I
must takethis opportuniryto thank them.
SomeI haveto thank in yet anotherrespect.Thosewho havesupportedme
in this work through proofreading,etc.; through approval,which wasgratifying to me; and through criticism, which roused me, but also brought my
attentionto a numberof shortcomings:Alban Berg (who preparedthe topical
index), Dr. Karl Horwitz, Dr. Heinrich Jalowetz,Karl Linke, Dr. Robert
Neumann,JosefPolnauer,Erwin Stein,and Dr. Anton von Webern.Someof
them will soonbe heardfrom in bettercircumstances.
And so perhapsthis activiry, too, will eventuallyreturn to me.
Vienna,July r9r I.
AnNolp ScnonNsEnc

P R E F A C ET O T H E T H I R D E D I T I O N

This new edition does not differ essentially from the firut, although I have
made quite a lot of changes.Noteworthy improvements are to be found in the
stmcture of many sections and chapters and in many a srylistic detail. Enlargements include in particular the number of examplesin the first half of the book.
'Guidelines'
are especially worthy of mention. These
As for what is new, the
are given in the form of summaries at various points in the book to aid in the
use of material already presented. This improvement springs from my pedagogical experiences,as does yet another: a number of my instructions, which
originally left up to the pupil choices that could be undesirable to the teacher,
are now more binding and more exclusive. In individual details can be found
yet very many, sometimesextensive additions, a number of them even dealing
with matters of principle. In general, I am happy to note, I was able to leave the
book unchanged,even where I have come one step or severalcloser to the truth
since the writing of the first edition. For they have been steps in the same
direction.
Many typographical errors which in the first edition eluded the most painstaking correction, especiallyin the examples,have been culled out, thanks to the
help of numerous friends and pupils. And I earnestly hope, nevertheless,that
this edition will be at least as well corrected as the first, if not better.
Let me take this oppornrnity to extend warmest thanks to rny former pupil,
Erwin Stein,who has not only done a most conscientiousjob of correction but
has also taken this opportunity to induce me, through astute and unsparing
criticism, to remove many grave shortcomings. If this book is on the way
toward becoming what I can require of myseld then much credit must go to
him for his initiative.
The sentences which in the 6rst edition accompanied the dedication to
Gustav Mahler are now omitted as superfluous.l They were words written in
[1 Mahler died in rgrr shortly before the first edition of the Harmonielehrewas
published.Schoenberg's
dedicationreadas follows:
'This book is dedicatedto the memory of GUSTAV MAHLER.
'The dedicationwas intended,while he yet lived, to give him
a little pleasure.It
wasto expressvenerationfor his work, his immortal compositions.And it wasto bear
witness to the fact that his work, which the educatedmusicianspassover with a
superior shrug of the shoulders,evenwith contempt,is adoredby one who perhaps
alsounderstandsa thing or two.
'Gustav Mahlerhad to do without pleasures
greaterthan that which this dedication
intendedfor him. This marryr, this saint passedavay beforehe had establishedhis
work well enoughevento be ableto entrustits future to his friends.
'I shouldhavebeencontent
iust to give him a little pleasure.But now that he is dead,
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profound grief directly after Mahler'sdeath.They trembledwith the pain of
bereavementand with anger over the disparity between his worth and the
words,fighting
recognitionthat he hadfound.They wereagitated,impassioned
words, which now seemalmostto deEacgsincethe younger generationhas
almost fulfilled its duty in placing his work besidethat of our greatest The
declarationthat'He w:uian altogethergreatman',beingunproved,therebywon
very nearly the power and the reputeof a prophecy.But this declaration,which
indeedwas intendedto win in order to give, won more than it gave:to him,
who haseverything, it can give as much but no more.
Mattseebei Salzburg,z4 June rgzr

ARNOLD SCHOENBERG

it is my wish that this book bring me such recognition that no one can p.uisover my
words lightly when I say: "He w,ul an altogethergreat mao."'
Cf. Schoenberg'sessayon Mahler in Arnold Schoenbeqg,Srylc and I&a (London:
Faberand Faber, r97y), pp. 447-72tand the lettersto Mahlerincludedin the English
edition of Schoenberg'sLctcers, pp, 2gttr.l

T THEORY OR SYSTEM OF
I pnESENTATION?

Someone who teachesmusical composition is called a theory teacherlr but if
he has written a book on harmony, he is called a theorist. Yet a carpenter will
never think of setting himself up as a theory teacher, although of course he,
too, has to teach his apprentices the handicraft. He may very well be called a
master carpenter, but this is more a designation of his proficiency than a title.
Under no circumstances does he consider himself anything like a scholar,
although he, too, undoubtedly understandshis craft. Ifthere is a distinction, it
'more
theoretical' than
can only be that the technique of musical composition is
that of carpentry. This distinction is not easy to grasp. For if the carpenter
knows how to join piecesof wood securely, this knowledge is basedno less on
fruitful observation and experiencethan is the knowledge of the music theorist
who understands how to join chords effectively. And if the carpenter knows
which types of wood are required by a particular job and selectsaccordingly, he
is thus taking natural relationships and materials into account, iust as does the
music theorist when, appraising the possibilities of themes, he recognizes how
long a piece may be. on the other hand, whenever the Grpenter introduces
flutings to enliven a smooth surface, he exhibits bad taste equal to that of most
artists, and almost as little imagination; even so his imagination and taste equal
that of all music theorists. If, therefore, the ca{Penter'steaching, just like that of
the theory teacher, rests on observation, experience, reasoningr and taste, on
knowledge of natural laws and of the requirements of the material - is there then
really any essentialdistinctionl
Why then do we not also call a master €rPenter a theoristr or a music
theorist a master musicianl Becausethere is a small distinction: the carpenter
could never understand his craft in a merely theoretical way, whereas the usual
music theorist has no practical skill at all - he is no master. And still another
distinction: the true music theorist is embarrassedby the handicraft becauseit
is not [r's, but that of others.Merely to hide his embarrassmentwithout making
a virnre of it does not satisfy him. The title, master, is beneathhim. He could be
taken for something else, and here we have a third distinction: the nobler professionmust be designatedby a correspondingly nobler title. For this reason,
'master', music does not
although even today the great artist is still addressedas
simply have instruction in its craft, its techniques- as does painting; music has,
rather, Instnrction in Theory.
And the result: the evolution of no other art is so greatly encumbered by its
teachersas is that of music. For no one guards his properry more jealously than
the one who knows that, strictly speaking, it does not belong to him. The
harder it is to prove ownership, the greater the effort to do so. And the theorist,
who is not usually an artist, or is a bad one (which means the same), therefore
form as
[1 Note that Schoenbergviewed instructionin harmony,counterpoint,and
to
composiinstruction
constitutinginstructionin composition,or rather
PreParatory
non (Infra, p. I3).I
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understandably
takespains to fortify his unnaturalposition. He knows that
the pupil learnsmost of all through the exampleshownhim by the mastersin
their masterworks.And if it werepossibleto watchcomposingin the sameway
that one can watch painting,if composerscould have ateliersas did painters,
then it would be clearhow superfluousthe musictheoristis and how he is iust
asharmful asthe art academies,
He sensesall this and seeksto createa substitute
by replacingthe living examplewith theory,with the system.
I do not wish to quarrelwith honesteffortsto discovertentativelawsof art.
These efforts are necessary.They are necessary,above all, for the aspiring
human mind. Our noblest impulse, the impulse to know and understand
(erkernen),makesit our duty to search.And evena falsetheory,if only it was
found through genuinesearching,is for that rquon superiorto the complacent
certaintyof thosewho reject it becausethey presumeto know (wissen)- to
know, althoughthey themselveshave not searched
! It is indeedour duty to
reflectover and over againupon the mysteriousorigins of the powersof an
(Kuutwirkungm). And againand againto begin at the beginning;againand
againto examineanewfor ourselvesandattemptto organizeanewfor ourselves.
Regardingnothing as given but the phenomena.Thesewe may more rightly
regardaseternalthanthe lawswe believewe havefound.Sincewe do definitely
know (rvr'ssez)
the phenomena[as facts]we might be more iustifiedin giving
the name,'science'(Wisnnschaf), to our [direct] knowledge (Wissen) of the
phenomena,
ratherthan to thoseconiecturesthat areintendedto explainthem.
Yet theseconjectures,too, havetheir justihcation:asexperimen8,asresults
of effortsto think, as mentalgymnastics- perhapssometimes
evenas preliminary stepsto truth.
It art theory could be contentwith that, if it could be satisfiedwith the rewardsaffordedby honestsearching,then one could not objectto it. But it is
more ambitious.ft is not contentto be merelythe attemptto find laws;it professesto have found the eterrul laws. It observesa number of phenomena,
classifiesthem accordingto some common characteristics,
and then derives
laws from them. That is of coursecorrect procedure,becauseunforrunately
thereis hardly any other way. But now beginsthe error. For it is falselyconcludedthat theselaws,sinceapparentlycorrectwith regardto the phenomena
previouslyobserved,must then surely hold for all future phenomenaas well.
And, what is mostdisastrousof all, it is thenthe beliefthat ayardstickhasbeen
found by which to measureartistic worth, even that of future works. As often
asthe theoristshave beendisavowedby reality, wheneverthey declaredsomething to be inartistic 'which did not with their rules agree'('was nicht nach
ihrer Regeln Lauf'),l they still 'cannot forsaketheir madness'('vom Wahn
nicht lassen).For what would they be if they did not at leasthavea leaseon
[1 If ye by ruleswould measure
What doth not with your des agree,
Forgettingall your leaming,
Seekye first what its rulesmaybe.
-Hans Sachsin Richard'Wagner,Die Meistersinger,
Act I, Scene3 (trans.
FrederickJameson).]
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Beauty, since art itself does not belong to themi What would they be if it were
to become clear to everyone, for all time, what is being shown here once againl
What would they be, since, in realiry, art propagates itself through works of
art and not through aestheticlawsl Would there really be any distinction left,
in their favor, between themselvesand a master carpenterl
Someonecould declarethat I am going too far, that nowadays, as everybody
knows, aestheticsdoes not prescribe laws of Beauty but merely attempts to
infer their existence from the eflbcts of art (Kwstwirkungen). Quite correct:
almost everybody does know that nowadays. Yet hardly anyone takes it into
consideration. And that is just the point. Let me illustrate. In this book I believe
I have succeededin refuting some old prejudices of musical aesthetics.That
these prejudices have remained with us right up to the present would in itself
be proof enough of my contention. But when I say what it is that I do not consider a necessityof art; when I say: tonality is no natural law of music, eternally
valid - then it is plain for everyone to seehow the theorists spring up in indignation to cast their veto against my integrity. Who today would want to admit
that [my statementabout tonality is true] even if I proved it still more incisively
than I shall do herel
The power that the theorist has to have to fortify an untenable position
comes from his alliance with aesthetics.Now aestheticsdeals only with the
'conservative'.
eternal things, thus always comes too late in life. People call that
But this is just as absurd as a conservative express train. The advantagesthat
aestheticsassuresthe theorist are too great, however, for him to worry about
this absurdity. There is so little grandeur in the sound of it, if the teacher tells
the pupil One of the most gratifying means for producing musical form is
tonaliry. What a different impression it makes, though, if he speaks of the
principle of tonality, as of a law -'Thou shalt. . .'- adherenceto which shall
'indispensable'be indispensableto all musicalform. This word
one can detect
a whiff of eternity! Dare to feel otherwise, young artist, and you have them all
against you, those who claim that I am merely saying what everybody knows.
'Neu-Junker-Unkraut'1
'charlatan'
and will slander
And theywill callyou
and
'You
fake! You thought you could put somethingover on us!'And when
you:
they have finished smearing you with their vulgarity, they will pose as those
courageousmen who would have thought it cowardly not to risk somethingin
behalf of their views - something, that is, which only hurts the other, And in the
end you are the clod!
To hell with all these theories, if they always serve only to block the evolution of art and if their positive achievement consists in nothing more tlan
helping those who will compose badly anyway to learn it quickly.
What one could reasonably expect of them [the theorists], they do not fulfil.
The form in which they practice aestheticsis indeed extremely primitive. It
does not amount to much more than some pretty talk; yet the main thing the
theorists have borrowed from aestheticsis the method of apodictic assertions
I, 3. Beckmesser's
epithet,expressinghis hatred for
[r Wagner, Die Meistersinger,
as 'meddlesome
upstart','disgustingpretender',and the
Walther, may be paraphrased
like.l
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'That
sounds good or bad' (beautiful
and judgments. It is asserted,for example:
or not beautiful would be more correct and forthright). That assertionis 6rst of
all presumptuous;secondlythough, it is an aestheticiudgment. If it is put forward unsupported, why then should we believe itt Should we trust in the
authority of the theorisC Why thenl If he offers no support for what he says,it
is then either just something that he knows (that is, not what he himself has
discovered, but rather what he has learned [secondhand]), or what all believe
becauseit is experienced by all. Yet, beauty is not something in the common
experience of all, rather, at most, in the experience of individuals. Above all,
however, if that sort of judgment could be acceptedwithout further justification, then the justification would have to follow so necessarilyfrom the system
itself that to mention it would be superfluous. And here we have hit the theorists' most vulnerable spo* Their theories are intended to serve as practical
aestheticslthey are intended to influence the senseofbeauty in such a way that
it will produce, for example, harmonic progressions whose effect can be regarded as beautiful; they are intended to justify the exclusion of those sounds
and progressions that are esteemednot beautiful. But these theories are not so
constructedthat the aestheticjudgment follows as a consequenceof their first
principles,of the logical developmentof theseprinciples! On the contrary, there
'beautiful'
or'not
is no coherence,absolutelyno coherence.These judgments,
beautiful', are entirely gratuitous excursionsinto aestheticsand have nothing to
do with the logic of the whole. Parallelfifths sound bad (whyt). This passing
note soundsharsh (whyi). There are no such things as ninth chords, or they
sound harsh (whyt). Where in the system can we find logical, mutually consistentanswersto thesethree'why's'i In the senseof beautyt What is thatl How
is the senseof beauty otherwise related to this systeml To this systetn- if you
please! !
These systems! ElsewheretI will show how they have really never been just
what they still could be: namely, systemsof presentation(Darstellung). Methods
by which a body of material is coherently organized and lucidly classifed,
methods derived from principles which will assurean unbroken logic. I will
show how quickly this systemfails, how soon one has to break into it to patch
up its holes with a secondsystem(which is still no system),in order even halfway to accommodatethe most familiar facts. It should be quite different ! A real
systemshould have, above all, principlesthat embraceall the facts.Ideally, just
as many facts as there acrually are, no more, no less.Such principles are natural
laws. And only such principles, which are not qualified by exceptions, would
have the right to be regardedas generally valid. Such principles would sharewith
natural laws this characteristicof unconditional validity. The laws of art, however, consist mainly of exceptions!
Nor have ,I been able to discover such principles, either; and I believe they
will not be discovered very soon. Attempts to explain artistic matters exclufr Infra, ChapterXVII ('Non-harmonic Tones'), for example.The entire book is
a critique of musical systemsin generaland the maior-minor harmonic system in
particular.]
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sively on narural grounds will continue to founder for a long time to come.
Efforts to discoverlaws of art can then, at best, produce resultssomethinglike
those of a good comparison:that is, they can influencethe way in which the
senseorgan of the subject, the observer,orients itself to the attributes of the
object observed.In making a comparisonwe bring closer what is too distant,
thereby enlarging details, and remove to some distance what is too close,
thereby gaining perspective.No greaterworth than somethingof this sorr can,
at present,be ascribedto laws of art. Yet that is alreadyquite a lot. The attempt
to construct laws of art from common attributes should no sooner be omitted
from a textbook of art than should the techniqueof comparison.But no one
should claim that such wretched results are to be regardedas eternal laws, as
somethingsimilar to natural laws. For, once again,the laws of nature admit no
exceptions,vzhereastheories of art consist mainly of exceptions.What we do
achievecan be enough, if it is given as a method of teaching,as a system of
presentation- a systemwhose organizationmay aim, sensiblyand practically,
towards the goals of instruction; a system whose clariry is simply clarity of
presentation,a system that does not pretend to clarify the ultimate nature of
the things presented.
I have aspiredto develop such a systemhere, nothing morel I do not know
whether I have succeeded
or not. But it seemsto me asif I havear leastmanaged
to escapethose straits where one has to concedeexceptions.The principles of
this systemyield possibilitiesin excessof those that have acruallybeenrealized
[in music]. Those systemsthat do not account for all the facts also have this
shortcoming. Thus, I have to make exclusions,just as they do. However, they
do it through aestheticjudgments:somethingsoundsbad, harsh,not beautiful,
etc. They do not take the much more modestand truthful way: to affirm that the
exclusionssimply have to do with what is not commonusage.Wltat is really not
beautiful could hardly be made to sound beautiful, certainly not in the sense
these aestheticiansintend. But what has merely not been common usagecan
very well becomeso, although it does not have to. And, with this [changein
viewpoint], the teaching of composition is relieved of a responsibility that it
could never have fulfilled, and can restrict itself to that which is really its task:
to help the pupil attain such skills as will enablehim to produce something of
establishedefectiveness.It does not have to guarantee that what he produces
will be new, interesting,or even beautiful. It can give assurance,however, that
through attention to its directionsthe pupil can producesomethingwhich in its
materialsand techniquesresemblesolder compositions- that is, up to the point
where, even in the technical, mechanicalaspects,the creative mind forsakes
every [conventional] control.
However much I may theorize in this book - for the most part, in order to
refute false theories,I am compelledto expand narrow and confining conceptions to include the facts- however mqch I may theorize,I do so with constant
and full awarenessthat I am only presentingcomparisons,in the senseindicated
above; symbols,which are merely intended to connectideasapparentlyremote
from one another, to promote intelligibiliry through coherenceof presentation,
and to stimulate the pupil to productive work by showing him the wealth of
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TT THE METHOD OF TEACHING
II HARMONY

The materialsinvolved in the teachingof musical composition are commonly
divided up into three subjects: Harmony, Counterpoint, and Form. These are
definedas follows:
Hannony: the srudy of simultaneoussounds(chords) and of how they may
be joined with respectto their architectonic,melodic, and rhythmic valuesand
their significance, their weight relative to one another.
Counterpoint the study of the art of voice leading with respect to motivic
combination (and ultimately the study of the 'contrapuntalforms').
Form: disposition [of the materialJfor the constructionand developmentof
musicalideas.
This division is advantageous;for it is thereby possibleto study separately
the factors which together constitute the technique of musical composition.
Nevertheless,the necessiryfor training in each division of the material, apart
from the others, createsexcessiveseparation.The separatesubjectsthen lose
their relationshipwith one another, that affinity which should reunite them in
the interest of their common goal: coursesin harmony and counterpoint have
forgotten that they, together with the study of form, must be the study of composition; and the pupil, who in his harmony coursehas presumablylearnedto
think and invent harmonically,in counterpoint, polyphonically, is helplessbefore the task of combining theseindividual abilitieshe hasacquiredand making
them serve that common purpose [composition]. Therefore, here - as in all
human endeavors- a middle way must be chosen;the question is, what viewpoints should guide us in determining iti
It will lighten the task of both teacherand pupil if everything presentedis so
clearly coherentthat one thing grows out of another.The first necessitythen is:
to restrict attention to the matter at hand, freeing it from all that is more remote.
Therefore, it will surely benefit us here, in the study of harmony, to derive the
naftrreof chord connectionsstrictly from the nature of the chords themselves,
putting asiderhythmic, melodic, and other such considerations.For the complexity that would arise, if all possibilitiesof harmonic functions were compounded with all rhythmic and motivic possibilities,would surely overwhelm
the teacheras well as the pupil. Nevertheless,it will occasionallybe necessary
even at the most elementarystageto give directionswhose applicationwill not
be fully realized until a higher stage is reached.After all, this work is supposed
to be preparation for the study of composition. But only such directions should
be given as can really serve that ultimate purpose; and others are to be avoided
if they contribute nothing to that purpose: namely, those that develop certain
skills which exist only as ends in themselves,merely becausethey grow out of
the system.
In this senseall harmony courses that, following the old thorough-bass
method, require the pupil to vrrite out the other voices over figured bassesare
inappropriatel for there he learns mere voice leading, which might be, to a
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Iimited extent, a secondarytask of harmony teaching.To expectthat the pupil
will automaticallyacquire a sensefor good chord progressionsfrom realizing
figured bassesis no more defensiblethan to expect that he will learn them
through studying masterpieces,
where indeedtheseand better progressionsalso
appear.Then the teacheris relying on the talent of the pupil, by all meansthe
best thing to do, especiallywherever the teacheris not able to influence the
pupil's awarenessdeliberately,wherever he cannot apply explicit methods to
produce explicit, predictableknowledge and abilities in the pupil. It is clear at
least that with this [the figured-bass]method the pupil is not practicing the
primary, but rather a secondary matter. It is furthermore clearly q/rong to
assignthe pupil, without preparation,the task of harmonizing chorales;for he
has spent most of his time merely writing parts over harmonic progressions
whose effectivenesswas determined by someoneelse. Chorale harmonization
requireshim to devisechord progressionshimself, and he has to be responsible
himself for their effectiveness.
This task was neither explainednor drilled by the
thorough-bassmethod. Of coursegifted pupils may be able to do it moderately
well; for theseare alreadyequipped,through listening to music and remembering it, with a certain instinct for the right harmonic progression. With them the
teacherhas to do little more than touch up minor instancesof roughness,weakness,or monotony. The lessgifted or those gifted in other ways are helpless,
since their training dealt merely with voice leading; and they never learn to
design a piece of music whose harmonic construction succeedsby virtue of
logical progressions.
The realizationof a thorough bassmay have had value formerly, when it was
still the keyboard player's task to accompanyfrom figured basses.To teach it
today, when no musicianneedsit any more, seryesno purposeand is a wasteof
time, hinders more important work, and fails above all to make the pupil selfreliant. The principal aim of harmony instruction is to connectchords with an
ear to their individualities,to arrangethem in such progressionsas will produce
an effectsuitablefor the task at hand; and to achievethis aim, not much skill in
voice leading is required. The little that is necessaryto deal with forbidden
parallels, dissonances,and the like can be mastered rather easily. Besides,
coursesin counterpoint and form deal in a much more appropriate way with
the constructionof parts,which is really inconceivablewithout motivic activity,
whereas for chord connection not much more is required than to avoid unmelodic voice leading. On the other hand, the 'melodizing' so commonly encounteredl ruins the pupil's taste and evokes in him false notions concerning
composition.
Therefore, I prefer the older method, which from the outset required the
pupil to determine the sequenceof chords himself. I start with simple phrases
whose purposes grow along with the pupil's skill, from the simplest cadences,
through modulation, to some exercisesin applying the skills acquired. This
procedure has the advantage that from the very beginning the pupil is himselfl
'das gewisseMelodisierenr'i.e.
the use of passingtones and the like wherever
[r
possiblemerely to dressup the pan writing. SeeChaptersXVI and XVII.]
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in a certain sense,composing.These phraseswhich, guided by the instructions,
he sketchesout himself can lay the foundation upon which his harmonic sense
of form can develop. They will be put together at first without any pretenseat
'effect'; the pupil's
aims can becomemore ambitious as the meansat his command increase.Thus he learnsnot merely to understandthe means,but also to
apply them correctly. As soon as possiblea definite purpose will be given to
eachassignment:to establish,to expressthe key - i.e. the cadenceland then the
contrary: to leavethe key - i.e. modulation. To the latter I devote the utmost
care; for in modulation as in the cadence,the architectonic, the structural functions of harmony, of chord connection,are indeed most intensively expressed.
Here, also,I go back to older metlods, in that I do not allow the abrupt modulation that is found in most harmony texts, where to modulate meanssimply
to juxtaposea few unprepared,modulatory chords. On the contrary, it will be
our aim to modulategradually, to preparethe modulation and make it evolve,
so asto form the basisfor motivic development.Analysis of masterworksshows
that modulation (say that from the principal theme to the secondary) occurs
almost exclusivelyin this manner; and, since the teacher'stask can only be to
impart the technique of the masters to the pupil and to stimulate him thereby
wherever possible to go on to composing on his own, every other purely
theoretical method is then clearly irrelevant, We can pass over the question
whether such modulations as Richterr recommendscould ever form the basis
for motivic development.It is certainly doubtful. It is probable that, in such
abrupt modulations,these,the only modulatory chords recommended(dominant seventh or diminished seventh chords), would be much too artless and
primitive. A piece in which such an intenseharmonic crisis is manifestsurely
needsricher and more complex meansof modulation. For my part, I have tried
to show as many different means for modulation as possibleand to demonstrate,or at leastindicate,the wealth of possiblecombinations.Again, the first
exercisesin modulation aim merely at the quickest and simplestsolution of the
problem; but with every newly masteredmeans t-he aim must be extended
accordingly. If, for example, the deceptive cadence is being used, it should
guard the final cadenceagainstthe monotony ofa repetition,yet assurethe final
cadencethe heightenedintensity of this repetition. Thus the pupil learnsfrom
the outset to use the meansat his command to the greatestpossibleadvantage,
that is to say, he learns to exploit his means fully and not to use more of them
than necessary.Here we are teaching composition, as far as it can go in a harmony course.Yet it should surely go that far.
I have omitted harmonic analysesin this book, becauseI consider them
superfluous here. Were the pupil able to extract from the musical literature what
he needsfor composing, then no one would have to teachharmony. And it is
I Ernst Friedrich Richter,LehrbuchderHarmonie(Leipzig: Breitkopf und Haertel,
into Englishby Theor853).The twenry-fifthGermaneditionof ryo7wastranslated
dore Bakerand,publishedunder the title Manual of Harmony(New Yorkr G. Schirmer,Inc., rgrz).
concerningmodulation,cited hereby Schoenberg,
For Richter'srecommendations
seep. 9t of Baker'stranslation.]
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indeed possible to learn everything this way. I myself have never formally
studied harmony and am therefore one of the many who prove that possibiliry.
But most pupils do needinstruction; and I say: if you do teach,then say all that
can possibly be said. Generally,though, analysisis more a test the author uses
for the correctnessof his theory than an advantagefor the pupil. I do not deny
that it would benefit the pupil to account for the harmonic procedure in masterworks. But to do this the way it should be done, i.e. by examiningthe harmonic
structure of an entire work and the significanceof the individual chords and
chord progressions,would be impossiblewithin the limits of a harmony course.
Yet, anything else is relatively pointless. Those usual analyseswhich show
through what keys a theme modulates, or more correctly, show how many
chords, however foreign to the key they may se€m,a musicalidea can contain
without its leaving the key - this is to show somethingwhich it is not necessary
to show. For wheneverthe pupil has the meansto do it himself, he will understandit so much better,just bydoingit, than he could by analysis- that is, he will
understandthe harmonic aspectof music. The balancedrelation of modves to
harmony, rhythmic elaboration,in short, what really pertainsto composition,
if it indeed can be explainedat all, does not belong in a harmony course.The
pupil is againbeing shown what is unessential
! And I cannot understandhow he
is ever to grasp the essentialif the unessentialis always given first place in his
study.
In generalI do not intend to name individual methods and engagein polemics againstthem. I will confine myself to explaining things as I understand
them. Only when I begin what I believeto be a new interpretationdo I 6nd it
necessaryfirst to refute the older, usual one. The same reason that leads me to
this new interpretation frees me from the obligation to specify which of the
ideaspresentedI considernew. As a musicianwho did not collecthis knowledge
by reading, but who may rather characterizeq/hat he offers as the results of his
own thought about his experiencesin teaching and composing, I presumably
' have the right not to be fettered by the citation of sourcescustomary in scholarly works. Such unfruitful and time-wasting labor may be left to those individuals whose ties to the living art are weaker than their ties to the theoretical.
Instead, I would rather just acknowledge my obvious debt to the existing
systemsfor many ideas.How many ideasand which ones I no longer know.
Becauseof the way I have assimilatedthem, it has long sinceescapedmy power
to be so specific.But I must say, it is mostly to bad books and wrong ideas,
vzhich forced me to think and find out what is right, that I owe the best of this
book. Other things came of their own accord from my working through the
uaditional system.Everything, however, is basedon a steadycontemplationof
art, hence, is firsthand. I think that some of the ideas presented here can lay
claim to novelry, and that others may to some extent depart from the familiar
at least in their precision of statement or in the breadth of perspective afforded
by the presentation.I shallgladly renouncethe reputation for novelty, however,
if I may then be spared the chore of wading through the most important
harmony texts.
I should like this book to be, wherever possible, a textbook, thus to serve
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practical ends: that is, to give the pupil a dependablemethod for his training.
But I cannot on that account forego the opportuniry to make known my views,
through an occasionalhypothesis, on more complex relationships (Zusammenhdnge)- on the similarities and relationships between artistic creation and other
human activities, on the connections between the natural world outside ourselvesand the participating or observing subject. To repeae what is said in this
regard is not to be considered theory, but rather a more or less detailed comparison, in which it is not as important that it holds in every respect as drat it
gives rise to psychological and physical exploration. It is possible that this book
will therefore be a little hard for the ordinary musician to grasp, since even
today he still does not like to exert himself in thinking. Possibly it is a book iust
for the advanced student or for teachers.In that caseI should be sorry, for I
should have liked it above all to be of use to beginners. But I cannot change
the way things are, and so I must wait. I hope, however, that it will not be too
late for the ideas I have to offer when the average musician reachesthe point
where one may write for him, too, in a manner other than'abridged', other than
in untearable picture-book style.

M

CONSONANCEAND DISS'NANCE

Art in its most primitive state is a simple imitation of nature. But it quickly
becomesimitation of nature in the wider senseof this idea, that is, not merely
imitation of outer but also of inner nature. In other words, art does not then
represent merely the objects or the occasionsthat make impressions,but above
all these impressions t*remselves,ultimately without reference to their What,
When, and How. fnference of the original, external object is here perhaps of
only secondaryimportance due to its lack of immediacy.In its most advanced
state, art is exclusively concerned with the representation of inner nature. Here
its aim is just the imitation of impressions,which have now combined,through
association with one another and with other senseimpressions, to form new
complexesand new motives, new stimuli (Bewegangen).At this stage,inference
of the external stimulus is almost certain to be inadequate.At all stagesthe imitation of the model, of the impression,or of the complex of impressionsis only
relatively faithful. This is true, on the one hand, becauseof the limits of our
abilities; on the other, because,whether we are conscious of it or not, the
material [the medium] in which the imitation is presented differs from the
material or materialsof the stimulus, so that, for example, visual or tactile
sensationsmight be representedin the material of auditory sensations.r
If, then, perhapseven the simplest imitation of narure is basedon a complex,
on manifold combinationsand recombinations,and if it is understandablydifficult to identify the externalobjectswhich were the models, then unsurmountable difficulties lie in the way of analysis if the impression on the observing
subject is now taken as the point of deparrurefor inquiry. As Schopenhauer
shows in his theory of colors, however, a real theory should start with the
subject.And, iust as he considersthe colors physiologicalphenomena,'conditions, modificationsof the eye',z so one would have to go back to the subject,
to the senseof hearing, if one would establisha real theory of tones.Now it is
not my aim to presentsuch a theory or even a theory of harmony, nor do I
possessenough abiliry and knowledge to do so; I am rather simply trying to
presentthe harmonic meansof music in such a way that they can be directly
applied in practice. It could happen, nevertheless,that in this way I achieve
[r I.e. the imitationcannotbe absolutelyfaithful to the obiectimitated,if for no
other reason,becauseofthe translationfrom one mediumto another,]
(Zweite
[r Arthur Schopenhauer,ScimilicheWerke: Schriften1ur Erkenntnislehre
EberhardBrockhausVerlag,1948),p. zr.
Auflage;Wiesbaden:
The Subjekt:the observer(including the listener);the Objekt:the observed.Schopenhauerdevelopedhis theory of the relation betweenSubjekt and Objekt in his
World as Will and ldea.
At the time he was writing the Theoryof HarmonySchoenbergwas a remarkably
productivepainter.Someof his paintingsarereproduced
in JosefRufer,The lVorksof
- a canlogueof his compositions,writings andpaintings, trans. Dika
Arnold Sclzoenberg
Newlin (London: Faberand Faber, 196z).]
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more than I am actually striving for, since my goal is just clarity and comprehensivenessof presentation.But however little that.would displeaseme, it is
still not my purpose. Therefore, whenever I theorize, it is less important
whether these theories be right than whether they be useful as comparisons to
clarify the obiect and to give the study perspective.
So, for two reasonsI may reject the subject as the basis for my study: 6rst,
becauseI do not intend to give a theory of tones or of harmony, but merely a
presentation of certain artistic means;secondly, becausethis presentation does
not claim any right to be taken for a theory. Thus I may devote my study to
the obiect, the material of music, if I succeedin bringing what I want to show
into accord with what is known or surmised concerning this material.
The material of music is the tonel what it affects first, the ear. The sensory
perception releasesassociationsand connectstone, ear, and the world offeeling.
On the cooperation of these three factors depends everything in music that is
felt to be art. Nevertheless,even if a chemical compound does have characteristics other than those of the elements from which it was formed, and if the
impression a work of art makes does display characteristicsother than those
which could be derived from each single component, it is still justifiable for
many a purpose,in analyzingthe total phenomenon,to bring up for consideration various characteristicsof the basic components. fndeed, the atomic weight
and valenceof the componentspermit a conclusionwith respectto the molecular weight and valenceof the compound. Perhapsit is indefensibleto try to
derive everything that constitutes the physics of harmony from one of the
components, say, just from the tone. Some characteristicscan be derived from
the tone, however, for the very reasonthat the constitution of the ear, the organ
predetermined to receive tone, at least relates to the constitution of the tone
somewhat as do well-fitting concave to convex parts. One of the three factors,
however, the world of our feelings, so completely eludes precisely controlled
investigation that it would be folly to place the sameconfidencein the few conjectures permitted by observation in this sphere that we place in those conjectures that in other matters are called 'science'.In this senseit is of little consequence whether one starts with a correct hypothesis or a false one. Sooner or
Iater the one as well as the other will certainly be refuted. Thus, we can only
base our thought on such conjectures as will satisfy our formal necessity for
senseand coherencewithout their being considered narural laws. Should someone succeedin deriving the phenomenasolely from the physical propertiesof
tone and explaining them solely on that basis, should the problems be thereby
successfullyclarified and solved, then it would hardly matter whether our
physical knowledge of the nature of tone is correct or not. [For] it is entirely
possible that in spite of an observation falsely construed as fundamentalwe
may, by inferenceor through intuition, arrive at correct resultsl wliereasit is
not at all a proved fact that more correct or better observation would necessarily yield more correct or better conclusions.Thus, the alchemists,in spite of
their rather poor instruments, recognized the possibiliry of transmuting the
elements,whereasthe much better equipped chemists of the nineteenth century
considered the elements irreducible and unalterable, an opinion that has since
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been disproved. If this view [of the nineteenth-cenrury chemists] has now been
superseded,we owe this fact, not to better observations, nor to better perception, nor to better conclusions, but to an accidental discovery. The advance,
therefore, did not come as a necessaryconsequenceof anything; it could not
have been predicted on the basis of any particular accomplishment;it appeared
rather in spite of all efforts, unexpected, undeserved, and perhaps even undesired. Now if the correct explanation must be the goal of all inquiry, even
though the explanation does almost always turn out to be wrong, we still do not
have to allow our pleasure in searching for explanation to be spoiled. On the
contrary, we should be satisfiedwith this pleasureas perhaps the only positive
result ofall our trouble.
From this point of view it is thus of little importance for the explanationof
harmonic problems, whether sciencehas already refuted the function of overtones or only raisedsome doubts. Should one succeed,as said, in defining the
problems sensibly and presenting them intelligibly, even though the overtone
theory be false, then the goal could still be reached- even ifit turned out after
rome time that both, overtone theory and explanation, were false (but this
outcome is by no meansinevitable). I can make the attempt with so much the
more confidence since, as far as I know, no one has yet refuted the theory
beyond all doubt; and since no man is able to examine and prove everything
himself, I, too, have to get along with the existing knowledge as long as I may
and can believe in it. Therefore, I will proceed in my study from the possibly
uncertain overtone theory becausewhat I can deduce from it seemsto agree
with the evolution of the harmonic means.
Once again: the tone is the material of music. It must therefore be regarded,
with all its properties and effects, as suitable for art. All sensationsthat it releases- indeed, these are the effects that make known its properties - bring
their influence to bear in some senseon the form of which the tone is a component, that is, on the piece of music. In the overtone seriesr*which is one of
the most remarkable properties of the tone, there appear after some strongersounding overtones a number of weaker-sounding ones. Without a doubt the
former are more familiar to the ear, while the latter, hardly perceptible, are
rather strange. In other words: the overtones closer to the fundamental seem to
contribute more or more perceptibly to the total phenomenon of the tone tone acceptedas euphonious, suitable for art - while the more distant seem to
contribute less or lessperceptibly. But it is quite certain that they all do contribute more or less, that of the acousticalemanations of the tone nothing is lost.
And it is just as certain that the world of feeling somehow takes into account
the entire complex, hence the more distant overtones as well. Even if the analyzing ear does not becomeconscious of them, they are still heard as tone color.
That is to say, here the musical ear does indeed abandon the attempt at exact
analysis, but it still takes note of the impression. The more remote overtones
* The pupil can partially demonsratethe phenomenonof overtonesfor himselfby
silently depressingthe keys c', a', g' and then forcefully striking C once,staccato,or
the lower octavecontraC (all without pedal).Then he canhearthe tonesc', e', g', the
overtones,whosesoundis similar to that of the harmonicsof stringedinstruments.
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are recorded by the subconscious, and when they ascend into the conscious
they are analyzedand their relation to the total sound is determined.But this
relation is, to repeat, as follows: the more immediate overtones contribute more,
the more remote contribute /as.r.Hence, the distinction between them is only a
matter of degree,not of kind. They are no more opposites than two and ten are
'conopposites, as the frequency numbers indeed show; and the expressions
'dissonance',
sonance' and
which signify an antithesis, are false. It all simply
dependson the growing ability of the analyzingear to familiarizeitself with the
remote overtones,thereby expanding the conception of what is euphonious,
suitable for art, so that it embracesthe whole nazural phenomenon.
What today is remote can tomorrow be close at hand; it is all a matter of
whether one can get closer.And the evolution of musichasfollowed this course:
it has drawn into the stock of artistic resourcesmore and more of the harmonic
possibilitiesinherent in the tone.
'consonance'and 'dissonance',
Now if I continue to use the expressions
even though they are unwarranted, I do so becausethere are signs that the
evolution of harmony will, in a short time, prove the inadequacyof this classification. The introduction of another terminology at this stagewould have no
purposeand could hope for little success.SinceI still have to operatewith these
notions, I will defineconsonancesas the closer,simpler relationsto the fundamental tone, dissonances
as those that are more remote,more complicated.The
consonancesare accordingly the 6rst overtones,and they are the more nearly
perfect the closerthey are to the fundamental.That means,the closerthey lie to
the fundamental,the more easily we can grasp their similarity to it, the more
easilythe ear can fit them into the total sound and assimilatethem, and the more
easily we can determine that the sound of these overtones together with the
fundamentalis'restful'and euphonious,needingno resolution.The sameshould
hold for the dissonancesas well. If it does not, if the ability to assimilatethe
dissonancesin use cannot be judged by the samemethod, if the distancefrom
the fundamentalis no measureof the degreeof dissonance,this is even so no
evidenceagainstthe view presentedhere. For it is harder to gaugethesedifferencesprecisely,sincethey are relatively small. They are expressedby fractions
with large denominatorsland as it requiressome thought to say whether 8/234
is larger or smaller than 4f 68o,becausea mere estimatecan lead one astray,the
mere estimatemade by the ear is just as undependable.Efforts to make use of
'dissonances')
as artistic meansthus
the more remote consonances(today called
led necessarilyto many an error, to many a detour. The vay of history, as we
can seeit in that which has acruallybeen selectedby practicefrom the practichardly leadshere to a correct judgment of the real relations.
able dissonances,
That assertionis proved by the incomplete or unusual scalesof many other
as much right as we to explain them by appeal
peoples,who have, nevertheless,
to nature. Perhapstheir tones are often even more natural than ours (that is,
more exact, more correct, better); for the temperedsystem,which is only an
expedient for overcoming the difficulties of the material, has indeed only a
limited similarity to nature.That is perhapsan advantage,but hardly a mark of
superiority.
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The most nearly perfect consonance(after the unison) is the 6rst tone of the
overtone series, thus the one that occurs most frequently, consequently the
srongest: the octave. The next most nearly perfect are the fifth and the major
third. The minor third and the major and minor sixths are, in part, not relations
of the fundamental, in part, not relations in the ascending direction. That explains why it used to be questioned whether they are consonancesat all. On the
other hand, the fourth, known as an imperfect consonance,is a reladon of the
fundamental, but in the opposite direction; it could, therefore, be counted with
the perfect consonances,in the samesenseas the minor third and the major and
minor sixths, or simply with the consonances,as indeed often happens.But the
evolution of music has gone a different way here and has given the fourth a
peculiar position. Only the following are designatedas dissonances:
the major
and minor seconds,the maior and minor sevenths,the ninths, etc.l in addition,
all diminished and augmented intervals, thus, diminished and augmented
octaves, fourths, fifths, etc.

T\T THE MAJOR MODE AND THE
I Y DIATONIC CHORDS

Our major scale, the series of tones c, d, e, f, g, d, b, the tones that also provided the basis for the Greek and church modes, we can explain as having been
found through imitation of nature. Intuition and inference (Kombination)
assistedin translating the most important characteristic of the tone, the overtone series, from the vertical (as we imagine the position of all simultaneous
sounds) into the horizontal, into separate,successivetones. The natural model,
the tone, exhibits the following characteristics:
r. A musical sound (Klang) is a composite, made up of a series of tones
sounding together, the overtones; hence,it forms a chord. From a fundamental,
C, these overtones are:
cr g, crr r'r B', (bbt), ct, d2, ezrfr 82, Etc.
z. In this series the c is the strongest sound becauseit occurs the greatest
number of times, and becauseit is actually played or sung itself as a fundamental.
3. After the c the next strongest tone is g, becauseit occurs earlier in the
series,therefore more often than the other tones.
If we think of this g as a real tone (as indeed occurs when the overtone series
is realized horizontally, when, for example, the fifth of a horn tuned in c is
played), it then has overtones itself (as a tone actually played); these are:
gL, ds, g', b', d8, etc.l
and at the same time this & together with its overtones, presupposesthe C
(fundamental of the horn). Thus it happensthat the overtones of the overtones
also contribute to the total sound.
Consequently:
4. An actual tone (the g) appearsas dependent upon a tone a 6fth below, the

c.

The conclusion that follows from the foregoing:
This tone, C, is likewise dependent upon the tone a fifth below it, .F.
Now if the C is taken as the midpoint, then its siruationcan be describedby
reference to two forces, one of which pulls downward, toward I, the other
upward, toward G:

G
^

c

T
Y

F
Here the dependenceof G on C, with which, strictly speaking, the force of
the C is exerted in the same direction as that of the .F, may be considered like
the force of a man hanging by his hands from a beam and exerting his own force
against the force of gravity. He pulls on the beam just as gravity pulls him, and
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in the same direction. But the effect is that his force works against the force of
gravity, and so in this way one is justified in speakingof the two opposing
forces.
I will often speakof this characteristicand will draw a number of conclusions
from it. What is important for the moment is to establishthat thesetones are
very closely related to one another, that they are next of kin. G is the first
overtone (after c) of Crand c the first of .t'. Such an overtone bears the closest
similarity to the fundamental (after the octave), therefore contributes most to
the qualiry (Charakteristik) of the sound, to its euphony.
If one is justified in assuming that the overtones of the G can become real
tones,then this assumptionmay be appliedanalogouslyto those of l'. After all,
,Fis to C as C is to G. And thus it is explained how the scalethat finally emerged
is put togetherfrom the most important componentsof a fundamentaltone and
its nearestrelatives. These nearestrelatives are just what gives the fundamental
tone stability; for it representsthe point of balancebetween their opposing
tendencies.This scaleappearsas the residueof the propertiesof the three factors, as a vertical projection, as addition:
Oyertones

Fundamental
F

c..f

f

C
G

.a

c.g.c.e

cdcb
f

de

ca

Adding up the overtones (omitting repetitions) we get the seven tones of
our scale.Here they are not yet arranged consecutively.But even the scalar
order can be obtainedif we assumethat the further overtonesare also in effect.
And that assumptionis in fact not optional; v/e must assumethe presenceof the
other overtones.The ear could also have definedthe relative pitch of the tones
discovered by comparing them with taut strings, which of course become
longer or shorter asthe tone is lowered or raised.But the more distantovertones
were also a dependableguide. Adding these s/e get the following:
Fundamental
F

c
G

Overrcn2s

f .

.c
c

. f . a . c . ( e f i ) fg a b
c e t c .f e t c .
. . C. . c. e . C. GDc defetc.
g.
.g.b
.d.
.d.(f)gabcd

GD
f g"b

(6b>

gabcd
cdef
our C-major scale.
An interesting by-product appearshere:
The two tones e and 6 appear in the 6rst octave, but e is challenged by ,b,
b by bf. That explains why it was once questioned whether the third was a
consonance,and shows why bfbf]and hlbl appearin the Germantone alphabet.
cde
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It could not be decided (becauseof the first octave) which tone was correct.*
The secondoctave (in which the overtonesof .F and C necessarilysound more
faintly) resolved the question in favor of e and b.
Whether the pioneers of music arrived at this scale through intuition or
through inference (Kombination) we cannot judge. It is unimportant anyway.
We may nevertheless
take issuewith theoristswho set up complicateddocuines
(Lehren); for, contary to those doctrines, we have to give the discoverers
credit not only for instinct, but for the ability to reason as well. It is then not at
all impossible that the right thing here was discoveredby reason alone, that
therefore credit is due, not to the ear alone, but in part to inference. We are
not the first who can think!
The discovery of our scalewas a stroke of luck in the developmentof our
music, not only with regard to its success,but also in the sensethat we could
just as well have found a different scale,as did for example the Arabs, the
Chineseand Japanese,
or the gypsies.That their music has not evolved to such
heights as ours does not necessarilyfollow from their imperfectscales,but can
also have to do with their imperfect instruments or with some other circumstancewhich cannot be investigatedhere. Moreover, it is not to our scalealone
that we owe the evolution of our music. And above all; this scaleis not the last
word, the ultimate goal of music, but rather a provisional stopping place.The
overtone series,which led the ear to it, still contains many problems that will
have to be faced. And if for the time being we still manage to escapethose
problems, it is due to liitle else than a compromise betweenthe natural intervals and our inability to use them - that compromise which we call the tempered system,which amounts to an indefinitely extendedtruce. This reduction
of the natural relations to manageableones cannot permanently impede the
evolution of music; and the ear will have to attack the problems, becauseit is so
disposed.Then our scalewill be transformed into a higher order, as the church
modes were transformed into major and minor modes. Whether there will then
be guarter tones, eighth, third, or (as Busonir thinks) sixth tones, or whether
we will move directly to a tJ-tone scalethat Dr. Robert Neumann has calculated,2we cannot foretell. Perhaps this new division of the octave will even be
untempered and will not have much left over in common with our scale.However that may be, attempts to compose in quarter or third tones, as are being
undertaken here and there, seem senseless,as long as there are too few instruments available that can play them. Probably, whenever the ear and imagination
* Perhapsthat also explainswhy there were church modes:The effectof a fundamentaltone was felt, but sinceno one knew which tone it was,all of them were tried,
And the accidentals
areperhapsaccidents
in the modechosen,but not in the natural,
the basicone.
[1 Ferrucio Busoni, Sketchof a Nep Estheticof Music in Three Classicsin the
Aesthetic
of Music (New York: Dover Publications,r96u),pp. gj-4.Originally published in Leipzig, I9o6, Busoni'swork was reprinted in this anthology from Theodore Baker'stranslation,publishedby G. Schirmer,Inc., c. r9rr.]
[2 Important(andlong)footnoteby theauthor.SeeAppendix,pp. 421-l.In Chapter XIX (p. :e+) Dr. Neumannis identifiedas'a young philosopher'.]
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have matured enough for such music, dre scale and the instruments will all at
once be available.It is certain that this movement is now afoot, certain that it
will lead to something. It may be that here again many digressions and errors
will have to be overcome; perhaps these, too, will lead to exaggerationsor to
the delusion that now the ultimate, the immutable has been found. Perhapshere,
once again, Iaws and scaleswill be erectedand accordedan aesthetictimelessness. To the man of vision, even that will not be the end. He recognizes that
any material can be suitable for art - if it is well enough defined that one can
shapeit in accordancewith its supposednature, yet not so well defined that the
imagination has no unexplored territory left in which to roam, in which to
establishmystical connection with the universe.And since we can sdll hope
that the world will long continue to be a riddle to our intelligence(Verstand),
we can say in spite of all Beckmessers
that the end of art is not yet at hand.
If the scaleis imitation of the tone on the horizontal plane,that is, note after
note, then chords are imitation on the vertical, notes sounded together. If the
scaleis analysis,then the chord is synthesisofthe tone. It is required ofa chord
that it consistof three different tones.The simplestof suchchords is, obviously,
that one which most closelyresemblesthe simplestand most evident aspectsof
the tone, that one which consists of fundamental, major third, and perfect
fifth - the major triad. It imitates the euphony of the single tone by omitting
the more distant overtones and reinforcing the more immediate.The triad is
without doubt similar to the tone, but it is no more similar to its model than,
say, Assyrian reliefs are to their human models. Such triads might have come
into use harmonically,as it were, when someonediscoveredit was possibleto
sing, at 6rst, the 6fth with the fundamental, later, the third as well; or it might
have happenedby the singing of parts in such a way that they came together on
none other than such chords as these. Neither way, however, can today be
proved with any certainty. It is probable that simultaneoussoundsof this kind
were already felt to be euphonious before the polyphonic manner of writing
was able to use them. Yet the possibiliry is not to be excludedthat, conversely,
monophonic melody and scalesexisted before the chords, and that the step
from monophonic to polyphonic music did not occur through dre setting of
chords as accompanimentto tones or melodic progressions,but rather through
the singing of two or three melodiesat the sametime, one of which
"rr.ntrlully
becamethe principal melody. However it may have been in the earliest
days of
music, both methods,harmonic and polyphonic, have cooperatedequally for at
Ieastfour hundred yearsin promoting the evolution of our present-daymusic.
It is therefore hardly appropriate to formulate chords on only one of the rwo
principles. It is hardly appropriate, on the one hand, to present chords as if
they had germinated and developed spontaneously,as they are usually presented
in the teaching of harmony; nor is it appropriate, on the other hand, to explain
polyphony as nothing else but voice leading that merely follows certain conventional rules and doesnot considerthe chords resulting from the coincidence
of parts, as usually happensin the teaching of counterpoint. It is much more
correct to say that the development of harmony was not only essentially influenced by melodic principles, that the development of the possibility of voice
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leading was not only essentiallyinfluencedby harmonic principles, but that in
many ways each was actually determined by the other. Every treatment, however, that usesthe one or the other principle exclusivelywill run into facts that
qrill not 6t into its system.Hence the numerousexceptions.Hence the numerous placeswhere the teacherhas to lift a prohibition, carelesslygiven, with a
concession,grudgingly given. And the numerous placeswhere the teacherhas
to say: 'Well, drat's just the way it is; nothing else is possibler'without being
able to give any reasonwhy. Where the pupil must acceptas given whatever
'for
'about its
its name', but not
the teacherimposeson him and may surely ask
kind'.
At first glanceit looks as if what I say here would contradictwhat I say in the
introduction about the scope of harmony teaching and in the later chapter
'Non-harmonic
Tones'. But the contradiction is only apparent.For if I
about
show that this or that chord progressionis to be explainedon melodic grounds,
it is in fact far different from assigningthe pupil to work out somethingmelodically becauseits origin is melodic - as happenswith passingtones, changing
tones, and the like, which would long ago have been regardedas chord componentsif the systemof non-harmonictoneswere not so much more convenient.
an intelThe considerationand judgment of harmonic events necessitates
ligible classification.This classificationwill be so much the more complete,the
method of
more it satisfieslegitimateclaims.Now I find that the long-established
instruction is adequatefor most of the demandswe may make, with the reservations that it is no system, and that it can only take us'to a certain point.
Therefore, my treatment, too, is so constructed.This method, by taking up
6rst the diatonic triads, doesin fact start with the simpleststructuresand builds
up this system in a practicalmanner: after thesetriads come the other diatonic
chords, the four and five-part chords; then, after showing in the cadencean
applicationof thesediatonic chords, the method goes on to nondiatonic chords
and here, too, shows applications in modulation, etc. My objections to this
method I vrill reveallater on. It is usable,however, up to a certain point, and I
will follow it that far.
The harmonic senseof the key (Tonart) in all its ramificationsis comprehensible only in relation to the idea of tonality, which should therefore be
explained before anything else. Tonality is a formal possibility that emerges
from the nature of the tonal material, a possibility of attaining a certain completeness or closure (Geschlossenheit)by means of a certain uniformiry. To
realizethis possibility it is necessaryto use in the courseof a piece only those
sounds (Kldnge) and successionsof sounds, and theseonly in a suitable arrangement, whose relations to the fundamental tone of the key, to the tonic of the
piece, can be grasped without difficulty. Subsequently, I shall be compelled to
take issuewith various aspectsof tonality and can therefore confine my remarks
here to just two points: (r) I do not, as apparentlyall theoristsbefore me have
done, considertonality an eternallaw, a natural law of music, even though this
law is consistentwith the simplest conditions of the natural model, that is, of
the tone and the fundamental chord; all the same,however, (z) it is essentialthat
the pupil learn thoroughly the basis of this effect [tonality] and how to attain it.
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'Whenever
all chords of a complete piece of music appear in progressions
that can be related to a common fundamental tone, one can then say that the
idea of the musical sound (Klang) (which is conceived as vertical) is extended
to the horizontal plane. Everything following it springs from this fundamental
posrulate, refers back to it, even when antithetical to it, elaboratesand complements it, and finally leads back to it, so that this fundamental is treated in every
respect as central, as embryonic. The value of such a method of composition
cannot be overlooked, even by those who do not believe it is indispensableto
all composition whatsoever. Thus, for example, not every biography has to
begin with the birth of the hero, or indeed farther back with his ancestors,nor
end with his death. Such completenessis not indispensableand may be forthwith discardedif one has some other aim, say, to present a certain characteristic
period in the life of the hero. It is likewise doubtful whether the aggregate of
eventsin a pieceof music must inevitably refer to the fundamentalpostulate,to
the fundamental chord, just because- as I have said - such reference assures
good results through formal completenessand agreeswith the simplest attributes of the material. It is doubtful, once the question is raised, whether suclt
referencedoes not agreejust with the simpler attributes, and especially,whether
it still agreeswith the more complicated.To reach a conclusionin this matter
it is not necessary,nor is it enough, to think of the developmentsectionsof
sonatasand symphoniesor of the harmonic relationsin operaswhose music is
continuous (durchkomponl'err).
Nor does one even have to consider present-day
music. It is enough just to look at a piece,say, by Wagner, Bruckner, or Hugo
Wolf to raisedoubts: whether obstinatelymaintaining a common fundamental
at the beginning and end of a piece,just on principle, is reallyorganic any more,
where there are so many details that can iust as well point elsewhere;whether this
traditional device is not used here merely becauseit is traditionl whether here
a formal advantagehas not given rise to a formalistic conceitl whether tonality
here meansperhapsmore the purely external recognition of a law established
by custom, thus does not spring from a structural necessity.
As for laws establishedby custom, however - th"y will eventually be disestablished.What happenedto the tonality of the church modes,if not thatl It
is easyfor us now to say tliat'the church modes were unnatuml, but our scales
conform to nature'. That they conformed to natlrre was undoubtedly also
believedof the church modes in their day. Besides- just how far do our major
and minor conform to nature, since they are, after all, a tempered systeml And
what about those parts that do not conforml It is preciselythese that foment
revolt. In the church modes there were those elements that pressed toward
dissolution of the modal system. We can easily seethat today. For example,the
final chords were almost always major chords, even though the Dorian, Aeolian,
and Phrygian modesindicatedminor 6nal chords. Does that not look as if the
fundamental freed itself at the close from the unnatural force that had been imposed upon it, as if, since it substitutedits own overtones,it sensedits natural
euphonyl Perhapsit was this phenomenonthat removed the distinctionsamong
the modes to such an extent that only two types remained, major and minor,
which contained everything that made up the individual character of each of
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the sevenmodes.We have similar phenomenain our major and minor: above
all, under the pretenseof modulation we can introduce into every key almost
any property of other, quite distant keys (such is called 'extendedtonality').
Indeed, the key may be expressedexclusivelyby chords other than its own diatonic chords; yet we do not then considerthe tonaliry cancelled.But doesthen
'In
the tonality in effect still existi
effect, that is, effectively', effected by the
fundamentali Or has it not acrually been cancelledalreadyl
It is neverthelessnecessary,as I said before, that the pupil learns to manipulate the devicesthat produce tonaliry. For music has not yet evolved so far that
we can now speakof discardingtonality; moreover, the necessityfor explaining
its requirementsarisesalso from the needto recognizeits functions in the works
of the past. Even if the presentallows us to envision a future freed from the
restrictivedemandsof this principle, it is still, even today, but much more in the
past of our art, one of the most important musical techniques.It is one of the
techniguesthat contribute most to the assuranceof order in musical works that order, consistentwith the material, which so greatly facilitates the untroubled enjoyment of the essentialbeautiesin the music. One of the foremost
tasksof instruction is to awakenin the pupil a senseof the past and at the same
time to open up to him prospectsfor the future. Thus instruction may proceed
historically, by making the connectionsbetweenwhat was, what is, and what is
likely to be. The historian can be productive if he sets forth, not merely historical data, but an understandingof history, if he does not confine himself
simply to enumerating,but tries to read the future from the past.
Applied to our presentconcern,that means:Let the pupil learn the laws and
effectsof tonality just as if they still prevailed,but let him know of the tendencies that are leading toward their annulment.Let him know that the conditions
leading to the dissolution of the system are inherent in the conditions upon
which it is established.Let him know that every living thing has within it that
which changes,develops, and destroys it. Life and death are both equally
present in the embryo. What lies between is time. Nothing intrinsic, that is;
merely a dimension,which is, however,necessarilyconsummated.Let the pupil
learn by this exampleto recognizewhat is eternal:change,and what is temporal:
being(das Bestehen).Thus he will come to the conclusionthat much of what
hasbeenconsideredaesthedcallyfundamental,that is, necessaryto beauty,is by
no meansalways rooted in the nature of things, that the imperfection of our
sensesdrives us to those compromisesthrough which we achieveorder. For
order is not demandedby the object, but by the subject.l [The pupil will conclude], moreover, that the many laws that purport to be natural laws actually
spring from the struggle of the craftsman to shape the material correctly; and
that the adaptationof what the artist really wants to present,its reduction to fit
within the boundariesof form, of artistic form, is necessaryonly becauseof our
inabiliry to grasp the undefined and unordered. The order we call artistic form
is not an end in itself, but an expedient.As such by all meansjustified, but to be
rejectedabsolutelywherever it claims to be more, to be aesthetics.This is not
lr Cf. supra,p. 18,fn. z and correspondingtext.]
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to say that some future work of art may do without order, clarity, and comprehensibility, but that not merely what we conceiveas such deservesthesenames.
For nature is also beautiful where we do not understandher and where she
seemsto us unordered. Once we are cured of the delusion that the artist's aim
is to create beauty, and once we have recognized that only the necessityto produce compels him to bring forth what will perhaps afterwards be designatedas
beauty, then we will also understandthat comprehensibilityand clarity are not
conditions that the artist is obliged to impose on his work, but conditions that
the observer wishes to find fulfilled. Even the untrained observer finds these
conditions in works he has known for some time, for example,in all the older
masterworks; here he has had time to adapt. With newer works, at first strange,
he must be allowedmore time. But, whereasthe distancebetweenthe onrushing,
brilliant insight of the genius and the ordinary insight of his contemporariesis
relatively vast, in an absolutesense,that is, viewed within the whole evolution
of the human spirit, the advanceof his insight is quite small. Consequently,the
connection that gives accessto what was once incomprehensibleis always
finally made.Whenever one hasunderstood,one looks for reasons,finds order,
seesclariry. [Order, clarity] are there by chance,not by law, not by necessityl
and what we claim to perceiveas laws [defining order and clarity] may perhaps
only be laws governing our perception, without therefore being the laws a
work of art must obey. And that we think we see[aws, order] in the work of
art can be analogousto our thinking we seeourselvesin the mirror, although
we are of course not there. The work of art is capableof mirroring what we
project into it. The conditions our conceptualpower imposes,a mirror image
of our own nature (Beschafenheir),may be observed in the work. This mirror
imagedoesnot, however,revealthe plan upon which the work itself is oriented,
but rather the way we orient ourselvesto the work. Now if the work bearsthe
samerelation to its author, if it mirrors what he projects into it, then the laws
Ie thinks he perceivesmay also be iust such as were presentin his imagination,
but not such as are inherent in his work. And what he has to say about his
formal purposescould be relatively inconsequential.It is perhapssubjectively,
but not necessarilyobjectively,correct. One hasonly to look in the mirror from
another point of viewl then one can believethat mirror image,too, is the image
of the work itself, although that image,too, is acruallyproiectedby the observer,
only this time the imageis different.Now even if one can assumewith certainty
that the observer will not see in the work of art something entirely dilferent
from what is actually in it - since object and subject do indeed interact - even
so the possibility of misapprehensionis still too great to allow us to say with
absolute confidence that the presumed order is not iust that of the subject. All
the same,the state of the observer can be ascertainedfrom the order he sees.
It is, indeed, not to be maintained that compliancewith such laws, which
after all may correspond merely to the state of the observer, will assure the
creation of a work of art. Moreover, theselaws, even if they are valid, are not
the only ones the work of art obeys. Yet, even if adherenceto them does not
help the pupil attain clarity, intelligibility, and beaury,they will at leastmake it
possiblefor him to avoid obscurity, unintelligibility, and ugliness.The positive
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gain of a work of art depends upon conditions other than those expressedby
the laws and is not to be reachedby way of the laws. But even what is negative
is gain, since through avoiding such particulars as presumably hinder the realization of artistic valuesthe pupil can lay a foundation. Not one that promotes
creativiry, but one that can regulate it, if it will allow itself to be regulated!
Instruction that proceedsthis way accomplishessomething else, as well. It
leads the pupil through all those errors that the [historical] struggle for knowledge has brought with it; it leads through, it leads past errors, perhapspast
truths as well. Nevertheless,it teacheshim to know how the searchwas carried
on, the methods of thinking, the kinds of errors, the way little truths of locally
limited probability became,by being stretchedout into a system, absolutely
untrue. In a word, he is taught all that which makes up the way we think. Such
instmction can thus bring the pupil to love even the errors, if only they have
stimulated thought, turnover and renewal of intellectual stock. And he learns to
love the work of his forebears,even if he cannot apply it directly to his own life,
even if he has to translate it in order to put it to very different use. He learns to
love it, be it truth or error, becausehe finds in it necessity.And he seesbeauty
in that everlasting struggle for truth; he recognizesthat fulfilment is always the
goal one yearns for, but that it could easily be the end of beauty. He understands that harmony - balance - does not mean 6xity of inactive factors, but
equilibrium of the most intense energies. Into life itselt where there are such
energies,such struggles - that is the direction instruction should take. To represent life in art, life, with its flexibility, its possibilities for change,its necessitiesl
to acknowledge as the sole eternal law evolution and change - this way has to
be more fruitful than the other, where one assumesan end of evolution because
one can thus round off the system.
I proceed, then, to present harmonic relations by punuing attentively the
errors of the past, step by step, confident that the thorough treatment even of
such ideas as are now fading into the background of practice will benefit the
pupil in the senseindicatedabove. I will set tonality, for example,as my goal,
and strive to reach it with all conceivablemeansland I hope I shall be able to
present some means that perhaps have not been mentioned before.

THE DIATONIC

TRIADS

We begin by building on eachtone of the scalea triad similar to the fundamentaltriad [the tone with its closestovertones].In doing so - to set down
immediately
a principlethatwill find manifoldusein whatfollows- we transfer
to othercases,we imitate,what we haveseenin a precedent.
Thesetriads,however,arenot to be fundamentaltriads,asis the prototype,but, for the sakeof
tonaliry, free imitationsof the idea:fundamental,third, fifth, i.e. the intervals
r-3-1. As the third and fifth of thesetriadswe do not write (if we may sayit
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which appears earlier, hence, more often. Consequently, the relationship is
characterizedby a dependenceof the fifth on the fundamental, rather than the
converse, where the fundamental would be governed by the fifth. If anything
dominates, it can only be the fundamental tonel and every fundamental can in
turn be governed by a tone a 6fth below it, in whose overtone seriesthe former
fundamental now takes second place, as the fifth. So if the metaphor is correct,
'dominant' would be another name for the fundamental, since something
then
of secondary importance should not be designated as governing something of
primary importance.I will keep the expression,dominant, however, in order
not to causeconfusionwith new terminology and becausethis chord, while not
the sovereign of the key, is still a part of the key, of its upper region, of its
upperdominantregion.It should be mentioned now, however, that much of what
I will say in evaluating the degrees,i.e. in showing their capabilitiesfor forming
progressions,chord progressions,is basedon this notion: that the tonic is the
governor and the dominant is the governed.
The name, dominant, is usually justified by saying that the Ist degree appears
by virnre of the Vth degree.The Ist would then be a result of the Vth. But it is
not possible that something can be the causeof a phenomenon and simultaneously the effect of the samephenomenon.And I is in fact the cause,the origin
of V, since V is an overtone of I. To be sure, I follows V. But here we are con'follow'. 'To follow' means'to
obey', but
fusing the two meaningsof the word
'to
also
come after'. And if the tonic follows the dominant, it happensonly in
the same senseas when a king sendshis vassal,his herald or his quartermaster
on ahead to make appropriate preparations for his arrival. Then the king does
in fact follow his man. The vassalis there, however, becauseof the king, as his
follower. and not the other way around.

SPACING THE CHORDS

The chordscould of coursebe connectedin a purely schematicway, whereby
eachchordis regardedasa massthat is followedby anothersuchmass,by anhappensin pianopieces:
otherchord,assometimes

,ffirorexampre
The most important principle of harmonic connection,good progression,is
not affected by this type of connection. However, as I mentioned earlier, since
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many chord connections are not of purely harmonic origins, but rather of
melodic, it is necessaryto connect the chords in such a way that the melodic
influenceshave a chanceto become evident. Therefore the chords are presented
as entities resulting from the concurrent movement of parts; but in so presenting them one should not forget that the Motor that drives this movement of
voices, the motive, is absent.For presenting chord progressionsthrough the
movement of parts, since most harmonic events require an average of four
parts, we use a combination of the four principal types of the human voice:
soprano, alto, tenor, and bass.With these we obtain the so-calledfour-part
writing.
This combination of human voices is iust as practical as it is natural, as we
shall seeboth now and later. Not only doesit assurethoseacousticaldistinctions
that help to distinguish the parts clearly from one another, but it also affords
that acoustical uniformiry that at the same time makes it easy to hear the parts
as a coherent whole, as chords. Even in the limitations of the individual voices,
in their relative incompleteness,there are advantages.* The necessity for utilizing them within the narrow range of their eflectivenessdemandscharacteristic usage and treatment consistent with the material. Thus the pupil learns by
this simple example to heed an important principle of handicraft: to make
characteristicuse of the strengths and shortcomings of the material at hand. The
properties of the human voice relevant to our present task are as follows (most
instruments, moreover, reveal similar properties): There is a register in which
every no$nal, healthy voice singseasilyand without strain, the middle registerl
and there are two registers that demand more effort and causemore fatigue, the
high and the low. The middle registersoundslessexpressiveand lessimpressive
than the high or low registers. Since, however, the presentation of harmonic
connections is not so much concerned with these effectsas with those that are
purely harmonic, the following principle can be given for the treatment of the
voices(this principle even conforms to a certainextent to common practice):In
generaleach voice is to sing in its middle registerl only as other conditions require (difficultiesin voice leading, avoiding monotony, etc.) will we seek out
the higher or the lower register. The range of the voices is, as far as this purely
schematic treatment is concerned, approximately that indicated by the half
notes:

r I am taking suchpainswith thesethings,not so much out of concernthat the pupil
might, if they werenot explained,
thoughtlessly
acceptand mechanically
applythem,
as to establishexplicitly that theseprinciplesare not derivedfrom aesthetics
but from
practicalconsiderations.
If what is known asaesthetics
doesin fact containmuch that
is merely practicalhandlingof the material,and if what is known as symmetryis perhapsoften not much more than an organizationof the materialthat revealsa sensible
regardfor its properties,yet I considerit worthwhile to set down theseobservations.
For the conditions of practicalitycan change,if we take a different view of the
materialand if the purposechanges.But aestheticsallegesit has discoveredeternal
laws.
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Tenor

Bass
_

_
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The quarter notes in parenthesesindicate those tones at each extreme of the
ranges that may be used in case of necessiry. obviously the range of solo
voices, yes, even ofchoral voices, is in reality larger than, perhapsdifferent from,
that indicated here, which only aims at a fairly cor.e.i average.The middle
register, which should be the one chiefly used, lies a fourth or a fifth from the
highest and lowest tones,so that we have:
Soprano

Alto

Tenor

Bass

Of coursethe pupil cannot get along with just the tonesof the middle register
and will have to use some from the higher or lower registers- naturally, at
first only the adjacenttones,but then also on occasionthe highest or lowest, if
there is no other way. fn general,however, he should seldom overstep to any
significant degree the bounds of an octavel whoever wants to write parts comfortabte for the voice will avoid, even in acrualcomposition,extendedpassages
exclusively in one of the outer registers. The pupil should tfierefore enter these
registers only for a short time and leave them as soon as possible.Whenever the
treatment of solo or choral voices in practice indicates otherwise, it is because
the composersought some compositionalor acousticaleffectsirrelevant to our
presentaims.
The characteristics of the voices indicate the requirements, supported by
experience,for their combination in choral writing. If no voice is to stand out,
then all voices will seek out registerswhose acousticalpotential is approximately the same.For, were a voice to sing in a more brilliant register,while the
others move in a duller register,that voice would naturally be quite noticeable.
If this voice is intended to stand out (for example,when an inner voice has the
melody), then it is well that it sing in a more expressiveregister.But if it is inadvertently conspicuous, then the director would have to rely on shading, he
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would have to create equilibrium by subduing the prominent voice or by
strengthening the weaker ones. Since we are not yet concernedwith motives or
melodies, theseproblems would hardly be relevant here, were it not inherent in
our task to use only those resources that 6t the particular siruation, that are
absolutely necessary.To learn such economy can only benefit the pupil, both
now and later.
The chords can be spaced in closeor in open position. The open position
generally sounds mellow, the close position on the average sharper. The task
of having to choose between these two effectswill not be given the pupil while
he is concerned with the purely schematic presentation of harmonic relations.
Therefore, we need do no more here than affirm this distinction and proceed to
use both positions without asking about the basis or purpose of their effects.
Close position is definedas follows: the upper three voicesall sing chord tones
so spacedthat no other chord tone can be inserted between two adjacentvoices.
The distanceof the bassfrom the tenor is not consideredso long as it is not too
great. If among the three upper voices the tones sung by two adjacent voices
are far enough apart that one or more chord tones can be inserted between
them, then the chord is in open posirion.
open position

close position

o

J

<c>

<)
1o'

o

{}

<c>

Experience teachesthat an avemge balancein a chord is best achieved when
no two [adjacent] voices of the upper three are separatedby more than an octave
at most; but the bass and tenor c;ln be even farther apaft. Of course, if other
than this balanced effect is desired - a circumstance irrelevant to our present
task - then the voices can and must be spaceddifferently.
In the distribution of three chord tones among four voices it becomesnecessary to double one of the tones. The first to be considered is the root, also
called fundamental, next the fifth, and only then, lastly, the third. This order of
preference comes from the nature of the overtone series.If vre want to imitate
by synthesis the sound of the natural tone, that is, if we want to obtain a
sound whose euphony recalls the euphony inherent in the material, then we
must do something similar to what narure does. The sound is most similar to
nature when the root, the tone that appear most frequently in the overtone
series,also appearsmore often in the actual chord. For the samereasonthe fifth
is less suitable for doubling than the octave [root], though more suitable than
the third. The last-named will be doubled less often, moreover, because it
already standsout prominently as the determiner of the mode - major or minor.
Since acousticaleffects and others not exclusively harmonic do not come under
consideration here, we will always construct our chords with just that doubling
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which is necessary.
Therefore,sincehere,at first, the doubling of the fifth and
third is superfluous,
we shallrestrictourselvesto thedoutrling
of theoctavelroot).
openposition

close position

6

rr<>€
rC'
<><Elag*

o

c

In Example 6 the triad on the Ist degree of C major is presented in various
forms of open and close position. The pupil's first exerciseis to write, in the
samemanner, the triads on II, ilI, IV, V, and VI (VII is omitted for the time
being), adhering to the suggestedvoice registers;he should then repeat this
procedure in some other keys. The exercisesare to be notated on two staves
with the treble and bassclefs.It is best for the pupil to write the sopranoand alto
parts on the upper staff(treble clef), the tenor and basson the lower (bassclef).
Often, or dependingon individual circumstances,
the tenor may be included on
the upper staff * in which casethe bassstandsalone on the lower. The examples
will be given here largely in C major; nevertheless,the pupil must always do an
exercise,once masteredin the original key, in other keys as well. Otherwise
thesewill remain foreign to him.
Here we should mention also the method of the so-calledthorough bass,or
figured bass,a kind of musical shorthand that was formerly used to give the
harpsichordistthe harmonic skeleton of the work. This skeleton he translated
into sound by improvisation, filling in and filling out the harmoniesindicated.
For this purpose figures were written below the bass line which expressed
schematically the intervals berween the lov'est tone, the bass, and the other
tones of the chord, but vzithout indicating whether the interval lay in the same
or in a higher octave.Thus, for example,

could also mean:

as vell as:

or;

frl

r The rangeof the tenor is that notatedin Example in the bassclef. The adjacent
3
(in the treble clef) refer to the manner of notation generally
notes in parentheses
practicedin Lieder, operas,choral music,etc., where the notesin the treble clef are
read down an octave.The notation in our exercisesapproximatesthat usedin piano
scores,where the tenor notes,whether they appearin the bassor the treble, always
sound as written, that is, as if they were written for the piano rather than for voice,
without the octavetransposition.
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The figures 3-11 merely indicated the schematic order of the chord components in their closestposition, but one or more octavescould be addedto 3, ;,
'3' meant there
'y'
or 7. The figure
was a third above, in some octave or otherl
'7'
'9'
'6'
meant there was a fifth above,
a seventh, a ninth,
a sixth, etc., in some
octave or other. Whether in performance t-he tones had the order j-j-7,
j-j-'7, or 7-?-Jr or yet another,was left to the judgment of the harpsichordist,
whose decision was based on necessitiesof voice leading. The chords were
formed from tones of the scalecorresponding to the key signature, unless there
was a specialsign (f, b, o. h) besidea figure. A triad in root position, whose
symbol would have been !, was left unfigured.* It however, a figure 8, ;, or 3
appearedwith a bass note, it meant that the highest voice (in our case the
soprano) should take the 8, ;, or 3. The chord is then said to be in octave
position, fifth position, or third position.

CONNECTION OF THE DIATONIC PRIMARY
A N D S E C O N D A R YT R I A D S

The satisfactory solution of the problem of connectingchords with one anotler
dependson the fulfilment of certainconditions.These conditions are not set up
here in the form of laws or rules, but rather as directions (as I have already intimated and will repeaton many occasions).Laws or rules ought to hold always,
unconditionally; and the saying that'exceptions prove the rule' is true only of
those rules whose very exceptionsconstitutetheir sole proof. Directions, however, serve merely to impart means by which a certain goal can be reached.
Therefore, they do not hold eternally, as laws, but are changedas soon as the
goal changes.Although the following directions do correspond,in part, to the
practice of composers,they neverthelessdo not spring from aestheticaims;
rather, their purpose is a limited one: namely, to guard the pupil againstmis* The figured bass,as a sensibleshorthand,aimed at making do with the fewest
possiblesymbols.Therefore, only that which was not self-evidentwas specifically
indicated.It was assumedto be self-evident(historicallycorrect)that every bassnote
is accompanied
by 3 and y. Sucha noteneednot be figured,On the otherhand,everything different, but only what was different, had to be speciallyindicated.Taken
literally, the figure 6 below a bassnote could also meanthat 7 and 7 remain and 6 is
principletakesover hereto indicatethe positionof the
added.But a supplementary
dissonance
3; thus the figure 6 could be usedin placeof the more complete! by applying the single figure exclusivelyto a singleposition, the six-threechord, and designating all other positionsthat containeda sixth by at leastrwo 6gures.[This footnote
was addedin the revisededition.]
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takes that clnnot be explained and described until later. The first of these
directions requires that in the voice leading, at first, only that 6e done whiclr is
absolutelynecessary
for connectingthe chords.This means each voice will move
only when it must; each voice will take the smallestpossiblestep or leap, and
then, moreover, just that smalleststep which will allow the other voicesalso to
take small steps.Thus, the voiceswill follow (as I once heardBruckner say) the
'taw
of the shortest way'. Consequently, whenever two chords that are to be
connectedhave a common tone, this tone will be taken by the samevoice in the
secondchord as in the first - it will be 'sustained'.Now, to simplify the task
still more, we shall choosefor our first exercisesonly such chords as have one or
more tones in common (two triads cannot have more than two common tones)
and shall sustain one or more of them as a harmonic link fcommon tonef.r The
following tablesshow thosechords that are availablefor theseexercises,that is,
those chords that have common rones:

Degree

Irr rv v
I
rv v
. tr
V

I
I
I
I

II
II
II

III
III

IV

.

II

III

IV

III
IV

vIl
vr lvrr
W
VI

Y

IVII
IVII
IVII

YI
YII

I

has common toneswith

III

IV

V

VI

w

rv v
r v
r rr

vr (vrr)
vI (vrD
vr (vrr)

Y
YI

r

rr

III

I

II

III

YII

II

III

IV

tr
Itr

(VII)
IV

The Roman numeralsindicate degrees.
As can be seen,every degree [triad] has a common tone with every orher
degreeexceptthe one directly before and the one directly after. That is indeed
obvious. The IInd degreeis d-f-a. The roots of two neighboring degrees(for
example,c and d) are one step apart from each otherl therefore, the thirds (e and
fl and the fifths (g and a) will likewise be one step apart. Thus, there is no common tone. On the other hand, those chords whose roots are a fifth or a fourth
apart have one common tone, whereasthose whose roots are a third or a sixth
apart have two.

'gemeinalso usedelsewhere
the expression
[r'HarmonischesBand'.Schoenberg
'harmonisches
samerTon' (common tone); but he apparentlypreferred
Band' (harmoniclink, or tie,or bond),perhapsbecause
of its emphasis
on theideaof connection.
'Common
tone', the usual expressionin English, seemedpreferablehere. Cf, infra,
ChapterVI.l
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c
D
E
F
G
A
B

D

E

E
F

G

A

A

A

B

B

c
D
E
F

D

D
E

F

As the table indicates, the Ist degree can be connected, assuming a common
tone is required, with III,IV, V, and VI.
fn theseJtrst exercisesthefundamental tone should always be tlze lowest tone of
the chord, that is, it goesin the bass.The bassvoice should always be the lowest,
the tenor next above the bass, then the alto, and, as the highest voice, the
soprano.The pupil should completely avoid crossingof voices, that is, writing
a lower one higher than a higher one (e.g. the tenor higher than the alto or
soprano).First of all, the pupil should vrrite under [the staff that will carry] the
bassline Roman numeralsindicating the degreesof the chords he is to connectj
then he should write the bassnote of the first chord and go on to complete the
first chord by adding the other three voices. Whether it is to be in close or open
position with the third, fifth, or octaveon top - this he will decidefor himself,
but beforehe goeson to work out the exercise.Thus, he setsup the exercisehimself,
a procedure we will follow throughout this course of study. In spacing each
chord the pupil will most easilyavoid mistakesif he first answersthe following
questions in the order given:
First question:Which tonegoesin the bassl(The root of the degree,the fundamental.)
Secondquestion:Which tonein the sopranol(Accordingly ashe haschosento put the
octave,6fth, or third on top, his choiceshouldbe indicatedby placingthe 8, y, or 3
next to the Roman numeralindicating the degree.)
Third question:What is missingl (The tone or tonesthat are still missingwill be so
spacedthat closeor open position results,whicheverthe pupil haschosen.)
Proceeding now to connect the chords, the pupil will do well* to ask himself
the following questions:
r. Which tone is the rootl (Remember:it goesin the bass!)
* From yearsof experiencein teachingI recommendto the pupil most emphatically
by actuallyaskingandansweringthesequestions.It will
that he work out the exercises
favor greaterinsight and skill if he goesaboutit this way than if he merelyfollows the
dictaresof his ear or of a particular pattern of nores that he remembers.He will
easilyget accustomedto thinking through thesequestionsquickly, so quickly in fact
that he will not neglectthem evenwhen he works out the exercises
at the piano (ashe
should also do, without fail). The advantageof this procedureis that the pupil works
thoughtfully at everytum, thinking quickly, fully awareof what he is doing, thus does
not dep€ndon his memory and someready-madedeviceshe hasstoredthere.

)
t

p.
i
I
t
I

I
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*
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z. Which is the common tonel (Sustained!)
3. Which tonesarestill missingl
Again, to avoid mistakesthat cannot be explained until later, we shall always
double exclusively the octave [root] in the initial chord of the first exercises.As
the pupil will see, the succeeding chords will thereby never appear with the
fifth or third doubled. These doublings we shall use only whenever the voice
leading requires them, since we are not concerned here with sound effects
(Klangliches).
We will connect I and III, then, with the help of the questions, as follows
(Example 8c):
r. bassnote (IIIrd degree):c;
2. common tones:e andg (held over in the sopranoand alto);
t, the missingtone: J (the tenor goesfrom c to 6).
Pleasenote: The pupil should always conceive the chord connections as re'I'll give
sulting from the movement of parts. Thus he should not say:
the 6 to
'I'll
give the e
the tenor', ratherr'the tenor goes from c to b';he should not say:
'the
e is held over in the soprano, the
to the soprano, the g to the alto', rather,
g in the alto'.
The pupil must distinguish between root and bass tone. (The former is the
tone on which the triad is built, the tone that gives its name to the degree; thus,
the root of the IInd degree is d that of the IIIrd, e, etc. The basstone, on the
other hand, is that tone which is put in the bass.)In our first exercises,and until
other directions are given, we shall alwaysput the root in the bass.Later, however, chord components other than the root will also go in the bass;therefore,
the pupil must guard againstconfusing thesetwo notions.
For the present we shall work out our exercisesin whole notes, without bar
lines.
a)

b)

il

Example 8a shows the connection I-III in which rwo tones (e and B) are
common tonesl in 86 and 8c respectively (-IV and I-V) only one tone is
common, in I-VI [s/] wo tones again. The pupil should indicate with ties
the sustainingof common tones.
Following this model the pupil is now to practice connecting each of the
other degreeswith the chords available, as indicated by the table: thus, II with
IV, then with V and with YI (the VIIth degreeis not to bc usedat all for the
present,as it demandsspecialtreatmen);the IIIrd degree is to be connectedwith
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I, V, andVI; the IVth with I, II, andVI; andso on, up throughthe VIth degree
(omit VII here,too).

CONNECTIONOF THE DIATONIC PRIMARY
A N D S E C O N D A R YT R I A D S I N S H O R T P H R A S E S
The pupil's next task is to construct short phrasesfrom the six chords at his
disposal.Thesephrasesshould,so far as the availablemeansallow, display some
degree of variety and be just as interesting as possible.The pupil should also
aim at a certaineffectin theseexercises,even if it now be only in an embryonic
form, an effectthat we shall strive for later with more adequatemeansand thus
with greater determination:namely, to expressto a certain extent the key. To
compose phrasesthat meet these requirementswe shall have to satisfy some
conditions. (N.8.: Again, theseconditions do not amount to eternallaws, even
though such are relatively harmless;for a few exceptionswill do away in a
'law'
'eternal'. They amount rather to directions,to be followed
flashwith
and
only as long as their aim seemsworth the effort, and to be set asideas soon as
higher aims appear.) Of course the phraseswill have to be very short, since
only six chords are available,whose admissibleconnectionsare restrictedby yet
other conditions (common tones). Repetitionscan easily becomemonotonous,
unnecessarilymonotonous,if they do not acquirean alteredcoloring from their
surroundingsor do not otherwisehavesome purpose;or the repeatedchord can
take on extraordinary significanceamong the other chords, since repetition
usually amountsto a reinforcement.Thus, repetition will generallybe avoided,
as long as it is not our aim to allow a chord any such extraordinarysignificance.
At presentwe can have this aim with one chord only, with the Ist degree,the
one that gives the key. By repetition we will lend this chord prominencein our
little phrasesand therebyexpressthe key, even ifat presentnot very convincingly. The most practicalarrangementfor this repetition is simply to put this chord
first and last; for the first and last impressionsleave the deepestimprint. Besides,somevariety is achievedif the repetition of the chord is postponedas long
as possible,so that in the meantimesomething different, some contrast occurs.
Therefore, the first condition we imposereadsas follows: Thephrasebegiw and
endswith the triad on the Ist degree.Consequently,becausethe common tone is
required,the next to last chord must be able to connect,accordingto our table,
with the Ist degree:thus, it will have to be III, IV, V, or VI. To guard against
errors that would be unavoidableif our exerciseswere too extended,we shall
be content in the beginning to connect four to six chords. Of these the first
and last will be I1 hence,betweenthesetwo will come at most two to four other
degrees,better fewer than more since repetitionsshould be avoided.
Following the table, dre pupil can now set up his own exercises,beginning
with dre Ist degreeand then putting after it one of the degreeswith which it
has a common tone: first, for example,III. Then he will look in the table for a
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degreethat can follow III. Theseare I, V, and VI. SinceI hasalreadybeenused,
however, and sinceit may be repeatedonly once, its repetition would bring the
phraseto a prematurecloselthereforehe will chooseeither V or VI. To proceed
systematicallywe shall use V for the first example,which thus so far reads:f,
III, V. After V, as the table shows, can come I, II, or III; sinceI and III were
alreadyused,II would be the next chord. The examplewould then stretch out,
however, to at least six chords. So that the first examplesare kept as short as
possible,we shallclosethis one now with I. It thereforereads:I-I[-V-I.
These
connectionsshould nowbeworked out preciselyin the manner suggestedfor
connectingchords,by answeringthe three questions.(SeeExample l la below.)
In setting up his other little phrasesthe pupil will bestproceedsystematically,
that is, by beginning again with I and III and continuing differently after III:
thus, for example,I, III, VI; after VI can come I in one phrase, in another
phraseIV and then I. When everything has been worked out with I-III, he can
then begin with I-IV, then with I-V, and finally with I-VI, continuing differently each time.
Here we should say something more about voice leading. It should be
'Melodic',
melodic.
however, should not be taken here to mean that the voice
leading has to be, like that of a song for example, expressiveor beautiful,
'Melodic'
richly inflectedor ornamented,or even articulated.
in that senseis out
of the question here, becauseall the prerequisitesare missing. We are working
here without rhythm, thus without modves, and [melodic] articulation and ornamentationare hardly conceivablewithout rhythm. What we have to under'melodic',
for the present,may perhapsbe best expressedthis way: the
stand as
part should not be unmelodic,that is, it should avoid thoseintervalsand successions of intervals that strike us as unpleasant.For such it is hard to 6nd a criterionl what was formerly unmelodic is today quite often felt to be melodic.
Bellermannrlfor example,finds it necessaryto point out that Handel useda leap
of a minor seventhin a melody. Of course the composersof the fifteenth or
sixteenthcenturieswould not have done that, but then sixteenth-centurystandards no longer applied in the seventeenthcentury. The sameis true of most
other prescriptions,such as some would make, say, for our time on the basisof
Handelian melody. These would hardly agree in every respecteven with the
linear techniquesof Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven,let alone those of Schumann, Brahms, or'Wagner.
Now it should be considered,however, that in purely harmonic operations
the melodic aspect remains in the background, as previously mentioned,
becausethe motive is missing, becausenot only is the necessityfor richer
ornamentation excluded, but also the occasion,the inducement. Our present
(4th ed.; Berlin:Julius Springer,rgor),
[1 Heinrich Bellermann,Der Contrapunftr
cf. pp. ro4-5.
In a letterto Hugo Leichtentritt(1938)Schoenberg
includedBellermann's
work in
a list of Germanbookson musictheory that had interestedhim. He remarkedthat
thosebooks 'might help to convert[the Americans]away from their fossilizedaesthetics' (Letters, pp. zo6-7). Unfortunately,there is no English translationof Bellermann'swork.]
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responsibility can only be to write those steps or leaps that are necessaryfor
connecting the chords: that is, generally, as litde movement as possible. For the
less the voices move, the fewer the errors in voice movement, in voice leading.
Yet, becausethe conduct of exposed voices, of the two so-called outer voices
(soprano and bass), attracts some attention to itself, and becausea certain
monotony could impair the impression of harmonic effectiveness,it will be
necessarylater on to mention someremedies.For the moment we shall consider
only the bass, for it alone often makes rather large leaps, whereas the other
voicesmove mostly by step.So, it will do for now to mention sucherrors as can
appearin the bass.Of course we are talking, in part, about progressionsthat
today no one vrill find objectionable.Nevertheless,the old harmonic theory was
to a certainextent right in requiring that they be avoided.The reasonsfor these
requirementsmay seemto us now untenable.But sincein our little phraseswe
are working out the simplest of musical exercises- exerciseswhose musical
effectis so rudimentary that the ear accustomedto Wagner's harmonic freedom
would be almost justifiably uncritical of them - since they are so simple, it is
advisablenot to rely on the ear of today but on the ear of that time. The sense
of beauty of that time undoubtedly got from the material such satisfactionsas
were in accord with the total effect of such simple forms. If then these little
phrasesshould, even now, ltave style- as should everything that is supposedto
developartisticsensitiviryand a senseof form - that is, if they should,evennow,
show a certain balancebetweenthe effect and the means,then it will be useful
to consider the instructions given by the old harmonic theory. We may and
shall drop them without further ado whenever our meansbecomericher, that
is, wheneverwe have alarger stock of possibilitiesfor wresting efifbctsfrom the
material. We do not take even theseinstructions for rules, that is, something
that can be suspendedonly by an except:on.They are just instructions and
nothing more. And it is clear,is it not, that we shallconsiderthem for one reason
alone:we can get stylistically correct resultsonly if our use of the meansbefits
their simpleends.
One of theseinstructions [for handling the bass]is; twoconsecutive
/eapsof a
or
a
in
the
same
direction
are
to
avoided,
be
because
the
fourth
ffth
frst and last
tonesform a dissonance.
Or, to put it somewhatmore generally:two leapsin the
samedirection, whose intervals add up to a dissonance,sound unmelodic.
For example:
bener:

9

better:

ot:
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This instruction was absolutely correct from the standpoint of the older
harmonic theory. Its instructionsreferred primarily to vocal music, which was
frequently sung without accompaniment,a cappella.The performers, professional singersor amateurs,sang their parts mostly at sight, without much rehearsal.This practiceof sight-singing in performancewas the precondition to
which everything elsewas adapted.To write well for voicesmeant then, above
all, to avoid difficultieswhere possible.And sincethe singer, unlike the insrrumentalist,does not have fixed tones nor even any fingeringsthat will give him
such, certain intervals,even today, offer him intonation difficulties.Even if the
scope of that which is singable is continually increasing,this advanceis still
slower than the corresponding advance in instrumental music. It is after all
understandablethat the earresistsdissonances
(more distantovertones)not only
in simultaneoussounds, in chords, but in successionsof tones as well, in the
melodic line; it does not grasp them as quickly; it perceivesthem as obstacles
and longs for their removal, for their resolution.And that the ear allows them
at all is possibly just becauseof the resolution,becauseof the senseof satisfaction that this effectevokes.To the listenerthe dissonance,its urge toward resoIution and the resolution itself, may be pleasurable;to the singer, though, this
obstaclecan becomeroublesome.
The secondof theserwo melodic instructions reads:no voiceshall makea leap
larger than affth (the octaveleap,whose effectis almost the sameas that of repeatingthe tone, was narurallypermitted).Wliy the leapof a seventhshould not
be used is clear already from what was said above concerningdissonantleaps.
It is lessclear,why the leap of the sixth should not be used.Bellermannlreports
that the effect of this leap was formerly considereddelicate,weak (weichlich).
That may very well be, but there must have beena cause.Such is to be found, I
believe,in two circumstances,which, although they produce not delicacybut
rather the contrary, harshness,neverthelessexplain why this leap should be
avoided. Whether it is right or wrong to call a seldom used, unaccustomed
interval delicateor weak is of rather slight importance.The one causemay well
be sought in the many kinds of dificulties in voice leading that the leap of a
sixth brings with it: the leap requiresroom and certain forbidden parallelsoften
appear(thesewill be discussedlater).
Unison

l0

The secondcausecan be that the sixth is lessfamiliar to the eaq for, although
in the overtone seriesthis interval does appearas a relation of the fundamental
(e-c)rit appearsin the opposite direction: the fundamentalis above the third
Therefore, it sounds in fact stranger and should then have
(r, ,, g, c, ffi\.
ibid.,p. to1.)
[r Bellermann,
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been called harsh rather than delicate. Possibly for thesetwo reasonsthe leap of
the sixth was seldom used,if at all. Hence, it may have seemedstrange,unconventional to the ear through lack of use,and, probably just as a result of misinterpretation, it was described as delicate.
In Example r r there now follow some complete phrasesas we have assembled
them according to the table.

IMVI
oPen pos'rron l

I

MvI

I

cli)seposirion 8

IrvtrvI
closeposition ;

The pupil can also work out thesevery sameexamplesby choosing another
spacing(closeposition insteadofopen, open insteadofclose) or by beginning
with the fifth or octaveon top insteadof the third. It is absolutelynecessaryto
Practiceeach new assignmentin other keys as well, but not simply by transposing, rather by setting up the exerciseanew in eachkey.

THE VIIth DEGREE
The triad on the VIIth degree,the diminished triad, reguires specialconsideration. Its structure is different from that of the other riads we have seen,
which all have at leastone thing in common: the perfect fifth. The triad on the
VIIth degreehas a diminished fifth; such a fifth is not found among the closer
overtonesand is thereforeheard as a dissonance.That the dissonancerequires
specialtreatment,and for what reasons,I statedpreviously when I discussedits
appearanceamong successivetones, that is, in melodic movement (two consecutivefifths or fourths in the samedirection).1Clearly, the dissonanceis still
more striking wheneverits tonesappearsimultaneously.The listenercan fail to
hear dissonanceproduced by tones that follow one another, should he, for
example,forget the pertinent preceding tone. Dissonanceproduced by tones
sounding together he cannot fail to hear.
How dissonancesever came to be used at all is open only to conjecture.It
must have happenedquite gradually; and the attempt to mingle the more remote
overtones,the dissonances,
with the consonances
must have beenundertakenat
first just occasionallyand with great caution. I imagine that at first the dissonanceswere simply made to rush by, as it were, more or less this way: over a
fr Supra,pp.44-t.l

i

i
i
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sustained friad, c-e-g, a melodic voice slid down, so to speak, from a long g
through an extremelyfleeting.,fto a long e. Something like a more or lessfully
'Schmieren'
executedportamento or glissando (colloquiallyr*
[smear, glide]),
whose individual tones are hardly distinguishable.Later on, one of thesetones
may have becomefixed as a scaletone. Thus I believethat dissonanceappeared
first in passingfrom one tone to another rhrough intervening tones and that
such passingstemmedfrom the portamento,from the desireto soften leaps,to
connect disjunct tones melodically, in this caseby scalestep. That this desire
coincideswith another, with the desire to make use also of the more distant
overtones,is perhapsonly a fortunate coincidence,such as historical evolution
indeedoften produces.Perhaps,however, it is all the sameprinciple, the portamento being one of the forms in which it is realized.The portamentocould also
be, like the scale,a horizontal rearrangementof the overtone series.If the ear
has stopped in midstream,if it has not chosenthose dissonantovertones that
actually make up a tone but stylized and temperedaveragetones instead,then
that can be explainedas a compromisebetweenan end and its attainability, as I
suggestedbefore in discussingthe origin of the scale.
The use of such ornamentationas touchedupon dissonanttoneswas allowed
'lvfanieren'
in the form of the so-called
[ornaments]rrwas indeed almost de'ornarnents'
mandedby the tasteof the time. These
could not be notatedbecause
the notational systemhad no symbols to representthem; therefore,the figures
involved, the appoggiaturas,trills, portamenti, etc., could only be propagated
by tradition. As a result of their use,however, the feeling that the dissonances
touched upon in theseornamentsbelongedto the fundamentaltone may have
gradually insinuated itself into the consciousnessof the analyzing ear, producing the desire to fix in the notation at least some of the more frequently
occurring tones.
'l\{anier'
The passingtone is, then, nothing else but a
as it was fixed in the
notation. As the notation always lags behind the sound (not only in melody,
perhapseven much more in rhythm, where, with the compulsion of the bar
line, the written symbols are often hardly even approximatelycorrect), so the
* It should be noted herethat music,too, hasa colloquialform, which could serve
asa sourceof evidencein explainingthe historicaldevelopment,much the sameasfolk
speechdoesfor the written language:
namely,folk music.For it, too, containsalongmusicalconventions
sidethepeculiarproductsof its own development
of earliertimes.
And oneshouldalsoexamineandreappraise
thebanalities
andtrivialities.For themost
part thesewill not turn out as really tulgar, but as worn out by use, antiquated.
Hackneyed,as dilettanteslike to say,
[r Cf. C. P. E. Bach,Essayon the TrueArt of Playkg KeyboardInstruments,trans.
'William
J. Mitchell (New York: \y. W. Norton, Inc., t949), pp. 79-t+6: Manieren
(omaments or embellishments)'connect and enliven tones and impart stressand
accent.. . . Expressionis heightenedby them. . . . Without them the bestmelody is
empry and ineffective'(p. zr).
In Schoenberg'sview, Manierenhave had a more profound function in music;he
consideredthem a main avenuethrough which music has evolved, through which
the implicit hasbecomeexplicit.Cf. infra, p. 12orpp. )jr-2, etpassim.)
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notation of theseornamentsis of coursealso imperfect if judged by the sounds
[composerssurely] imagined. It can be understood,however, as one of those
simplificationsthe luman intellect must createif it is to deal with rhe material.
The supposition prevails here, too, that the system that simplified the object
(Sache) was taken to be the system inherent in that object itself, and we can
safely assumethat our traditional treatmentof dissonance,although originally
basedon a correct intuition, neverthelessproceededmore to develop the system
of simplificationthan really to reach an understandingof the nafure of dissonance. Perhaps I fall into the same error if I retain here this same manner of
handling dissonancelbut I can cite two considerationsin my favor: first, I give
the instructions necessaryfor complying with the system, but not (as I have
often emphasized)as rules, nor as aesthetics;and the secondconsiderationis
that our present-dayear has been educatednot only by the conditions nature
imposed on it, but also by those produced by the system,which has becomea
secondnature.At presentwe can hardly, or just gradually, escapethe effectsof
this artificial, cultural product; and reflectionon nature may have value for the
theory of knowledge without being thereby necessarilycapable of bearing
immediate artistic fruits, It is certain that this path, too, will be taken again
sooner or later, the path that leads to new secretsof nature. It is certain that
these,too, will then again be thinned out to make a system; but before anything
the old systemhas to be got out of the way. The line of thought (Erkennnis)I
have presentedhere can perhapsserveas a meansto that end.
The notation of dissonances
brought about by passingtonesmay have led to
the confirmation of the phenomenon of dissonanceitself. Two impulses
struggle with each other within man: the demand for repetition of pleasant
stimuli, and the opposing desire for variery, for change, for a new stimulus.
These two impulsesoften unite in one relatively common impulsecharacteristic
of beastsof prey: the impulse to take possession.The question whether then
repetition or change shall follow is for the time being cast aside. The more
robust satisfactionthe consciousness
of possessiongives, with its possibilities
for deciding this way or that, is capableof suppressingthe subtlerconsiderations
and of leading to that conservadverepose which is always characteristicof
ownership. Faced with the dilemma, whether repetition of the stimuli or innovation be preferable,the human intellect decidedhere, too, to take possessionl
it founded a system.
Thus it can also be imagined how the chance occurrenceof a dissonant
passingtone, once establishedby the notation, after its excitementhad been
experienced,called forth the desire for less accidental, less arbitrary repetition;
how the desireto experiencethis excitementmore often led to taking possession
of the methods that brought it about. But, should the excitementof the forbidden lead to uninhibited indulgence, that essentially despicablecompromise between morality and immoderate desirehad to be drawn, that compromise which
here consistsin a looserconceptionof the prohibition aswell as of that which is
prohibited. Dissonancewas accepted,but the door through which it was admitted was bolted whenever excessthreatened.
The treatment of dissonance,in which psychological and practical considera-
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tions play similarly decisive roles, could have arisenin this manner. The caution
of the listener, who wants to enjoy the excitement but does not want to be too
greatly alarmed by the danger, is in accord with the caution of the singer. And
the composer, who dares not spoil it for either, invents methods that pander to
this goal: how do I hold the listenerin suspense,how do I startle him and yet
'It
not go so far that it is no longer possible for me to say, was only in fun'l Or:
how do I inroduce, slowly and carefully, what indeed has to come if I do not
want to bore the listenerl how do I persuadehim to acceptthe sour grapes,too,
so that the sq/eetones, the resolution of dissonance,will stimulate him so much
the more pleasantlyl How do I induce the singer to sing a dissonanttone in
spite of himself in spite of possible intonation difficultiesl I do not let him
'Easy!
notice its entry and I whisper to him in the catastrophicmoment:
It's
practically over.' Careful introduction and euphonious resolution: that is the
system!
Preparationand resolution are thus a pair of protective wrappers in which
the dissonanceis carefully packedso that it neither suffersnor inflicts damage.
Now, applied to our presentcase,to the diminishedtiad, this meansthat the
dissonantdiminishedfifth will be preparedand resolved.That in the diminished
triad the dissonancecannot be some tone other than the fifth follows not only
from comparison with the overtones, where a fundamental always has a perfect
fifth, but also from comparison with the other triads, which all have perfect
6fths. There are various kinds of dissonancetreatment,various kinds of resolutions above all, but also various kinds of introductions.The first and simplest
form of introduction we will meet is the preparation.Here the tone that is to
becomedissonantshould already be sung by the samevoice in the preceding
The purposeof this preparationis clearly as follows: to
chord, as a consoflance.
introduce the tone first where, as a consonantcomponent of a major or minor
triad, it will causethe singer no difficulty; and then to sustainit while the other
voices move in such a way that it turns into a dissonance.As our first form of
resolution we will use a method whose practicality is, from a psychological
viewpoint, easy to see.Namely, if a barrier is set against the harmonic flow
through insertion of the dissonance,somewhatcomparableto a dam in a brook,
then this resistanceshould createan accumulationofenergy that takesthe obstruction, so to speak,'in full swing'. An energeticmove should be used to get
over the barrier. The leap from the Vth degreeto the Ist can be regarded as just
such an energeticmove. Expressedmore generally,this is the leap of the fundamental to the fourth above.* I have alreadypointed out) in my critique of the
'dominant',
how strong an attraction the tonic exertson the dominnotion of
ant. I mentioned further that every fundamentaltone has the tendency to be
overpowered,to be overcome by a fundamentaltone a fifth below. If we give
in to this tendencyof the fundamental,to its tendencytowards resolution into
a higher, stronger unit in which it becomesa subordinatecomponent, to its
tendency to serve a causegreater than its own, then we fulfil, as it were, the
* It would actuallybe betterfor me to say,'leapto the fifth below'. For the reasons
given in the noteon p. 116,I preferthe terminologyhere.
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most urgent yearning of the fundamental: that is, we make the strongest leap.
It is thus clear that the use ofthis the strongest leap on such a special occasion,
as is the appearanceof a dissonancein our harmonic life of the moment, is required just as much as, say, putting on holiday clothes for festive occasionsin
civic life. Of course there are also other means by which dissonancecan be
resolved; and once it has lost, through frequent use, some of the uncommonness
it novr has for us, we shall handle it less ceremoniously and shall not always
immediately seizeupon the strongestmeans.
If in resolving the dissonantfifth of the diminished triad we make the root
jump to the fourth above (or to the fifth below), then the chord that resolves
the VIIth is that of the IIIrd degree.r

VII Itr

VII III

\,|tr

The dissonanttone itself is resolved here by moving it a step downward,
from/to e. There are different ways in which the dissonancecan relate to the
chord of resolution. It can fall, rise, or remain stationary;but it can also move
away by a leap. For our first examplewe chooseto let it fall, that is, move by
step to the next scaletone below. One reason for this procedure is that this
voice, which has drawn so great attention to itself, becomesthen the octave of
that fundamentalwe have found to be eminently suitablefor resolving dissonance. This voice thus confirms, so to speak,the fulfilment of the tendency of
the fundamental. But there is another reasonas well, which rve will have opportunity to explain later [pp. 8r-z].
Here we sometimeshave to do without the common tone, if we are to get a
complete chord. If the common tone, the 6, is sustained(Example rzb, c, d),
then the voice that has the / is compelledto leap to the g above or below. This
leap will often createdifficulty, as for example in nb, where, becauseof the
downward leap, the alto goes below the tenor, or where, if the alto proceeded
to the higher g, it would go above the soprano.But, as I have already said (p.
4o), we should avoid the crossingof uoices.The solution rzc is good, and useful.
Only, it will be necessary,sincehere the upper voice moves by leap, to devote
some careto its melodic line, to what follows. On the other hand, the progression in rzlproduces too greata separationof tvro neighboringvoices,no matter
whether the alto springs upward or downward. In the first casealto and tenor
are a tenth apart, in the second,alto and soprano.We shall always avoid that
sort of spacing wherever possible,for, as experienceteaches,it yields a less
[1 In his efforts to be systematicand to keep the pupil under strict discipline,
presents
herean unusualresolutionof the diminishedtriad on VII, postSchoenberg
poning until later(ChapterVIII) the morecommontrearment.]
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balancedsound. (Whenever something of this sort appearsin the music literature, it may have been planned that way or it may have happened as a byproduct of other, more important aims.) Here, then, the solution given in rze
(without sustaining the common tone) is preferable.The pupil may use the
common tone one time and do vrithout it another, according to the requirements of the phrase.What considerationsare relevant here will be analyzed
later when the melodic tendenciesof the parts are discussed.For the moment
let me merely suggestthat it will be best not to stray too far from the spacing
with which the phrase began, and, whenever there has to be a departure from
that spacing,to rerurn to it upon the first opportunity.
Here we have occasionto make a rather important observation.For the first
assignmentswe chose to write only those chord progressionsthat permitted
the sustainingof a common tone. That seemed[then] to be a rule, but it is not.
Its purpose was rather just to ensurethe doubling of the octave [root], and to
avoid certain other difficulties in voice leading, which will be discussedlater.
Now it becomesoccasionallynecessaryto disregardthe common tone. Thus,
'We
the earlierinstruction is suspendedby a higher necessity.
are not making an
'exception the rule', because had no
to
we
rule; we had an instruction, which
gave just as much as it took. Certain errors could be avoided;for, although the
instruction did excludesome things that might be good, it also excludedothers
through which the errors could arise. Once the pupil has attained sufficient
masterywithin this restriction, and whenever higher necessityrequires,he can
do without this simplification.In generalwe shall indeed continue the practice
of allowing the voices to move only as much or as little as is absolutelynecessary. Nevertheless- and this should be said here - every instruction is suspended whenever a higher necessityso requires. Thus, here there are no eternal
Iaws,only instructions,which have relevanceas long as they are not suspended,
wholly or in part, by others: i.e. vrheneverother conditions are imposed.
Conceming the question, which tone of the Vllth-degree triad is suitable
for doubling, the following is to be said: we shall of course prefer the root,
simply becausewe have beenworking up to now just with root doublings, but
then also for the samereasonthat vzepreferredthe root in the other triads. As
for the third and fifth, that is another matter. The third now takesprecedence
over the fifth becausethe VIIth degreeis neither major nor minor, but a diminished triad. Here the third does not determine mode and is therefore less
noticeable.The fifth, on the other hand, as a dissonance,is the most noticeable
tone of the VIIth degree and would not be doubled for that reason alone.
Moreover, as a dissonancethat we shall resolve,it is compelledto move a certain way: that is a step downward. Should we double it, then the other voice in
which it appearedwould also be obligated to move a step downv'ard (rf.
Thereby, a certain voice leading would result concerningwhich more is to be
said later. For the presentit is enough to say that two voices would carry out
the samestep. This is superfluous,becauseone is enough. The diminished6fth
is thereforenot to be doubled.
Now the preparation.The dissonanttone is to have been consonantin the
precedingchord, and then is to be sustainedin the samevoice while becoming a
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dissonance.Each tone of the scale appears in three different diatonic triads:
once as the root, once as the third, and once as the fifth. Our dissonant/is the
root of IV, third of II, and fifth of VII; hence the chords on the IVth and IInd
degrees are available to us [as preparatory chords]. To the tlree questions
[p.+of] that we set up [as guidelines]for connecting consonantchords,a new
one is now added.The questionsthereforenow read:
'Which
r.
tone is the basstonel
z. Which tone is dissonantl(If thereis a dissonance,
then preparationor resolution,
whicheveris of immediateconcern.)
possible,rhus,no longer invariably.)
3. Common tonel (Sustainedwherever
4. Which tone is missing(or which tones)i
Example 13 shows severalpreparationsand resolutions.fn r3c, brandc the
preparationis accomplishedby meansof the IVth degree(sincehere the tone to
be preparedis the octave ofthe preparatorychord, this is called:preparationby
meansof the octaue),in 4d and e by means of the IInd degree Qtreparation6y
means of tlte tltird).
c)

or:

d)

IV \4I III
The pupil should now practicethe preparationand resolution of the VIIth
degreein as many examplesas possible(in other keys, too!). The degreeprogressionsvzill read: IV, VII, III or II, VII, III. After VII we shall usefor the
momentnothing elsebut III, beforeVII only IV or II. Once the pupil has sufficient skill in handling the VIIth degree,he should then proceed to use it in
little phrases.It goeswithout saying thot here, too, III must alwaysfollow VII,
IV or II must introduceir. As for the rest the pupil can be completelygoverned
by the table (p. )g), in which the restrictionspertaining to the VIIth degreeare
now discarded.

THE

INVERSIONS

OF THE

TRIADS

In the assignmentswe have completed so far it was actually of no consequenceho\q the componentsof the chord q'ere distributed among the upper
voices; and only the one condition was imposed, that the basshad always to
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take the root However, various circumstancesrequire - and permit - that chord
tones other than the root appearin the bass.They require it, and they permit it:
a necessityand an advantage.This remarkablecoincidencevrill appear with
almost all technicalconsiderationsin art. It is improbable that one would obey
a necessiryif it did not bring yet other advantagesbeyond those issuingmerely
from its minimal requirements;it is also improbable that an advantagewould
appear that is not attachedto the fulfilment of certain necessities.This looks
mysteriousand is indeedso: that one doessomethingbecausenecessitycompels
it and thereby unintentionally producesbeauty; or that one has the impulse to
createsomethingbeautiful and thereby fulfils necessiry.It is one of those mysteries that make life worth living. This reward, which surprisesthe fully active
searcheron a plane higher than that of his expectations,always appearsof its
own accord in true art and in true morality. The intelligent craftsman, the intelligent craftsmanof art, will, however, take it under considerationfrom the
outset. It would seemto him ill-advised to allow himself to make an essential
alteration becauseof a momentary advantage.Even a small alteration in the
Even if they are
basic structure of an organism has far-reachingconsequences.
not immediately evident, they will show up later without fail. He would thus
allow such an alteration only if he could anticipatea certain number of likely
conselluencesand could estimateand weigh in advancetheir value or lack of
value.It is certainthat if suchan alterationis alien to the naftre of this organism,
will be harmful, and the apparentnecessity
then the majority of its consequences
that induced the alteration is to be traced back to an incorrect judgment. If,
however, the alterationreally agreeswith the nature of the organism, with its
developmentaltendencies,then therewill result from suchan objectivelycorrect
measurenot only t-hoseadvantagesone expectedbut others, as well, that one
had not aimed for. And, conversely,if one starts with the desire to gain new
effectsfrom an organism,effectsinherent in its nature, then it will always turn
out that one has at the same time been obeying a necessityof this organism,
that one has been promoting its developmentaltendencies.
Applying thesenotions to our presentconcern, we find dre following: Any
setting of a chord that has the root in the bassimitatesmost closely the acoustical relation of the tone to its overtones.Once we put anothertone in the lowest
position, we depart from the narural model. Now, is that goodl It is both good
and not good; one time it is better, another time lessgood, one time stronger,
another time lessstrong. Undoubtedly, to give a chord a basstone other than
the root producesat least a different effect,if not a weaker one. If we assume
what is leastdesirable,that it is a weaker effect,then the exact imitation of the
natural tone, with the root in the bass,is the stronger.Thereby arisesthe possibility of setting a chord with novza stronger,now a v'eakereffect,hencegiving
it now more, now lesssignificance.Yet this can be an artistic advantage!For if
in the courseofa longer phrase,say, one that is to be about ten chords long, it
becomesnecessaryto repeat a chord (after all we have only seven),then this
chord will stand out over the others, as I have already indicated.If it is supposedto do so, then all is well; but if it is not supposedto do so, yet there has
to be a repetition an''way, then q'e have to consider how the effect of this
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repetition can be weakened to such an extent that the repeatedchord does not
take on undue significance.When, in accordancewith this aim, we have a triad
in its weaker form follow that same triad in its stronger form, then the weaker
cannot easily impair the effect of the stronger; and there is still the possibility
that a later, second repetition in the stronger form can be sufficiently efilbctive.
Perhapsthis is just the reasonwhy in recitativesthe sixth chord, the lesscomplete form ofthe triad, is so frequently used:to expresstransition, to postpone
definite commitment to the key of the following aria. The effect of the sixth
chord, however, is not just weaker, it is also different. And this circumstance
naturally offers nothing but advantages.Above all: variety, shading.
If it thus proves advantageousto put a tone other than the root in the bass,
still that does not mean one is free to waive these advantagesat will. For not
only are these advantagesa necessityof all harmonic writing; not only is it
necessaryto differentiatethe chords in their effects,to shadethem accordingto
their value, to give attention to variety: all this also coincidesin two lespects
with the needsof the bass.On the one hand, it is often not otherwisepossible,
except through use of a sixth chord, to make the bassline more melodic or to
give it greater melodic varietyl on the other, the conditions imposed by the
range of the bassvoice will often lead us to choosea sixth chord.
Thus we find the following: Should we start with dre aim of making the bass
voice leading more melodic and use a sixth cl.ord to that end, then we would
get the additional advantage,the unexpectedadvantage,that the sixth chord
does not impair a prior or subsequentappearanceof the same triad. In fact
these repetitions may become possible only through use of the sixth chord.
Moreover, this chord brings variety into the envirbnment of triads in root
position. Should we start, conversely,with the aim of securingvariety by means
of a sixth chord, then there can be the advantagethat the bassbecomesmore
melodic and can perhapsremain in a comfortable register or leave an uncomfortable one. Or again,should we start with the aim of choosing a sixth chord
becausethe bass would otherwise enter an uncomfortable register, then the
other advantagesmentionedcould also accrue,even though we did not actively
seek them. Of coursestill other advantagesare createdbesidesthose discussed
here. Moreover, as we shall often see later, the use of the triad inversions is
sometimesalmost a necessityif we are to make certain harmonic connections
and get certain harmonic effects.
The historicai origin of the inversions is of course not to be attributed to
such reasoning.It is probably not to be attributed to reasoningat all, in spite of
the attractivenessof the preceding notions and of still other notions such as
these:that the sametones in different arrangementsalso have to produce usable
soundsland that the overtone seriesagain provides the model for such arrangements, if one disregardsenough of the lowest tones. The inversionsprobably
did not even originate by way of harmony in the 6rst place,but rather by way
of independentvoice leading- that way seemsby far the most likely - whereby
three or more voices, following their natural courses,came together to form
theseand similar chords.The ear could approve them becausethey reminded it
of the narural model and were thereforecomprehensible.

fnyersions: the Sixth Chord

tt

The term, inversion of a triad, is derived from the inverting of the lowest
tone in the schematicform of the triad ('to inverr'means: to put a low tone of a
chord or interval an octave higher, [or] a high tone an octave lower, while the
other chord tones remain in their places);thus the c (t4a) is put an octave higher,
over the g. The third thereby becomesthe lowest tone in this schematicarrangement, and the frst inyersion results. This should actually be called a six-three
chord; but, sinceit is the first in the seriesof sixth chords,it is calledsimply the
sixth chord.Now if we invert in turn the lowest tone of this sixth chord, then
the fifth becomesthe lowest tone, and we have the secondinyersion (r4b), the

A

o)

b)

M4
six-four chord.In other words, whenever the third is the basstone, the triad is in
the sixth-chord position; whenever the ffth is the basstone, it is in the sixfour-chord position.
As far as the harmonic evaluationis concerned,that is, in judging the mere
successionof chords, it makes no differencewhether we use a triad in root
position or in inversion. On the other hand, the inversionslend themselvesto
creating rhythmic and melodic nuances.For if the root position, as the closest
imitation of the natural tone, presentsthe strongestform of the triad, then the
two dissimilar imitations, the invcrsions,are the weaker forms. It is then selfevident that the threeforms ofthe triad can provide differentdegreesofaccentuation. That one is to make use of this property is an obvious requirementof
workmanlike economy. The melodic possibilitiesother than rhythmic that the
inversions of,terwere already indicated.

(a) rHn srxrH cHoRD
In the use of the sixth chord only this one limitation was imposed:it was not
to be used at all as the closing chord and seldom as the opening chord. The
desire of our forebearsto expressthe tonality as unambiguously as possible
made them avoid everything problematic and questionable,especiallyat the
beginning and at the end. Beginning and end were to be de6nite, clear, unambiguous, and for this purpose the inversion, as the weaker form of the triad, is
less suitable than the root position. The infrequent occurrencein the older
literature of an opening intentionally vague in tonality (Beedroven's First
Symphony, which beginswith a seventhchord on the first degreethat leadsto
the subdominant)has only recently found a counterpartin that composershave
ventured to fashion even less definite endings. Now although the harmonic
significanceis not affectedby the use of an inversion, as said before, we shall
always chooseroot position for the opening and closing chords of our exercises.We shall do so simply because
the harmonic significanceis not affected:
namely, the harmonic significancethat was the original reason for beginning
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and ending with the first degree, the expression of the key. To begin and end
with other than the root position may have value for melodic and rhythmic
expressiveness
or mood, but is of no consequencefor the harmonic structure;
and such would be the only consideration that could prompt us to arrange
opening and closing chords differendy - for these the root position was chosen
for harmonic reasons.
Otherwise,however, the sixth chord is unconditionally permitted, wherever
the same degree is possible in root position, so long as certain stereotypeC
patterns(cadences,etc.) are not involved. These will be discussedlater. In fact
the sixth chord offers scarcelyany problems, and the only reason we are drawn
into a more detailed discussionof it is that restrictionswere imposed on the
other inversion, the six-four chord. Because,as we shall see,theserestrictions
are also harmonic, that is, becausethey influencethe harmonic progressions,it
is necessaryto investigate the reasonswhy such restrictions are not also attached
- in its derivation
to the sixth chord, which after all doesnot differ in its essence
- from the six-four chord.
The older theory declaresthat the bassis the foundation of harmony. This is
perfectly true, however, only for that musical epoch when the bass voice
alwayscarriedthe roots of the harmoniesused.The foundation of harmony can
of course only be formed by the roots of the chords. For in them alone is expressedthe forward drive of musicalsound (Klang) and its capaciryfor shaping
progressions.The roots alone instruct us as to the characterand direction of
progressions.The roots alone thus provide the basisfor what happensharmonically. As soon as the bass voice develops more independence,however, and
becomeswhat I should like to call the secondprincipal voice,the secondmelody,
it has to make usealso of tonesother than the roots. Then the bassis no longer
the foundation of the harmony, rather, at mcst, the foundation of the harmonic
treatment,and this is a great distinction. For if dre basstone is e, for example,
but a as the lowest tone of the sixth chord (c and g), dren this a of the bassis
completely irrelevant to the characterof the connection this chord will make
with the next. It is rather the c, the root, by which the force and significanceof
the harmonic progression is measured.Thus the treatment of the harmonic
eventsis referredback to root relationships,even ifin the notation it does rest
on the bassvoice. That the bassvoice is accordedunusualsigniEcanceneveftheless reflectsa correct intuition. Its significanceis not, to be sure, that it is the
foundation of harmony, as I said before; for the bassline is indeed,in relation
to the line constitutedby the roots, only a sort of lowest middle voice. Its significanceis rather just that it was madethe foundation of the harmonic treatment.
And the justification for that specialrole may be explainedas follows:
In the first place,the basswas once in fact the foundation of harmony, that is,
so long as it contained the roots. From that time forward the ear was accustomed to concentratingits attention on the bass.Then there is, in addition, its
specialprominenceas the secondouter voice, as an extremity of the body of
sound, And yet another important consideration:the analogy with the phenomenon of tone, of which the chord is after all an imitation. In the tone, too,
which is indeed composite,the lowest tone is recognizedas the one that pro-
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duces the whole complex, t-heone for which the total phenomenonis named.
The following is to be regarded, however, as the most important reason for the
specialimportanceof the bass:Sincethe lowest tone of the body of sound, dre
bass tone, lies farthest from the [upper] limit of perception, it has overtones
that are clearerand of greaterintensity than those of any of the higher voices.
Of coursethe influenceof theseovertonesis lesssignificantthan the influence
of the tones that form the harmony; the latter are actually sung and even produce overtonesof their own. Yet the ear, which doesindeedgraspthe tone in its
totaliry, unconsciouslyperceivesthe influenceof the overtonesas well. Now if
the chord formed by the actualvoicescorrespondsto the overtonesofthe bass,
then the effect is similar to that of any single tone: the total phenomenonis
named for the lowest tone, the bass,and is diagnosedas the fulfilment of the
necessities
of the basstone. Thus the basstone, by virtue of the reinforcement
brought to it by the upper voices, is here predominant and conspicuous.If,
however, the actualtonesand the overtonesofthe bassdo not correspond,then
clashesare producedamong the elementsabove the bass.These clashesmay be
felt as barriers,as resistance[to the harmonic flow], over which the will of the
bass, the participant whose overtones are most numerous and most audible,
prevails.Hence, here again the bassvoice standsout with specialprominence.
The harmonic treatmentis thus justified in taking the bassas its foundation,
becausethis voice plays the leading role in the generationof such harmonic
situations.If we now comparethe sixth chord and the six-four chord with the
triad [in root position], the decisivequestionin this comparison(sincethe tones
are the same)is the position of the bass.Wratever distinction there is can depend only on this point, And now we find that the overtonesof the basstones
(e and g) are contradictedby the make-up of the chord. Consequently,neither
the sixth chord nor the six-four chord are as consonantas a triad in root position. With the sixth chord musical practice takes note of this distinction in
treating it as lessappropriatefor determining the key. Yet there must be still
another distinction between the two chords, for the six-four chord is even regarded as relatively dissonant.Since the chord componentsare identical, the
distinction cannot be sought in them, but rather, again, only in the overtones.
Now if we alsotake the overtonesof the other chord componentsinto consideration and comparethe three setsof overtoneswith one another,we arrive at the
following results: The bass tone of the six-four chord finds earlier, therefore
stronger support in the overtonesofthe other chord componentsthan does the
basstone of the sixth chord. The secondovertone of c is g (supports the root
[that is, the root of the overtone triad on g]); and likewise the secondovertone
of e is b (supports the third). In the sixth chord, on the other hand, the e finds
support for its fifth only with the fourth overtone of g, the 6; and likewise the
octave of e appearsonly as the fourth overtone of c [seeoverleaf].
In the six-four chord, therefore,the setting of the chord tones more closely
resemblesthe overtonesof the bassdran does that of the sixth chord. In die
six-four chord the sound of the bass tone itself finds in the chord tones /ess
resistanteto its will, or (one could probably also view it dris way) its chord tones
are better disposed towards recogniiing the predominanceof the bass tone and
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submitting to it. If we noq/ assumethat the basstone aspiresto get, in the actual
chord tones,a sound that resemblesits ovrn as closelyas possible;if, that is, we
attribute to it the will that its own overtonesprevail: then the bassof the sixfour chord has more chancesof realizing its aspirationthan has the bassof the
sixth chord. The six-four chord, then, as well as the sixth chord, containsproblems. Both are actually dissonances.But the problem of the six-four chord has
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more prospects of being solved, and is consequently more urgent, more conspicuous. The prcblem of the sixth chord is no less real, but it is farther from
solution. The movement latent in it is not great enough to compel action and
may 6e ignored. Nevertheless, its problem was not completely overlookedl the
chord was indeed felt to be less suitable than the root position for defining the
key. The problems sltown here are of course quite small; they are set off, as it
were, in the smallest decimal places. Yet they \r.ere apparently perceived;
otherwise a distinction would never have been made between the two inversions
of a triad. Since the ear has proved so subdy discriminating in the problem
occasioned by the overtones of chord tones, we may well hope it will not disappoint us in the further development of music, even if this development
should follow a course of which the aestheticians can alreadv predict with certainty that it will lead to the end of art.*
* I read this little digression,which, as will be seen,plays no outstanding role in my
book, to a young music historian. Once again I found out hoq/ impossibleit is to think
through all the objectionsthat can be raised.But how useful it would be to an author if
he could know theseat the right time; for it is generallymuch easierto refute them than
it is to raise them. And it is in fact easy enougli to raise objections ! Nevertheless, I was
disconcertedat 6rst when the following was held up to me: If the six-four chord is a
greater dissonancethan the sixth chord, becausethe chord tones of the former support
the bassand its overtones, then this meansthat, generally, a chord is that much more
dissonant,the greaterits [the basstone's] chanceof becoming by virtue of this support
a fundamental.And conversely:the smaller this chance,the lessdissonantthe chord. If
this is true, however, a dominant seventhchord, whose basstone can never become a
fundamental, should be less dissonant than the six-four chord,
I recovered quickly and refuted the obiection; but I did not present all the grounds
for refutation - just one, and not the strongestone at that. They may all be included
here: (r) I did not say that the dissonanceincreasesor decreases,I showed, rather, why
thesetwo chords are not perfectly identical with a consonance.This had to be pointed
out, since it is indeed puzzling, why three tones can in one arrangement be purely consonant, while in the others they are relatively dissonant - a situation that has no
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The sixth chord has, then, as I have said, no harmonic significance,but
rather melodic; it is suitablefor introducing variety into the bassline and, consequently,into the other voices. It may be used freely except for one, small,
relativerestriction,basedon the reasoningto follow. We establishedearlierthat
the third is consideredfor doubling only after the other two tones: becauseit
appearsafter them in the overtone series,and because,since it is relatively
prominent as the determinerof mode, its doubling would thus only emphasize
still more an alreadyconspicuoussound. Hence, it will be clear that, generally,
if one wishes to get a well-balancedsound in which nothing is unnecessarily
prominent, doublingof the third in the sixth chord would be superfluous, that is,
oflittle adrantage,sinceit is alreadyespeciallyconspicuousas the basstone and
would acquire even more prominence if doubled. Of course this restriction
holds only as long asit is not necessaryalsoto have the third in one of the upper
voices,a necessitywe shall soon encounter.One does what is necessarylwhat
is superfluousshould be avoided.
In Example r 5 the sixth chord on the Ist degree is presentedin various
arrangements,in r5a with the octave doubled, in ly6 with the fifth doubled.
The pupil should first practicewriting thesechords and dren those on the other
degreesin the samemanner.

Here, for the first time, we double the fifth. Consequently, we must consider

I

parallel anywhere else in harmony. (z) I showed the distinction between these two
chords. This distinction is not that one is more dissonant than the other, but rather
that the problem of the one is more readily solued than that of the other. Perhaps our
forebearswere better able to deal with the clearerproblem, simply becauseit is clearer,
than they were with the unclear one, whose implications (Willen) they did not understand. (3) The bassofthe dominant seventh chord has no need to find support for its
urge to become a fundamental; for it rs indeed already a fundamental. It is precisely
the fundamental of the tones actually sounding, (a) The dominant seventh chord (this
is the reasonI gave the young music historian) is already dissonantiust by virtue of the
tones actually sung. There is, then, no need to appealonly to the overtoneson defining
the dominant seventh as dissonant. It is already more dissonant than the six-four
chord because the tones actually sung and absolutely audible create dissonance,
whereas the dissonance of the sixth and six-four chords is produced only by the
scarcely audible tones, the overtones.
I relate this experience here merely becauseit seems to me typical of the way objections are raised.
[This footnote was deleted from the seventh edition of ry66 (see supra, Translator's
Preface, p. xvi).]
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here a problem that arises when in the connection of sixth chords the fifth is
doubled.

Parallel Octayesand Fifths
Chord connection produces three kinds of relationship between fwo moving
voices:
r. While one voice moves,the other holds (obliguemotion),Exampler6c;
z. While one voice goesdown, the other goesup (contrarymotion),Example16l;
3. Both voices move in the samedirection, both go simultaneouslyup or down
(parallelmotion),Exampler6c.

In almost every four-part chord connection two kinds of motion appear,
often all three.
Thus, Example 17 shows oblique motion between soprano and alto, tenor
and alto, bassand alto; parallelmotion betweensopranoand tenor; and contrary
motion betweensopranoand bass,tenor and bass.

17

<)

Although the older theory permitted oblique and contrary motion unconditionally, it prohibited parallel motion, in some casesconditionally, in others
absolutely. The latter prohibitions are known as parallel octaves and parallel
fifths.
Example r8a shows parallel octaves,r86 parallel fifths.
The pertinent laws defined what was prohibited as follows: Whenever rwo
voices go from one octave relation by parallel modon into another octave
relation, or from one fifth relation by parallel motion into another fifth relation,
the result is parallel octayes and parallel fftLts (open octaves and fifths, open
parallels).
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The more rigorousversionof this rule reads:The parallelmovementof two
(octaveor fifth) is forbidden.
voicesinto a perfectconsonance

This version forbids what is calledhiddenoctayesand hiddenffth.r as well, and
so could also be formulated this way: Whenever two voices moving parallel
from any simultaneous relation whatsoever (thus also from the octave or the
fifth) come together in an octave or fifth, open or hidden parallel octaves or
fifths result.
a)

b)

t,
Open octaves or fifths were absolutely forbidden, yet certain hidden ones
were conditionally allowed. Chiefly those that could not be avoided. (.ly'or
kenntkein Verbot! -Necessity knows no law!) There are, for example,among
the octaves* those that almost always appear in the connection of V with I
* Although the abbreviatedforms 'octaves'and '6fths' for 'parallel octaves'and
'parallel 6fths' are quite incorrect,
they are neverthelessso commonly used that we
may toleratethem, aswe tolerateeverythingin languagethat is common usage.
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(Examplezoa). Here the hidden octavescould only be avoidedif the basswere
to go down to c, which is, however, too low. Nor can one easily get around the
hidden fifths beween alto and tenor (Example zob), if the soprano melody has
to be g-l-c.
b)

a)

3r.--u

20
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Hence, exceptions were established,declaring: Hidden octaves and fifths are
permissibleprovided they occur between two middle voices, or at most between a middle and an outer voice, so that they attract less attention. And:
hidden octavesare better when one of the two voices moves by step and the
'least
other leapsa fifth or a fourth. Or: it is
objectionable'when the upper voice
is the one that moves by step, say, from the seventhto the octave,or from the
third to the fourth. Then too: parallel fifths are 'milder' if a harsh dissonance
draws attention away from them. (They are less bothersomethan the harsh
dissonance,neverthelessmore rigorously forbidden!) And then one spoke of
'horn
'Mozart
fifths',
fifths', and - in contrastwith such fifths, which thosewith
good earsoverlooked - 'intended' fifths, that is, fifths that those without good
earsat leastsaw in time. Yet: when one rnay do somethingintentionally that is
so fundamentallyand rigorously forbidden, and why - that was shrewdly kept
quiet. It would be dangerouslyclose to asking whether an intended murder is
more pardonablethan an unintended!
Horn fifths

These commandmentsvrere founded upon the contention that the independence of the voices is cancelledby such parallel movement. That was the more
intelligent form of justification. The other simply declaredthat such progressions sound bad. These two argumentswere reconciledby the proposition that
parallel octaves and fifths sound bad becausethe independenceof voices is
cancelled.Now it is perhapsnot incorrect to say that, with parallel octaves,in
the precise moment of going from the one chord to the next, the independence
of the voices is apparently lost. But to declare that they sound bad, or even
that they sound bad \ecausethe independenceof voices is cancelled, is absolutely wrong; for parallel octavesare used as doubling, sometimesalso for reinforcement. Naturally, becauseof thegood soundl no one at all would have written parallel octaves becauseof the bad sound. And the mixture stops on the
organ give each voice not only octavesbut also fifths, all sounding simul-
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taneously.*For the sakeof the stronger soundl but, since it is a guestion of
artistic beauty, the stronger sound is also the beautiful sound. Therefore, that
paralleloctavessoundbad in themselvesis a completelyuntenableposition. This
leavesus with the other notion, that they canceltheindependence
of voices.To be
sure, whenever two voices sing the samething they are not absolutely independent. Whenever they sing approximately the same thing, namely, octaves (the
two tones of an octave are not quite identical), the content of what they sing is
of course the same,but the sound is difbrent. Now if two voices sing for a long
time exclusively in unison or in octaves, then we could speak of a relative lack
of independencein the content. (Even here, though, with regard to the unison,
we should consider the question of mixture of timbres, to which each voice
contributes in a thoroughly independentmanner.) If, however, each of two
voicessingssomethingcompletelydifferent in content from the other, and they
come together on tle same ffack, so to speak, only in one exceptional moment
or in a few such moments, then perhapsit is possibleranryay, to saythat in
such moments their independenceis to a certain extent diminished;but to say
that they acrually lose their independenceis surely a pedantic exaggeration,
which ignores the fact that the voices were all the while independentof each
other in content, save for these few moments. These moments, however,
apparentlydo not keep us from distinguishingclearly the essentialdifferencein
content. This exaggerationalso ignores the fact that the voices vrere at ail times
distinct from each other in tone quality. Here again, therefore, one could Aardly
speakof cancellingabsolutelythe independenceof voices.
It would be more correct to speakof somethingdifferent, of conditions, the
fulfilment of which is requisite to every good handioa,;6:Assuming that, after
mature consideration and examination. one has determined the number of
voices [for one's writing], then this decisionshould be proved correct in every
singlemoment of the piece,in that fewer voiceswould clearly not be enough to
* This chapter
[i.e.this sectionon paralleloctavesandfifths] was publishedin the
Die Musik,It becamethe subjectof debate,andI
August,r9ro, issueof the magazine
learnedof someof the 'objections'thatwereraised.Thesepertainto the mixturestops
of the organ,as well as to organumat the fifth and parallelthirds (seethe footnotes
linfr", pp. 66, 671).It is a pleasureto have the opportunity to reply to them. I said,
'the
mixturestopsgive eachvoice. . .'- it couldhavebeentakenfor grantedthat,if I
know of the mixtures,I alsoknow whenthey areused.Evenif I do not sayexplicitly:
'all
in the full organ.It is of courseclearthat,when thesestopsare used,they give
full
then
Now
comes
this
yes,
but
in
the
organ,
and
they
objection:
voices. . . etc.'
obiection.[The mixtures]are addedbe[parallels]are not heard.This is a priceless
causethey arenot heard!But why usethem thenl Why thenarepreciselyfifths,etc.,
addedto the voices,and not Bible versesor cannonshotslAnswer:'They are not
asreinforcement
ofsound.'Yes,but
heardasfifths,but only asfullness,assharpness,
as what should they be heard, anywayl Wherein
they are then heard neverthelessl
shouldonehearthe effectof a changein timbre,if not in the changeof timbreitselfl
As voiceleadinglIndeed,doesone thenhearoctavedoublingsasvoiceleading?
[This essayon paralleloctavesand fifths wasnot publishedin the August issue,but
Igro (pp. 9G-ro5).In the August issue,cited hereby
ratherin the ztesOktoberheft,
appeared
Schoenberg,
someof his 'Aphorismen'.]
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present everything, while more would hardly add anything significant. Accordingly, every voice should have something to do at every moment that it alonz
does.Thus, if in a thin harmonic texture the aim is to go from d to a, and one
voice is enough to accomplish it, then - if goingfrom d to e yas in fact and exclusfuelythe aim - it is superfluous,that is, bad, if another voice also goes from
dto e.lf one cannot think of anything else to do with this other voice, it should
rest. But that one cannot think ofanything elseis in generalnot a sign ofsuperlative skill. One then has to make an effort to do something else with it! It
however, the step from d to e, for which one voice indeed suffices,is aor the
chief aim, if the chief aim is rather to get the sotnd of an octaye befrreen two
voices that both go from d to e, then the question ofindependent voices is no
Ionger pertinentl it is now simply a guestion of the sound. Therefore, since
parallel octaves neither sound bad nor absolutely cancel the independenceof
voices, it is senselessto throw them out of the art with the vehemence(Patlzos)
that the apostle of beauty brings to this his appointed task. They have never
submitted completely to this treatment anyway, for they have popped up again
and again in the literature.
fn our exercises, deyoted exclusively to harmonic considerations, the tosk of
doublingto createsoundefects can ofcourse neyerbe assigned.Therefore,we shall
strictly avoid parallel octayesin theseexercises.There is another reason, suggestedearlier, which will bring us to dre samedecision, to reject the use in our
harmony exercises,not onty of parallel octav€s,but of parallel fifths as well. Up
to about the middle of the nineteenth century parallel fifths and octaves were
almost entirely avoided and even since then have been used relatively seldom;
sclool assignmentsthat overstepped this rule would then produce srylistically
incongruous results.And the pupil does not yet know the harmonic meansby
which to create balance,whereas one who does know these means can ignore
the prohibitions. The pupil is still not composing;he is only working out harmonic exerciseswhose averageplausibility can be maintained only if he is
always working for at least averagequality. The teacher,since he cannot teach
the pupil absolute perfection, must at least keep him away as long as possible
from that which is questionable.
Justifying the prohibition of parallel fifths gave the theorists more trouble.
Thus their justification is so much the easierto refute. It was declared that progressionsin parallel fifths sound bad; or that, since the fifth is an overtone, it is
as it were only a shadow of the fundamental if it moves parallel with the latter;
if the 6fth is to appear independent, then its movement should differ from that
of the fundamental;and so on, in the same vein. Curiously, progressionsin
fourths were only conditionally forbidden, although the fourth and fifth are
identical as far as harmonic content is concerned.
Were this content considered,then parallel fourths should also be forbidden.
Strictly speaking, the connection of the degrees involved could not then be
allowed in the first place; for tle harshness(Hdrte) of the content, tlat is, the
harmonic harshness,can only be attributed to that which is harmonic, to the
'covered'
degrees. Parallel fourths are permitted, however, if they are
by a
lower third (Examplezzc). Could not parallel6fths be just as freely usedif they
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were also covered by such a lower third (Example zzd)? Harmonically, there is
no distinction at all. Now, sincethis parallelmovementdoesnot sound bad and
parallel thirds and sixths even sound good, since all other parallel movemenr
sounds at least conditionally good, is it then just parallel movement in fifths
that sounds absolutely badl Parallel octaves,for example,embody one extreme:
namely (in content) the complete cancellation of independenceof voices, and

(acoustically) progression in the most perfect consonance.r Nevertheless,
paralleloctavesare at leastconditionally allowed as doubling on accountof the
good sound. And parallel thirds and sixths are likewise permitted, even though
they, too, take away the independenceof voices with respectto content, whereas,acoustically,they are progressionsin consonances
lessperfectthan the fifth!
Therefore, it is not just progressionof the most perfect consonancesthat is
allowed, for thirds are lessperfect than fifths; nor is it parallel movemenr, say,
just of imperfect consonancesthat is permitted, for octavesare more perfect
than fifths. And all objections one raisesagainst parallel fifths apply iust as well
either to parallel octaves or to parallel thirds. Consequently,there must be other
grounds [for the exclusion of parallel fifths].
I will try to resolve this question in a simpler manner.
The evolution of polyphony can be envisioned as follows: The first push
may have been given by someone'surge to participatein singing songs that
were ordinarily sung by a single performer. Two or more sang the samemelody.
Were preciselythe samerype of voices to sing together, for example,just low
male voices, then it is fairly obvious that only unison singing could be considered pure, that is, singing identical tones, the most perfect consonance.If
women's voiceswere addedand the melody lay neither very high nor very low,
then the second possibility was manifest: singing in the second most perfect
consonance,in qctaves. But if the melody lay in such a range that it went too
low for the high male and female voices or too high for the low voices, then
there was the need to find something else for these voices. As long as actual
polyphony had not been invenred (if one does not wish to regard singing in
octavesas alreadyrelatively polyphonic), nothing was left but to sing the same
melody beginning on some other consonant tone. Since the unison and the
octave had already been used, the ear had necessarilyto clrcosethe next most
perfect consondnce,
tleffth, Thus began organumat theffth, or what is here the
Konsonenl:most (nearly) perfectconsonance,
or the highest delr Vollkommenste
greeof agreementbetweentwo tones.In the next(long) paragraphbelow, we find that
the unisonis the 'mostperfectconsonance'.]
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same thing, organum at the fourth.* That the third was not employed for the
samepurposeuntil much later, that indeedthe third had not yet won recognition
as a consonanceat a yet much later time, is evidencein support of the hypothesisrepeatedlymentioned in this book: namely, that the distinction berween
dissonancesand consonancesis only gradual, one of degree;that dissonances
are nothing else but more remote consonanceswhose analysis gives the ear
more trouble on accountof their remoteness;but once analysishas made them
more accessible,they will have the chance of becoming consonancesjust like
the closerovertones.(Incidentally, that the unprepareddominant seventhchord
gained quick acceptance
is an additional argumentfor this viewpoint.) It is thus
evident that the ear, in the effort to imitate the natural euphony, was on the
right track in following tltis particular development: unison, octave, fifth. And
it is evident that the reasonfor singing in fifths was the sameas that for singing
in octaves:the sound pleasedthe ear. Moreover, vre find here one of those
peculiar coincidences that so often give the secrets of acoustics a cabalistic
appearance:namely, tlnt singing in ffths, or in fourths, was completelyin accord
yith the limitations of the human voice.For the tenor range lies on the averagea
fifth above that of the bass, the alto approximately a fourth to a fifth above the
tenor, and the soprano likewise a fifth above the alto. Thus, we see r-hat a
genuinely artistic kind of solution was instinctively found here: fwo flies with
one swat.
The subsequentevolution I envisageas follows: ft was presumablysoon after
the third was recognizedas a consonancethat the possibility of contrary and
oblique motion was discovered.In addition to parallel unisons, octaves,and
fifths, there arosethe possibility ofparallel thirds and probably soon thereafter,
*

Just now [r9rr] as I am preparingthesepagesfor publication,I am delightedto
6nd my conceptionof this stageof the evolutionconfirmedby so astuteand deepa
thinkerasRiemann.ConsultingMeyer'sKonversationslexikonl
find thereneatlyword
for word what is written hereas the resultof my own reasoning:'Actually,
organum
was not yet real polyphony, but ratherdoubling at the 6fth, tAemostnaturalstepforvardfrom the octeyedoublingof voicesthat lzadlong beenpracticed.'I find also in the
Lexikon an explanationof the fauxbourdon,of which I was totally ignorant. (The
readermust forgive mel f am no scholarfVissenschaftler).I am self-taughtand can
only think.) Fauxbourdon
meantsingingin sixth chords.That is indeedthe nextstep
in the evolution!And Riemannsaysalso that soon afterwardthe true principleof
polyphonywas discovered,
contrarymotion. That is preciselywhat I did nor know,
but only guessed;for I have never yet reada history of music.- On the questionof
'lWissenorganumI would like to mentionsomethingelse:I am told that 'scholarship'
has
schaft'l doubts whetherthere
ever really beensucha thing. That is what scholarship alwaysdoeswhensomethingdoesnot fit into its schemeof things.Organumis,
however,so self-evident
that,if it by chancehad not actuallyexisted,we shouldnow
invent it and insert it retroactivelyinto the past. But I believeit must have already
reassures
existed- the doubt of scholarship
me in my belief.
(the edition containing Riemann'sarticle) was un[Meyer's Konyersationslexikon
availablefor collation. In Schoenberg'syouth this encyclopediaseemsto have been
one of his chief sourcesof information about music.SeeWilli Reich, Scf,oea
berg- a
critical biography,trans.Leo Black (New York Praeger,rgTr), p. t,7
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as I have said, the possibility also of contrary and oblique motion, hence,an
immense enrichment of means. Now it seemsto me the following train of
thought, only too firmly rooted in man's nature, gives psychological explanation of the question [of forbidden fifths]:
Singing in octavesand fifths no doubt satisfiedin a thoroughly natural way
the taste of the time; it was in accord with the nature of sound and with the
nature of man, thus it was beautiful. Nevertheless,the possibility of adding
thirds* to the octavesand fifths and of using contrary and oblique motion very
likely produced a heady enthusiasmthat came to hold everything of an earlier
time to be bad, although it was merely outmoded; such enthusiasmwe can indeed observein every great advance- not only in art. [The enthusiast]so completely forgets to be grateful for the preparatory work done by the predecessors
that he hates that work and does not stop to think that the present advance
would be impossiblewithout it. Yes, even if that work was full of errors. And
the contempt for what is outmoded is iust as great as it is unjustified.Whoever
keepsa correct senseof proportion will say: I personallywould not like to do
what is outmoded becauseI know the advantagesof what is new, and because
it would be untimely. One should be untimely only in running on aheadof the
'W'e
times, but not in limping along behind.
are thus justified in making fun of
someonewho today writes 'gegendem'; but we should know that, since'gegen'
was in fact formerly usedwith both the dative and accusatil'ecases,'gegendem'
is not false,only outmoded.l And Schaunardwas right when he characterized
the style of his fellow Bohemian, Barbemuche,with a single word, 'hinfiiro',
which allegedly often appears in Barbemuche'snovel.2 I think that such
* Herean objectionwasraised:why did not thesamefate,prohibition,alsoovertake
the parallelthirdsi ElsewhereI havecited this very case,parallelthirds, asan argument
for my view; I left it out hereonly because
it did not seemessential.
Sinceit is brought
up as an objection,I will examineit. First: Parallelfifths were indeednot justifiably
thrown out of musicltheir rejectionwas uniustified,Now one cannotevenmaintain
that a correctperceptionappliedto an analogous
casemustleadnecessarily
to another
correctjudgment.But to demandthat an illogicaljudgmentabsolutelymust repeat
itself in anotherillogicaljudgment- that indeedgoestoo far! Secondly:It was not
even necessaryto prohibit fifths, for they were just too artlesswhen usedas the exThus, tliirds did not haveto be forbiddeneither,for they are
clusiveharmonization.
good if not usedexclusively.
But asproof that,wheretheywereusedexclusively,
they
were indeedregardedas a lesssignificantmethodof voice leading,we may cite the
'austerzen'
expression,
[addingthirds],which is explicitlybasedon the ideaof true,
actualvoices.The thirds are only filler voices,however,in the doubledcounterpoints:sounde ffects(Klanglicles)thatwereaddedwithout contributing,iust by virtue
of their addition,anythingspecialto voice leading.Finally, though, parallelthirds
(usedexclusively)and parallelsixthsare also felt to be artless,yes)evenbanal.Proofi
folk musicwhosepolyphonyconsistsof scarcelymore than theseparallels.They are
perhapsbanal,but not impossible,and can on occasion(as in Siegfriel) be artistic.
[r The prepositiongegenis now usedonly with the accusativecase:gegenden.f
Schaunardand Barbemuche
[2 The up-to-dateGermanword is hinfort Qtenceforth).
are charactersin the mid-nineteenth-centuryplay La Vie deBohimeand novel .lc?nes
dala BoICmebyHenri Mrirger.The libretto of Puccini'soperais basedon theseworks.]
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observationsconcerningthe human narureof the artist are just as important for
judging the evolution of art as is physics. One must reflect that art has set its
coursenot only by the nature of tones but by the nature of man as well, that it
is a compromiseberweenthesetwo factors,attemptsat mutual accommodation.
And sincethe tone, the inanimatematerial,does no accommodating,it is up to
us. But we sometimesfind accommodation difficult. Hence, when we have
succeeded,we often overestimateour accomplishmentand underestimatethe
accomplishmentof thosewho took the preparatorystep,a stepperhapsas great
and as difficult as the one we have taken.
Such must have been the casewith forbidden 6fths. If the joy in the accomplishment keepscompanywith the demandsof the guild, the child of this union
can only be orthodoxy. Orthodoxy, which no longer has need to win recognition for the novel accomplishment,now assumesthe task of holding fast to
the accomplishmentthrough exaggeration.It does, to be sure, think through
and exploit the implicationsof its premises;through its exaggeration,hov"'ever,
it not only leadsto errors, but also erectsa bulwark againstany other innovation. Thus one can well imaginehow the following statementswere interpreted:
'thirds
'It
is no longer necessaryto composemerely in octavesand fifths';
can
'contrary
and oblique motion can be used, as
be added to octavesand fifths';
well as parallel motion'. One can well imagine, I say, how these were inter'the
'It
preted to read thus:
is bad to composein octavesand fifths';
third must
'contrary
and oblique motion are better than
be added to octavesand 6fths';
parallel motion'. Now if it be consideredthat such interpretationswere given
and acceptedas rules, as rules whose violation placedone under an interdict, it
can be seenhow easily their origin could be forgotten: how easily it could be
forgotten tltat octavesandffths werenot in themselvesbadrbut on the contrary
werein themselyes
good; that they had merely come to be considered outmoded,
primitive, relatively artless; that there was no physical nor aesthetic reason,
however, why they should not on occasionstill be used.And if one considers
'Thou
shalt not . . .r' were spread abroad over
that these rules, in the form
cenruries,then it becomesclear that the ear forgot the sound once found to be
euphonious, and its use aroused antagonism becauseof the oddnesst/te new
alwayshas about it. I am saying that, since progressionin parallel octavesand
6fths was not practiced for centuries,the ear was disposedto regard the occaof such connectionsas newr* as odd, whereasthe opposite is
sionalappearance
* This circumstancealso speaksabsolutelyagainst(I can't help it: tlte circumstance
methodsthatsetentiremelodiesand the like in fifthsto
speaks)thosepseudo-modern
not because
it
profit from this newnessand oddness.To me the effectis unpleasant,
seemsnew,nor because
it is actuallyold; nor againbecause
the meritof suchprogressionsis no greaterthan that of the sixth-chordprogressions
that the predecessors
of
suchinnovatorswrote in similarpassages.
I find it unpleasant,
perhaps,
because
ofthe
mischievousness
and ostentationapparentin suchmethods:that sort of thing is not
I find, more
noble;very probably,though,it is unpleasant
to me primarily because
and more, somethingright about the prohibitionof fifths, somethingthat was just
wrongly interpreted,I meanthe aversionto the consonance,
which is perhapsinthe disverselyidenticalwith the urge to introducethe more remoteconsonances,
sonances,
into composition.[This is a new footnote,addedin the revisededition.]
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actually the case:they were old, only forgotten. And so it is no evidenceagainst
'Yes,
but I srzZnotice these
the view presentedhere whenever a musician says:
fifths. They call attention to themselves.And I think they sound unpleasant.'
The new does indeed always attract attention, and its sound is consideredunpleasant,although it is not.
And now, the hidden octaves and fifths. They are explainable quite simply
on grounds of orthodoxy: just in order not to write any open fifths or octaves
parallel movement into these perfect consonanceswas altogether avoided.
Every attempt to deal diferenily with hiddenparallels may be disregarded.Not
merely becauseeventhe openparallels do not soundbadrbut above all becausethis
whereasin practice, that is in
law has beennothing 6ut a phantom of the textboo,fts,
observed.
more
often
dolated
than
the masterworks, it has been
approach
this
problem
of parallelslI want to deal
How then should the pupil
intend
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now,
because
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going
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without
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obstruct the view back into the past and would make incomprehensiblemuch
of what was once vital.
For a similar reason I am no friend of the new orthography, although I
understandvery well the practical advantageof brevity, and understandvery
well that the effort to expressin spelling only what one actually hearsspokenis
in part justified. Nevertheless,I find it questionableto cull out so unsparingly
those symbols that often manifest rudiments of former syllables.The possibiliry of recalling the root word is easily lost thereby, and it is inaccessibleto
us wheneverwe want to trace the true, the original meaning of an expression.
And the danger arisesthat our script will become too poor in such points of
referenceas could indicate to anyone the way back to the origin. The origin
will finally be known to historiansalone, and will then have disappearedfrom
the living awarenessof everyone.
Should harmony instruction proceedin a similarly thoughtlessmanner, then
many problemsof voice leadingin the older masterworkswould be beyond our
understanding.And another thing. In the work of arranging and editing, so
often necessaryin those older works where the harmony is indicated only by
the more genuinely u'e
figured basses- works which we make more accessible,
reproduce their style - the use of inappropriate techniquesof voice leading
would inevitably produce incongruencebefween the content and the form of
realization,incongruenceoffensiveto the sensitivelistener.Such incongruence
without regardfor
would also result,were the pupil to work out his assignments
theseprohibitions.
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aestheticpreconceptions,revealsthe mortality of many an eternallaw, and gives
thereby an unobstructed view of the evolution of the beautiful: that is, a view
of how conceptionschange;of how, by virtue of thesechanges,the new, which
the ear of tradition proscribes,becomesthe old, which is then pleasantto the
earl of how this new [tradition] in turn deniesanother, still newer innovation,
which is in turn temporarily proscribed,accessto the ear. If the pupil is a composer,however, he should patiently wait to seein which direction his development, his nature will take him. He should not wish to write things for which
only full maturity can assume responsibility, things that artists have written
almost againsttheir will, in obeying the compulsion of their development- [in
obeying this compulsion] but not out of the poorly disciplinedwantonnessof
the one who, insecurein mattersof form, writes arbitrarily.
The pupil will, therefore, avoid open octavesand fifths as long as he has
need of instruction. But he may use them at such time as his inclination, taste,
and artistic understandingmake it possiblefor him to take responsibility for
them. Hidden octaveshe may write now as he chooses,with a few exceptions
that will be discussedas the occasionwarrants.Hidden fifths he may use at any
time, without restriction.

Connectionof the Triads with tlzeSixth Chords,the Sixth Chordswith the Triads,
and the Sixth Chordswith One Another
'We
now turn to the task of examining and working out the chord connections indicatedin the following three tables(A, B, C):
A.

Triad of I
Triad of II
Triad of III
Triad of VII

with the sixthchordsof I, III, IV, V, VI
with the sixth chordsof II, IV, V, VI, VII
with the sixth chordsof III, V, VI, I etc.
with the sixth chord of III;

B.

Sixth chord of I with the triadsof I, III, IV, V, VI
Sixth chord of II with the triads of II, IV, V, VI, VII etc.
Sixth chord of VII with the triad of III;

C. Sixth chord of I with the sixth chordsof III, IV, V, VI
Sixth chord of II with the sixth chordsof IV, V, VI, VII etc.
Sixth chord of VII with the sixth chord of III.
The pupil will do well to work his way through everything in thesetables
(in as many keys as possible).Here for the 6rst time there are difficulties in
voice leading, and the pupil will best deal with such at once. It is well that he
get the necessarypracticehere at the outset,so that he will not fail later in more
important matters- becausehe cannot managevoice leading.
Only the Ist degreeis worked out in Example23. The pupil should now work
out the other degreesaccording to this model (do not forget other keys!). In
some caseshe will encounterparallel octavesand fifths and must discover how
to evadetl-rem.In some others it will be necessaryto dispense,in part, with the
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sustainingof common tonesbecauseotherwisethe superfluousdoubling of the
third would result.
The connection of a triad with one of its own inversions and vice versa is
calledexchange(I-Iu or II.-II or IV-IVI or Vu-V;). With no harmonic change

A)

bad,
parallel octaves

good:

I
,

IVcI\,{IVf

B)

IC IV

c)

I! 1116

frv

not very good,
doubled third

better:
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(hence,exchangeshave only melodic value) two or more voices, one of which
in our presentexamplesis the bass,exchangeroles.
The pupil will do well to work out every pair of chords twice (at least
twice!): once by doubling the octave of the sixth chord, once by doubling the
fifth. This will alwaysbring about different solutions and often new difficulties.
The pupil should searchtheseout and as often as possible6nd more than two
solutionsl for rvith almost every arrangement somet-hingdifferent appears.In
addition he should try doubling the fifth of the final chord.
The VIIth degree requires special attention.

24
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In Example z4d we meet a new situation. The chord of the IInd degreeis
here a sixth chord. Hence,the..;fnecessaryfor preparing the diminished fifth is
found only in the bass,which must move to 6 in the next chord. Thus, tlie
diminished 6fth cannot be preparedunlessdre_;fappears
also in an upper voice.
Therefore, theJ the third, must here be doubled. With this it is worth noting
how necessirycancelsan instruction. The situation is similar in Examplesz4i
and z4l. In z4i the c of the tenor could not go to b becauseof the parallel
octavesbefweentenor and soprano,nor to.,fbecausethis tone, being a dissonance, should not be doubled. The only other alternativeis to take the c to d,
that is to double the third in the sixth chord of VII. An alternatesolution to the
sameproblem is shown in z4k, where the third of the first chord is doubled.
In z4l considerationssimilar to those that applied to z4i compel the tenor to
leap a diminished fifth. Such a leap should be avoided, according to the old
rules, becauseit is unmelodic, or perhapsmore correctly, becauseit is difficult
to sing in tune. And we shall indeedgenerallyavoid suchleaps(asI saidbefore),
so as not to disturb the srylisticbalance.But when necessitycompelsus to make
sucha leap(which, after all, is unavoidablein the bass),then, whereverpossible,
we shall try to 'resolve' the dissonance(i.e. dre intonation difficulty) contained
in a diminished or an augmentedinterval. This is bestdone by taking the 6, the
'ascending
'descending
leadingtone', up to c, and thef the
leadingtone', down
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to e. Sincethat is not alwayspossible,however, some other possibilitiesare also
given in Example z5 (measures;-ro).

25
Close attention to such details as thesemakes it possibleto achieveformal
rounding and seemsto me therefore quite appropriatein laying a foundation
for the developmentof the senseof form, Naturally the exerciseswill still not
'gripping',
sound especially
but they no longer have to sound quite as stiff as
the very first ones.
The pupil may now use the sixth chord in making his little phrasesand may
take the following ashis guidelines:A sixth chord can be written whereverthere
canbe a triad - only the opening and closingchords (alwaysthe Ist degree)have
t() appearin root position. Ifit is necessaryin the courseofa phraseto repeata
degree,it is a good ideasometimesto choosea sixtlt chord. But it is not good to
usetoo many sixth chords.The phrasescan now be eight to twelve chords long;
to make them longer is superfluoussince too many repetitionswould then be
necessary.Example z6 shows a few such phrases.
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In choosing betweena sixth chord and dre root position one must naturally
also take into considerationthe melodic line of the bass.In general the bass
should not be sustained,wherever it is possibleto do otherwise.Sometimesthat
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can be avoided,as in Example z6arby introducing an octaveleap to changethe
register, sometimesby choosing a sixth chord insteadof the root position or
vice versa. Moreover, repetitions of a bass tone can cripple the progression,
even if one or two other tones intervene.If, for example,in z6a I had written
the VIth degreeas a sixth chord insteadof in root position, it would have done
little good even to have leapedto the lower octave.Repetitionsof that sort the
pupil should avoid, if at all possible,and the teachershould correct them. For
wherever,as here, the repetition is not justified by a motive, it impairs the progression.The situation is different, however, in z6e, where the repetition of c
and e could hardly be disturbing: not so much becauseone time two chordsintervene, the other time three, as, far more, becausethe line continuesafter eachof
the repeatedbasstones in another direction. In judging whether a bassline is
good or not, the melodic principle one should considerfirst is just that of variation. Whenever repetition of tones is unavoidable,some other tones should at
least intervene, or the direction of the line should change.The pupil will also
do well to keep an eye out, even now, for the highest tone of a line. This tone
should always be treated as the climax, that is, it should appearonly oncel for
its repetition is, in general, more acutely disturbing than that of other, less
noticeabletones.

(b) rHr srx-FouR cHoRD
That different treatment is proper for the six-four chord, and why, was
mentioned earlier (seepp. t6-8). We should review here still another reason
given by the older theory. The fourth rr/asconsideredan imperfectconsonance,
indeed,even a dissonance.This view reflectsa correct intuition; for the fourth
does actually appear among the first overtones,but in the opposite direction
[i.e. its root is on top - C-r-E=4 and is thereforea lesssimple consonancethan
those intervals produced by the ascendingorder of the overtones.In almost
every consonantchord, however, we find the fourth betweentwo of the voices
and regard it as a dissonanceonly whenever its lower tone is in the bass.The
'covers
older theory saysit is permitted if a lower fifth or third
it'; in all other
casesit is to be preparedand resolvedas a dissonance.A unique claim is thus
(when the lower
made for the fourth: that its two tones form now a dissonarrce
'covered');
tone is in the bass),now a consonance(when it is
furthermore, in
another position, in the inversion, the sametwo tones produce a perfect consonance,the 6fth (concerninginversion [of intervals], the following rule holds:
fnversion ofevery perfect consonanceyields a perfect consonance,inversion of
every dissonanceyields a dissonance). That is too contradictory, not simple
enough to be narural.
To me the following explanation seemssimpler: A basstone that is not at the
same time the fundamental seemsto have the urge to replace the chord tones
with its own overtones, that is, to become itself the fundamental. Now, as has
already been shown (see page J8), the bass tone of the six-four chord finds
plentiful support for its urge in the overtones of the other chord components.
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There is then in the six-four chord a conflict between its (outward) form, its
sound, and its (inner) constitution. Whereas its outward form indicates, for
example, the Ist degree, its constitution, its instinct demands the Vth degree.
This conflict may indeed have a certain similarity to that which is thought to
residein the dissonance,since the latter also strives for a changeofthe fundamental. Nevertheless, whereas in the actual dissonance tones sound together
that can never in any arrangementbe consonant,the tonesofthe six-four chord
are in other arrangements absolutely consonant (triad, sixth chord). The demand of the six-four chord for resolution, to be treated as a dissonance,is ttus
by no meansas stormy as that of a real dissonance.The six-four chord and the
actual dissonancehave only this in common, that in both lies a conflict that
attracts aftention, that seemsto have a right to specialconsideration, to special
treatment. This special treatment [of the six-four chord] would not have to
consist just in preparation or resolution, as with the dissonance.And what is
called preparation and resolution of the six-four chord has little similariry to
the preparation and resolution of the seventh chord. But this much is certain,
anyway, that the six-four chord, whose problem could be felt but not understood, was always treated in a special way. This fact alone would have been
enough to give it a unique position. The problems inherent in the six-four
chord may be less significant or differentl the method by which it was treated
perhapsexaggeratestheseproblems, perhapswithout even dealing adequately
with them. But, whether its unique position has its origin in convention or in
nature, that position is neverthelessquite definite. And since in practice the
chord was always regardedas a singular phenomenon,to be used in a special
way, since particular events always preceded it and particular events always
followed, it has an effect similar to that produced, say, when part of a popular
quotation is cited: 'Love conquers. . .'r - one fills in what comesbefore and
after. The meresthint at the well-known causeawakensthe expectationof the
well-known effect.With the first word we understandlwe then await a particular continuation.This is how the clich6,the formula works. The six-four chord
developedinto just that, a permanentformula with the effect of a clich6; one
cannot imagine its occurring out of the accustomedcontext. Accordingly,
whether the mode of treatmentexpressedby this formula is appropriateor nor
matterslittle in establishingthe significanceit has had in music for more than
three centuries.Even so, it may be n'ell to considerthis guestion.
I must recapitulate:the urge of the basstone to becomethe root is supported
by the overtones; the six-four chord should thus be resolved by actually letting
its basstone become the root, For example:the six-four chord of the Ist degree
moves to V over a sustainedg. That is precisely the oneway it was handled. Yet
the conflict in the six-four chord and its tendency toward resolution are nor
absolutely compulsory; one does not have to give in, for nothing more than
overtonessupports this tendency.It is perhapspossibleto bypassits tendency
carefully by drawing attention away from the conflict That can happen if one
of the two prominent voices shifts the responsibility for the harmonic proceed[t

'Wo allesliebt (kann Karl allein nicht hassen).']
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ings to a melodic line. This voice draws the attention away from the vertical
and towards the horizontal, away from harmony and towards melody. A good
way to do that is to use a sectionof the scalein the bass,three or four adjoining
tones,of which one, wherever possiblea middle one, carriesthe six-four chord.
Ifthe ear catchesa melodic progressionofthat sort, it then hearsthis progression as the principal concern of the moment, decidesthat the fleeting six-four
chord is only incidental,and feelssatisfied.
That could all be explained differently, as follows: In the six-four chord two
tones struggle for pre-eminence, the bass tone and its fourth (the acrual root).
The following chord is a concessioneither to the bassor to the root. If the bass
tone is victorious, then I goes to V. Sometimes,however, the concessiondoes
not go so far, but choosesrather a middle course.Then it can even happenthat
the third (Ter1)becomes the root (wennZwei sich streiten,freut sich der Dritte when two parties quarrel, the third rejoices*), that I goes to III. And something
similar takesplaceif the fourth (the root) does not give in. Then after I comes
IV or VI. In these three casesboth of the struggling chord tones in fact succumb. In III g is only the third, in IV and VI c is the fifth and the third respectively. Each has the satisfaction, however, that the rival did not win; and the
chord tones seemto becomevery nearly as spiteful as people the moment they
come into contact with the latter. That then is the other way one can deal with
the problem of the six-four chord: the method that has it occur with a passing
note in the bass.These two methods bear similariry to some forms of the other
dissonancesand their treatment. Therefore it may be justifiable to speak here,
also, of resolution,although resolution of the other dissonances
has a di{ierent
psychology. Yet, one should distinguish between forms that allow harrnonic
explanation (replacement of the chord tones by the overtones of the bass) and
those that are derived from voice leading (occurrence ofthe six-four chord as a
passingchord). Or one must do what I do: expand the idea of resolution accordingly.
The so-called preparation can be explained the same way. One of the two
chord toneswas there 6rst: the root, if IV or VI preceded(possibly the seventh
chord of II, whose seventhis c), or the basstone, if V or III preceded.Whichever was there first would stake its claim to victory on grounds of its seniority.
One could also view the matter this way: that, to prepare for this conflict, at
least one of the tones is introduced beforehand; or also (to explain the stepwise
introduction of the six-four chord) that a melodic bassline alleviatesthe harshnessof the phenomenon.
The customary treatment of the six-four chord is difficult for me to explain
in every respect,with nothing left over, becauseI find that this treatment does
not completely fit the problem inherent in the chord. I admire the capacity of
our forebearsfor fine discrimination; they rightly felt that the six-four chord is
i The Europeans(I and V), who have mangledone anotherfor the benefitof the
(America)or someother
subdominant(Japan)and the upper mediantfObermedianre]
mediantof culture.
[Schoenbergaddedthis footnote in the revisededition of r9zz. It was deletedfrom
the seventhedition of ry66.1
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not the same thing as a triad. But I know also too well how the intuitively
discovered knowledge, subjected to the exaggerating treatment of orthodoxy,
becomesfar removed from the original, brilliant insight into nature. Nevertheless,we shall now work with the six-four chord accordingto the dictatesof the
old theory (for reasonsI have already frequently mentioned).
According to the rules of that theory the six-four chord should be
r. prepared,
r. resolved,or should
). appearonly as a passingchord; and
4. the bassvoice should neither reachnor leaveits tone by leap;either it should be
sustainedor it shouldcome and go in the midst of stepwiseprogression.(This
rule corresponds
to a certainextentto 3.)
The preparationof the six-four chord differs from that of the dissonancein
'We
that here two tones are to be considered.
can prepare either the fifth (the
basstone) or the root; that is: one of thesetwo tones should have been a component of the precedingchord, and should appearin the samevoice in the sixfour chord. The resolution takes place as follows: either the basstone is sustainedand the other voicesover it changeto a new chord, or the basstone moves
a step up or down and becomesthe root or third of the next chord. A six-four
chord should neither immediatelyprecedenor follow another six-four chord. That
would mean setting directly besideone unresolvedproblem another problem,
also for the moment unresolved. That is obviously contmry to the senseof
form. This progressionalso reminds us of parallel fifths, which usually come
about becausethe fifth of one degree goes to the fifth of another.
The treatmentof the six-four chord asa passingchord is concernedonly with
the bassvoice. I have already mentioned that we are not, then, dealing with a
harmonic means)but rather with a melodic; for the effect of this form depends
upon drawing the attention to a melodic progression.Such a melodic progression is that scalesegmentof three tones whose middle tone carriesthe six-four
chord. The scalecan be regardedas melody, even if only as the simplest,most
primitive melody. Primitive, becauseit is deficient in articulation and variety:
in it there is only one principle for dre successionof tones (step by step) and
only one direction (either up or down). A more complicated,more interesting
melody is more richly, more variously articulated. The direction and the size
of intervals change more frequently, indeed continuously; and the repetitions
by which one can perceive the system manifest, if not severalprinciples, at least
variations. The scale is still a melody, however, for it does have system and
strucnrre. It is a primitive melody, a relatively artless pattern; but it is all the
same a melody, even an art form. I have mentioned this property of the scale
here becauseoccasionswill still frequently arise where certain problems, only
apparently harmonic, are to be traced to melodic origins and are to be dealt
with melodically. Thus, for example,the good effect of a diatonic or (completely
or panially) chromatic scale in the bass is only a consequenceof melodic
energy, henceis almost more the effect of a kind of polyphony than of harmony.
This effect of a melodic line in writing devoted primarily to harmonic ends,
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although not thereby necessarily superior, is yet so striking that it yields a
formal satisfaction egualling the satisfaction evoked by harmonic means. ft is
not necessarythat a complete scale always be used for this purpose. A scale
section, three or four adjoining tones, will also be heard as progression,as
melody. Now such melodic progressionsalso appear frequently in harmonic
phraseswhere no six-four chord is being dealt vyith. One could thus think this
techniqueought to be used more sparingly, so that when it is used it will have
the neededforce. That does not seem to be necessary,however, for the sixfour chord in this form should not attract attention; it should only passby unobtrusively. Were the scalesection a meansused exclusivelyfor this purpose,
the six-four chord would then inevitably stand out.

Example z7a shows a few preparations,z7J resolutions; in Example z8
preparationand resolution are joined in progressionsof three chords.
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The pupil should also practice the preparation and resolution of the six-four
chord on other degreesbesidesthe Ist. Even if theseare in generallesscommon,
certain of them do frequently appear. Special attention should be paid to the
VIIth degree since, for yet another reasonalready cited, its fifth is a dissonance.
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Obviously,here,asbefore,only the IVth degree(only in root position)and
the IInd (only as a sixth chord) can be usedin the preparationand the IIIrd
degreeexclusively(only in root position)in the resolution.Thus the Progressionwith the VIIth degreecanonly read:IV, VII;, III or II., VII;, IIIa)
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Example 3o gives a few little phrases.ln 3od the IIIrd and the VIth degrees
appear three times each. Without intending to recommend these rePetitionsr I
put them here nevertheless,so that the pupil may see how they may be improved simply by means of a well-varied bass.
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therefore not announceforcefully enough that a new consonancehas come about
through its influence.Consequently,the.;fgoesbest to e.
It was shown here what purpose can be served by making the..fdissonant.
It does not inevitably have to go to e (this inevitability doesnot exist); but if it
does go to e, that will be the most satisfactorycontinuation, so long as other
considerationsdo not intrude. The value of the dissonancewe learn from the
satisfactionobtained from the resolution.This satisfactionis produced by a
strong root movement in coniunction with a complementarymovement of the
dissonance.For the time being we shall use this method in resolving seventh
chords becauseit directly embodies the simplest implications of our basic
assumptions.But there are, of course, other forms of dissonanceresolution.
These vdll be discussedlater when we advance from the simpler, more natural
functions of the fundamentaltone to the more complex, the more artificial. For
the moment we shall vrork with this, the simplest form of dissonancetreatment
and shall usein the resolutionof the seventhchord the sameroot movementthat
we chose for the Vllth-degree triadz the root will leap a fourth upward. Here the
descendingdissonancebecomesthe third of the new chord, whereasin the chord
that resolved the Vllth-degree triad it becamethe octave.
We prepare the seventh chord the same way we prepared the triad on VII.
The tone to be preparedshould be a consonancein the precedingchord. Thus,
if we want to preparethe seventhchord on the Ist degree,the seventhof this
chord, the l, could in the preceding chord be either the root (octave) of the
triad on VII, 6fth of the triad on III, or the third of that on V. There are, then,
three possiblekinds of preparation,which we shall examinein turn. First we
choosethe preparationby the third becauseits root makesthe upward leap of a
fourth. Concerning preparationand resolution there is nothing further to say
here that v/as not alreadysaid in connectionwith the VIIth deeree.
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The seventh chords were prepared and resolved here, in these first examples,
by meansof and into triads in root position (inversionswill follow later). In the
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resolution it is usually necessary,if a complete chord is desired, to take the third
of the seventh chord (in 3ra the e) down a third to the fifth of the resolving
chord rather than up to the root, which would actually be the nearer. This
point is obvious, however, in light of the fourth question:'What is missingl'
Specialcare must always be devoted to any examplesin which the VIIth
degreeappears,sinceit containsa dissonance.Thus, in 3lc the;fmust descend
to e, whereby it becomesimpossibleto get a complete seventh chord on III.
The seventh and the root may of course not be left out, since they form the
characteristic interval. On the other hand the third or the fifth can be omitted
since here neither is particularly characteristic.Were one of the rwo characteristic, then the other would be more appropriately omitted. For example,if the
6fth were diminishedor the third major (asin a minor). In 3 r/the seventhchord
on IV cannot be complete becausethe VIIth degree,the resolving chord, requires preparationof itsf Therefore, the/of IV must be doubled and the fifth
or the third omitted (3Ie). In 3rz, where the seventhchord of the VIIth degree
is dealt with, both the fifth and the seventhof VII must be preparedand resolved, sinceboth are in fact dissonances.
In Example 3tf the 6 in the tenor should ga to g, according to what was said
above. Now that is contrary to a rule that requires the b to go to c. The /, the
seventhtone of the scale,is calledthe leadingtonermorepreciselythe ascending
leading tone. To take it up to the eighth tone conforms to the model given by
the ascendingmajor scale.It will have to obey this melodic tendency,however,
the leading-tone tendency, only when it acrually participates in a melodic
situation,and then only when it is the third of the Vth degreeand the following
chord is I. The seventhtone has the leading-tonecharacteristic,with respectto
melody, only in the ascendingmajor scale.In the descendingscalethe / goes
easily to d; otherwise, resolution of the seventh chord on the fst degree,for
example,would be impossible.The melodic necessiryfor taking 6 to c can arise,
at the moment, only in the top voice. But here, too, it can often be disregarded
(above all and always when other requirementshave priority); it is most of all
in the cadence,when the / is in the top voice, that it should go generally to c
rather than downwards.
The pupil should nov/ practice preparing and resolving seventh chords on
all degrees,at first in little phrasesmade up only of the three chords involved
(in various keys). Then he should go on, as before, to the invention of little
eight to twelve-chord phrases,in each of which, along with all that was practiced earlier,his task is to preparea predeterminedseventhchord. Planning the
root progressionsshould proceed as before, always according to the table
[p. ll]. He may decide,for example,to use the seventhchord of I in the first
phrase.Sincethe Ist degreeis the opening and closing chord and should appear
both times in root position, it will be difficult here to avoid monotony. The
seventhchord of I should not be introduced too soon after the opening chord,
rather only after at least three or four chords have intervened.Thus, perhaps:
I, VI, II, V, then the seventhchord of I, the resolution on IV, and finally the
cadence,II, V, I [Example 3z].
This exampleis of courserather bad becauseof the repetition of II-V-I.
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The pupil should notice how here (through the use of the sixth chord of II)
the phrasegoes from close position, in which it began, into open position. In
this matter, also, he should aim for variety.
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Example 33a dealswith the seventhchord of II, yb with that of III.
Since the pupil has already had sufficientpracticein observing the instructions concerning parallels,he can now occasionallylead a voice in other than
the shortestway, if his intention is to improve the upper voice melodically (as,
for example,in Example 33batthe sign t). Of courseonly the top voice comes
under considerationhere, for the moment, and it can only be a matter of avoiding the excessivemonotony that could result from too frequent repetition of a
tone. But it should be noted that it is not the long sustainedtone which is
monotonous; for it is not being introduced anew and therefore createsno
motion. Dullness resultsrather from the repetition of a certain progressionor
from the repetition of a tone after two or tlirce other tones have intervened,if
thesedid not sufficiently modify the line by a significant changeof direction.
The pupil should not worry too much about such melodic questions. At
present,whatever smoothnesshe can achieveis quite meager,As our means
increase,so we can set our aims correspondinglyhigher.
Preparationby meansof the fifth now follows, subject to the same conditions as that by means of the third.
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In theseexamplesthere are always three common tones that can be sustained
as harmonic links. The root of the seventhchord on the IVth degreemust be
doubled, as before, so that the/of the vllth degreeis prepared.The vllth
degree is not suitable for preparing the seventh chord on V, becauseit does not
fulfil the requirements we have set for preParatory chords. They should contain the tone to be prepared,as a consonance;the/in theVllth-degree triad'
however, is a diminished fifth, a dissonance.One could ignore this obiection
since the.;fwaspreviously prepared for the VIIth degreeand is simply held over
all the way through in the samevoice. But the connectionhas somethingweak
g, is destroyed by the
about it; for the striking effect of the dissonance,..fagainst
of the g in the bass
The
addition
b.
precedingdissonanceof the same/against
that the g had
impression
the
gives
rather
hardly heightens the effect, but
reiected.
be
should
progression
Hence
this
merely been omitted before.
The preparationof the seventhchord by meansof the octave is omitted for
the present.We will come back to it later lin Chapter VI]. Now we have only
to considerthe preparationand resolution of seventhchords by meansof sixth
and six-four chords.
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In preparingthe seventhchord by meansof the third, wl.reneverthe preparais a sixth chord, one must double-thethird (Example35-r, j, J,7,
to.y
"hoid Preparationby meansof the six-four chord, on the other hand, is
9rir, ry).
accomplishedwithout dilficultY.
Thai here we mwt double the third in the sixth chord shows how bad it
'In the sixth chord the third may not be doubled.' we
would be to give a rule:
seenow thatlt has to be doubled on occasion'As long as conditions so indi'Doubling of the third is superfluous.'Here, ho*'ever,
cated,our directionsread:
it is necessary,therefore no longer superfluous.Even if I had given a rule' I
would not have done so without adding that every rule is annulled by a
stronger necessity.I would almost say that this is the only rule one should
give.
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If the sixth chord of VII be used to prepare the seventh chord of III (Example
3t-t), then the latter cannot appearas a completechord. Either the fifth or the
third will have to be left out, becausethe resolution of the diminished fifrh, f,
compelsdoubling of the fundamental,e. (Two other points should be kept in
mind here:(r) Obviously, the preparatoryVIIth degreemust itself be prepared.
(z) It is appropriateto ask, as the secondquestion [cf. p. 5z]: 'Which tones are
dissonanti' For two are present:the diminished fifth of the preparatory chord,
v'hich must descend,and the seventhof III, which must be sustained.)
In preparationby meansof the fifth it is advisableto double the fifth of the
Preparatorysixth chord in preferenceto the octave [root]; but of course the
octave doubling can be used, too, ifhidden fifths are not consideredobjectionable. Even the third could be doubled here, too, if it is important to sustainall
the upper voices. But that is not necessary(Example 36-t, ra, fi).
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I cannot recommendresolving the seventhchord into a sixth chord. We will
seelater, in Example 244, that this connection,which we must do without for
now, will be possibleunder certain conditions (Example 36-fi); but at present
we must be content to avoid it. Hidden octavesemergehere (36-ry), because
the seventhand the bass(the root) must go by parallelmotion to the sametone,
if the bassis to follow the shortestway; and thesehidden octavesare the only
ones I consider really bad in harmonic writing. My reasonis as follows: The
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seventhis an aggressivetone, that is, a tone exhibiting drive towards resolution
into another. In our presentcasethe seventh of the first chord is followed by
the third of the next. This samethird, however, is now to becomethe basstone
as well; and if the bassgoes the shortestway, as is only reasonable,then it too
will descend.(The upward leap of a sixth would be of little use herel for the
sixth has becomefor our ears- perhapsonly through convention, only because
it was always used that way - more a melodic than a harmonic skip.) Thus it
happensthat the bassgoes to a tone that was expectedin another voice. If the
appearanceof this tone in the other voice brings satisfaction,so its effectin the
bass is weak, becausethe arbitrarinessof the latter choice cannot compete
successfullywith the forceful necessiryof the seventh.Here one could really
speakof diminished independencein the bassvoice.*
Resolution into the six-four chord, on the other hand, gives no difficulty
(Example *-t:).
Here, as before, the pupil should practicefirst the individual chord connections by themselves,and then go on to consrructphrases,working through the
problem as systematicallyas possible.
Planning the bassvoice is no longer as easyas before. With the possibility of
choice comes also the obligation to make a good one. Such inversions should
always be chosen as will allow melodic voice leading in the bass. Still other
conditions presentthemselves,however: should one, for example,want to prepare a seventhchord by meansof a six-four chord (the pupil should always set
up the problem this way), then the six-four chord must itself be prepared;
hence, the pupil will do best to put the problem he has set for himself in the
middle, work backwardsfrom it to determine the beginning, and then determine the continuation.
Perhaps,for example,I have set up the following problem for a phrase:the
seventh chord of III, prepared by the six-four chord of V, and the seventh
chord of VII, preparedby the sixth chord of IV. My next step is to write the
figures indicating the degreesand the bassline, and then the bassnotes themselves,in the middle (Example 37):
* The questioncould be raisedhere,whetherI, too, am making an exception,even
In reply to this questionI submit the
though I so strenuouslycondemnexceptions.
following for consideration;
As a matterof fact,this caseis an exception,but - and
this is important- an exceptionto a rule I did not make.On the contrary,it is an
exceptionto a rule I refuted.And if I give validiry hereto a rule I refuted,then that is
centuries
composers
For my refutationdoesnot denythatfor several
still no exception.
ratherthatthis compliance
compliedwith this rule;it asserts
wasunfounded.I did not,
therefore,contestthe fact that dris rule was observedin practice;I merelyshowedthat
there was no justificationfor doing so [cf. p. 6fl. If, however, this rule doeshave a
is one of the most glaringcases.
tace of justification,then this panicularprogression
Thesehiddenoctavesarein truth very nearlyasbad asopenoctaves.And ifI advise
thenI may alsoprohibitthosehiddenonesthatI find almostas
avoidingopenoctaves,
bad as the open.Let this be understood:'. . . that I find almostas bad as the open.'
Indeed,just how bad do I 6nd open octaveslThe answerto this guestionhad to be
obvious in my refutationl
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Before the /ofthe six-four chord ofV I could put only d, e, or c as the bass
tone. The basstone e could be: IIIrd degree,Ist degreesixth chord, or VIth
degreesix-four chord; e six-four is eliminatedat once,sincewe would otherwise
have two adjoining six-four chords; nor is e as the IIIrd degreeadvisable,since
the III follows two chords later. The sixth chord of I would be possible,but it
would bring about a repetition of the tone e, which we shall avoid if we can.
Thus, only d or c canbe chosenas the precedingbasstone. With / there could
only be II or VII. The VIIth degree is eliminated becauseit would have to
resolveinto the IIIrd degree;II is left, and it would be good if it did not mean
sustaining the bass- this is at least a small defect in the beauty of the line.
Should c preceded,then only the Ist degreecould be considered(at leastfor the
present);for IV and VI have no common tone with V. The best solution then
is to introduce the preparatory chord of this seventh chord, the six-four of V,
immediatelyafter the opening chord (I).
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Example 38 shows how this beginning could be fashioned differently.
Example 39 gives a completedversion of the whole exercise.
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Here yet another difficulty appeared;for the resolution of the seventhchord
of III ends on a, and the preparationof the seventhchord of VII by meansof
the sixth chord of IV begins with a. To get around this difficulty one would
have to insert at leastthree or four chords, and it is questionablewhether even
then a good basswould result. Joining thesetwo chord progressionsby means
of a sustainedc is the least objectionablesolution if one does not choose the
most fundamentalcorrection: to avoid juxtaposing these two chord progressions in such a short example and to substitute another progression for either
the second or the first. That is not necessary,however, for it sufEcesto find the
best solution relative to the particular circumstancesland, after all, it does not
always matter as much that the pupil turns out faultless work, as that he has the
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opportunity to think through everything that is relevant. These mental gymnastics,even ifnone oftheir resultsare free oferror, neverthelessoften effecta
greater advancementin ability than could be achievedby producing faultless
examples.Such are only possibleif one clearsaway all difficultiesfor the pupil,
thus taking from him the trouble of choosing,but at the sametime diminishing
his joy in accomplishment.The solution he finds on his own, although it may
be more defective,not only gives him more pleasurebut also strengrhensmore
intensively the musclesinvolved.

I N V E R S I O N SO F T H E S E V E N T H C H O R D S
Like the triads, the seventhchords can also be inverted; that is: a componenr
other than the root can app€arin the bass.When the third is the basstone, the
chord is calleda six-five chord (more precisely:six-6ve-threechord); when the
fifth is in the bass,a four-three chord (more precisely:six-four-three cliord);
and when the seventhis in the bass,a two chord (more precisely:six-four-rwo
chord).

40/"ffi
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The inversionsof the seventhchords can now be used for the samereasons
the inversionsof the triads were used:to make possiblevariety in the bassvoice
and to avoid unpleasantrepetitions.No new instructionsare given here.
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In Example 4ob the six-five chord of I was preparedand resolved.For its
preparation by means of the third (Vth degree), the root position, the sixth
chord, and the six-four chord are all suitable;for preparationby meansof the
fifth (II) the root position and sixth chord are suitable,but not the six-four
chord (becauseof the leap of the bass from b to e). The six-6ve chord can resolve to the root position (root progressionalways an ascendingfourth) or to
the sixth chord, not, however, to the six-four chord. In resolving the six-five
chord into the sixth chord one could give preference, becauseof the hidden
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octaves,to contrary motion betweenthe bassand the descendingseventh.But
that is not absolutelynecessary.What has been said here will be found true of
the six-five chords on the other degrees;only the limitations on VII will need
specialconsideration.
The treatment of the four-three chord formerly had some restrictions
attached,because,if the seventhis disregarded,it is a six-four chord (sincethe
fifth is in the bass),a six-four chord with added seventh.The pupil can indeed
treat the four-three chord that way, as if it were a six-four chord. That would
mean: not entering and leaving the bassby leap (sprungweise),
not writing rwo
four-tliree chords in succession,and not connectinga four-three chord with a
six-four chord. This treatment, however, is not absolutely necessary;for it is
too often contradictedby the living example[of practice],where we frequently
find just such a progressionas that in Example 4oc.

Example4ol showspreparationof the four-threechord by meansof the
third and fifth, and resolutionto the root positionand sixth chord.The sixfour chordis impossibleon accountof the 'leap'(+od-l and4).
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Preparation of the seventh of the two chord means of course that it must be
introduced earlier in the bass.Hence, [now] only a few progressionsare possible.
Its resolution can only be to the sixth chord becausethe seventhmust descend.
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With the VIIth degreewe find the following:
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Here it must be kept in mind that not only the seventh but also the diminished fifdr must be preparedand resolvedlnote particularly Example 4og-r
where the f of the bassmust also be prepared.Obviously, as in some earlier
cases,it is necessaryto double the third, for example,when the six-6ve chord
resolves to the sixth chord (4of-z); or the third of the preparatory sixth chord
must be doubled (+of-) to prepare the diminished fifth. Preparation of the
four-three chord by means of the sixth chord of IV is omitted becausethe
diminishedfifth must be prepared(4og-",likewise, 4og-4 and 6). Furthermore,
the four-three chord cannot resolve to the sixth chord, becausethe;fis not to
Bo up, but rather down. The two chord can be preparedonly by meansof the
IVth degree,sixth chord, and the IInd, six-four chord.
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The pupil shouldnow practicepreparingand resolvingthe inversionsof the
seventhchordsin variouskeysandshouldthengo on to work out little phrases.
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ANOTHER
If we retain just the most important of our instructions, namely, that the
seventhbe resolvedby taking it down a step;if we disregardthe requirementof
a strong root progression;and if we are satisfiedwith a preparationin which
the preparatory tone was a consonancein the preceding chord (is thus free;
doesnot have,so to speak,a way prescribedfor it!) - with theseallowanceswe
can join a seventhchord with another seventhchord. If only these fwo conditions are fulfilled: the preparatory tone should have been a consonance,and
the resolution should take place through descentof the seventh.This corresponds to the proceduref announcedin my discussionof the VIIth degree.There
I statedthat the dissonancerequiresthis careful handling only so long as it is
still a striking occurrencein our harmonic life [seepage 5o].

Example 4o,t shows the preparation of a four-three chord by means of a
seventh chord (preparation by means of the third) and of a six-five chord by
means of the same seventh chord [the preparatory tone is here the fifth]. Example 4ol shows a progression of severalsuch connections, in which, naturally,

Connectionsof Sewnth Chords

9t

the position (inversion) of the seventhchord is given by the basstone of the
moment. Such a progression,particularly one so extended,actually holds no
interest for us. It was shown only becausein older compositionssomething of
that sort often forms the harmonic framework for the sequential rePetition of
motives.
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In Example 4on some connectionsare shown in which the bassmoves by
leap while the seventh resolves and a consonant tone PreParesanothe_rseventh
chord. During the resolution two other voices exchangepositions [i.e. those
that contain neither seventh].
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Indeed, since it is only a system of viewing and handling the things, not a system
of the things themselues,one could disregard all of it and say to the pupil:
'Write what your ear dictates!'But it will not be easy to accept that logic.
Dimly each of us feels that, should we leave the novice to the discretion of his
ear, he would write things that would of course not be necessarilywrong
even if they did not fit into our notion of artistic order but at the sametime
would not be necessarilyright. Dimly eachof us feelsthe contradiction in this
order that claims to be natural, and is neverthelessdisavoq/ed by the good ear
of one q/ho is in the natural state,of one who is uncultivated:disavowed,becauseit is not natural order, but artificial; becauseit is a product of learning,of
culture. To be sure, nature admits of such diverse interpretations that we can
include in it even our artifacts, our cultural products (unser Kiinstliches); and
still other systemscould surely be inferred from nature iust as naturally as ours.
But also juit as unnaturally! For it is the artificial (imperfect) representationof
an apparently natural (perfect) matter whose essencethe pupil should be
taugh;. We must be clear on this point, that we are not teaching him eternal
law, laws handed down by nature as the only laws, the immutable laws of art!
'We
have rather the task, becauseof our inabiliry to grasp the unordered, of
presenting him the traditional handicraft of our art in the form of a closed
theory, as if it were grounded in nature, inferredfrom nature, This theory caa
indeed be inferred from nature. It is possible,but nothing more ! Even if our
art and its theory do appeal with some justification to nature, a Person untutored in the art does not have to be wrong if he produces something different.
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For art reduces the perceptible to the expressible. I{ence, one can perceive
differently and expressdifferently. Above all, however, art is not something
Given, like nature, but something that has Become. It could then also have
become other than it is. The path along which art has evolved, the historical
development, perhaps often better indicates what it has become than does
nature,from which it developed.Thus, if one wishesto instruct the pupil in the
traditional senseof our harmonic system,it is sometimesmuch more pertinent
to lead him along the pathway of art rather than along the pathway of nature.
And dre pathway of art, evenif it is not alwaysthe shortest,can still be travelled.
And even if it doesnot alwayslead to the factsof nature- it is enough if it leads
to the facts of art. If it really only led to all conceivablefacts of art, it might
then on occasionalso be a roundabout way, leading drrough tliose phenomena
that had no influence on its direction, none, that is, that can still be clearly
recognized.It is at leastthe pathway. A new pathway could be shorter, could
avoid superfluousdigressionsand delays. Who knows exactly, however, so
exactiy that at any moment he could assumeresponsibilityfor a future development, which of thesedigressionsand delays are acrually superfluous,actually
without influence on the futurel
Should one really give the pupil immediatefreedom in the treatmentof dissonance,the question of the limits of this freedon could still not be left unanswered.And I could perhapsgrant myself that luxury. I have such complete
confidence in the ear of the gifted pupil that I am certain he would even then
6nd the right way. And my experiencewith pupils and with my own development could reassureme in following this course.Nevertheless,I have seenin
myself and in others that the needarisesto know more of thesethings, even to
assimilatethem so thoroughly that they are understood as order, as being coherent. Moreover, there are also individuals whose talents are such as require
instmction, a number cf them, perhaps,only to savetime. Such time as is spent
in finding out for oneselfis indeed not time lost absolutely,not even when one
errs. It can be used more economically, however, if a sure and careful hand leads
the wav.

V
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Up to now we have worked out our exercisesonly in the major mode. Now
we will go on to apply what we have learnedto the minor as well. First, though,
the nature of the minor mode must be clear to us. The minor mode and the
major are both a residueof the sevenchurch modes. Our presentmajor is the
Ionian of old, our minor the Aeolian. The other church modes began as follows: Dorian on d, Phrygian on e, Lydian on J Mixolydian on g, ar.d Hypophrygian on 6.
Each of these modes consistedof the seven tones of a diatonic series:for
example, in the seriesc, d, e,f, g, d, b, Dorian began on / and read: d, e,f, g, a,
/, c. These scales,like our major and minor, could be transposed,so that there
were actually eighty-four scalesavailable;but, to be sure,not all ranspositions
were commonly used. A more detailed account of the church modes can be
looked up in one of the older works.l I will discusshere only the characteristics
relevant to our task: those which, as far as I can discover, influenced the historical evolution. They not only should, they must be consideredr*if we are to
give an idea of that harmonic senseof form which servesas the basisfor our own.
Thus, it should be pointed out that the church modeshad a tendencyto imitate
a certain characteristic of the Ionian, whose seventh tone is an ascending leading tone, that is, a tone only a half step belovr the eighth. I have already said
I hold this tendencyto be the reasonfor the dissolution of the church modes.
Their distinguishing characteristicswere thereby cancelledout, and the individual modes becameso similar to one another that in the end only two main
rypes were left that are clearly distinguishable: major, which brought together
the characteristicsof Ionian and the other maior-like modes; and minorrwhich
brought together those of Aeolian and the other minor-like modes.The minor
mode is thus purely synthetic, a product of art, and attemptsto representit as
something given in nature are pointlesslits naruralnessis not direct, but, Iike
* The idea of consideringthe church modesin the discussionof the minor mode I
got from a harmony text by Max Loewengaard[or Loewengard.This pedagogue
wrote various theory textbooks,among them a Lehrbtuhder Harmonie(r892) which
ran through severalGermaneditionsand was translatedinto English by FrederickL.
Liebing (A Manua[ of Harmony, r9o7) and by Theodore Baker (Harmony Modern'
iyd, ryro). Neither of thesetranslationsmentionschurch modes.The original and
yet anothertranslation(tqol), as well as the other works by Loewengard,were unavailablefor inspection.]
[1 In view of the detailedinformation on this topic to be found in many scholarly
works, editorial commenthere seemsunwarranted- exceptto suggestcomparisonof
references
to the church modes(here,in ChapterX, et passim)with the
Schoenberg's
views of Heinrich Schenkeron the sametopic in his Harmony,ed. Oswald Jonas,
trans. ElisabethMann Borgese(Chicago: Universiry of Chicago Press, 1954),pp.
specialrelevancein view ofSchoenberg'sown refer45-76. This suggestionassumes
encesto Schenker's
work (e.g.i"fr", p. r r9, Appendix,p. lu8).j
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that of the church modes, indirect Now it is tnre that maior and minor have
evolved historically, that they represent an essentialsimplification over what
came before (for they are a sum, containing everything that appeared in the
seven old modes); and it is true that the dualism presentedby major and minor
hasthe power of a symbol suggestinghigh forms of order: it remindsus of male
and female (Zweigeschlechtlichkeit)and delimits the spheres of expression
according to attraction (Lust) and repulsion (Unlust). These circumstances
could of course be cited to support the false doctrine that these fwo modes are
the only truly narural, the ultimate, the enduring. The will of nature is supposedly fulfilled in them. For me the implications are different: y,ehavecomecloser
to the will of nature. But we are still far enough from it; the angels, our higher
nature (Ubenatur)rare asexual;and the spirit does not know repulsion ([Inlus).
Our forebearsundoubtedly consideredthe church modes just as perfect as
we our major and minor. The number sevenhas just as much symbolic power
as the number two; and instead of the two principal spheres of expression
recognized by scholarshipthere were evidently seventhat were sanctifiedby the
imagination. Had they been shown the future: that five of their sevenwould be
dropped - just as the future is being shown here: that the remaining two will
eventually be one - then they would have argued against such a possibility
iust as our contemporariesdo. They would have spoken of lawlessness,of
anarchy, lack of individuality (Charakteristr',t), impoverishment of artistic
means,and so onl their complaints would have sounded just as complaints
today would sound, should something else now evolve, something different
from what those who love the cosinessof the fireside would like - those who
will not understandthat with every advancesomethingmust be lost on the one
side if anything is to be gained on the other.
The preliminary work is the investment; in the advance,however, which is
the profit, the preliminary work is still present, if not with everything of which
it formerly consisted,neverthelesswith what is most important. And, viewed
historically, every advance is only preliminary work. Consequently, there are
no unsurpassablepeaks of achievement,becausethe peak itself is only relative
to the peaksalready surpassed.And so I do not believe,either, in inescapable
decadencein the life of nations. I believe that the Romans could yet have surpassedeven the higheststageoftheir development,had an event not intervened
entirely extraneous to those factors relevant to the evolution of a civilization:
the great migrations.l True, the vigor of a nation could at that time be manifested above all in its military prowess. But, let it not be forgotten: a Kultur
(a high civilization) was conqueredby an Unkulrur (by barbarians);it was not
that a Kultur failed,becameunproductive,was worn out and had to be disposed
of. This disposalcould have been accomplishedwithin the organism by revoIution, which would have culled out the dead organ while retaining the organism. The migrations would actually have to be viewed as a consequenceof the
decadentover-refinem ent (Uberkultrzr) of the Romans, if one would ascribe the
'I
I More literally: do not believethat the Romanscould not yet have surpassed
eventhe higheststageoftheir development,had an event not intervened.. . .'l
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destruction of Rome to the waning vigor of the nation. Even pessimistswill not
want to go that far, those who scent decay and downfall on all sideswhere the
courageousfind traces of new vigor.l The decline of the church modes is that
necessaryprocess of decay from which sprouts the new life of the major and
minor. And even if our tonality is dissolving, it alreadycontainswithin it the
germ of the next artistic phenomenon. Nothing is definitive in culture; everything is only preparation for a higher stage of development, for a furure which
at the moment can only be imagined,coniectured.Evoludon is not finished,the
peak has not beencrossed.It is only beginning,and the peak will come only, or
'There
goes the last waver'
perhapsnever, becauseit will always be surpassed.
Gustav Mahler said once - pointing to a river - to Brahms, as the latter in a fit
of pessimismspoke of a high point of music that he held to be the last.
Our present-dayminor is, then, the old Aeolian, whose scalereads:a, b, c,
d, e,f, g. Occasionally, whenever the seventh tone was to go to the eighth, the
seventh was turned into a leading tone, that is, gf, took the place of g. This
change, however, created the augmented intewal, f-gf, which was preferably
avoided in older music. Therefore/f replaced;f,also,so that where therewas a
leading tone the scaleread: erf#r g#, a. That the interval,fgff, is hard to sing in
tune is probably still true, even today. It is certainly not easyto sing it perfectly
in tune. And the use of such intervals may contribute much to the difficulty
choruseshave in keeping on pitch when singing a cappella.The objection may
be raisedthat the older keyboard music alsoavoidedsuchintervals,even though
for the keyboard one interval is as easy as another; hence, the appeal to intonation difficulties fails to explain the matter. This objection is disposed of as
follows: such intervals are hard to sing in tune becausethey are hard to imagine,
and for that very reason also hard to perceive. Moreover, instrumental music
and vocal music are at no time differentiated as far as srylistic essentialsare concerned. That meansthe what and the how of expressionremain the same in
harmony, counterpoint, melody, and form. The use of augmentedintervals at
prominent melodic placesin keyboard music would have to have led to the use
of such intervals in vocal music as well. Since,however, musical practicewas
oriented to vocal music, such intervals were understandablyavoided, not only
in vocal but also in instrumentalcomposition.
A raised tone was substituted for the seventh, hence, also for the sixth, only
where a leading tone was desired. If such was not the aim then the unaltered
scaletones were retained. It is therefore incorrect to basethe treatment of these
tones on the so-called harmonic minor scale.The only correct way, it seemsto
me, is to take the Aeolian mode as the point of departure. After all it also has
the characteristicsof the melodic minor scale.We must, however, keep in mind
that the raised tones were used only when a leading tone was needed, that is,
for a cadenceon a. Only then was gf, used in place of g, and/f, was then chosen
only for the sake of the gfr. Consequently, there are two forms of the minor
addeda footnoteherein his revisededition,namely,someremarkson
[1 Schoenberg
the aftermathof World War I (seeAppendix,p. 42t). This footnotewasdeletedfrom
the seventhedition.]
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scale,which together are known as the melodic minor scale:the ascendingform,
which substitutes the raised seventh and sixth for the narural tones; and the
descending,which uses the plain series of unaltered tones. The two forms are
not mixed. In upward progressiononly the raisedtones may appear,in downward only the natural tones. What was said here, summed up in rules, yields
of the minor scale:r
thelbur laws of thepitot tones(WendepunktgesetTe)
Firstpivot tone,gfi: g# mustgo to di for gf is usedonly for the sakeof the leadingmay g or f follow gfi, nor mayg# go to J#
tone progression.Under no circumstances
(at leastfor now).
Second
pivot tone,fft ffi must go to gfr; for it appearsonly for the sakeof the gfi.
may g follow, nor, of course,f Nor e, d, d, etc.(for now, at
Under no circumstances
least).
form of the
Thirdpitot tone,g: g must go tof becauseit belongsto the descending
g#
rr'ay
it.
Neither
nor
follow
scale.
ff,
form ofthe
it belongsto the descending
Fourthpivot tone,lifmust go to e, because
it.
.Ff
may
not
follow
scale.
Adherence to these instructions is indispensable,since the character of the
minor scale is hardly manifest without them. We must put aside chromatic
stepsfor the time being, sincewe have not yet explainedtheir conditions. And
any other treatment of the raised sixth and seventh tones can easily serve to
erasethe feeling of tonality, which we want at first to keep absolutelypure and
unequivocal.As soon as we have richer means at our disposalwe can easily
keep more adventurousexcursions,apparentdeparturesfrom the key, widrin
bounds. But at presentwe are hardly able to do that. The third and fourth pivot
tones can be handled somewhatmore freely later by analogy with the Aeolian
mode. This mode corresponds,so long as raised tones are not substituted,to
the Ionian, to our relative major [i.e. the tones are the same].The laws of the
pivot tones refer more to the modern melodic minor, in which a treatment
common in the Aeolian seldom appears:that is, rather long passageswithout
raised tones, in which of course then the sixth and seventh unaltered tones
freely go their way. In this sensea freer treatment could even now be permitted.
Then it would be possible for an a to come after a g (say in an inconspicuous
middle voice) or a g after an-f, But thesestepsin the vicinity of raised tofles can
easily evoke the impressionof unevennesssimilar to that produced by the socalled cross relation (which is to be discussedshortly [p. roz]). In such casesthe
g or the/should be, so to speak,resolved: the g should go to tl, thef to e, before
raised tones appear. Even ifland g be treated more freely now, the rules foras 'turning points' (Theory
[1 Robert Adamstranslatedthe term Wendepunktgesette
of Harmony,p. 49). Schoenberg,in his StracturalFunctionsof Harmony(New York:
W. W. Norton, r9t4), pp. g-ro et passim,called thesealternatesixth and seventh
he said,one doesnot'raise' or'lower' tones,one
tones'because,
degrees'substitute
substifutes,let us say,gfi for g in the ascendinga-minor scale,g for gfr in the descenfootnote,andp. 387.)In this ranslation, as
ding scale.(Cf, infra, p. roo, Schoenberg's
is retained- but
in that of Adams, Schoenberg'soriginal metaphor, Wendepunkte,
hereas'pivot tones'.]
translated
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bidding g andf to go to f# and gfi still hold absolutely.It is more practical,
however, to save this freer treatment [ofland g] for later.
The a-minor scale,as we are handling it, is thus a C-major scalethat begins
on a and in certain circumstances(leading tone) allows the seventhtone to be
raiseda half step;and, for melodic reasons,for the sakeof the seventh,the sixth
may alsobe raised.If thesetonesare not raised,then everything is the sameasin
the relative major. If the tonesare raised,then the instructionspertaining to the
pivot tones apply.
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Example 4r presentsthe triads that are possiblein minor. There are six more
than in major, since the raised tones naturally participatein chord formation;
and the order, species,and constitution (ZusammensetTung)
of the triads are
also essentiallydifferent. Thus the first degreeis a minor chord. On the IInd
we find a diminished and a minor chord, on the IIIrd a major chord and one
whose form is new to us. (It is the so-calledaugmentedtriad, which will be
given specialattention.l ft consistsof two major thirds which add up to an
augmentedfifth. The augmentedfifth doesnot appearin the first overtonesand
is thus a dissonance.)On the IVth degree,aswell as on the Vth, appeara minor
and a major chord. On the VIth degree,as well as on the VIIth, appeara major
triad and a diminished. For connection of thesechords the following instructions are to be observed:As before, we shall chooseat 6rst only chords that
Band); we can thereforeconhave one or more common tones (/tarmonisches
tinue to use the table given previously [p. lq]. The chords in which no raised
tones appeargive no difficulty in their connectionswith oneanother.The relations here are no different from those in the relative major. Of course the
diminished chords that appearhere will be handled just as before: that is, the
triad on II, b-d-f (identical with the VIIth in major), is preparedby meansof
lY, d-fa, andYlrf-a-c, and resolvedto Y, e-g-b.It can also be resolvedto V,
e-g#-b, as is shown later. On the otlier hand, when thesetriads are connected
with those that have raisedtones, and when the latter are connectedwith one
another,the directionsfor handling the pivot tonesmust be observed.Narurally,
some difficultiesarisehere. and there is a whole list of connectionsthat cannot
be used at present.
The pupil will again be guided in his work by the questions [p. lr].
f' Infro, pp. to6-7 and ChapterXIV.]
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Consistent with the new conditions imposed by tlre laws of the Pivot tones,
the second question will now read:
or Pivot tones(toneswith preSecondquestion:Which dissonance(dissonances)
scribedpaths)are to be dealtwith?
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Example 4z shows connectionsof the first degree with the pertinent unraised degrees;*all these connectionsare easily made. Following this model
the pupil can work through the other unraised degrees.(At first only in root
position, as before.)
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Example 43 is an attempt to connect chords containing the raised sixth or
seventh tone. The connection of the first degree with the augmented triad (III)
should be left out for the present. On the other hand the connection with raised
IV works quite well, only it is bound to a certain continuation, since after IV
no other degree can follow at present except the raised II. Connection with
raised V goes smoothly; but that with raised VI is at present unusable, for VI
is a diminished triad and would therefore have to be resolved by the root pro* The expressions 'raised' or 'unraised degrees' are incorrect in
two respects:
(r) The tones are raised only in our notation (bV f or l); otherwise, however, they
are not raised, but are replaced by higher tones. One can speak of'raising' tones in
chromatic progressions;consequently,we should avoid this expression[here], as well
as in referring to secondarydominants. (z) The degreesthemselvesare not raised,but
simply use raised tones or have such tones substituted. Perhaps, to be correct and
complete, one should say: x degree with major third, perfect or augmented fifth. But
that is too long. It would also be possibleto say: 'x degreeupwards', or'ascending' (if
tones of the ascendingscaleare used), and downward. I prefer, however, 'raised' and
'unraised'
becausethey are flexible and short and still no more wrong than the expres'altered', 'altered
sions,
upward and downward'. For 'altered' could likewise imply
mistaking the one for the other (terwechselt)randnot, as is assumedin the everyday
language of music, changed (verdndert). ['Altered': change of some aspectswithout
complete loss of identity. Gf is not an alteration of g, except in our notation, but a
different tone. - Schoenbergadded this footnote in the revised edition.l
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gressionof the ascendingfourth - yet the/f of thebassmust go to gff (second
law of pivot tones),thus cannotmove by leap.l
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Example44 [r and z]shows the connectionof II (diminished triad) with V,
preparedonce by IV, once by VI. (Prepareand resolve!)
Example 44-3 shows the raised II connected with IV. This connection
vrould of coursework, but it is not practical;for, as we will seelater, the only
choice after IV would be II again, and only IV could precede II, as other
This
examplesshow. Consequentlv, the progression would read: IV-II-IV-II.
without
raised
V
goes
the
II
to
The
raised
be
needless
repetition.
would surely
trouble. But II-VI is excluded, because VI had to be excluded, as well as
II-VII, becauseVII is also unusableat present,as will be shown.
The IIIrd degree unraised naturaily cannot be connected with chords containingff, or gf. The only degree to be considered, should we ignore the third
law of pivot tones (and we may not ignore it), is VI. The degreescould then
perhaps be connected by taking g to c, thus circumventing the step g-ffr;but
then the c (diminished fifth) would be unprepared, and even if we were willing
to accept that, there would still be the two/f s, both of which would have to go
to gf. And even if vre did not double theffi, there would still be the/ff in the
bass.The augmentedtriad on III we learc outfor now.It will be consideredin
another context finfra, p. rc6).
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o

The only raisedtriad that could follow the unraisedIV would be V, since
imposed restrictions
[l To understand why Schoenberg excluded progressions, or'directions')
currently
on them, the reader should bear in mind the rules (or rather tle
Here,
they
are:
in force.
r. Root positions only (until infra, p. rc1);
z. Common tone required;
3. Pivot tones;
4. Dissonances (and only those that have been allowed) to be prepared, then resolved by root progression a fourth upward.]
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raised III and VII are excluded. But the V is also excluded for now since there
is no common tone. That we cannot connect unraised IV s,ith raised II or VI
is quite clear, for;fmay not go to ffi; and that anorhervoice should go to ffi is
forbidden by the so-calledlaw ofcross relations.
This law is as follows: Chromatic raising or lowering of a tone should occur
in the samevoice in which this tone waspreviously unraisedor unlowered.This
meansthat, should two successive
chords employ.,fand..ffrespectively,then the
samevoice that had/must take h"f#. Thus, for example,if the alto just hadJ
the tenor should not have/fi in the next chord. I should not like to applythis
law with maximum rigor, for usage too often contradicts it. Formerly the law
was just the opposite,namely, that the chromatic raising of a tone would neyer
occur in one voice, that anothervoice had to take theffi whenever.,fpreceded.
Neither is an aestheticlaw. They are rather two different attemptsto overcome
intonation difficulties.To sing a chromatic half step perfectly in tune is indeed
not easy. I would prefer the first formulation of the law [given above], since
chromatic progressiongenerallyproducesa good melodic line. By virrue of our
instructionsconcerningpivot tones,the handling of thesetonesregulatesitself,
and differently;l consequently chromatic progressions are remporarily excluded.
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RaisedIV connectssmoothly with raisedII, but connectionwith unraisedII
is excluded.It does not connect with raisedVI (diminished triad) becausethe
diminished frfth, c, of the latter must be prepared.We also omit the connection
with the diminished triad on YII, gfi-b-d, becausethis triad is not presently
usable.It requires specialconsideration,which will come later. Even the connection of raisedIV with I is not possible,for/f should go to gfi.

III

VII

The unraisedVth degreecannot be connectedq/ith chords containing/f or
gf, (for the same reasonthe unraisedIV could not be so connected).On the
'And differently' (und ander): Presumably,
Schoenbergmeant that the instruc[t
tions for handlingpivot tonesare differentfrom either of the two rulesgoverning
crossrelations.The useof the pivot tonesis determined
by the directionof themelodic
line.l

Diatonic Triads in Minor
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other hand the raised Vth degree connectseasily with I; but the connections
with II raisedand unraisedand with VII must be left out. Becausegfi cannot go
to /f, raised II does not work; and II unraised is a diminished triad whose
diminished fifth, f, must be prepared. Connection with the IIIrd degree is
excludedfor novr.

VI
The unraisedVIth degreecannot be connectedwith chordscontaining..f$or
(at leasttemporarily) gf,.The diminished triad,ff,-a-<, of the VIth degreecannot now be used at all, becausethe/f should go to gfi, whereasthe diminished
triad requires the root movement of a fourth.
Now, again, little phrasesare to be constructed. Generally, it will be advisable to use the degreeswith raisedintervals lessoften than those with unraised.An exercisein which severalunraisedand raiseddegreesappearwill of
necessitybe relatively long, becausea number of chords must almost always be
used to get from the one region to the other. In generalthe obvious thing to do
is to put the raiseddegreesin the vicinity ofthe cadence,becausethey do exist,
after all, for the sakeofthe cadence.A progressionofchords with raisedtones
will always have to go to the first degree.Repetition would result if drey v'ere
introduced in the middle. Moreover, the introduction of raised degrees is
possibleat the moment only after I or II. The pupil should use the Vth degree
for his penultimatechord and then alwayswith the raisedinterval (as the dominant). The raiseddegreesare indicatedin the figured bassby putting a sharp or
a natural beside the numeral designating the interval raised: for example,3ff,
5f, etc. (or in c minor 3!, y[).

In Example 49-t only unraised chords were chosen, except for the cadential
V. In Example 49-z all are raised except the two chords on I. Neither example
can be much longer if we do not wish to continue after I. Example 49-r could
possibly be extendedafter the II by meansof the unraised V; then, however, we
would need another series of chords to get to the cadence,say: II, V, III, VI,
II, V, I. This is obviously almost identical to the preceding progression and
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thus would give scarcelyany advantage.Of courseit would be permissibleto
closein an entirely differentway, by putting I right after VL Under no circumstancesmay the pupil close right after III, since this chord contains g, which
cannot go to ai and besides, for the cadencewe should introduce rather the
leading tone, gf. The cadenceIV-I would also be possible. This cadence,
however, as well as the cadenceVI-I, the pupil may write only whenever an
example would otherwise become too long. Only then. In all other caseshe
should work toward the V as the penultimate chord. In general not very many
examplescan be devisedwith just thesemeans,and in thoseexamplesnot much
variety is possible; therefore, the pupil should practice what little there is in as
many keys as possible.
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INVERSIONOF THE TRIADS IN MINOR
Through the use of sixth and six-four chords some connections become
possiblewhich were unavailableabove. Otherwise there is nothing new to say
about the inversions.What was admitted before in the inversions in major is
also admitted here: that is, the sixth chord is entirely free, and we shall neither
reach nor leave the basstone ofthe six-four chord by leap.
In Examples to*ti appear some connectionsthat were impossible [in the
precedingsection]prior to the use of inversions.The pupil will be able to find
still more such connections.Only, he must observestrictly the directionspertaining to pivot tones, and may not forget that diminished fifths are (still, for
the present)to be preparedand resolved,consequentlynot doubled. Thus, for
example,we cannot leavethe sixth chord of raised IV by leap, because..ff is
supposedto go to gfi; it would be possible,perhaps,to go to raisedII by putting
theffi of II in another voice and then letting this voice take over the progression oflf to gfi (Example 53c). The harmonic requirementswould thereby be
satisfied,but not the melodic, from which tlese instructionssprang. Later the
pupil will naturally be able to handle thesethings much more freely; and I think
it is better for him to wait, to avoid such treatment until later, until he has
developed a secure feeling (Forngertihl) for the characteristics of the minor
mode. I have shown why exceptionsmay not appearin a theory. But I would
have to make exceptions if I wanted to broaden what is too restricted here. It
will soon becomeapparenthow theserestrictionsare lifted of their own accord,
assoon as the point of view from which I have dealt with the minor scaleis fully
exploited. What is superfluouswill eliminateitselt whereaswhat is commonly
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used will be revealedas usable.The pupil can thus patiently await this stageof
development.His freedom vrill be then so much the greater.
The sixth and six-four cliords can now also be used in phrases.
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In Examples 16a and 56b certainof theseconnectionsmade possibleby the
inversionsare put to use, For example:the sixth chord of raisedIV can go by
way of the six-four chord of raisedII to the sixth chord of V (the dominant),
whereuponI follows. But the exampledoesnot thereforehave to closehere,for
nov/ the bassmelody can keep going quite well in the direction in s'hich it has
started; and the melodic energy developedby this continuation is even quite
capableof covering the ensuing repetition. Thus it does not matter if I comes
here after the sixth chord of V, then the six-four chord of V, and then I again as
a sixth chord. The melodic line of the bass,gfi-a-b-c, improves the effectof the
whole in a thoroughly satisfactoryway.
In Example fib the sixth chord of raisedVI was connectedwith raised II.
Note falso] in this examplethat the tenor goes from g of the secondchord to a
of the third chord. Since gf comes soon thereafter,this arrangementwill be
considereduneven.Therefore it is better to lead the tenor as in 56c.Then the g
has been resolvedand the following gf doesnot disturb. Likewise inadmissible
[now] is dre movement of the alto from ffi to the e of the penultimate chord.
Later, when we are working under different rules, we can bypassthis restriction, since the sixth chord of V could not otherwisebe connected.
The augmentedtriad on the IIIrd degree in minor can now also be introduced in our exercises.We will have much to say about this chord later, for it
has had great influence on the development of modern harmony.l As a diatonic triad in minor its treatment is fairly simple. Its augmentedfifth requires
dissonance treatment, Because, however, as the first pivot tone it cannot

XIV andXX.]
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descend,the resolution comesabout - here for the first time - through ascent.
The augmentedfifth can be prepared,though, just as in our previousdissonance
treatment.Actually, only the Vth degreeis now availablefor this task, but, as
we will soon see,VII can also be used.The chords of resolution are I and VI.
Let us mention at once a certaincharacteristicof this chord: the distancefrom
c to e is four half steps,from e to gfi likewise four half steps,and from gf to the
recurrenceof the root, that is to the octave,again four half steps.The tones e
andgfi thus divide up the octaveinto three perfectly equal parts. The constitution of this triad is thus remarkablein that the distancebetweenany two tones
is alwaysthe same,so that in inversionsthe relationof the tones to one another
does not change.Consequently,this chord is essentiallydifferent from all the
chords consideredup to now. This characteristic,concerningwhich still more is
to be said later, makesit possibleto permit even now something that we shall
soon permit with all the other chords (in the next chapter):that is, it may be
connectedwith those chords with which it has no common tone. Moreover, we
can dispensewith the preparation of the augmentedfifth. With this latirude
come many possibilitiesof great advantagefor the construction of our little
phrases.At the sametime the laws of the pivot tonesmust of coursebe carefully
observed.That evennow we arehandling this chord more freely,while so many
restrictionsstill hold for the other chords,is explainedthis way: the formulation
of theserestrictionsappliesonly in a very loose way to the augmentedtriad. I
n'ould have to formulate them differently, and I have no wish to do that at this
stagewhere we are virtually at fhe point of looseningthe other restrictions.
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+ The connection ofadjacent degreesis discussedin the next chapter. - The use of
VI in the fourth example of 57b - without resolution of the diminished fifth - is likewise premature, and appears here only for the sake of completeness.
The connections shown in Examples 57a and 17b are therefore possible: pre-

cedingIII areI, II, IV, VI, and(asin Example58)VII; followingIII areI, IV,
VI, and V (II cannotfollow because
gff mustgo to a).
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The diminishedtriad on VII should(asdiminished)be prepared(by means
of IV or II) andresolved(to III).
b)
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Naturally, neither the diminished fifth nor the root can be doubled, for the
diminishedfifth should go downward, the root, asleadingtone, upward. Hence,
only the third can be doubled.
The discussionof thesetwo chords had to be postponedbecausethey become availableto us only through the inversionsof the triads. There was no
other reasonfor this Dostponement.

SEVENTH CHORDS AND THEIR INVERSIONS
IN MINOR

*
IIIIuIVVVMI
Through the useof raisedand unraisedtoneswe obtaintwo seventhchords
on everydegree,and on VII asmanyas four. Not everythingthat we obtain
here is immediatelyusable,if we adhereto the directionspreviouslygiven.
Obviously,the connectionof seventhchordswithout raisedtoneswith triads
withoutraisedtonesgivesno trouble.Of theseventh
chordsthathaveoneraised
tone,someareonly conditionallyusable,whereasothers,aswell asthoseurith
accordingto our directions,
two raisedtones(onVII g#-b-d-f#), areatpresent,
absolutelyunavailable.
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Example 6o sirow'sthe preparationand resolution of seventhchords without
raised tones: preparation by means of the third and the fifth, resolution by
meansof root movement a fourth upward. This all happensas before without
new directions.The connectionof theseseventhchordswith triads that contain raiseciintervals is possible,according to our existing directions, only in a
single instance:the seventhchord of II resolvesto the Vth degreewith major
third. None of the others works: for example,the seventhchord of I does not
work becausethe g cannot go to ffi, etc.
In Example6r we shall examinethe chords containing raisedtones.
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We find, for example,that the seventhchord of I, a-c-e-gfi, is unavailable
to us at presentbecausethe seventh,gfi, should as leading tone go up, but as
seventhdown. The/f and a of the IInd degree(b-d-f#-a)should both go to
gfi, the one as pivot tone, the other as seventh;but the gf cannot be doubled,
because,if it were, both gfi's would have to go to c (parallelunison or octaves).
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The triad on VII cannot serve as preparation for III because&, g# should not
move by leap. For the same reason the seventh chord of VI cannot resolve to
II (root position), although resolution to the six-four chord of II is naturally
possible.The samegrounds alsoexclude,for the moment, the useof the seventh
chord of VII , g#-b-d-f. The other seventh chords of the VIIth degree,C-b-dffi and g#-b-d-f#, cannot be usedbecausethe seventh,..ff, would have to go to
gf,-but also becausethesechords could easilyleadout of the key. The seventh
chord of IV cannot resolveto the unraisedVIIth degreebecause/f must go to
gfi, nor to the raisedVII on account of the doubling of &, g#. It is possible
to avoid this doubling by using the six-four chord of VII for the resolution.
Through use of inversionsof the three chords involved, many things naturally
become available.The pupil is by now surely able to examine these and to
recognizetheir possibilitieson his own. Consequently,I may dispensewith any
further examination of them.
Most of these chords that here, too, turn out to be in part unusable(temporarily!) are usually not consideredat all, but are simply designatedas unusable.I should not want to do that, for some can be connected,in inversions
and with inversions,in spite of our extremelyrestrictiveground rules. However
that may be, possibilitiesfor using a number of them will ariselater. It is always
more to the point to admit as many chords as possible,eventuallyeven such as
in generalare rather rarely used,becausethey enrich the harmonic possibilities
of a key - it is more to the point, more consistentwith our aims to admit them
than it is to exclude a priori what is not in common usage merely becauseit
cannot be connected according to the rules. If we resolve the seventh
chords into six-four chords, then still more possibilities open up (Example
6ta).
The pupil should now work out the preparationand resolution of seventh
chords in little phrases.Example 6z gives a few models.
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For the inyersion of seventh chords in minor there are again no new directions to be observed;it is necessarymerely to observethose previously given.
Again, the use of inversions makes possible certain connections that were
priviously excluded, largely becausethe raised sixth or seventh tone, if it is in
,h" brrt and the progressionallows, can first be sustained,and then move on.
Obviously, ,"u.nth ihotds can be connectedhere with one another. Even if
-"ny of ih.se connectionsseldomappearin music, the pupil will yet do well to
pr..ii." everything. It will increasehis insight and his skill, and that is someihi.,g, too. Besides:lvlust there be an [immediate] advantagefor us in everything we dol

CONNECTTOT{OF CHORDSTHAT
\rT
Y I HAVE t\TOCOMMON TONE
(HARMONISCHES BAND)l

The connection of chords that have no common tone was omitted at first
only becausedifficulties in voice leading could result and the planning of the
root progressionscould easily turn out less well. If we now introduce such
connectionsin our exercises,
we must considersomemeasuresfor surmounting
such difficulties. First, the difficulties of voice leading. The odrer maters we
shall discussin detail in the following chapter.
The connectionsinvolved are those of a degreewith its rwo neighbors,with
the one immediatelyprecedingand the one immediatelyfollowing: for example
II with I and with III. Should we allow all voices to take the shortest way.
parallel octavesand fifths would result.

Here, consequently,the shortest way is impossible.To avoid the parallels
we must use contrary motion. The pupil is advisedto make clear to himseif in
advancewhich voices presentthe danger of parallels.
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If we use sixth chords. it is still easierto avoid fifths and octaves.

11Supra,p. 19.)

CHORDS WITH NO COMMON TONE

rr)

In connecting two such sixth chords it is advisableto double the third in one
of them, although the connection can be made vrithout that.

I should like to mention here an assumptionof the older theory:l namely,
that in the connectionof two adjacentdegrees,specificallyof the lower with the
higher (Example67,II wi+hIII), the first chord is the incompleterepresentative
of a seventhchord whose root, missing here, lies a third lower (thus, seventh
chord of VII); and it was assumedthat in the connectionof the higher vrith the
lower (Example 67r III-II) the first chord representsa ninth chord whose root
and third are missing.The older theory had exact methodsfor resolving every
tone in the seventhchords and ninth chords, and contrary motion resultedas a
matter of course.Although this assumptionis somewhatcomplicated,it does
have somethinggood about it: it referstheseconnections,too, back to the root
progressionof an ascendingfourth, thus to the strongestprogression.

I mention this assumptionhere because,on another occasion[p. lr7], one
that seemsmore important to me, I will argue similarly. I am thus in favor of
this interpretation,but I do not advisethat the connectionshere be worked out
from this point of view. To do so appearsto me superfluous.
Before we proceed to work out theseconnectionsin little phraseswe shall
Komposition,
[1 Cf. Simon Sechter(r788-r867), Die Grundsdqeder musikalischen
Erste Abtheilung:Die richtigeFolge der Grundharmonien,
oler vom Fundamentalbass
und dessenUmkehrungenund Stellvertretern(The Principlesof Musical Composition,
Part f : The CorrectSequence
of the Basic Harmonies,or The FundamentalBass, its
fnversions
and Substitutes)
(Leipzig:Breitkopfund Hdrtel, r8t3), pp. 7z-4. For another exampleof Schoenberg's
debt to the'older theory', seeinfra, p. z7o,wherehe
mentionedSechterby name.]
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now add the preparationof seventhchords by meansof the octave[i.e. the root
of the preparatory chord].
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If the pupil takescareto avoid parallelfifths and octavestheseexamplesofibr
no new difficulty. Only, in connectingthe root positions of both chords (as in
Example 68a)it is sometimeshard to get a completechord. That can only be
done by skipping from the third of the first chord to the fifth of the second
(Example686).If this leapis a diminishedfifth (Example68a),it should actually
be avoided on account of the unmelodic interval. But if some advantageor
necessitymakesthe completechord worth the effort, then the pupil can henceforth use this leap without hesitation.
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Example 69 incorporatesthe foregoing in a little phrase.Obviously these
phrasescan henceforthbe more elaborate.(To be practicedalso in minor.)
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SOME DIRECTIONS FOR
OBTAINING BETTER

PROGRESSIONS;CONCERNING
MELODIC CONDUCT OF THE TWO
OUTER VOICES; THEN CONCERI\IING
CLOSES, CADENCES, DECEPTIVE
CADENCES, AND THE SIX-FOUR CHORD
IN THE CADEI{CE

From now on, planning the bass voice becomesmore and more dificult. If
the many possibilitiesare to be exploited, then the managementof problems
even now presupposesa certain skill in the ordering ofprogressions, since the
pupil is indeed always woiking on a particular problem.l Becausethe effort
invested in drafting the examplesdemandsa greater return than merely that of
the schematicallycbrrect soluiio.,, they are approachingthat point at which we
must begin to accord the senseofform a richer satisfactionthan heretofore.In
a word, sincethe resourcesare now richer, the phrasesshould begin to be more
rounded, more polished.Thus, for example,we seein Example69 a shortcoming that the pupil cannot at presenteasily avoid, so long as he honors the law
of the nearestway. The sopranovoice, beginning as it doesin the middle range,
is not able to escapethe persistentdescentinto the lower range,at leastnot with
the necessaryenergy. The resultantmonotony can readily underminethe effectivenesseven of an examplewhose harmonic progressionis faultless.For this
reason,and only for such a reason,we shall conceffl ourselvesqrith melodic
questions.*But there is somethingelsedisturbing about Example 69. The connection of certain chords producesa frequent sustainingof the other principal
voice, the bass.And even the root progressionsare not all such as will yield a
really satisfactoryharmonic progression.We shall thus also have to give close
attention to the bassmelody and to the root progressions.
First of all, the root progressions.We have recognizedpreviously that the
* This seemsto contradictmy contentionthat harmonyinstructionshouldtalk
aboutprogressions
ofharmonies,not aboutvoiceleading,But thecontradiction
is only
for my polemicwasaimedat thefigured-bass
apparent;
method,by meansof whichthe
pupil developsskill in theconductof voicesbut not in the conductof harmony.Moreover,theview thatharmonicusageis oftencreatedby coincidences
ofvoice leadingis,
quite to the contrary,one of the basesof my study,as is shownin my discussion
of
dissonancetreatment,ornaments(Manieren)and the like fsupra,pp, 47-81,One must
distinguishbetweena pedagogical
methodthat drills voiceleading(whenit shouldbe
drilling the conductof harmony)and a mannerof presentationthat, fully awareof the
influenceof voice leadingon harmonicevents,accordsvoice leadingits rights where
it is appropriateto explainthe problems.
'.
[t . . d" der Schi.iler
ia immerauf einenbestimmtenFall hinarbeitet.'As the number of possibilitieshas greatly increased,so has the complexity of any particular
instanceltherefore,the rules can no longer direct the pupil's every step.His skill, his
'sense
of form' must now begin to guide him where the rulescannot.]
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strongest movement of the root is the leap of a fourth upward, becausethis
movementseemsto correspondto a tendencyof the tone. With this progression
the following changetakesplace in the harmony (Example 7o):

The tone that was previously the principal tone, the root, becomesin the
secondchord a dependenttone, the fifth. More generally,the basstone of the
secondchord is a higher category)a higher power, for it containsthe first, the
tone that itself was previously the root. In the triad on G thegis sovereign,but
in the triad on C the g is subordinateand the c is sovereign.*A progressionthat
evokesthis siruation,which, so to speak,setsa king over a prince, can only be
a strong progression.But the c not only subjugatesthe root, it forcesthe other
chord componentsas well to conform to its requirementsjand the new chord
contains,apart from the vanquishedformer root, nothing that recallsthe former
government.It contains,apart from that one, nothing but new tones. One can
justifiably assumethat progressionswhich producesimilar situationsare equally
strong, or nearly so.
The next such progression is the root progression of a third downward
(Example7r).

* This tendency of a tone to lose itself in a lower tone obviously contradicts the
tendency to become and remain the root, which it exhibited in another, an earlier
stage. This contradiction is its problem; from this problem it evolves. fThat is,
tonality evolves,a theory of tonality generatedby this conflict.] So long as a basstone
is not the root, its sole drive is to become just that. Once it is the root, then it has a
different goal: to lose itself in, to become part of a higher enrity. - It would actuaily
be better for me to say the leap of affth downward, for the tone has the tendency to
become part of a tone a fifth belov it, Merely in order to retain the metaphor of rising
and falling intervals I speak of the ascendinginterval as a fourth upward and of the
descendingas a fourth downward,(This is only a metaphor, as is our designation of
pitches as high and low. Since the tones are literally neither high nor low, we could
just as well expressthis distinction by means of other antitheses:for example, sharp
and blunt, short and long, etc.) This nomenclatureis ar leasrnot enrirely unjustified;
although the intervals do 'rise' in that direction we call low, the intensity nevertheless
rises.And it is the direction of increasingheavinessand length of strings.
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This happensas follows: The former root is overcomeand becomesa mere
third. But the earlier third becomesthe fifth, thus advances;and the new chord
is differentiatedfrom the former by only one new tone. Although it is the root,
the progression,measuredby the degreeto which the root is victorious, cannot be consideredas strong as the progressiona fourth upward. It still recalls
too much the former government; it containstoo many of the former tones,It
is neverthelessone of the strongestprogressions,as can be inferred from the
fact that two such progressionsone after the other yield the sameresult as that
a fourth upward (Example 7z).

It is somewhat more complicated to judge the mro root progressionsa
secondupward (II-III) and a seconddownward (II-I). There are many reasons
for designatingthem as the strongestroot progressions,but their use in music
does not support this view. If we look at the outcome of theseprogressions,at
the composition of the chords,we find that all tones of the first chord are overcome, since in both casesall tones of the secondchord are new. In this respect
diey go further than the progressionsexaminedso far. They connect a degree
with preciselythoserwo degreesthat have nothing in common with it, to which
it is least related.These progressionsforce the connection;and it may be for
this reason that the older theoryl explainsthem in a unique way: each as the
sum of rwo progressions,of which one, the more important, is a root progres(Example7a) and
sion a fourth upward. These sumsread:V-VI : V-III-U
:
V-IV
V-I-IV (Example 736).
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V
I

IV

In the connection(Example7a) of V (G) with VI (,'4) it would actually be
the IIIrd degree(.d) that is connected,only the root of the latter is missing; in
that of V (G) with IV (,F) the (tacit) I (C) would play the samerole.
l r S u p r ap, . r I i . ]
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This conception has much to recommend it and fits perfectly into the system
of presentation,which accomplishesits purpose when it accommodatesthe
events with such logical uniformity that broad perspectivesare opened up and
exceptionsare superfluous.This explanationis indeed persuasivelit also suggestssomethingquite different.It would almostleadus to believethat our forebears,who sat at the source when harmony gushed forth, who were there as it
grew, could have known preciselythat such a progressionamounts to a sum;
and that they may have used this summarizing,this abbreviation,as one usesa
characterin shorthand,for clearly recognizedends: for example,the deceptive
cadence.Then this exp[anationwould be more than a theory; it would be a report.
Suchprocedure- wherein placeof a connectionotherwisemadeby meansof
three chords only two appear,best explained as an abbreviation - is indeed
often found in other circumstancesas well. For example,as we shall seelater,
the samething happenswith the dominant of the dominant (Example74) where
the I (six-four chord) and V, ordinarily coming betvreenthis dominant and the
closing chord (74a), are often left out (74b).

Moreover, [such abbreviation] operatesin the manner of the clich6, which
was already mentioned but in a different sense:a stereotypedusagedoes not
'that
is'. Everyhave to be written out in full. Everyone knows that i'e. means
place
will
at
some
dominant
of
the
one knows that the IInd degreeas dominant
omit
the
we
can
I.
Consequentlyr
produce
or other, viith some meansor other,
that
is
And
cause.
after
the
immediately
intervening chords and put the effect
to
be
assumed
v/as
ultimately
progression
here:
the
presumablywhat happened
a kind of clich6, and familiarity with it led to omission of the superfluous.
Moreover, there are in music still other examplesof such abbreviations.Whoever understandstranspositionwill seethat it is a similar occurrencewhen, as
often happens,in the double-basspart the figuration is simpler than that of the
cello. Merely the principal details are there. Secondarydetails are left out.
Even if for other reasons.
The conception of the root progressionsof a secondas sums, as abbreviations, testifiesto the reluctanceof the older mastefsto regard them as normal
progressions;and this attitude is manifestedin the use of theseprogressionsin
the masterworks.Were one of them the stfongest progression(which onel),
then it would have to play a different role in the articulation of the key: that is,
in the cadence.This leading role is played, however, by the root progression
of a fourth. The cadentialprogression,IV-V, is by no meansinsignificant,but
II-V can replaceit unobtrusively;and the samecannotbe saidof V-I. The con-
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quest of the subdominantregion (IV) by the dominant region (V) doesappear,
however, as an auxiliary progressionalongsidethe final, decisiveprogression,
which doesthen indeedhave an easytime of it. Likewise, the deceptivecadence
is a strong meansby which to introduce a secondarymatter: it leads to a digression.Its work is always done either at secondaryplacesor for secondary
matters, but it is mostly hard work (grobeArbeit) that is expectedof it. It is
strong, no doubt, even excessivelystrong, since it adds together two strong
progressions.But probably too strong for everyday use: Allry scharf macht
schartig(Too much sharpeningmakesjagged edges).
I should thereforelike to call this root progressionthe 'superstrong' (r?'6erstark) progression.Or, since I call the strong progressions'ascending'r*one
'overskipping' (iiberspringenl),
could possibly also describe it as
whereby the
abbreviationwould be expressed.It is clear that strong or ascendingprogressions together with weak or descending,as means of normal strength, will
always as a rule be permissible,whereasthere must be a specialoccasionfor
using the superstong,those that'overskip'. It is likewise clear that here, as
elsewhere,the use of brute force doesnot guaranteethe strongesteffect.r
Now the two remaining root progressions,a fifth upward and a third upward, I call descendingprogressions.What happens here is as follows: the progressionof a fifth upward (Example7ya) turns a tone that was before relatively
subordinateinto the principal tone. The fifth, a partena, is promoted, becomes
the root. That is decadence.One could counter with the assertionthat this
advancementtestifiesto the power of the one promoted and that here the root
was overcome.But the power of the promoted one consistsonly in the fornrer
root's yielding, deliberatelyyielding, its power to tlie new; it gave in voluntarily to the new, for the latter, the fifth, is after all containedwithin it; it gave
in only, so to speak,out of its good nature, as when the lion entersinto friendship with the rabbit. The samehappens,yet more noticeably,in the progression
a third upward. Here the former third, the weakestinterval, becomesthe root,
and the new chord distinguishesitselffrom the precedingonly by a singletone:
the fifth alone is new (Example 75b). This progressionthus seemsto be the
weakestof all. This apparentweaknessperhapsfollows also from the fact that
* Dr. Heinrich Schenker(in his book Neue musikalischeTheorienund Phantasien
(Vienna:UniversalEdition, I9o6);AbridgedEnglisli transla[Vol. I: Harmonielehre
for theroot progressions.
tion:Harmonyrpp.z3z-4o))alsousesthis designation
Only,
he calls(inversely)the fourth progressionupward 'descending'.When I obtainedthe
book recentlyI thought at first I had got from it the ideafor this nomenclature.This
would not have beenimpossible,sinceI had read someof it four yearsago. Then,
however,I remembered,
and was ableto confirm by askingaroundamongmy pupils,
that I had alreadyusedtheseexpressions
in teachinglong before(at Ieastsevenyears
ago). Thus, the two of us, independentlyof eachother, have arrived at something
similar. But to me this is easily explainable:anyonewho knows Brahms'sharmony
will, assumingcorrectobservation,reachthe sameconclusions.
[r In his StructuralFunctionsof Harmony(pp. G-r8), Schoenbergusedthe English
terms 'strong' or 'ascending','descending',and 'superstrong'. No translation of
'iiberspringend'appearsin that work.]
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the juxtaposition of two such progressionsyields the sameresult as the progressionof a fifth upward (Example 75c).

Sincehere such a grossdistinction was constructedbetweenstrong and weak
progressions,we must now say emphaticallythat it does not mean we should
always use strong progressionsexclusively. The use of weak progressions
would then be excludedentirely, for weak ones would be bad ones.Therefore,
I prefer to classify the progressions,as I have said, with the terms ascendingand
descending.
The progressionsof the fourth upward, the second upward and
downward, and the third downward I call ascendingprogressions,the fifth
upward and third upward, descending.These terms are intended to indicate
q/hich ends are servedby the one and which by the other. That there are such
ends is obvious; for the articulation of a phrase,in music as in language,demandsthe rise and fall of tone, of emphasis.The use of descendingprogressions
is thereforejust as much an artistic meansas the use of ascendingprogressions.
Here, to be sure, q'here we cannot be concernedwith articulating phrases,lz
planning our root progressionswe shall give absolutepreferenceto the ascending
progressionsand shall use the descendingonesprimari/y in thosechord connections
wherethe total ffict is still that of ascent.For example,if the progressiona fifth
upward is followed by that of a secondupward, the result is a progressiona third
downward, thus, an ascentof the harmony (Example 76a). The sameresult is
obtained,if a third upward is followed by a fourth upward (76b) or even by a
secondupward (76c).

The impression is then more or less as if the intervening chord had been
inserted merely for melodic reasons.Anyway, the descendingprogressions
should be used in our exercisesonly in this sense.
Now to review briefly: These are the root progressionsthe pupil should use,
so long as he is concernedonly with harmonicmeansand so long as it is not
possiblefor him to aspire,say by meansof melody, rhythm, or dynamics, to
some other effect or sryle (Charakteristik):progressionsa fourth upward, a
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secondupward and downward, and a third downvzard- the ascendingprogressions.
The descendingprogressions,fifth and third upward, he should use only in
connectionslike those shown in Example 76.
Of coursetheseinstructionsdo not unconditionallyguaranteegood harmonic
progressions(Example77a), nor do they by any meansexhaustthe possibilities
of good progression.Most important, however, they are not meant to be an
evaluation, rather only a characterizationof effects.For, as said, good progressionsare also possible in which descendingprogressionsare connected
with ascending.And a series of descendingprogressionsis no less musical
(Example776). Nevertheless,until the pupil's ear becomesa dependableguide,
making it possiblefor him to judge new things independently,he will do well
to abide by these instructions. For the possibilitiesthey present will almost
alwaysturn out well; only in exceptionalcaseswill they turn out badly, whereas
through unfortunate choice of descending progressions weaknessesoften
emerge.And I think this should indeedbe the objectiveof a course:to show the
learner that which is without doubt good, that which has something at least
moderately good about it; and at the sametime to open up for him a view of
tliat which, once he has attained maturity (Kultur), he can createthrough his
own inventiv eness(Ko mbinat ion).
b)

a)

€
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tt
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Example 77c presentsa seriesof exclusivelyascendingprogressionsand yet
the phraseis not very good (if viewed, naturally, only from the standpoint of
harmony; there could be a magnificentmelody above it which would eraseall
my presentobjections).For the juxtapositionof so many stepwiseprogressions
sounds unquestionablymonotonous and cold. Here, too, the pupil will find it
necessaryto introduce variety. This meansavoiding progressionsthat are too
uniform; it meansmixing, often and well, root movement by step with movement by leap. For a seriesof nothing but leapswould have little value in itself,
merely as harmony; it is too mechanical(Examples78ar 78b, and 78c).
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With this we have come to a second requirement to be considered in the
planning of good phrases:the demand for variety. This requirementis difficult
to handle without speaking also of its complement, repetition, For as the
former produces diversity, so the latter gives the former coherence, sense,
system.And systemcan be founded only on repetition.Yet repetition will be of
little use to us here. One of the few instancesto be consideredfor harmonic
construction, which, although it touches on the motivic, does not absolutely
require a theme,is the sequence.Other repetitionswe should actuallyavoid, or,
'We
if they cannot be circumvented, we should hide them.
must forego for the
presentthe advantageofusing repetition to attain effects;but on the other hand
we must guard againstthe disadvantagesit brings with it. Our bassvoice has
within a key a range of between twelve and fourteen tones. Should the phrase
use more than fourteen chords, then even the possibility of putting tones that
have appearedbefore into another octaveno longer sufficesto avoid repetition.
It is not so much the repetition of a tone that is irksome as,far more, the repetition of tone progressions.Even this does not necessarilydisturb if at least
different chords are set above the repeatedtones.And if only enough different
material intervenesbet'weensuch repeatedchords [tonesl], then the repetition
should inflict no damageat all. The worst form of repetition will be that which
brings back the highest or the lowest tone of a line a secondtime. Particular
attention should be devoted to thesetwo points: the high point and (if one may
say it this way) the low point. Almost every melody will have such tones,and
the high point in particular will hardly be repeated.Obviously, this applies
only to our simple structureshere, in which it is impossible to correct with
other meanswhat is objectionablein a line. And if, for example,in a Schubert
Lied it should be shown that the bighesttone appearsseveraltimes in a melody
'Mit
dem griinen Lautenbande'),then that is naturally a different
(for example,
caselfor there other meansare used to provide the necessaryvariety. Moreover,
it is not to be concludedfrom all this that disregardinga high point must under
all circumstancesyield bad results.Above all, however, let us emphasizethat
here, as before, we are not proposing a standardfor judging works of art, but
only, at most, a standardfor judging the work of pupils. We are again merely
pointing out something that, if it is observed,can at leastdo no harm and can
sometimesproduce significant improvement. The pupil will do well, then, to
restrain himself from violating this limitation until his senseof form has been
sufficientlytrained.
The repetition of a seriesof tones createsan unfavorableimpressionnot only
in the upper voice but also in the bass,and sometimeseven a differentharmonization cannot correct this shortcoming.
To get round it (79a in the bass,79bin the soprano)is generallyrather easy;
all that is neededis a well-timed changeof registerin the sopranoby meansof a
skip or the choiceof a different inversion in the bass.The repetition of tones in
a voice, however, makesus suspectthat repetitionsalso take place in the root
progression.Then the defect must be sought in the original sketch and there
corrected.
In general the pupil must not go too far in the effort to introduce great
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variety; for it is not his task to vrrite melodiously, to produce effects- he could
not succeedat such.The aim here is more to avoid what is unmelodiousthan to
write compelling melody.
Now, in the following, the

GUIDELINES

for using the means so far introduced are to be reviewed and completed. By
observing them the pupil will be able to raise his exercisesto a somewhat higher
level. Much is excluded,for the most part only what is not acceptedusage;in
that which is permitted will be found, for the most part, only what is accepted
usage.
Root Progressionsr
I. Concerning
r. The ascending
root progressions,fourth upward and third downward,can appe.u
at any time, although here,too, mechanicalrepetitionis to be avoided.
progressions,fourth downwardand third upward [shouldbe used]
z. The descending
only in suchconnectionswhich, aswas shown (p. Izo), yield overall ascent.
'overskipping' progressions
l. The
[should be used] sparingly,so long as no more
explicit instructionsare given; theseprogressionsare not excluded.
II. Use of the Chords
A. In Major and Minor
r. (a) Triads in root position can appearanywhere.
(b) Sixth chordssewefor attainingricher variery in the voice leading,especially
in that of the outer voices (bassand soprano),and in addition, for making
possiblethe preparationof dissonances.
(c) Six-four chordsare,in general,to be usedmost sparingly.The bestuseof all
(to be shownin the next divisionof this chapter,pp. r43-j).
is in cadences
The forms appearingas passingharmony, sparingly used,are to be recommendedbecausethe bassmoves.Those, however,in which the bassmust be
outline form is largely retainedhereand in the subsequent'Guide[1 Schoenberg's
lines'.]
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sustained are to be used with care. Sometimes they are necessaryfor preparing
dissonances.
(a) Sewnth chords can be used wherever triads can be used, if preparation and
resolution are provided. They will be used preferably, however, where the
seventh can give the chord a tendenry requiring resolution or some other
treatment. Thereby, the progression needed (V-I and, as will be shown in the
following division of this chapter, V-VI and V-IV) is, so to speak, obliged
to follow.
(b) Inversions of the cventh chords lare to be used] under the same conditions as
their root positions for improving the voice leading. Here the two chord is
especiallyvell-suited for introducing a sixth chord.
Diminished triads (at first only in the progressions already practiced: II-ViI-m
as dissonances,are likewise suited for lending an impression of
and IV-V[-III),
necessityto the introduction of a chord (III). The seventh chord on the VIIth
degree intensifiesthis impression. lnversions [are used] for the same purposesas
the inversions of the other chords.
B. In Mirnr
The requirementsof the pivot tones must be added, as well as attention to the tq'o
regions:the ascendingscale(with raisedtones) and the descending(with natural tones).
r. (a) The piyot tonesmust be consideredfrom the outset, as the root progressions
are being sketchedout, to make sure the tones involved will be able to follow
the prescribedroute.
(b) Triads must often be put into inversionsif there is a dissonanceto be prepared
or resolved, especiallywhen a pivot tone lies in the bass.
(c) What applies to triads applies also to seventh chords.
(d) After the diminished triad and the seventh chord of II (unraised) it will be
better in general to write V with the major third rather than with the minor,
because this degree has a conventional meaning in the cadence, as will become clear later,
diminished triads (II, VI, and VII), along with their seventh chords, are
All
\e/
suitable for the same purposes as are served by the diminished in major:
through the dissonance they acquire an explicit tendenry.
The augmented triad can just as well follow as precede the regions of the ascending and descending minor scale, a versatiliry further enhanced by its
being a dissonance. It is therefore eminently suitable for going from one
region to the other.
z. One may not stay exclusively in either of the two regions for too long a time without jeopardizing the character of the minor mode. This [character] is best expressed
by suitable exchange and connection of the two regions. Crossing over from one
region to the other can happen only after all the obligations ofthe pivot tones are
met. This crossover occurs
(a) directly
(r) from the ascendingto the descendingregion,when the raised III, V, and (as
will be shown later) VII are followed by I or unraised IV or VI (no unraised chord can follow chords containing the raised sixth tone);

(r)
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(z) fron the descendingto the ascertdingwhen the unraised II, IV, and v[
are
followed by the raised III, v, or (as will be shown later) vII. All raised
chords can connect with I; however, raised chords cannot follow chords
containing the unraised seventh tone.
(b) indnectly
(r) from the ascendingto the descendingwhen chords containing the raised
sixth tone (II, Iv, vI) lead first to such as allow progression to the raised
seventh;
(z) from the descendingto the ascendingwhen chords containing the unraised
seventh tone (III, v, vII) lead first to such as admit the unraised sixth.
IlL

Voice Leading

r.

unmelodic (dissonant or dissonance-producing)srepsor skips are to be avoided.
Avoiding such intervals is advisable so long as we are not using altered chords.
Those intervals would not be suitable for the chords we use prior to that time;
z. Disturbing repetitions of tone progressionsare ro be avoidedrespeciallywhenever
the repeated tones also have the same harmony as before:
3. wherever possible,a high point is to be ..rp""t.d, u'd p".hup, a low point as well;
4. Greatestpossiblevariety [should occur] in the use ofsteps and leapsh the succession of intervals. Here care should be taken to maintain a certain middle range;
y. Should the voice leave this middle range by leap, then, wherever possible,a progression or a leap should soon lead back to it; and vice versal thus, compensation
for change of register;
6' If the middle register was left by stepwisemotion, balancecould be restored,perhaps, by meansof an octave leap or the like;
If
repetition of a tone or a tone progression is unavoidable, then an immediate
7.
change ofdirection could help.
so far as these directions apply, they apply equally to soprano and bass.
Indeed, if the pupil could observe them even in the mijdle voices, the smoothness ofthe total effect would be absolutely enhanced. But it is not necessary for
the pupil to go that far at presenq it is enough if he works out rhe rwo outer
voices with the greatest possible care.

C L O S E SA N D C A D E N C E S 1
To a vessel of porcelain or bronze, for example a vase, one cannot attach yet
[r'schliisse und Kadenzen'.cadencesin generalSchoenbergcalted .Schtiisse,
(closes).He reservedthe word 'Kadenz'for the authenticperfectcadence.
- cf. pp.
where he pursuedthe topic introduced here and attemptedto classify ca3_o5-8,
dences.]
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anotherpieceof porcelainor bronze without going through a complicatedprocedure.At leastit is questionablewhether it would still be a vaseand whether
the attached piece would even stay attached. Having seen, however, that a
piece of music has arrived at a certain point where a close would be conceivable
(for example,at the repeatsign in a sonatalor, better still, just before the trio
of a scherzo); having seenhow at theseand similar placesthe music does neverthelesscontinue - so, even at the point vihere a piecedoes indeed end, we can
easily doubt whether this absolutely has to be the end with no possibiliry of
continuation.And asa matter of fact (if we ignore the senseof form) it would be
conceivable,after the final tonic, to go on once againto just suchchords as have
already often appearedat analogousplaces.
Thus, we may well ask: Why, in what manner, and when does a piece of
music closei The answer can only be a general one: As soon as the goal is
reached.What this goal is, however, we can scarcelyeven hint at here: when the
senseof form is satisfied,when enough has happened to fulfil the urge for expression,when the idea involved hasbeenclearly presented,and so on. For our
pedagogicalends only this is relevant:the attainmentof the goal. To the extent
that our exercisesare inferior to the work of art, to this extent it is easierto say
what their goal or purposeis. Our exercisesalways have some specificpurpose
or other, the work of art neverl the artist perhaps sometimeshas one, or at
leastthinks he has, vrhile in reality he is not carrying out a purpose but rather
obeying his instincts.Becauseof this distinction it is possiblefor anyone to put
together harmony exercises,whereasto almost everyone is denied the ability
to create,or even only to comprehend,a *'ork of art. Even if the higher sphere
is the region in which the
transcendingordinary purposes (Zwecklosigker'r)
artist orients himself, still, attention to purposes(Zweckmdssigkeit)forms the
only dependablebasisfor teachingthe handicraft ofart. This pedagogythrives
on and exists by virtue of its efforts to establisltas obligatory what with the
artist was utmost freedom.And the power of this utmost freedom,viewed from
the proximiry of the handicraftof art, is inconceivablewithout laws or Purposes.
Here, only one who is far enough removed from such an exPansecan see the
true picture. Here, proximity makespetty, whereasonly resPectfuldistancereveals the true greatness.
Our purposecould be, for example,to prepareand resolvea seventhchord,
to connecta sixth chord with a six-four chord, and so on. At the sametime the
pupil could alwaysset for himself the secondarypurposeof reviewing what was
learnedearlier.According to what was said before, we should stoP the moment
such a purposeis accomplished;for only such modesty can excuseour attempts.
The moment at which we are to stop is thus easy to determine.However: to
stop is not to close. Stopping is simplel it means not continuing. Closing,
though, is different. To close,one must use specialmeans.
Now I must say at once I do not believe it possible to fashion a close, an
ending, in such a way as to rule out every possibiliry of continuation. Just as
the Magic Flute and Faust can admit of a second part, so can every drama,
'Twenty years later'. And if death does mark the end of the tragedy,
every novel
it is still not the end of everything. Hence,in music as well one could go on and
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on attaching new chords, as is indeed demonstrated by the many cadencesand
frequent repetitions of the concluding chord found, especially,in the older
masterworks.Yet, even here, there could undoubtedly be a continuation, the
ideacould be spun out still further or new onesattached.To do so might impair
the balance (Ebenmass),but for this we have no formula. And it has happened
often enough that what was at first considered immoderate, distorted (Uberrnass), turned out later to be well-proportioned (Ebenmass). In this respect
music is comparableto a gas, which is in itself without form but of unlimited
extension.Id however, one introducesit into a form, then it fills this form with
no changein its own massand content. Entertaining such thoughts, I have to
concludethat it is difficult, yes, almostimpossibleto fashionan absolutelycompelling and final close.It is indeed not improbable (perhapsit is even certain)
that inherent in every idea and in the way it is elaboratedthere is something that
indicatesboundariesto be reachedbut not overstepped.It is not improbable,
though not absolutelycertain either, that every idea has some such proportion
within it; however, it is also possiblethat this proportion is not in the idea, or
at leastnot in it alone,but in ourselvesas well. Only, it doesnot thereforehave
to be in us as something immutable, as something given in our nature, hence
incapable of change or development; rather as something that is modified
according to changing tastes,perhapseven according to fashions,keeping up
with the spirit of the times (Zeitgersr). I do not believe in the Golden Section.l
At leastI do not believeit is the sole formal law governing our perceptionand
sensationsof beauty, rather, at most, one among many, one among countless
such lavrs.I do not believe then that a composition must run to just such and
such a length, no longer, no shorterl nor that a motive, regardedas the germ
from which the composition grew, would have admitted none other than this
one, single form of elaboration.Otherwise it would hardly be possibleto write
two or more different fugues on the same subject, as Bach and others did repeatedly. If there are such laws, we have not yet recognizedthem. But I do
believein somethingelse:namely, that every era has a particular senseof form,
a norm which tells the composerof that era how far he must go in working out
an idea and how far he may not go. Hence, [to closea pieceof music] I believe
we simply fulfil the requirementsrecognizedby the conventionsand the sense
of form of the era, requirementswhich, in defining the possibilities,evoke
expectationand thereby guaranteea satisfyingclose.
Up to now music had the possibility of drawing such boundariesthrough
adherenceto the laws of tonality. I have said earlier that I do not hold tonaliry
to be a natural law nor a necessaryprerequisite of artistic effectiv€ness.The laws
by which tonality itself comesabout are then still lessnecessary,far less;they
are merely the simple exploitation of the most evident natural characteristicsl
-'to cut a 6niteline so that the shorterpart is to the longer
[r A Euclideanformula
asa definition
part asthe longer part is to the whole'- long regardedby aestheticians
of idealproportionsin art. 'From aboutthe middleof the lastcenturyit beginsto be
. . , [Sincethe r87os],practicallyevery work on aestreatedwith great seriousness,
theticsincludessomeconsiderationof the problem' (Herbert Read, The Meaning of
Art lPengtin Books, ry49f, p. zz).]
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they do not teach the essenceof the matter but merely aim at the orderly and
mechanical elaboration of a device that makes it possible to lend musical
thoughts the aura of completeness(Geschlossenheit).I
will return to this topic,
tonality, repeatedlyand in detail,and shallsay againhere only what is necessary
at the moment. Of coursethe ideaof closing with the sametone one beganwith
has something decidedly right about it and also gives a certain impressionof
being natural. Sinceindeedall the simple relationshipsderive from the simplest
narural aspectsof the tone (from its first overtones),the fundamenraltone then
has a certain sovereigntyover the structuresemanatingfrom it just becausethe
most important componentsof thesestructuresare, so to speak,its satraps,its
advocates,sincethey derive from its splendor:Napoleon, who installshis relatives and friends on the Europeanthrones.I think that would indeedbe enough
to explain why one is justified in obeying the will of the fundamental tone:
gratefulnessto the progenitor and dependenceon him. He is Alpha and Omega.
That is morally right, so long as no other moral code obtains.Yet, another can
indeed prevaiMf, for example,the supremelord becomesweak and his subiectssrrong, a situation that arisesonly too often in harmony. Just as it is hardly
inevitable that a conqueror will endure as dictator, so it is no more inevitable
that tonality must take its direction from the fundamentaltone, even if it is
derived from that tone. Quite the contrary. The struggle between two such
fundamentalsfor sovereigntyhas something indeed very attractiveabout it, as
numerous examplesof modern harmony show. And even if here the struggle
doesend with the victory of the one fundamental,that victory is still not inevitable. This one question [which fundamentalshall reign] could just as well remain unanswered,seeingthat so many others are still unanswered.We bestow
no lessinterest on the problem itself, than on the allegedsolution. It is superfluous to hark backevery time to the ancestors,to show every time with utmost
thoroughnessthe derivation of chords from the fundamental;it is superfluous
to prove their lineageevery time when it is familiar to everyone and lives in
everyone'smemory and senseof form - not only to prove it every time with
absolutethoroughness,but also to set everything up in such a way that these
relationshipsjump right out at us. The ceremoniousway in which dre closeof
a compositionused to be tied up, bolted, nailed down, and sealedwould be too
ponderousfor the present-daysenseof form to use it. This precondition, that
everything emanatesfrom the [fundamental]tone, canjust aswell be suspended,
sinceone is constantlyremindedof it anyway by every tone. And wheneverwe
let our imagination roam, we certainly do not keep ourselvesstrictly within
boundaries,even though our bodies do have them.
The senseof form of the presentdoes not demand this exaggeratedintelligibility produced by working out the tonality. A piececan also be intelligible
to us when the relationshipto the fundamentalis not treatedas basic;it can be
intelligible even when the tonality is kept, so to speak, flexible, fluctuating
(schwebend).
Many examplesgive evidencethat nothing is lost from the impression of completenessif the tonality is merely hinted at, yes, even if it is
erased.And - without saying that the ultramodern music is really atonal: for it
may be perhapsthat we simply do not yet know how to explainthe tonality, or
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something corresponding to tonaliry, in modern musicr - the analogy with
infinity could hardly be made more vivid than through a fluctuating, so to
speak,unending harmony, through a harmony that doesnot alwayscarry with
it certificateof domicile and passportcarefully indicating country of origin and
destination.It is indeed charming of the people that they would like to know
where infinity begins and where it will stop. And one can forgive them if they
have little confidence in an infinity which they have not themselvesmeasured.
But art, if it should have something or other in common with the etemal, is
not entitled to shy away from the vacuum.
The senseof form of our forebearsrequired it to be otherwise. For them the
comedy concluded with marriage, the tragedy with expiation or retribution,
'in
the same key'. Hence, for them the choice of scale
and the musical work
brought the obligation to treat the 6rst tone of that scaleas the fundamental,and
to presentit asAlpha and Omega of all that took placein the work, as the patriarchal ruler over the domain definedby its might and its will: its coat of arms
was displayedat the most conspicuouspoints, especiallyat the beginning and
ending. And thus they had a possibility for closing that in effect resembleda
necessity.
We shall have to addressourselvesto the task of learning the techniguesby
which tonality is expressed.First, Iet us consider that with which we have
started:the close,the cadence.Once the pupil is more advancedhe will see,in
the study of form, that to bring about a closehe will need still other meansbesides those merely of harmony. To explain those other meansand their functions, however, that is, to give the pupil the direction he needs,is there, in the
study of form, much more difficult. So difficult that it is advisableto familiarize
him even now with those things on which a convincing closedepends.
Melodically the key is representedby the scale,harmonicallyby the diatonic
chords. Yet, unaccentuateduse of these componentsalone is not enough to
establishthe key. For certain keys are so similar to one another, so closely related, that it is not always easy to determine which is really the key unless
special,limiting means are brought to bear. It is clear which keys are most
closely related:thosewhich most closely resembleone another. First of all, the
relative major and minor (C major and c minor); then keys with the samename
(a minor and A major); but then, and theseare here the most dangerousrelations, those keys which are distinguishedfrom one anotherby only one sign in
the key signature (h, b ot fr: C major and G major, C major and .F major).
Whereasthe differencebetween,say, a minor and A major makesitself felt at
almost every moment, disappearingonly at the Vth degree(as the dominant),
with the last-namedkind of relationship the situation is well-nigh reversed.
Almost all the tones and a great number of the chords are common to both
keys. C major differentiatesitself from G major only by virtue of thef in C
major and the/S in G, and from F major only by virtue of the /, as opposedto
underlinedthisparentheti, .' of March,r9zz,Schoenberg
I In his'Handexemplar,
calremark(whichhehadaddedin therevisededition),'particularlytheword "atonal",
andwrote this word againin the margin' (seesupra,Translator'sPreface,p. xvi).]
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that canbe
the6l of F major.Thus in C major it is easyto makeprogressions
heardas G major or .F major.
Is this C or Gi
o)

U

80b

ctc.

b)

B0/6

elc.
€t

Is that C or F?
If we avoid the tonef then the resultantprogressionscan just as well point
to G major as to C. If we avoid the 6, then we can hear the passagejust as well in
F maior and can proceed to that key.
Should we want to establish C major in such a way that there is no doubt
about it, that is, so that we can think of neither F not G major, then we must
introduce b andf The most important means for expressing the key will thus
be those that distinguish it from the keys it most resembles,that separateit
clearly from its nezuestneighbors. Once we have succeededin excluding confusion even with those keys with which it could most easilybe confused,then
we have defined the key unambiguously.
The oft-mentioned tendency of a tone to lose itself in one a fifth lower,
which is its root, to become the fifth of the lower tone, is found of course in the
first degree also. For that reason F major poses the greatest threat to C. Our
efforts will consequently have to be directed first towards preventing the drift
to the subdominant,to the feeling of .Fmajor. We can do that melodically by
meansof the tone D. Now three chords contain b:IIIrY, and VII; hence,they
are the ones to be considered for the harmonic expressionof this purpose. We
could use all three, but there is greater justification for giving preferenceto V;
for its root finds in I that fundamental tone a fifth below whose fifth this root of
V seeksto become [V (G) seeksto become the 6fth of I (C)].
It is clear that a key could be definedby its Ist degreealone,especiallyifthis
degree is not challenged. Naturally, every chord that appears after the first
degreemust, as deviation from the principal tone, lead away from the key. Only
by meansof a certain grouping is it possible to regain control over this departure and lead back to the principal tone. Thus there is a problem in every harmonic phrase no matter how short that phrase:straying from and then recovering the path to the principal tone. Were the principal tone to stand by itself
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without being challenged,then the tonality, although quite primitive, would still
at least be unambiguously expressed.The more frequently the principal tone is
challenged and the stronger the elements that challenge it, the stronger are the
meansneededto restore the key. But the more sparsethe harmonic events were,
the simpler tl-: restoration will be. And so there are instancesin which simply
the progression I-V-I can establish the tonality cleady enough. Of course the
melody can also help out, sinceit does itself come into being, on another level,
through the functions of the fundamental tone. It can even expressthe key by
itself, without help from the harmony, as in the familiar post-horn melody
(Example 8la), which consistsjust of the first overtones, or as in primitive
dancesor folksongs (Example 8rJ).

Here the key is unambiguously defined, even though in the one instanceonly
componentsof I were usedwithout any harmonic accompaniment,in the other
only componentsof I and V in the accompaniment;for thesedegreesare never
challenged.The two simplestways of expressingthe key and forming a close
are to use only the first degree (impossible for us here) or only I and V (likewise improbable here). We have arrived, even so, at the first, the simplest
cadence.
In a longer piece [besidesthe tendency toward the subdominant] there will
of course also be progressionsthat point toward the dominant as the key.
Hence, it is necessaryto eliminate this tendencyas well. The melodic requirement for this purposeisf harmonicallythe IVth, IInd, and VIIth degreescome
under consideration.That VII seemsas suitablehere for subduing G major as
it did before for subduing .F could give us the idea that this degree should be
given exclusive preferenceas the most practical means to both ends. And that
did in fact happen in earlier times. But it apparently does not have the same
strength for this purpose as do the other degreesmentioned. It may be, however,
that the attractivenessof the key is also enhanced if a G chord momentarily
suggeststhat G major is really the key, or if an F chord suggeststhat it is really
,Fmajor. Perhaps it is the subduing of just such complete triads, each of which
could really claim to be a key itself, the subduing of such triads to the will of
the keynote, that lends such progressions their vigor and allows the tonic to
assertits power ('Like servant, like master'). The obvious thing to do, then, is
to choosea chord or root progressionfor subduing the G-major feeling similar
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in strength to that used againstF major. The one that can spring a founh upward to V is II. It does containf, but IV is more complete,The latter moves up
to V by the interval of a second.Such a progressionwe have conceivedas the
The
sum of two progressions.Here this sum would be: IV-V : IV-(I)-V.
IInd degreeu'ould, accordingly, be containedin the progressionIV-V. Moreover, IV hasyet somethingelseabout it that, in the sensepreviously indicated,
has a specialattraction:it is the sharpestantithesisto G major (in this context),
and its relation to the tonic C is dre inverseof that of the Vth degree.The way
thesetwo degrees,V and IV, relateto I - the one, as it were, the fully illuminated past of I, the other its still shadowy future - this relation, G: C : C: F,is
'Golden
Section'.The smaller section,the past (G), is to the larger
indeed the
section,the present(C), as the larger,the present(C), is to the whole, the future
(.F). One could conclude that that activity, that movement which produces
music, is the activity implicit in the tonic alone,the activity createdby the relation of its two satellitesto it and to eachother. This relation,being so completely
consistent,so clearly definable,seemsso remarkablethat it could give one the
notion that this or somethingsimilar must be found in all music if it is really to
be music. But that just does not have to be so; besides,perhapsthe searchhas
just not beencarriedfar enough, and for that reason,perhaps,otlter discoveries
have not been made.For it is quite probablethat the higher, the more complicated numbers, the more complex harmonic relations concealin themselvesa
still richer Mystik than that of the prime numbers, of the irreducible, simpler
harmonic relations;and on this probability is basedthe hope for a future developmentstill richer in interestingsecrets.Consequently,I think it is important to stressall these remarkablethings so frequently that they can never be
forgotten; for I am certain they also hold the key to the phenomenathat at
presentare still obscureto us.
The suitabiliry of IV, together with V and I, for bringing about key definition requiring a close,is thus greaterthan that of II. And now we must yet ask,
whether the order of thesedegreesshould be that presentedto us by the path
or whether it should be
along which we found them, that is, IV(II)-V-I;
V-W(II)-I. Clearly, the arrangementV-IV-I accomplishesthe purpose,since
it presentsthe sameargumentsfor the key. Nevertheless,the sequenceIV(DV-I better serves the purpose, as becomes apparent in the reasoning that
follows. The root progression,V-IV, has of course fully the same value as
IV-V, and also subduesthe dominant region quite vigorously by setting the
subdominant againstit. But the subdominant,whicli in turn also feels the pull
to its subdominant,doesnot follovr its ow'n tendencyif it be taken to the tonic;
and the appearanceof the tonic is then correspondinglylesspositive. With the
other progression[IV-V], however,all drift toward the subdominanthasfound
realizationin the third chord from tlie end, the IV. This generaltendencydownward is now overcomeby the dominant, which then in turn follows its natural
tendencydownrvard a 6fth; and I is introduced as the self-evidentsatisfaction
'We
of this tendency.
arrive at the sameresult if we conceiveV-IV as the sum
of the prcgressionsV-I-iV (of two progressionsby the interval of a fourth)
and IV-V analogouslyas IV-II-V (progressionsby third and fourth). Then the
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one arrangementreads:V-(I)-W-I, whereby the repetition of I, even though
tacit, is somewhat weak; while the other arrangementreads: IV-(II)-V-I,
whereby the tacit II proves to be the familiar rival of IV. The last three chords
of our closeswill then best read: IV-V-I or II-V-I.
If a compositionfollows a coursesuch that one of thesetwo progressionscan
be used as its close,then the possibility of articulation by harmonic meanshas
been made actual,that boundary has been set which is also suitablefor closing
the piece.Obviously, thereare other meansfor effectinga close,and, obviously,
they were and are usedtogetherwith the harmonic means.Rhythm and melody,
quite unaided, can also bring about a cadence.Otherwise a one-line, unharmonized melody would have to run on through all eternity, and a drummer
could never stop. Quite certainly there are harmonic means,vzhich at present
have just not been theoretically determined, whose capacity for forming
cadences,orrfar more, for admitting them, is just as great as that of IV, II, V
and I. It is, however, certainly possibleto bring about a closewithout having to
use all these means simultaneously. Sometimes one is enough, sometimes
severalare necessary.Yet harmony is least capableof doing it alone, vrithout
help of the others, by all meansnot contrary to them, whereasmelody will do
it all by itself. That can be proved merely with simple phenomenaand unsophisticatedhearing. For example,if we give a familiar melody, which clearly
cadencesin the key, a harmony different from that appropriatefor it (by means
of deceptivecadences,etc.), then if we play it for someonewithout musical
training, a child, for example,that person will know - assuminghe is familiar
with the melody - that it endsat the last bar here [Example8z], even though the
harmony does not end. This [harmonic alteration] may perhapsbe disturbing,
but it changesnothing as far as the feeling of close is concerned.

Pa- pa-ge

- no

Pleaseforgive the barbarism!

And that is understandable.To grasp what happens in a piece of music
meansnothing elsebut to analysequickly, to determinecomPonentsand their
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coherence. Now, obviously, in the successiveaspect, melody, one has more
time to interpret the impression(unconsciously)than one has in the simultaneous, harmonicasp€ct.Hence,it is clearwhy the earis betterequippedfor melody
than for harmony. And that is also consistentwith practice.One who can grasp
harmonic proceedings and remember them has reached an unquestionably
higher plane than one who can only grasp melody. The efficacy(Wirkung) of
the horizontal is thus greater than that of the vertical. A cadencemade in the
horizontal [melodically] will be stronger than one made in the vertical [harmonically].
Is it still necessary,then, in the music of our time, to reinforce endings by
meansof harmonic cadenceslTo this question we may answer:no. Above all
becausesuch cadencescreate,at most, a possibility for closing without thereby
making the closemore compelling. They form the characteristicof a particular
musicalstyle, in which only certain chords are used and theseonly in a certain
way. In that style the diatonic chords are in the majority; for this reasonthe
stylistic need for balanceand habit perhapsrequire key definition, cadence.I{
however, as in the nrore modern music, nondiatonic chords are preponderant,
or (as I call them) vagrant chords,then the necessityfor fortifying the key may
be questioned.
The cadencescan be still further elaborated,and we will keep an eye out at
all times for new meanswe can use to this end. Among the chords we have
turns out to be the strongestcaIearnedso far, the progressionIV-(II)-V-f
dence.But even that which is weaker is attractiveunder certain circumstances;
hence the adaptability of other degreesshould also be discussedhere. First of
all, looking for a substitutefor V, we shall consider the suitability of III. This
degreehas two chord tones in common with I, and that is a shortcoming here.
But it has the leading tone, thus excluding ,F major, and its root progressionis
relatively strong (third downwards). It ought then to be suitable,anyway. Yet,
it is not commonly used; hence,we shall not use it much either, but shall remember why we do not: chiefly becauseit is not commonly used.That means,
it could be used. Its effect would very likely be weakerl above all, though, it
would be unfamiliar. To what extent VII was formerly used I have already
indicated.It does indeed determinethe key, it does lead to the closing chord;
but it, too, is not in common practicetoday, and so we shall disregardit. Nor
can it be consideredas a substitutefor IV or II; for it is gossipy, it just has to
tell the most important secretof V, which would follow it: the leading tone.
Furthermore, the diminished fifth of VII is identical with the seventhof V (in
C major,f); consequently,VII also takesaway from V the possibility of leading,
as a seventhchord, with still greatereffectiveness
to I. On the other hand it is
possible,in placeof IV or II, to let VI precedeV. Perhapsthe basisfor this connection, too, is the assumptionof the older theory regarding progressionsof a
second:that actually a tacit root a third or a 6fth below (IV or II) is being connected. This progression, VI-V-I, is not uncommon, hence, is available to
us.
The pupil should first practice cadencesin exercisesdealing just with cadences.From now on every one of our little phrasesis to closewith a cadence,
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and for that purposethere are a few more directionsto be given. The inversions
are not commonly usedin the penultimatechord of the cadence,in the V. Quite
understandablythe strongestform is preferredat this point. But V does often
appearas a seventhchord, again only in root position. The IInd degree,however, can be usedin inversionsaswell asin root position, and asa seventhchord,
likewise with the appropriateinversions(thus, not as a two chord). Its six-four
chord is little used, but the four-three chord is quite good. The seventhchord
of IV seldom appearsbut is certainly not impossible.Of the inversions of the
triad on IV only the sixth chord is to be considered,not the six-four chord. The
inversionsof its seventhchord are almost entirely unused.The VIth degreeas a
seventh chord is unsuitablebecauseits seventh would have to be dealt with.
The inversionsof VI are likewise hardly usable:the six-four chord not at all,
the sixth chord little on account of the weak progressionfrom c to g and the
immediaterepetition of c. But the latter could still be used in an emergency.
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The pupil will do well to sketch the cadencessystematically(in order to try
out many possibilities),following a proceduresimilar to that which he followed
in his 6rst erercises, according to the table. Thus, first, possibilities with
VI-IV-V-I,
IV-V-I: for example, I-IV-V-I,
III-IV-V-I,
etc., whereby IV
it
in
root
position
or
as a sixth chord. Then everycan also be varied by setting
thing with II-V-I and VI-V-I. - Concerning minor there is nothing special
to say; the sameadvice appliesas in major. That in the cadencethe V appears
with a major third is obviousl for the major third is therepreciselyfor the sake
of the cadence,for the sakeof the leading tone.

D E C E P T I V EC A D E N C E S
'authentic
The progression from V to I has the name
cadence', the one from
'plagal
IV to I,
cadence'.These are only names,technicalexpressions,which
tell us nothing that would be harmonically significant.We have just examined
the authenticcadence.As for the plagal cadence,on the other hand, we have no
reasonfor discussingit, becauseit has no specialharmonic significance.It can*
hardly appearat any time exceptafter the requirementsof key definition have
already been fulfilled through the familiar means;thus, it does not enrich our
cadenceas far as the chief purposesof the iatter are concerned.More signiEcant
* If it is not usedmerelyto soundantique,to give a flavor of the churchmodes.
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for the harmonic srructure are the so-cafleddeceptive
cadences.This term is
understood to mean the substitution for the expected
progression,v-I, of ,h.
progressions v-vl or v-Iv. This is the original
form: I"is op..r.a after v,
but it does not come; vI or IV come instead."gut
t ir r*p".rJ-lit'"r"v o'ly
the close,in the authenticcadence;sinceI does not
"t
come, it is then not yet the
close, rather only a deceptive.cadence.A possibility
t;'r", ,rp, lut
not used. The efilectis naturally quite s*ong for
"i;r";;
the d...prirr"-.J"-n..
.r..r",
the possibility of preparing thi acruarclose"again
and, through the repetition,
of ending with increasedpower.
First we shall introduce the deceptivecadenceinto
the authenticcadenceand
exploit it for the purpose-mentionedabove, to lengthen
the cadence.But there
are some precautionsto be observed.First of alr,lince
the deceptivecadence
originateswith the cadentiar.I/thdegree(i.e. not
with just
vi, then this v
will appearin the root position. Th! invers;onsof
"ny
v u" rur"iy;:i
," effecta
deceptivecadence'The chord on v can appear
in inversion, how.ever,in the
progressionsv-vl or v-IV at ,orn. oth", point
that is not the cadence.The
seventh chord of v, on the other hand, is commonry
used in the deceptive
cadence'.Nowthis point requiressome commentl
for, .r,rr.rgri *" haue ind""d
already had seventh chords resorving other than
by the ;;;, ;;;.rsion
a
fourth upward, i-thappeled up to nool only in connecting
seventhchords with
one another, and in a different wav.
In connecting v with vr (Exampre 84) we can
again imagine that we are
connecting the ninth chord of u .ott a third rowerilll,
*irf, vr. r, foilows

jT1ll.,
:1:::^::Y,
a seventn. descend.

theseventh,
regarded
asa ninth,ani the6fth,regarded
as

It is a more complicatedundertaking to base
the connection v-IV on the
sameassumption;for the seventhdoes not fall and
could not possibly go ro €
becausethere is no e in IV (Example Sia).

vIvvIVo
Hence, we shall do better ro construethis progression
differently. I have already said there arc different ways of resolving-dissonance.
To t t. the dis_
sonant tone downv'ard is one of the means.The
other th.." porr;bilities are:
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to take it upward, sustainit, or move away by skip. If we seethat the dissonances hardly came about as our pedagogicalmethod, for the sake of clear
organization,presentsthem - namely, that yet another third was added above
a triad - rather that they are probably notated contingenciesof the melodic
line, ornaments,then we shall understandthat the other forms of resolution
can also take place. As a voice can sing g-f-e against an e sustained above or
below, so it can also go the other way,e-f-g (Example 86). That is the prototype for the resolution of dissonanceupward, and also includesby implication
the sustainingof the dissonanttone: that is, if we regard the e as the dissonance,
then, after a andyfsound together, e is sustainedwhile;fgoes on.

86
Such a dissonancewas called 'passing',and the old counterpoint had a number of rules and conditions that restricted its usage.Now if we imagine the
seventhchord ofV as originating through such passingtones,then the seventh
chord is a phenomenonthat appears'in passing',and its rules are derived from

the form in which it appears.These could then be formulated as follows (so far
as they are relevant here): The interval of a seventhcan be resolvedby taking
the seventhdownward (Examples88a, 880), by sustainingit (88c, 88/), or by
taking it upward (88e, S8/). The bass tone must in these three instances,respectively,be sustainedor go up, go up or go down, be sustainedor leap away.
The handling of dissonanceis then after all not really such a dangerousaffair.
Indeed, the masterworkswould almost allow this formulation of a law: The
dissonancemust be resolved;that is, a chord with a dissonancemust be followed
by some other chord (a statementwhich says norhing at all, but which is the
most pertinent in this case).Once one has got used to this idea, then the con-

DeceptiveCadentes
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ception of a root progressiona fourth upward, I-IV, as the basisfor the resolution V'-IV (Example 85) is no longer so odd: The eleventhchord, c-e-g-b/-J resolves to f-a-c-fwith
the seventh sustained.

The treatment shown in Examples 88e and 88/is usually not regarded as
harmonic. The seventh chord involved, on account of its rising seventh, is
regarded as a passing chord. Nevertheless,it was common practice. But the
laws of harmonic theory read as follows: A seventh must descend,or if it be
sustained,then the root is to move upward. Later, an exception was made
(naturally an exception,instead of conceiving the rule broadly enough to accommodatethe phenomena),and it was said: if thus-and-so. . ., dren one may
. . ., etc., and the exceptionalascentof the seventhwas admitted in order to get
a complete chord. But, consequently[since that was an exception],the rule of
the so-called'biiseSieben'[badseventh]still held (that is a seventhwhose lower
tone descends[a step] while the seventhis sustained,or vice versa,the seventh
ascends[a step] while the lower tone is sustained- a seventh, in short, that
resolvesinto the octave).And the resolving ofa seventhinto the octavethrough
descentof the lower tone or through ascent of the seventh continued to be
forbidden, even though such resolution occurs often enough with independent
voice leading in the masterworks.The progressionin Example 88/ is also forbidden for the samereason.However, since this progressionapparentlycould
not be given up entirely, the theory admitted the resolution to the sixth chord
(Example 89a), whereby it did, to be sure, get around the difficulties of voice
leading (avoiding fifths and obtaining a complete chord, Examples 89b, 89c,
89/). But the resolution in Example 89/ would all the samebe possible.Today,
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however, we should not hesitate to resolve it as in Example 89e: simply by
leaping away from the dissonance,a procedure that is familiar, after all, from
the very commonly used forms in Examples 8gfr 8gg, and 8gh.
Even the connection in Example 9oa, which appeared often enough in the
masterworks, could be admitted only through an exception to the rule, whereas,
if it were not admitted, Example 9od would have to do as a substitute.
b)

o)

90

tt

c>

U

c)

ict

My first inclination would be to formulate the rules in a way that would
embraceall these facts. There would be the danger, however, that I, too, might
excludemany a good thing (what appearsin the masterworksis good, but also
much that has not yet appeared),or that I should have to construct exceptions.
Anyway, it is clear that, with more advancedability on the part of the pupil, at
least those rules will be rescinded that I have shown to be too narrow or simply
false, and in the sensethat I have shown them to be so. Hence, I find it superfluous to go to any specialtrouble to set up new rules. And, as so often before,
I shall take the following way out: After showing the pupil to just what extent
theserules are not absolutely binding, I bolt the door against the bravado which
would like to burst out in absolute disregard for the rules. I bolt the door by
developing his senseof form, according to the rigorous old rules, to the point
that of its own accord it will tell him at the right time how far he may go, and
how he must proceed when he would go beyond the rules.
Therefore, for the present; we shall handle the seventh only as shown in
Example graiwe shall use only the forms in Example grb (x andy areactually
not to be regardedas deceptive cadences)and Example 9rc (the sameas 916,
but going from the seventhchord); and we shall excludeeverything that produces a bdseSieben(resolution into the octave: Example 9z).
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As long as the deceptive cadenceis not involved, that deceptive cadence
which we have recognized as a specific cadential technique, these connections
can also proceedfrom inversionsofthe seventhchord (Exampleql);
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only, those progressionsthat go to a six-four chord will perhapshave to be
treated with some care. For, as has already been discussed,the six-four chord
has a very important function in a certain context, and in this particular usage
amounts to a clichd. Becauseof that usageit happensthat every six-four chord,
even if it appearsin only an incidentallysimilar context, draws attention to itself and arousesthe expectation of a certain sequel.
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In Example g4 at x deceptive cadencesof the dominant seventh chord were
used.At fi and t the dominant seventhchord was introduced without preparation. I announced earlier that we should later treat the seventh chords freely.*
For now we may allow use of the dominant seventhchord without preparation.
The preparationcan be disregarded,in particular,when the seventhappearsas a
passingtone, as in Example94c (melodic justification).Example95 shows some
other instancesof such a passing seventh, where other ser/enthchords are also
createdby passingtones.
c)

a)

E

d)

doubled third
900

VI

It

IV

v7

YIIT

II7

This freer treatment of seventh chords does not come about here as any
excepiorl to the rule, but rests rather on tle important assumptionsand observa* The use of the unprepareddiminished6fth will be explainedin the following
chapter.

The Six-Four Chord in ize Cadence
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tions, repeatedly brought forward here, concerning the manifold origin of dissonance and its graduated differentiation from consonance.By virtue of these
fwo presuppositions we were able to break down the law of dissonanceresolution into a small number of directions for dissonancetreatment which take into
account the factsof art.

THE SIX.FOUR CHORD IN THE CADENCE1
The cadencescan be expanded still more by inserting I before the V (that is,
after the IV or II). The prototype for this might have beenthe cadence,I-V-I,
which we designated(p. .lr) as the first, the simplestcadence.

But this is also explainedanother way, namely, as IV-V-I.
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W'hen IV is to move to V, the c remainssuspended(ornamentally)and the/
goes (likewise ornamentally) through e to d. The a, on the other hand, gets
directly to its placeby going to the g of the next chord. The e is then a passing
tone; the form in which the c delaysits step to 6, becoming a dissonancewhich
More of that later. This interpretationhas
must be resolved,is calledsuspension.
much in its favor. It seemsto me probable,however, that, although either of the
two interpretationscould alone produce the six-four chord, it was the union of
the two ideas that led to this cadential form. In the first instance (Example 96)
it is enough to recognizethat the twice-heardc ofthe bassis an unpleasantrepetition which one can avoid by using an inversion. The sixth chord could be
used just as well, as in fact sometimeshappens.But the six-four chord, which
lr Cf, supra,pp. t7-8, 75-8o and infra, pp. l8z-l.l
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was indeed conceived as a kind of dissonanceto be resolved, and which readily
resolvesto V, is more suitable becauseit virtually compels what the sixth chord
merely allows. Yet the other way of viewing this progression is also convincing.
The suspensionevokes suspense,which is relieved by the resolution. The resolution follows on the desired chord, whose appearanceafter such meticulous
preparation acquiresthe illusion ofnecessity, consequently arousesan enhanced
feeling of satisfaction.

IV

rr 1l

1l

rr9 rl

vr rt

Here, some ways of using the six-four chord are set forth, which also show
that the one derivation alone, according to which the six-four chord was created
by passingtone and suspension,is not enough to explain it (Examples986,98c,
98/). In Example 98bwe cannot speak of a suspendedc becausethe resolution
required by this explanationis missing (in the tenor), nor of a passinge because
the e goes upward to g. In Example 98c the suspension appears,but not the
passingtone, asis alsothe casein Example98d.If we think of the other explanation, then the six-four chord is readily understandable.As for the judgment of
root progressions the question of origin does not matter. Viewing the six-four
chord as suspensionand passing tone, we figure the degreesas follows (since
the six-four chord is not counted here as an independent phenomenon): IV
(ID-V-I or II (Ii)-V-I or VI (I!)-V-I - hence, nothing but strong progr$sions. If we view the six-four chord as I, then we get: IV-I-V-I,
[-I-V-I,
VI-I-V-I,
with many descending progressions. These are compensated for,
however, by the guasi-dissonantcharacterof the six-four chord. W'e may assume
that the familiarity of this form of the six-four chord makes it possible to disregard its origin and use it as a clich6, even if what precerlesit is not exactly
what it should be accordingto the origin, but just similar. With that assumption
we can explain the freedom shown in Example 99, where II in root position
simply leaps to the six-four chord, a much-used cadential form.
To avoid the monotony of the sustainedg (not really very dangerous), the
bassreadily changesits position by leaping an octave.

The Six-Four Chord in the Cadence
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I have repeatedlymentioned that the six-four chord holds a unique position
and have shown that the problem, whether it owes this position to its own constitution or to convention, must be left unresolved.This position, of which we
havespokenso often, is preciselythe one just shown, its position in the cadence,
usedas a retardation, as a buffer, so to speak,before the appearanceof the dominant (seventh) chord. Since this form has become a clich6, the quotation of
which arousesexpectationof a certain sequel,it is obvious why such a chord
must be handledcarefully in those instanceswhere it does not have this sequel:
becauseit is preciselythe appearanceofthe expectedsequelthat must be avoided,
and the resulting disappointmentcould easily lead to unevenness.To be sure,
such unevennesscan have its charm; but at presentthe pupil cannot strive for
effectsof that kind.
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The diminished triads in minor, thoseon II, VI, and VII, naturallypermit
this same treatment.
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Nevertheless,the laws of the pivot tones must be strictly observed.
Particularly frequent and varied use is made of the seventhchord of VII in
major and that of II in minor, as we shall seelater in modulations. Concerning
the seventh chord of VII in minor, the so-called diminishedsevewhcltord, the
following remarks may do for now: According to our former procedure,we
could connectit only with III (root a fourth upward), as in Examplesro3a,b, c,
and /. But now we can alreadyseesome of the possibilitiesthis extremely ambiguous chord affords.
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With some of the connectionsof the diminishedseventhchord hidden fifths
appear, as in Examples ro3.f and g. Consequently many a connection (rolf)
ought to be completely omitted, or in others (rolil the third ought to be
doubled, as in ro3f,. These hidden 6fths, however, occur so often in the literature and are so seldom avoided that I consider it superfluousto demand that
they be avoided. On the other hand I do suggestthat the pupil omits those
connections of VII that resolve to the six-four chord of I Qql and rc3m), for
reasonsto be explainedlater.l In connectingdiminished seventhchords it will
againvery likely be best that the voicesgo the nearestway; but in Example Io4
some commonly used connectionsare given in which voices move by leap.
a)
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It I&o, p. zoo,and pp. u4er.]
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Many reasonswill appear later to explain why with the diminished seventh
chord more than with other chords it is possibleto use disjunct motion in place
of the simplestvoice leading.For now the oft-cited reasonwill do: the connection is familiar. The voices do not then have to serve slavishly the realization
of the chords but can be free to obey whatever melodic requirementsarise.
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We can assumethat tonality is a function of the fundamental tone [tonic]:
that is, everything that makes up tonality emanatesfrom that tone and refers
back to it. But, even though it does refer back, that which emanatesfrom the
tone has a life of its own - within certain limits; it is dependent,but to a certain
degree also independent. What is closest to the fundamental has the most
affiniry with it, what is more remote, lessaffinity. If, roaming over the domain
of the fundamental,we follow the tracesof its influence,we soon reach those
boundarieswhere the attraction of the tonal centeris weaker,where the power
of the ruler gives way and the right of self-determinationof the half-free can
under certain circumstancesprovoke upheavalsand changesin the constirution
of the entire structure. Of such regions, whose behavior is now neutral, now
revolutionary, rwo are to be distinguished:the dominant region and the subdominant region.l It is not possible to define these precisely; for their everstrong referenceto the fundamentaland the force of their own instincts,which
createscross referencesbefween the two regions as well, manifestsrelationships whose graphic representationin two dimensionswould not be possible.2
Such a representationwould at least produce a line doubling back on itself,
which would branch off, however, forming traffic arteriesfrom every point in
all directions.Nevertheless,the definition [of the two regions] may be approximated as follows: to the subdominantregion belong IV and its alternate,IIl to
the dominant region, V, and the degreeresemblingit, III. Relatively neutral in
their behavior are VI and VII, which can alternatelybelong to either region or
can lead from one to the other. Thus, for example, the progressionIII-VI
createsthe possibility of crossing over to IV or II, II-VII of crossing over to
III. And II, the alternateof IV, Ieadsinto the dominant region, if V follows it.
But V leansmore towards III or I than towards II or IV, and IV more towards
II or VII than towards V. Of all these,IV and V, the two chief representatives
Schoenberg
usedthe word 'Oberdominante',
upperdomin[r Here,andelsewhere,
ant,which delineates
moresharplythantheword 'Dominante'theconrplementarity
of
that regionand that of the 'Subdominante',
the lower dominant.(Cf. his graphand
characterization
ofthe relationofthe upperandlower fifthsto the tonic,suprarp.21f.,
aswell as his theory and chart of the 'regions' in StructuralFunctionsof Harmony, pp.
re-J4.)l
'zeigt' (manifests).
The relativepronoun,'which', appearsto
[2'Schafft'(creates),
havetwo antecedents,'reference...'and'force...',
whicharealsothesubjects
ofthe
'reference
verb 'manifests'.
Schoenberg
apparentlyconsidered
to the fundamental
and
the forceof their own instincts'(Be{ehung1umGrundtonunddie Wirkungihrer eigenen
Triebe)one indivisiblesubiect.On the other hand, we could assumeerror. That
assumption
is guestionable,
howeverlfor theverbsaresingularin the first edition,and
in revisinghis work, Schoenberg
did pay enoughattentionto this passa€le
to substitute the word 'zeigt' for the word 'ergibt' (produces)of the first edition.]
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of their respectiveregions, have the strongestmutual aversion and, relatively
speaking,next to I the strongestwills in the whole district.
To establishboundariesin a district where there are so many interchanges
may be a futile undertaking. For the distinctions in the tendenciesand effects
are perhaps too subtle. But in spite of all interchanges,[the boundaries,the
distinctions] do exist, even if finely drawn. And recognizing them is useful, as
will be shown later. What is important for us at the moment is to recognize
how, when the affinity of the secondarytriads with the fundamentaldiminishes,
certain harmonic progressionsare made possiblewhose referenceback to the
fundamentalhas to be establishedby specialmeans.It is important for us to
recognizethat in tonality there are regions that vdll remain neutral, so long as
they are forced to do so, but that, as soon as the rule of the fundamental is
even momentarily relaxed,areready to submit to the enticementsof a neighboring tonality. We may not wish to regardevery chord that follows I as an incipient departurefrom the tonality (even assumingreferenceback to it). We must
acknowledgeneverthelessthat the strong will of the respectivemastersof the
dominant and subdominantregions, together with the tendency of the neutral
chords to conform to this will as well as eventually to the will of another,
neighboring tonality, invites the danger of loosening the bonds. From this
situation, and from the tendency of every degree either to become a fundamental or at leastto gain a more significantposition in another district, a competition emerges,which constitutes the excitement of the harmonic events
within tonality. The appetite for independenceshown by the two strongest
subordinatesin the district, the mutiny of the more loosely connectedelements,
the occasionalsmall victories and gains of the competing parties, their final
subjection to the sovereign will and their meeting together for a common
function - this activity, a reflection of our ovrn human enterprise,is what
causesus to perceive as life what we create as art.
Every chord, then, that is set besidethe principal tone has at leastas much
tendencyto leadaway from it as to return to it. And if life, if a work of art is to
emerge,then we must engagein this movement-generatingconflict. The tonaliry
must be placed in danger of losing its sovereignty;the appetitesfor independenceand the tendenciestoward mutiny must be given opportunity to activate
themselveslone must grant them their victories,not begrudging them an occasional expansionof territory. For a ruler can only take pleasurein ruling live
subjects;and live subjectswill attack and plunder.
Perhaps,then, the rebelliousambitions of the subjectsspring as much from
the tyrant's urge to dominate as from their own tendencies.The tyrant's urge is
not satisfied without the ambitions of the subjects. Thus, the departure from
the fundamental tone is explained as a need of the fundamental itself, in which,
in whose very overtones, the sameconflict is contained as a model, so to speak,
on another plane. Even the apparently complete departure from the tonality
turns out to be a meansfor making the victory of the fundamental so much the
more dazzling. And if we recognize how any other chord placed beside the
fundamental, even if it does not actually bring about a modulation, leansnevertheless in that direction. then it becomesclear that even excursions into more
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remote regions may be organic to the fundanrental- more remotely organic. To
relate such excursions to the fundamental is more difficult, but not impossible.
The means that the principal tone has to employ to assertits sovereignty over
them must be still stronger, more aggressive, commensurate with the more
aggressivenature of those that seek emancipation. And the greater the lead the
fundamental grants those that are breaking away from it, so much the more
impetuous must be the seven-leaguestrides with which it overtakesand caprures
them. The greater this exertion, the more overwhelming the effect of victory.
If we then justifiably follow the tendencies of the satraps [the subordinate
chords], we seethe necessityand the possibiliry of the digressions(Ausweichungen), of modulation. These are unlimited so far as the power of tonality is unlimited. If this power had limits, then suppressingthe tendenciesof the secondary chords would avail nothing. They would still rupture the ties, for they have
no limits. Thus we may ask: is tonality strong enough to rule over all, or notl
Both. It can be strong enough; it can also be too weak. If it believesin itself,
then it is strong enough. If it doubts its divine right to rule, then it is too weak.
If from the outset it goes forth autocratically, believing in its mission, then it
will conquer. But it can just as well be skeptical; it may have seen that everything designatedas good for its subjects seryes only its own interests. It may
have seenhow its sovereignty is not absolutely necessaryfor the prosperity and
growth of the whole. That its sovereignryis admissible,but not indispensable.l
That its autocracy can be, in truth, a unifying bond, but that the discarding of
this bond could favor the self-directed functioning of other bonds; that, if the
laws issuing from tonality, the laws of the autocrat, were rescinded, its erstwhile domain would not thereby necessarilysink into chaos but would automatically, following its own dictates,make for itself laws consistentwith its
nature;2 that anarchy would not ensue, but rather a new form of order. It may
add, however, that this new order will soon begin to resemblethe old, until it
becomescompletely equivalent to the old; for order is as much God's will as
change,which persistentlyleadsback to order.
Therefore, from the nature of chords and from their relation to the tonic
(Gnndton) we c;m derive insights which lead us to establish the following
functions:
r. The digressionsfrom the tonic and the assertionofthe tonic aresuchthat in spite
of all new elaborationsof the secondarytones,however remote,the tonalirys is
finally victorious. That [function] would then really be an extendedcadence,
essentiallythe harmonicplan of every musicalcomposition,howeverlarge.
z. The digressionsarrive at a new tonaliry. This happenscontinuallyin the.courseof
[r As indicatedin the Translator'sPreface(p. xix), Schoenberg'spendrantfor incompletesentences
is reflectedin the translation,whereverthe deviceseemedeflective
in English, or at leastnot intrusive.]
[8 The remainderof this paragraphdid not appearin the edition of r9rr.]
underlinedthe word'Tonalitit', hereand
[8 In his'Handexemplar.. .', Schoenberg
in 'z' below, and wrote'Tonart.)' (key) in the margin (sx sultra,Translator'sPreface,
p.xvi).1
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a piece,but only apparently;for this new tonaliry doesnot have independent
more elaboratelythe tendenciesof the
meaningwithin a piece,but only expresses
secondarychords.Theseremainall the while secondarychords within the piece
that is circumscribedby a key.
3, From the outsetthe tonic doesnot appearunequivocally, it is not definitive;rather
it admitsthe rivalry of othertonicsalongsideit. The tonalityis kept,so to speak,
suspended,
and the victory can then go to one of the rivals, although not necessarily.
4. The harmony is nowheredisposedto allow a tonic to assertits authority. Structuresarecreatedwhoselawsdo not seemto issuefrom a centralsource(Zentrum);
at leastthis centralsourceis not d tingle fundamentaltone.
The first two functions we shall consider now; the third and fourth, so far as
directions can be given for them, much later.l We shall work out the first, as
extensionof the cadence,as soon as we have richer harmonic resourcesat our
disposal.The second,which is calledmodulation, is our immediatetask.
The cadence,as v/e have seen,is the meansfor establishing the key. The aim
of modulation is to leave the key, Whereas with the cadenceit was necessary
to arrangein a definite sequencecertain chords that narrowly define the limits
of the key, so, in order to modulate, we have to do the contrary: we have to
avoid thesechords.We have to constructchord progressionsthat not only will
not confineus to the initial key, but will even defineanotherkey. If the bond of
the tonality be loosenedthrough omission of those elementsthat expressthe
old key, then the new key can be reachedby the samemeanswith which the old
'was expressed.They just have to be transposed for the sake of the new key.
Thesemeansof modulation will leadeither directly or by way of largeand small
detours to that point where a cadencewill establishthe new key. The phrasesin
which we present modulations will thus fall into three parts:
r. expressionof the key and introduction of such(neutral)chordsas will permit the
sometimesthe I chord of the
turn to the new key (not many chordsarenecessary;
initial key is enough, for it is often at once a neutral chord as well as one that
the key);
expresses
z. the actualmodulatorypart, that is, the modulatorychord and whateverchordsare
neededto introduceit;
3. the confirmation,the cadenceestablishingthe new key.
Which chords will, without themselvesleaving the key, turn tle phrase in
such a way that the modulatory chord can render the decisionl We can elicit
them from the sameconsiderationsthrough which we previously found chords
suitable for the cadence.There it was our purpose to secure the key against
those related keys into which the tendencies of the scale degrees would too
easily causeit to slip. Here, on the other hand, we shall want to give in to these
tendencies.The simplest modulations that we shall then encounter are the one
into the relative minor key and those into the keys of the upper and lowerffths
together with their relative minor keys.
l' It

o, ChapterXIV and ChaptersXIX (Sections7 and 8) through XXIL]
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Thus, from C major: the relative, a minor; the 6fth above, G maior (with e
minor); the fifth below, F major (with / minor). These major keys are distinguishedfrom C major by only one sharpor flat in the key signature(the relative
minor keys are, as q/e have seen,only specialforms within the major keys).
Major keys so relatedto an initial key (tonic a fifth lower or a fifth higher) are
calledkeys of thefrst circle offfths.l (The minor keys are referred back to dreir
relative majors, and the degree of their relationship is given in terms of the
relationshipof their relative majors.)
The expression,circle of 6fths, comes from the fact that the names of the
keys were written down on a circle in such a way that the distance between
equidistant,adjacentpoints on the circumferencecorrespondedto the distance
of such closely related keys from one anorher,i.e. those whose keynotes are a
fifth apart. The keys follow one another then at the interval of a fifth: C, G, D,
A, etc., until they come back again to the point of departure.This return resemblesthe circumferenceof a circle (which also returns to its starting point).
If we go around the circle in the one direction (C, G, D, A, etc.),we have the
circle of fifths, or, as I prefer to say, the circle of fifths upward, becauseit consistsof a successionof fifths built over the point of departure.If we go in the
opposite direction around the circle, we get C, F, Bb, El, etc. Some call this
the circle of fourths, but it makeslittle sense;for C to G is a fifth upward or a
fourth downward, and C to F is a fifth downward or a fourth upward. Therefore
I prefer to call this opposite direction the circle of fifths dovrnward.2
The circle of fifths expressesto a certain extent the relationship of two keys.
But not completely. Clearly, two keys that differ from one anotherby only one
sharp or flat in the key signaturecan easilybe more closely relatedthan such as
differ by five sharpsor flats. Thus, B[ major and El major are more closely
related than Bl major and Af major. C major and D major should accordingly
be more closely related than C major and A major or .E major. That is not
perfectly true, however. For the key signatureis not the only circumstancethat
has bearing on the relationship;there are yet other considerations,which will
receive closer examinationlater. For example,C majot is related to A major
through a minor, and this relationship is stronger than that between C major
and D major, as will be seen. Hence, we shall not use the circle of fifths exclusively for determiningthe degreeof relationship- to do so would amount to
a value judgment - rath€r,we shalluse it far more for measuringthe distance,as
a device to help us remember better the meansthat v/ere found appropriate for
a particular case.
We should observe, for example, in our circle of fifths that B major and Al
major are nine fifths apart, that is, if we reckon ftom Al major (or from B
major in the opposite direction, circle of fifths downward); but they are only
three fifths apart if we go clockwise from B majo4 or from Al major by the
circle of fifths downward. In general we shall favor the shorter distance in
'des ersten
Quintenzirkels',For clarificationof this abbreviatedexpression,see
[r
i"fr", p. Jto, author'sfootnote.]
[2 Long footnote by the author: Appendix, p. 426.]
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choosingmeansfor modulation; yet often enough we shallchoosethe seemingly
longer way, which, aswill be seen,is often the shorter.This point is more easily
discernibleif we rememberthat, as I mentioned,the keys of the third circle are
more closely related than those of the second.It can be found in the circle of
fifths that/minor and.Fmajor are threefifths apart,that.fminor and /minor are
also only three fifths apart, but that..fminor and D major are six fifths apart.
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Table of the Circle of Fifths for C Major (a minor)

First Circle
SecondCircle
Third Circle
Fourth Circle
Fifth Circle
Sixth Circle
SeventhCircle

(a minor)

G ma,or

D major
A major
E major
B major
F# major

c* major

e mlnor
/ minor
fi minor
cf minor
gf minor
ff minor
af minor

I
Bl
El
Al
Dl
Gl
Cl

major
major
major
major
major
majot
maior

/
g

minor
minor

c minor
.f minor
bl minor
ef minor
a! minor

In Examplero6 a tableof the circleof fifths is givenfor Cmajor anda minor.
The pupil shouldtransposetheserelationshipsto the other keys.
Sincethe keys of the first circlearein fact, aswe haveseen,the very next of
kin, we shallstartwith them,choosingasour first examplethe modulationfrom
C major to G major. (As before,I shallalwaysgive the exampleswith C major
asthe originalkey to facilitatereviewof what hasbeenlearned.The pupil must
of coursealsowork in all the other kevs aswell. This work in the other keys
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will give him no difficulty if he always does it at the right time. If he neglectsit,
however, he could find himself insecurewhen he faceskeys that have remained
strange to him.)
The chords that firmly establishC major are those containing..fand 6, namely:
the IVth, IInd, and VIIth degrees(for/), and the Vth, IIIrd, and VIIth degrees
(for b). Clearly, the chords containing / will not hinder our going to G major,
whereasthose in which/appears would not suit this purpose.If then, III and
V can be regardedas neutral,II, IV, and VII, on the other hand, must be omitted. Apart from V and III, however, still other degreesare neutral with respect
to G major: I and VI. All that can be presented in another way. One c:rn say:
becauseof the similarity of the scales,C major and G major have a number of
chords in common. If we set down one of thesechords independently, taken out
of its context, then we cannot determine whether it belongs to tle one key or
the other. It can just as well belong to C major as to G major. Which way it
is to be reckoned depends on what goes before and what comes after. A triad
c-e-g canbe I in C major or IV in G. The succeedingchords determine whether
it will be the one or the other. If f-a-c follows, then the key is of course not G
major; it is probably C major, but perhapsalso a minor, F major, or / minor.
But i{ d-ff,-a (Vth degree of G) follows, or ffi-a-c (VIIth degree), then it will
presumablybe G major or e minor, or at leastit can be.
These two presentationscharacterizethe two principal meanswe shall use in
our first modulations. The one is: use of such neutral chordsas will mediate
between the original key and the new key; the other: reinterpretationof chords
common to both keys. Both means usually work simultaneously.Thus the
possibility of reinterpretationis createdby introducing neutral chords or at
leastby avoiding those others that decidein favor of the original key. And, conversely, the neutral chords are driven in the direction ofthe new key by the reinterpretation. Now, whether we reinterpret or use neutral chords [i,e. however
we view this stageof the modulation], sooner or later we shall always reach the
point at which we must decisivelyturn to dre new key by someenergeticmeans.
What this means can be is immediately clear if we think about the cadence:
first and foremost, the Vth degree;then, to put it more generally: all those chords
that have the leading tone of the new key, thus frequently III and VII, as well
as V. Obviously, V will be most often preferred. But the two others are also
effective in bringing about a modulation, especially VII. In order to make the
arrival of the new key clear and definitive we shall bring the whole procedure
to a close with a cadence.The length of the cadencewill naturally depend on
the length and difficulty of the modulation. If the modulation was simple, then
a short cadenceis enough. If the modulation required richer means, then the
cadencecannot easily be short. Sometimes,however, it can happen that a long
modulation was so convincing becauseof its thoroughness, that a short cadence
is enough; conversely, sometimes a modulation is so abrupt as to demand
greater reinforcement ofthe new key by means ofa longer cadence.
In surveying the means of modulation we shall do well to proceed systematically, beginning with the shortest and simplest forms and then going on to
the more complicated.
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From C majorto G maior.
a)

CI

Grv v r r
d)

aas=i=a

It is assumedthat the key of C was already established.The Ist degree of C
major is (neutral chord) IV of G major. The reinterpretatiort can begin right
heie. Chords from G major can follow, inconclusive as well as decisive ones.
To be brief at first, we shall use the decisive chord immediately, v of G maiot,
the modulatory chord. Then, most simply, I of the new key will follow, whereupon the modlhtiott is complete except for the cadence(Example roTc). This
can be short becausethe modulation was short and clear. If we want to
"ud"n". weaknessproduced by the two repetitions of I of G maior, then after
avoid the
V of G we shall .,r. iith.r the siith chord of that I or a deceptive cadence(ro76,
rv!c, rc7d) or we can use an inversion of the v (3, f, or z), which is enough to
distinguish it from the cadential V.
Be&een the initial chord and the chord of modulation there can be intermediate chords: the neutral ones, III, V, VI of C maior (i'e' VI, I, II of G
major).
fxample ro8d usesI of G major as a neutral chord. For the sake of the bass
melody, and to avoid repetition, it is a sixth chord, and the chord of modulation
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(V) is a four-three chord.* Example ro86 uses,after VI of C (II of G), the V of
G as a six-five chord. The cadenceis a little more elaboratein order to smooth
over the repetition of I. Example ro8c usesIII of C (VI of G) with a passing
seventh (third doubled [in the preceding chord]!) to introduce VI of C (II of
G); then it goes, again through a passing seventh (a two chord), to the six-five
chord of V; after that it makesa deceptivecadenceby meansof the passingsixfour chord, which leads to a repetition of the V of G and to the six chord of I.
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* G IV-I-V: thoseare descendingroot Progressions.
The useof I betweenIV and
V, however,resemblesthat of the six-four chord of I previouslynoted [p. r44]. One
feelsimmediatelythe transitory qualiry of this chord, and that it is usedonly for the
purposeof leadingto V, Thus interpreted,the I being discountedas merelya passing
chord, i.e, asmelodic,the progressionreads:IV-(I)-V-I, nothing but ascendingProgressions.
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Such a repetition of the modulatory chord often works very well (I call that:
going through the chord again). Actually we have little need for this device
here, but we shall use it later to give extra help where the modulation is not
sufficiently forceful and clear (since repetition brings reinforcement). In Example ro8/ the seventh chord of VI of C, or II of G, Ieadsto the six-five chord
of VII of G. The latter serveshere as the meansof modulation; and the following III of G, sinceg [the I chord] does not appearuntil the close of the example,
can be regarded as a substitute for I, with which the cadence begins. This
exampleis noteworthy becauseit shows us that the modulation does not absolutely have to go to I, but that the cadence can begin with a degree that is
characteristic in the same sense,say, with III, VI, perhaps even with IV or II.
In principle, this example is not much different from Example to7c, where a
deceptivecadencefollowed the chord of modulation. Only, in roTcthe chord of
modulation was V, here it is VIL In Example ro8e the III of G is used as the
modulatory chord. Here, too, I is left out and VI takes its place.Likewise, in
rc8f, rc8g, and ro8f,, VII and III are the decisive chords. Again the deceptive
cadenceis to be highly recommended,since it veils the goal without obscuring
it. Of course still other neutral chords can be inserted, and in different (but
good) progressions.The pupil has here plenty of opportunity for practice in
inventing combinations (Konbinieren).
One might actually give preferenceto modulations that, like these, are able
to avoid repetitionsof I and V. But sincethere are numerousways to eliminate
what is disturbing about such repetitions,and sincethe repetitionsare not very
bad in themselves,anyway, there is no reason here for making distinctions in
value. What if the Ist degree does appear twicel It is supposedto be prominent.
Modulation to a minor and to e minor is carried out just as simply with these
samemeans.
To a minor (Example ro9). The meansof modulation here is, primarily, the
Vth degree.But II and VII can also serve.The simplestway will be to regard
the first chord (I of C) as III of a minor. Here it is advisable,if the modulation
is to be done smoothly, to bear in mind the rules of pivot tonesapplying to the
natural sixth and seventh.*Thus, g andlfmust be treatedas the third and fourth
* At this point I musttakeprecautions
againsta misunderstanding:
Herethe chord
of modulation should never come about chromatically,for exampleby movement
from the g in I of C to gfi. That is actuallyself-evident.First of all, we have not yet
spokenof chromaticalterationsl
secondly,we havemadeit explicitthat neutralchords
shouldprecedethe chordof modulation.Now, chordsin a minor that containg areof
coursenot neutral chords. One must rememberthat the minor key consistsof two
scales,the ascendingand the descending.Here, naturally,the ascendingis to be used,
sincewe want to effecta cadence,a close,And the descendingscaledoesnot contain
neutralchords,or at most they arethoseof more remoteneutrality:thosein which the
seventh(and sixth) tone must be first neutralized,accordingto the laws of the pivot
tones, in order to admit the raisedtones, These chords are, to be sure, relatively
neutralin this sense,yet lessso than thosethat do not offer this obstacle.And only in
this senseis to be understood,farther on, the introduction of V of C as relatively
neutralfor e minor.
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pivot tones; they must be neutralized by resolution downward before tones of
the ascendingscalecan appear.Later we shall be lesssensitivein this regard and
shall not hesitate to write anffi after g (once the means have been made accessible, in the chapter'SecondaryDominants etc.').
The II of minor provides a good meansfor modulating to the minor keys,
especially as a seventh (six-five, four-three, or two) chord. For it gives opportunity to lead the sixth tone (diminished fifth of II) to the fifth tone [of the key].
Moreover, the Vth degree readily follows (II-V); but even if II makes a deceptive cadence(II-I or II to the augmented III), the result is still quite characteristic.

[No r e The last three of theseexamples,rc91, rc9m, and rc9n,were addedin the
revisededition, as well as Examplesr rol and r rol below.]
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Many possibilitiesfor variety are providedby the useof the raisedIII (augmentedtriad), VI ([diminished]triad and seventhchord), and VII (diminished
triad and diminishedseventhchord). But the neutralizationof the seventhtone
(and the sixth) still requiresgreatcare.
To e minor (Examplerro). NeutralchordsareI, III, VI, on occasionalso
Y, of C. Meansof modulationareagainV, II, andVII [of e].As in a minor,so,
here,II of e minor is especiallyeffective.It cancomeimmediatelyafter I of C
(Exampler rol). This II doesnot absolutelyhaveto go to V; I or III canalso
follow it, wherebyrepetitionis avoided.The formsof the raisedII, III, VI, and
VII alreadyusedin going to a minor havehere,in part, better connections.
Even the raisedIV is alsousable.
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Again, as in all these modulations, a deceptive cadenceshould be used frequently after the Vth degree. In outlining the phrases the pupil will always
write first the figures indicating the root progressions, as before, and then
determine the spacings and inversions. Under the figures indicating the first
chords, which are still referred to the initial key, he will write a second line of
figures denoting the reinterpretation of the chords in the new key. From the
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bond loosens.If the whole piece is to be unified, however, then the bond must
finally be tightened again; and that happensonly if the progressionsmay actually
be perceived as consequencesof the initial events. It would indeed be a fine
relationship if the grandchild had no features of the grandfather! Naturally,
such a changeling (Wechselbalg)l as the diminished seventh chord appears
'without
further ado'. But it has nothing to do with the grandfather.
It will be found curious, in a text whose purpose is presumably to explain
'old-fashioned
the most up-to-date harmonies, to hear these
views'. But these
views are not a matter of fashion; they are just old. And therein lies their value.
They contain something that will perhaps be eternal or at least of such long
duration that we may just as well say eternal. It will not, however, be the laws
that are eternal: Not that one must modulate gradually becauseit is thus better
understood. Nor that one must bind successiveevents to the initial ones by
meansof the relationships. Nor that our understanding requires logical presentation. Perhaps [the eternal is] not even that which is general in these laws. Yet
it is at least the circumstancethat the work of art will always mirror our modes
ofthought, our perceptual and conceptual powers, and our feelings - that these
are what we always have to look for when we analyzeand not, say, that 'the
diminished seventh chord may yet even . . .'
An example: when Brahms introduces the second theme of his Third Symphony (.F major [first movement]) in the key of A majo4 it is not becauseone
'can
introduce' the second theme just as well in the key of the mediant. It is
rather the consequenceof a principal motive, of the bass melody (harmonic
connection!)f-af (third and fourth measures),whose many repetitions,derivations, and variations finally make it necessary,as a temporary high point, for
the progressionf-"b to expand to the progression.;Aa (4 th" initial key, A, the
key of the second theme). Thus, the basic motive is given by the initial key
and the key of the second theme. That is a psychological explanation. But a
psychological explanation is in fact here a musical one. And every musical
explanationmust be at the sametime psychological.It is obviously in this sense
also a natural explanation.Natural according to human nature. Our way of
thinking is there, our logic, which, together with regularity, not only admits
but even insists on variety. [Our logic] cannot imagine that there are causes
without effects.Consequently,it wants to seeeffectsfrom every cause,and in
its works of art it arranges the causesin such a way that the effects visibly
proceed from them.
Unfortunately, I cannot of course go into everything that happens in every
modulation with such thoroughness. I believe, nevertheless,since I try not
merely to describebut also to weigh the individual means,that I am achieving
something different in this respect from what is usually considered sufficient.
Moreover, in bringing together for a particular causeas many different forms of
its effectsas possible,I am making rich resourcesavailablefor consideration.
Synthesis,even if only by way of inventing combinaaons (Kombination), must
thereby produce an unquestionably better result than that obtained by those
p Cf. Appendix, author'sfootnote to ChapterX, p. r8o.]
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methods which, without attention to essentialcharacteristics,mention isolated
features in an unsystematic manner or according to a false system.
There is, for example, a highly esteemedharmony textl in which modulations are made almost exclusively with the dominant seventh chord or the
diminished seventhchord. And the author shows only that one of thesechords
can be introduced directly or indirectly after every major or minor triad and
that every key can be reached that way. If I wanted, I could dispose of this
'made
matter even more quickly; for I am prepared to show (with examples
to
order' from the literature!) that any triad can follow any other triad. If that
actually means any key and if we could really modulate that way, then these
proceedingswould be still simpler. But if someonetakesa trip he wants to tell
about, he doesnot go as the crow flies! Here the shortestway is the worst, The
bird's-eyeview from which the eventsare seenis a bird-brainedview. If everything fuses together, anything can be everything. The distinctions are gone.
And then it matters not at all whether I have made a bad modulation with the
dominant seventhor the diminishedseventhchord. For the essenceof a modulation is not the goal but the way.
Ways that we must travel daily should be well-kept roads,which, in all that
is relevant, fulfil their purpose: to connect different places, one with another,
and to do so as comfortably as availablemeansallow. The uncomfortableway
is taken only if one cannot take the comfortable, or if, stimulatedby a feeling
of power, one finds pleasurein attaining mastery over the uncomfortable.But
that is pleasurein the masteryand not pleasurein discomfort. A way by which
one must leap over ditches,scalewalls, and walk the edge of rugged abysses,
also leadsto a goal - that is, it leadsthe expert, the seasonedhiker, one who is
sufficientlyequipped.But it is not for the inexperienced,the novice.
And of course one can reach the street faster by leaping from the fifth floor
than by going down the stairs- but in what condition ! Thus it is not a matter of
the shortestway but of the practical,the appropriateway. And only that way
can be practicaland appropriatewhich weighs the possibleconnectionsbetween
point of deparrureand destinationand then choosesintelligently. These moduladons by a universal means,as is the diminished seventhchord, are the leap
out the window. Naturally, both ways are possible.And why shouldn't one
leap anywayi Particularly when one can. Yesl but anyone can leap! And so, it
is not important to me that the pupil can leap.To me it is not important to hand
'key'
to composing without original
him a universal meansfor composing, a
But
it
is
important
ideas,without a vocation.
to me that he perceive the essence
of art, even if he is learning'only' for pleasure.Anyway, why shouldn't one 6nd
pleasure once in a while even in the good and truel
These meansof modulation, as they are given and organized in most textbooks, do not aim at the right solution of a harmonic problem. They aim rather
at eguipping the pupil with that meagerknowledge which will enablehim to
squeezethrough an examination.But that is not enough for me. I would like to
set my goal somewhat higher! It is for this reason that I consider the A'aJ/of
[1 Ernst Friedrich Richter'sLehrluch der Harmoniel Cf. supra,p. ry.f
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such great importancel it is also for this reason that I have so much time to be
unhurried and to look around on the way.
The modulation to the first circle of fifths downward (from C major or a
minor to,Fmajor or /minor) is, as remarkableasit may sound, somewhatmore
difficult. The reasonmay be that the attraction toward the subdominant, which,
as I have frequently mentioned, every tone, every chord, seems to have, is
almost stronger than the means we would use to get there artificially - the
chord, the tone goesthere naturally. I mean,it is more difficult to do something
here to achieve that end becauseit practically happens by itself, without our
doing anything. The tonic itself, its tendencyto lose itself in the subdominant,
is at once a meansfor modulating to the subdominant.Indeed, this Ist degree
(of Cmajor) is itself V (of ,F), with which v/e want to modulate.If, then, this
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passageto the subdominanthappensvirtually by itselt so the feeling of having
actually done something is diminished for one who would like to bring about
the modulation himself. Consequently,it will be necessarylater to shapethis
modulation more artfully, sincewe indeedwant to feel that we have done something ourselves,sincewe want, not to fall downward, rather to climb downward.
These modulations consequentlylook rather simple at present,but of course
they are not thereforebad.
After I of C (V of F) I of .F can be used immediately. Since that is hardly
compelling, it is advisableto insert the seventhchord of V of .F (Example r r r/)
in root position or in an inversion. Should we wish to use a chord other than
the dominant seventh chord (which does of course introduce the bl), then n'e
can consider II, IV, and VII of ,F major. These degreeshelp to diversify this
modulation, if for no other reason,becauseI and V can often be skirted and
other chords can take their place.Here, too, deceptivecadencesshould not be
forgotten.
[xorr Examplerrz,t was addedin the revisededition of r9zz,togerherwith the
penultimatesentence
ofthe next paragraph.]
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In modulating from C maior to / minor it will be necessaryfirst to neutralize
the c, the pivotione, before chords with the cfi can be introduced. fV, II, and
Yl of d minor are suitable for this task. These are indeed already modulatory
chords as well, and the cadence should begin immediately after them. But if
we wish to insert V, III, or VII, then, when one or severalsuch chords [IV, [f,
VI] have prepared the setting of these, the procedure is otherwise exactly the
that *e followed in the earlier modulations. Since the c of the bass, as
,u-.
",
the third pivot tone, must be disposedof, severalof the examplesare not Permissible (ihus, r tzb, trze, r rzi), whereasothers, where the cfi comes only at the
conclusion, can at least be tolerated.r Use of the raised degrees also creates
difficulties, and the actual purpose of the examples can only be to show these
difficulties. [In the first choid] doubling of the fifth (r rza) or of the third (trrf)
in place of the octave is recommended.
llext, the modulations of the first circle from a minor: a minor to C major, to
G majoi and e minor, to ,1lmajor and / minor. A minor is a [form of] C major
that begins on a. Thus, the a can be immediately regarded as the vI of c; the
modulation is then made in the same waY as before.
aminorrcCmajor

hardly more than a
Modulationfrom a minor to C maior is, essentially,
cadencein C major that beginson VI of C. A specialmeansof modulation
could be usedonly with difficulty.
b)

I Schoenbergexplicitly permittedthis infringementof the rule in the 6rst edition
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The modulation from d minor to G major, like the one from C major to F
major, will easily be very short, becauseone of the neutral chords is omitted
(III of a minor); and I of a minor will best go directly to V of G. VII or III [of
Q can, however, also be used.
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A minot to e minor allows the immediate appearanceof the modulatory
chord (II, V, or VII).

v
A minorto ,Fmaior. V immediately,or with interveningII, IV, or VII'
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A minor to / minor. First, neutralize the c (pivot tone), that is, introduce
chords with bl or J,r which at tfie same time happen to be modulating chords
(IV, VI, II of / minor); then either begin the cadence,or go first to V and then
to the cadence.
We have regarded the minor key as a special form of the major key, as coinciding to a ceftain extent with the major key. This circumstance, too, can be
exploited in modulating. If we say that a minor, in those parts where no raised
tones are used, has so little to distinguish it from C major that we can mistake
the one for the other, then we can use this possibility of mistaking the one for
the other and mistake the one for the other. Hence, if we are to go to a minor,
we can go to C major, then call this C maior a minor (reinterpretation) and make
the cadencein a minor. Or if we are to go from C major to e minor, we can go
first to G major and expressa minor only in the cadence.Likewise, to / minor:
first to -F major, then the cadencein / minor. The samemeanscan be usedjust
as well in tle opposite sense.Namely, if we are going to a major key, we can
set up the modulation to aim, apparently, at the relative minor, define the tonic
triad of this minor key as VI of the relative major, and then go to the major in
the cadence.Thus, say, from C major to G major: modulation from C to e
minorl e minor : VI of G major; cadenceto G. C major to F major, by way of
/ minor vrith ,F major expressedonly by the cadence.
Here, then, is a possibility for shaping the modulations more variously. Yet,
just becausethese modulations employ richer meansdoes not imply that the
others are therefore inferior. In one situation these may be more fitting (or at
least sufficient), in another situation, the others. In composing we must have the
'.
[t . . ot 6't - addedin the revisededition, togetherwith the lastthreemodulations
ofExamplerr7.l
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simple as well as the complicated possibilities at our disposal. Whether we use
the latter or the former is perhaps sometimes only a question of tastel often,
however, it is also a question of stnrcture. In general we czrnsay: If we are to
modulate from a major key to a major key, it is best to introduce the relative
minor as the intervening key (C major through e minor to G major), or, on the
other hand, in modulating from one minor key to another, we should insert
the relative major (a minor through G major to e minor). There is lessneed, in
modulating from a minor to G major, for inserting e minor, or from C major to
e minor, G major. Thesewill, of course,also qrork. What is essentialabout this
enrichment is twofold: (r) the intervening key, and (z) the possibility of using
yet other chords besidesmerely the diatonic chords of the initial key and the
new key. We shall return to these considerations later [Chapter X\IJ.
Balancewill be achieved only when the intervening key is not all too firmly
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established.Otherwise, the cadencewould have to be correspondingly longer.
In rt8a, for example,I of e minor appearstwice, in rr8c the dominant of G
twice. Both could easilyrequire a longer cadence.In r r8a, however, the dominant of e minor showsup only once,in r r 8c the tonic of G not at all. If there was
acrually a danger here [of establishing the intervening key too firmly], it was
thereby obviated.
The idea of the intervening key can also be extended to the relative major or
minor of the initial key. Examples:C major to G major or e minor, by way of a
minor; or, C major to .F major or / minor, by way of a minorl or, a minor to
G major or e minor, by way of C major; and, a minor to .F or drby way of C.
b)
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These modulations (especiallyExamples rtga and tryb) are indeed very
shortl moreover, there is scarcely any hint of the goal [before the cadence].
Nevertheless, they are not at all bad. For, in place of the effort to reach a
defnite goal, there is in these phrasesthe effort just to reach some goal or other
- perhapsone not yet determined,or, although a definiteone, by a roundabout
way. Such phrasesthereforehave somethingthat is surely worth as much as the
confident directnessof shorter modulationswhere the goal is clear: they are, so
to speak, tnderway. That means, they give evidence of a forward drive, an
impetus that will surely find a goal, even if at the beginning this goal should not
be immediately and unambiguously noticeable.I must say that I regard this
'being
underway' as one of the most important featuresof vital composition,
and that on occasionit appearsto me even more important than clarity of goal.
We ourselves are indeed on the way without knowing the goal!
A further elaboration would use two intervening keys, say, C major - a
minor - e minor - G major;or, a minor - C maior - d minor -.Fmajor, etc.
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Finally, the idea of the intervening key can be carried over also to the
cadence.For example:C majot to G major, actually reach G major; then, however, cadenceat first as if to e minor ot to a minor and from one of these
points return to G.
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SECONDARY DOMINANTS AND
OTHER NONDIATONIC CHORDS
DERIVED FROM THE CHURCH
MODES

I have already mentioned that peculiarity of the church modes wherein
variety was produced in the harmony through accidentals (sharps, flats,
narurals,which momentarily and incidentally alter diatonic tones of a scale).l
Most textbooks commonly try to replacethis richnesswith a few instructions pertaining to chromaticism.2That is not in itself the samething, however, nor does
it have the samevalue for the pupil sinceit is not suficiently systematic.What
took place in the church modes happened without chromaticism, so to speak,
diatonically, as we can still seein our minor mode where the sixth and seventh
raisecitones ascendingare as diatonic as the lowered, descendingtones. Now if
we apply that to Dorian (the church mode that begins on the second tone of a
major scale,thus, in C major on d), we get the ascendingtones a, b, cfr, d, descending, d, c, bf, a. Phrygian (starting on the third tone, e) gives b, cf,, dfi (it
was not commonly used in this form) and e, d, c, b.In Lydian (from the fourth
tone,/) the perfect fourth (/f) could be used as well as the augmented(6), and
in Mixolydian (from the fifth tone, g) the seventh tone (/) could be raised(ff).
Aeolian, our present-day minor, produced e,f#, g#, d, g, f The characteristics
of the seldom used Hypophrygian are without significance for us at present.
Now, should our major and minor acruallycontain the entire harmonic wealth
of the church modes, then we must include these characteristicsin a manner
consistent with their sense.It becomespossible thereby to use in a major key
all the nondiatonic tones and chords that appearedin the seven church modes,
which were constructed on the seven diatonic tones of our maior scale.Those
nondiatonic tones and chords most important for us now are indicated below
for the C majot scale.They are:
From Dorian:

u2

' crtr v (ut) vt (I) ry

From Phrygian:

,tffi
which seldom appeared.
fr Cf. supra,Chapterff, pp. zy, 28, and ChapterV.]
[2 Here, in a long footnote,Schoenbergcomparedhis views with thoseof Riemann
and Schenker.SeeAppendix, pp. +27-9.)
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From Lydian:
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which are alsocontainedin Dorian.
Mixolydian;
___ _L____

ge___

l25mry
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YII (IV,

From Aeolian, those already familiar from minor.
Naturally, the seventh chords as well.
By proceeding this way we follow the historical evolution, which made a
detour when it reachedthe church modes. This recallsmy hypothesis [p. zy]
that designated as the reason for this detour the difficulty in fixing the fundamental tone of these scales.We can reach by a direct route tlat point to which
the historical route will lead us, if we take as our starting point the tendency of
a basstone to impose its own overtones, to become the root of a major chord.
In this way alone the nondiatonic major triads on the secondarydegreeswould
be well enough established.Moreover, the other, oft-mentioned psychological
explanationwould also be enough in itself to establishthem: that is, the principle of analogy, of imitation, which tentatively transfersthe characteristicsof
one object to a different object, producing, for example, the raised seventh tone
in minor. We shall also adhereto this principle when in the courseof our study
we repeatedly transfer to other degreesthat which is possible, for example, on
the IInd degree. The minor and diminished triads, introduced by recollection
of the church modes, could be derived the sameway. In all this it must not be
overlooked that these chords, apparently artificial, may neverthelessbe considered relatively natural in so far as they have prototypes in the overtone series.
Thus there are among the overtones of C a chord e-g-b, which is to be sure remote, and a chord e-g-bb, which is not in tune; yet, though remote or not in
tune, both are susceptibleof explanationas natural. If, however, in spite of the
possibility of such explanations,I prefer to go the way of history, I do so above
all becausethe analogywith the minor, a mode that is still alive, is quite suitable
for guiding us in the treatmentof thesechords.
Obviously, we can accomplishall this through chromaticism (and we shall
do so later), that is, through going by half step from a diatonic to a nondiatonic
tone. As far as the skill of the pupil is concerned, the effect could be the samel
but, asidefrom the fact that theseconnections do also appearin the form shown
here, the chromatic procedurewould be lesscomprehensiveand would afford
less insight into the historical development and the coherence(Zusammenhdnge) of harmonic events. We shall 6rst go the way of the church modes and
temporarily exclude chromaticism. We shall thus handle these nondiatonic
tones and chords more or lessas we should handle them if they belonged to a
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minor key; accordingly, we shall observe, so to speak, the laws of the pivot
tones and apply them to those scalesegmentsthat we raise or lower. It is then
self-evident that, say, the triad a-cfi-e will not follow a triad c-e-g, nor will
e-g#-b. [We shall work this way] only temporarily, of course - in the first
exercises.
Through the use of these accidentalswe obtain the following chords (the
two augmented chords in Example rz3 that are derived from Phrygian are
omitted for the moment):
l. Triads with major third (equivalentto the leadingtone of a churchmode)on
degreesthat diatonicallyhave a minor third: namely,II, III, and VI (lessoften W[;
for in the scaleit is diminishedand would haveto have two tonesraised).
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These are the dominants of the old church modes. They contain the raised (altered)
seventh tone, the leading tone, which goes to the eighth (the fundamental tone
[fnalis)). More precisely, the IInd degree contains the leading tone of Mixolydian, the
IIIrd that of Aeolian, the VIth that of Dorian, and the VIIth that of Phrygian (the
last-namedform was seldom used,sinceit is quite capableof cancellingout the relation
to the tonic). These chords appearedin the church modes as dominants on Vth degrees, whereas in our keys they are built on secondary degrees;hence, we call them
secondarydominants.* They can of course also be used as seventh chords, whereby we
can also get by extension the dominant seventh chord of Lydian as a secondary
dominant for our IVth degree (Example lz7).

-au7ffi==
CI
z. A maior tiad, bf-d-f (from Dorian or Lydian),which,however,doesnot have
the character
of a dominant.Perhapsthe Neapolitansixth(to be discussed
later)stems
from this chord;
3. a minor triad,g-bf-d (from Dorian or Lydian);
4. a seriesof diminishedtriads;

uBm
+ The expression, Nebendominanten(secondary dominants), may not be original
with me, but (I cannot recall precisely) probably arosein a conversation with a musician to whom I presentedthe idea of constructing dominants on the secondaryriads.
Which of us first uttered the expression I do not know, and for that reason I assurne
it t+as not L
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y. finally, also augmentedtriads.

lge@=
The handling of all these chords is guite simple, if at first the pupil observes
the rules for pivot tones. This means that every nondiatonic tone will be regarded either as the sixth or the seventh tone of an ascending or a descending
minor scale.Raised tones belong to the ascending,lowered to the descending.
Now depending on whether the tone be sixth or seventh, it will be followed by
a whole or half step. Consequently, for example, anffr could be considered the
seventh tone of a g scaleand should then go to g (possibly ei anryay,/should
not precede it); or it could be considered the sixth tone of an a scale,whereupon gd should follow. It is also possible, however, to have such a tone originate as a sixth tone and then to treat it (through reinterpretation) as a seventh.
Theff, could be introduced as the sixth tone of an a scalebut thenresolved into
a g-b-d triad, in keeping vrith its derivation from Mixolydian.
In order not to disturb the balancethe pupil should not use too many such
nondiatonic chords, especiallyin his first exercises.Should many such chords
appear, they would at least have to be followed by a correspondingly rich and
elaborate cadence.The pupil does not yet command means adequate for that
purpose. And still another thing: if the pupil wants to use these altered chords
in modulations, he can put them only where they will not obstruct progress
toward the goal, in the senseof the chords to be excluded. Thus, for example,
the introduction of a chord f-a-c by means of a secondary<iominant c-e-g-bfi
could be disturbing, if the modulation is to go from C major to G major. One
could of course regain mastery over this disturbance, say, by taking this f-a-c
to e-gfr-b, which then leads to a-c-e (Il of G major). Nevertheless, until the
pupil has a precise feeling for these matters of balance he will do well to use
only thosechords that, even ifthey do not help to reachthe goal, at leastdo not
stand in the way. He can best use the secondary dominants, however, in the
cadence,when the key has already been well defined.
In Example r3oa there is decidedly a tr:lce of imbalance. The b is startling.
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one would more likely expect6b;and we did after all setout to make our modulations glide unobtrusively and clearly from one key to the other.
The solution in Example r3o6 is better. If we look closely at it, however, we
find that we could actually have written this progression before, according to a
previous suggestion: namely, that intervening keys be used (here it would be a
minor). I gave this explanation involving the term 'intervening keys' only with
reluctance, for it is incorrect to differentiate keys within so short a passage.
Thus, as we do not call a secondary triad e minor, for example, but rather the
IIIrd degree, so here too we prefer not to speak of keys bui rather of degrees
elaborated by means of secondary dominants. A degree can on occasion be
treated iust as if it were a key. But it is confusing, it obstructs the view of the
whole and its internal relarions, if we give every degree that is preceded by a
dominant the name of a key. In Example rJr some modulations are given to
demonstrate the use of such altered chords (that is, chords that include nondiatonic tones).
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[Norr Examplesr3r,t and / addedln the revisededition.]
In Example r jrc at X a secondarydominant (on II of Flhere, of course,-F
major is alreadyin effect) is resolved like a deceptivecadence.This secondary
dominant on the IInd degreehas the name,dominant of the dominant. It is not
clear to me where this name fWechseldominantefcomes
from and what it means.r
[r Here Schoenbergaddeda footnotein the revisededition (Appendix,p. 42g)- a
ventureinto etymology.Neither the footnotenor the sentenceto which it is appended
appearsin the seventhedition.]
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But the chord functionsas a substirutefor the diatonic IInd degreein the
II-I1-V-I; yet, often enoughthe
cadence,generallywith the root progressions
dominantof the dominantis followed directly by V-I.

It is most frequently used in the six-five or four-three positions. The root
position does,however, often occur. What is new for us in this caseis only that
here a progression like a deceptive cadence (II-I) is made from a secondary
dominant.Such connectionsare of course also possiblefrom other secondary
dominants.But the pupil will do well to make sparinguse of them; for he could
otherwise easily write much that, though not unusable,is unusual and inconsistentwith the style of the whole. True, it only appliesas a norm, yet is hardly
very far off the track, if we say that deceptivecadencesafter secondarydominants will seemmild, if the modulation is not accomplishedby meansof the deceptive cadence.They will seemharsherif the modulation produced by them
was not prepared.Now mildnessis certainly not what we principally strive for,
and harshnessis not what we principally avoid. These qualitiesmerely indicate
the way we recognizewhat is usual and what is unusual. Whatever is usual
soundsmild, becauseit is usual;and what is unusual,in most casesonly because
it is unusual,soundsharsh.Now it cannot be our aim of courseto write unusual
progressions.That would servelittle purposein a harmony courserin harmony
exercises,sincewe could not thereby make the unusualprogressionsusual.The
period in which they could have made their way into common usageis already
past. Should they neverthelessnow becomecustomary,it could only happenif
composersadopted them for use. That is improbable, however, for we have
other, stronger means.Then too: the secondarydominant was introduced to
obtain for every degree a dominant chord to precedeit (root progression a
fourth upward). But the deceptiveprogressionmoves by step, a second,thus
leadsin a direction not in keeping with the purpose for which the secondary
dominant was introduced. Of course it is a correct analogy (Kombination)if
this function of a dominant (i.e. to make a deceptiveprogression)is also applied
to the secondarydominant. Yet, that is somewhatfar-fetchedand perhapsjust
for this reasonlessusual.These deceptiveprogressionsdo occur, but caution is
necessary.Sincethey are too far-fetched,they can alsoeasilylead too far astray.
Example r33 shows what must be done, when such connectionsare made, to
Preservethe key.
In Example ri'rc the second chord (four-three chord on c) can be regarded
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as the dominant of the dominant (II of C). Then the following chord on g is V
of C. But the latter could also be I (of G); then a modulation would have already
occurredhere and the precedingchord would be the V of G, thus, the dominant
rather than the dominant of the dominant. Accordingly, the fourth chord
would have to be construed as V with a lowered third, the fifth chord as VI
with a raisedthird, Hence, G would be herean intermediatekey, an assumption
that proves to be impractical.We should be equally justified in taking the sixth
chord (six chord on c) to be a minor. That would then be the secondintermediate key. Therefore, it is better to drop the explanation by means of intermediate keys and to relate the secondarydominants to the initial key so long as
there has not been a seriesof chords deciding for the new key. In t3td, for
example,it would be still more difficult to determine such intermediatekeys.
The secondchord, a four-three chord on /f , could only be related to / minor
and to be sure, the fifth chord, the six-three chordf-a-d, is consistent with this
interpretation. But the latter could just aswell beffi'a-d (tnd, and then the
determinationof intermediatekeys would be possibleonly through very complicated reinterpretation.
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The secondarydominantsareparticularlysuiable for extendingthe cadence.
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Here it is better that the modulation be short, accomplishedwith concise
means.It is clear that the secondarydominantsare likewise to be used in minor
and that no new laws are thereby involved. Only, there is a matter that should
be statedhere in a more preciseform, something that also appliesto major and
explains why a secondarydominant is not to be built on the IVth degree in
major. The secondarydominant existsprimarily for the sakeof the root movement a fourth upward, as imitation of the progressionV-L But from the IVth
degree ("F in C major) this progressionwould involve an augmented fourth
(f-b), or elsewould end on a tone foreign to the scale(6!). At present we should
not know what to do with the chord on bf, and the connectionwith J would
not be in keeping with the senseof this device. For the samereasonwe shall not
at present construct any secondary dominant on the unraised VIth degree in
minor (.F in c minor), for it would likewise go to bf. Moreover, the secondary
dominants on the raised VI and VII will not be usable either. For a chord
(to say nothing of g#-b#-d#-ffi) leads too far away from the key
f*-"#n#-,
for us to venture it at the moment.
I must not neglect to caution the pupil once more againstexcessiveuse of the
secondary dominants. The means at his disposal are still not rich enough, his
writing could easily turn out uneven; and it would hardly be advantageousto
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sacrifice the smoothness of the exercisesmerely to include a lot of altered
secondary chords. In general I recommend using scarcely more than three or
four secondary dominants (etc.) in an example containing ten to fifteen chords.
We can also connect severalsecondarydominants with one another and with
other nondiatonic chords. Only, we must take care in doing so that we do not
stray too far away from the key. Just how bad the results ofexcessive us€ can
be is shown in Example r35l.
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All seven chords of this example can in themselvesbe degrees of C major.
But from the third chord on (if not from the very beginning) they can easily be
referred to G major, and from the fourth one on they are diatonic chords in D
major. Here three mistakeshave occurred:(r) Both of the secondarydominants
used here lead (as the figures show) into Vth degrees(C major and G major).
(z) Both, the third as well as the sixth chord, are at the sametime themselvesso
introduced as if they were Vth degrees.The third is precededby a chord that
can be consideredII of G, the sixth by one that can be consideredII of D: that
is the way one modulates or establishesa key. (3) Connection of two secondary
dominants with one another is dangerousbecauseboth are major triads; consequently, the secondchord can easily sound like a tonic. A major chord, as the
more nearly perfect imitation of what is given by nature, has more tendency to
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assertits position as tonic than does a minor chord, which, becauseof its imperfection, naturally has the character of something temporary. We shall be able
to deal with this shortcoming only through the chromatic introduction of
secondarydominants,to be discussedbelow. The following remarkswill do as
a guideline for avoiding such shortcomings: If through use of secondary
dominants, we have come too close to the region of the dominant, then, since
elaborationby meansof secondarydominants can easily suggestkey changes,
it will be well to seekout the subdominantregion without delay. For example,
if we have brought V or III too much to the fore, then we shall cross over
through VI to II or IV. Conversely, if we have come too close to the subdominant region (II, IV), then we must try to return to the region of the dominant.
After the pupil has first used secondary dominants without chromatic movement, keeping as it were to the diatonic patterns of minor, he can then go on to
produce them through chromatic progression. Then the possibilities for using
them are greatly increased.Here the following is to be observed: dre reason for
raising [or lowering] a tone chromatically is to get a leading tone, upward or
downward. Consequently, the raised tone should always Bo up, the lowered
should alwaysgo down. Only if bad voice leadingcan thereby be avoided or if
a completechord cannot otherwisebe obtained,and if the tone in questionis in
a middle voice, only then would I permit, for the present, leaping away from
this leading tone. Otherwise, for now, the aim of such an alteration should be
observablein the voice leading. For the samereasonthe raising or the lowering
of a tone should be recognizableas such: the raised or lovrered tone should
connectdirectly with the preceding,unalteredtone, that is, the raisingor lowering should follow in the samevoice. If rwo voicesin the precedingchord have
the tone in question,then alterationin one of the voicesis of coursesufficient.
The other can move away by leap. Now, to a certain extent, it is possiblefor
us to get around the rules of the pivot tones in minor. The variety of means
provided us by the secondarydominants and the like allows us to restore the
balancein the cadence.
Example r36a shows the chromatic introduction of the nondiatonic chords.
It does not offer any specialdifficulties. For a while we shall still omit such
connectionsas those at + and ++. The following guidelinesare recommended:
I. Melodically clear presentationof the chromatic progressionsas ascendingor
descendingleading tones in the form of chromatic scalesegments.II. Since they
have melodic energy, it will be advisable to give them to an outer voice,
soprano or bass.The bassin particular can pro6t thereby, since it would otherwise often be motionless.Such a static basscan also be avoided through exchanges(other inversions)and through changein spacing.III. The aim ofthis
chromatic introduction of secondarydominants is the sameas that given above
where the treatment observed the principle of the pivot tones. The chromatic
introduction offers tle advantage,however, that there is less danger to the key;
for tones reachedin this way can hardly affect us as diatonic, as we have already
considered when we affirmed that a dominant should never come about chromatically. Thus, the cf in a VIth degree chord in C major, by virtue of is
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comingfrom c, will keepus from interpretingthe following II astonic (modulation to / minor). Yes,evenif this II hasthen a major third, it could only be,
at worst, a dominant.A dangersuchas that shownin Exampler3yl is thus
easilyput aside.
I. Secondarydominants
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The pupil will do well here,too, not to overtaxhimselfby trying too much.
with them
Sparingly+used,thesemeansare very effectivelbut extravagance
would be a shortcoming,sinceeventhey cannotyet offer enoughdiversiry.
Of the other chordscarriedover from the churchmodesthe diminishedare
particularlyeffective.For example,e-B-bb (or still better, the seventhchord
e-g-bl-d) as the IIIrd degreein C major recallsthe IInd of / minor. Hence,
a-c*-e (V of / minor), which is VI of C major, follows naturally.One of the
minor chordscanhavethe sameeffect.For example,g-bl-d: it recallsIY in d
minor; Y of d minor follows,or VII, both of which cango to I [of / minor];
this chord is, in turn, lI of C major. The pupil shouldnot consmretheseprogressions,however,as if other keys were actuallypresent.I wanted only to
showhow suitablethesechordsarefor introducingsecondarydominants(here,
a-c#-e).
For the useof the new meansthat arenow available,a summaryof instructions follows to supplementthe guidelinesgiven on pagesr2)-r.

GUIDELINES

l. A secondarydominant can be used wherever the diatonic degree of the scale
can be used,provided the root progressionsallow it. In keeping with the sense
of secondary dominants they will of course best appear where there is a root
progressionresemblingthe dominantfunction, that is, accordingto the modelsV-(,
and V-VI. For their purpose is, above all, to reinforcethis tendencytof-If,
ward a dominant-likeprogressionby meansof the artifcial leading tone.The root
progressiona third downward is also often perfectly feasible,but it does not
provide any significantenrichment.The root progressiona fourth downward
likewise produces chord connectionsthat exercisehardly any other function
than that of passingchords (i.e. melodic, in tle senseof a changein spacing
or an exchange of inversions). The progression a third upward is virtually
pointlessand in most casescannot even be admitted becauseit often leadsto
chords as yet unexplained.The same reasonalso excludessome of the previously mentioned progressions, as is shown by the examples illustrating the
seventh chords (see r37A).
* The illustrative musical examplesare not, in this sense,to be interpreted as
models,sincethey were conceivedwith the desireto show as much as possiblein the
leastpossiblespace.The pupil canusethe guidelinesgiven him to assess
their resultant
shortcomings.
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lT. Secondary
dominantseyenthchordsan appearwhereversecondarydominantsare admissibleand the dissonance
can be successfully
handled.In general
they accomplishthe purposeof the secondarydominant triads even better than
thesebecauseas a rule the seventhenhancesthe dominantJike progressionby
giving it direction.
III. Ardfuially aagmented
triads are to be usedaccordingto the model given
by the naturally augmentedtriad (III in minor). This chord can of cor.rrseprecedeand follow all degrees,but its most important functions are III-VI, [I-I,
m-ry, and III*II, the last of which is, however, seldomusablebecauseof the
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complicated voice leading. Obviously, the same chords that can follow the
naturally augmented triad can also follow the artificial ones: secondary dominants, artificial minor triads, artificially diminished triads, seventh chords with
artificially diminished fifth, and artificially diminished seventh chords. The
primary purposeof the augmentedtriads, ltoweter, is to give direction to a progression
b1rvirrue of the artifcial leading tonc (see Example ry78).
TY. The artifcial minor tiad on V is, as the examplesshow, especiallysuitable
for getting to the subdominant region (IV and II). That it is also good for introducing more neutral degrees,unraised VI and raised III, is shown in Example
r37C (among others) under a) by the progressions beginning V-II and V-III,
under c) by that beginning V-VII. We shall obtain the most usual forms,
however, if in its V-I and V-IV progressions we interpret it as if it were II of
the subdominant key (.Fmajor), and in its V-VI progression as if it were IV of
a minor key (/minor). (SeeExample r37C under a) and analogousplacesin the
following examples.)
Y. Artifcially diminishedtriads can be treated like the VII in maior or, what
is generally better, like the II in minor (almost exclusively as sixth chords
[Example r37D]). Yet for almost all purposes,the chords obtained by addition
of a seventh are preferable to these triads, namely:
YI. The seventhchordsvith dininishedffth. These seventh chords are preferable because,to the modern ear, the seventh definesthe tendency, the direction
of the chord better than the diminished fifth. Easiest to use is the one on III,
which is closeto the subdominantregionl it is insertedin the cadence(Example
ry7E-r). Its most usual forms are those in which it introduces II (I[-II,
where it is handled like II in a minor key (d minor). It is lessconI[-VI-II),
vincing if used to introduce IV, becauseit is then used like VII in maior (VIIM). Those chordson I and V with minor seventhare for us at presentunusable,
whereasthe other two (Example r37E-zb and 4l) arediminished seventhchords,
which will be examinedin detail in the following section.The one on IV recalls
II or VI in minor (e or a minor) and VII in major (G major). It fits into the
cadencebest when it is handledaccordingto the model of a VI from (a) minor,
whereasif treated like a II in (e) minor it gives too much emphasisto the dominant and, if like a VII in major, is lessconvincing for reasonsalready mentioned

(vrI-I!).
The new means introduced in this chapter suggest two additional observations concerningchords used earlier.
I. As the dominant in the cadence(hence, as the Penultimate chord) we shall
use only a major triad (not augmented,that is) on the Vth degreewhose maior
third is not obtained by raising a tone chromatically. A preceding, lowered
seventhtone (e.g. C major, 6f) should, as a subdominantcharacteristic,first be
resolved downward in the manner of a sixth tone in minor. To be sure, different
treatment can sometimesbe found in the literature, but we have no occasion to
make use of it [here].
II. We have good reason now to impose some restrictions on the use of
certain diatonic secondary seventh chords. In the course of what follows the
student will realize more and more that any given chord can have diverse
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functions, corresponding to its various tendencies,hence, that it is not uneguivocal, and that its meaning is establishedonly by its environment. If I then set
some limits to the use of thesesecondaryseventh chords, I do so in the effort to
use them according to their most imponant tendencies.We can set dovm the
following principle for this purposs Elery chord 'will (if not hindered by its
environment) requirea contkuation like that oflsome prototypefcrlorl (consisting
of entirely different tones) which has identical interyals. Thus, the constitution
of the seventh chords on II, III, and VI in major is precisely the same. Now,
since the one on II has a definite, familiar function (II-V-I, [-Il-V),
the ear
consequently expects the same continuation from III and VI, whose strucftlre
is the same (Example ry7F-a and b). \Mith these two it is at once apparent that
the progressions cannot be easily kept in the key. We should not at all conclude
that only this continuation is possible;and as proof I give a few exampleswhich
make it clear that the fate of the tonality is by no meanssealedat the appearance
of one of these chords. Nevertheless,the usagein theseexamplesis less characteristic than that which follows the clich6 of II. Hence, we seethat in Example
ry7F-c the secondary dominant on VI would work better than the III; in
ry7F-d the secondarydominant on I or III, and in 47F-e the one on II would
work better; in ry7F-f, moreover, there is the danger of a modulation to G
major, but of course it can be easily controlled. Since these chords are drus
questionable in their most characteristic progressions and are indecisive in
others, I recommend utmost frugality in their use - and this recommendation
is consistentwith their use in the literature. At most they will still have a certain
(melodic) value as passing phenomena (passing seventh). Otherwise, they are
best replaced, according to the direction involved, with the artificial chords on
the same degrees, which we have just learned: secondary dominant seventh
chords, artificially diminished, etc. (compare examples r37F-c and g, d and h).
Of the remaining secondary seventh chords, those on I and IV have the same
structure. They, too, are most often to be used in passing.But almost always the
secondarydominant seventhchord of I is clearly more telling than the diatonic
seventh chord (compare ry7F-i with t). The secondary seventh chord on the
VIIth degree recalls too much the one on II in minor for us to use it readily in
any other way (ry7F-m and z). The pupil can easilyapply the very sameprinciples to the diatonic secondarysevent-hchords in minor and will again restrict
himself accordingly in the use of thesechords to what is characteristic,substituting appropriately for uncharacteristicusage.

C O N C E R N I N GT H E D I M I N I S H E D S E V E N T H C H O R D
The systematic
introductionof nondiatonicchordsinto the key can be conby trying to transplantthe diminished
tinued,followingthe earlierprocedure,
seventhchord asvell to placeswhereit doesnot naturallyoccur.First of all we
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shall put it on those degreesthat call to mind a VII of minor, whose roots, that
is, (like the seventh tone of the minor scale)go up a minor secondto the root of
the next diatonic degree of the scale.In major thesedegreesare III (in C major,
e) and VII (6); in minor, II (a minor, b),Y (e), and VU (gf). Thus we obtain
two chords (besidesthe one on VII in minor, already familiar to us): e-g-bf-df
and b-d-f-al. Then we could surely include also the alterations of root tones,
since they do appear in tle secondary dominants where they are in fact seventh
tones.These alteredtonescould be used,for example,by building a diminished
seventhchord, cf,-e-g-bf, on cf (third of the secondarydominant on 4), or on
/fi (third of the secondarydominant on b) the diminished seventh chord dfrf#-o-r, and so on. But to assumethe raising (or lowering) of roots or the replacementof roots with such raisedor lowered tones is questionable,because
the assumption is too remote from the prototype, the triad of overtones over a
fundamental. This objection also applies to the derivation of some of the
diminished triads shown previously. It explains why these do not have the
significanceof completechords, and it favors the idea of a missing root. In my
view, this idea is here again more to the point and richer in implications.The
most important and simplest function of the diminished seventh chord is,
namely,not its resolution by meansof root movementa fourth upward (VII to
III), but rather its resolutionin the mannerofa deceptivecadence:the root goes
up a step (VII to I).r It is most frequently found in this function. Theory, however, which has recognizedthe root progressiona fourth upward to be the
simplestand most natural, cannot admit here the progressiona secondupward
as the most natural.Hence,it will do better to tracethe resolution of this chord,
too, back to the root progressiona fourth upward by assuming that the diminished seventhchord is a ninth chord with the root omitted. That means,for
example: on the tone d (as root) a (secondary) dominant is constructed, d-f#on e,
a-c and a minor ninth, ef, is added; .or on g the chord, g-b-d-f-al,
e-gf,-b-d-f, etc.
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The root (d) of the ninth chord thus obtained is deletedand a diminished
seventh chord, ffi-a-<-a[, remains. Now if this chord goes (as quasi VII) to
g-bb-d (to quasi VI[), or, if it comes from a secondary dominant, to g-b-d,
then the omitted root, d, does in fact give us the root progression to the fourth
above. This explanation corresponds to our interpretation of the deceptive
cadenceand is the logical extension ofthe conceptual system that builds chords
on the principle of superimposed thirds: it arrives at the ninth chord by the
addition of vet another third to the seventh chord.
'DeceptiveCadences'.]
lr Cf. sapra,p. rr3, and pp. r16ff.,
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In this manner c/e can obtain nondiatonic diminished seventh chords on all
degreesin maior and minor. Only those degreesare to be temporarily excluded
where the progression of the (omitted) root a fourth upward does not arrive
at a diatonic tone: for example, fV in maior, in C majorrf, which would have
to go to bf; or in a minor, the IV, /, where gf, as VII, should follow. Later,
once we have spoken about the Neapolitan sixth and are more advanced in the
use of the diminished seventh chord, these progressions, too, will work.
The diminished seventh chord can be used with no preparation at all. To be
sure, it will be good to introduce it through stepwiseor chromatic voice leading,
but such is not absolutely necessary.For the chord has the following properties:

It consistsof three intervals of the samesize,which divide up rhe octave into
four equal parts, minor thirds. If we put still another minor third above its
highest tone or under its lowest, no nev/ sound enters the chord; the added
tone is the repetition of one already present at the higher or lower octave. This
division of t\c octave can be made from any tone of the chromatic scale. But
the 6rst three, chromatically adjacent bass tones produce all possible diminished-seventh-chordsonoriues. For example:f, ob, ,b, d, thenffi, a, c, ef, and
g, bbrc*, e; the next division, fuomgfi (cf), producesthe sametonesas that from
_f namely, ab, cb, d,f, and the division from a gives a, c, eb,f#, and so on. There
are, then, as far as the sonority and the components are concerned, only three
diminished seventh chords. Since, however, there are twelve minor keys, every
diminished seventh chord must belong, as VII, to at least four minor keys.
Accordingly, the sonoriry fnb-b-d
can signify (Example r39b): YII in gl
(/fi) minor, if f (efi)is consideredthe root;VII in a minor,if gfibe the root;
VII in c minor, if b;Yfi in e[ minor, if d. Or if it be interpretedas a ninth chord
with omitted root, it is V in these keys. (t is obvious that the manner of
notation must change according to the interpretation of the chord, with 6
written as cf, gf, ascf .) Each of its tones can thus be the root, consequentlyeach
canbe the third, diminishedfifth, and diminishedseventh.If we invert the chord,
no new structural pattern emerges,unlike the inversion of a major or minor
chord; we shall still always have minor thirds (augmented seconds).It will thus
be unclear to which key it belongs whenever the diminished seventh chord
appearsout of context or in an ambiguous one. Its gfi can be af , its b, cft, etc.,
and only from the sequel can one find out whether a tone was a leading tone
and whether it was ascendingor descending.That the ear cannot decide any
earlier and readily adaptsitself to every resolution makesit possiblefor something to follow the diminished seventh chord other than the continuation implied by its introduction. A diminished seventh chord containing a gfi, for
example, can follow a triad containing g. But the g does not have to go to gf,
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for the ear is ready to interpret it as afi; yet, in spite of this interpretation, the
ear allows the sametone to be treated after all asgf and to continue to c. Hence,
the rule concerning false relations can be suspended,to a certain extent, for the
diminished seventh chord. Nevertheless,we shall not make needlessleaps here,
either, but rather presentmelodically (that is by approximating a scale)whatever
offers any possibility for doing so.
The sonority b-d-J\af can be the ninth chord with omitted root on:
ru

V

of
VI

I
II

VII

Cmajor.
CS (Df) major.
D major.

ilMlmajor.
VI

I
II

VII

E major.
F major.
Ffi (Gl) majo*
G maior.
Al major.
A major.
Bfmaior.
.B maior.

vIIr

c mlnor.

VII
III

V
VI

I
II

VII
ru

V

M
U

u

cf,(dl) minor,

III

(VD
VII
III

II

ru
il

m
II

(u)

vn

(vD
VII

(u)

/ minor.
cf minor.
a minor.
/minor.
ffi (gl) minor.
g minor.
cf minor.
c minor.
df minor.
6 minor.

Later, it can also be [unraised] YI in d, f, af , and / minor (in parentheses)as
well as IV in D, F, Ab, and B major and minor. But even now we already have
available forty-four interpretations. And it will be seen later [Chapter XIVJ
that the relations this chord has to the keys are much richer still; that it is
actually at home in no single key, is not the exclusive property of any; it is
entitled, so to speak, to reside anywhere, yet is nowhere a permanent resident it is a cosmopolitan or a tramp! I call such chords, vagrcult chords,as I have
already mentioned. Such a chord belongs to no key exclusivelyl rather, it can
belong to many, to practically all keys without changing its shape (not even
inversion is necessarylit is enough iust to assumerelation to a root).
[1 Natural, not raised,VII in minor; hence,in c minor, bf, it cl minor, /f, etc.]
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Moreover, we shall learn later that almost all chords can be treated, to a
cenain extent, as vagrant. But there is an essentialdistinction between those that
are truly vagrant and those that we only make so by artificial means.The former
are so already, by nature. Their inner stnlcture makes it clear from the outset
that they are different from the latter. This point is already clearly confirmed
here by the diminished seventh chord, which consists of nothing but minor
d-rirds, and will later be confirmed by the augmented uiad as well. The most
characteristicfeature of the vagrant chords is the one great dissimilarity between
thesechords and those chords that representthe simplest imitations of the overtone series- the absenceof the perfect fifth. It is remarkable:the vagrant chords
do not appeardirectly by way of nature,yer they accomplishher will. Acrually,
they ariseonly out of tle logical developmentof our tonal system,of its implications. They are the issue of inbreeding, inbreeding among tl-relaws of that
system. And that precisely these logical consequencesof the system are the
very undoing of the systemitself, that the end of the systemis brought about
with such inescapablecruelty by its own functions, brings to mind the thought
that death is the consequenceof life. That the juices that serve life, serve also
death.And that it was preciselythesevagrant chords that led inexorably to the
dissolution of tonality will become abundantly clear in the course of what
follows here.
We shall not use the diminished seventhchord to carry out modulations to
more remote regions but only to make the way easier and to promote the
smoothnessof connectionsthat otherwisesound harsh,We must in every way
pay closeattention:the diminishedseventhchord canbe quite influential and is
capableof making a passagesound bland, even feeble.For its decisiveinfluence
asModulatio,$motorcomes,not so much from its own power to turn away from
the key, as, far more, from its indefinite, hermaphroditic,immature character.
In itself it is indecisive,it has many tendencies,and anything can overpower it.
Thereupon restsits particular influence:whoever wants to be a mediator may
not himself personallybe all too definite. Sparingly used, however, the diminished seventhchord still gives an excellentaccount ofitself.
One rule we shall most strictly observe: q'e shall not use the diminished
seventhchord as it is commonly used,as a panaceaout of the medicinecabinet,
for exampleaspirin,which curesall ills. For us it is rather, as a ninth chord with
omitted root, never anything else but the special form of a degree. Only
wherever this degreecan also be used otherwise,accordingto the standardswe
have for its use - unaltered,as a secondarydominant, or with other modificarions - only in such placesshall we write a diminished seventhchord, if it is
appropriate. The decisive considerationremains, first and last, the root progression.The pupil is to sketch out his exercisesaccordingly;and the decision
whether a progressionis better in this or that form, whether it is better executed
by meansof a secondarydominant or a diminishedseventhchord or something
else,belongs to a secondstagein his thought.
In Example r4oA the diminishedseventhchords were connectedwith all the
degrees.Many aspectsof these connections are worthless, others superfluous
The pupil's attention will be drawn to many a leap of augmentedor diminished
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intervals (Example r4oA at *). These lose here something of their dubious
characterlfor they are often virtually unavoidable,and the enharmonicpossibilities of the diminished seventhchord mollifv their harshness.
In Example r4oB the clrcrdffi-a-c-ef (or dfil*asused in four differentways
by taking it eachtime to a different chord. In a) it is VI and is connectedwith
lI; in 6) it is V and goes to I; in c) III to VI; and in /) VII to III. In a) the
diminished seventhchord, b-d-faf, on the IInd degreeof ,Fis connected(at
t) with I of .F This diminished seventhchord is of course designatedhere as
the IInd degree (assumedroot g), which introduces rhe six-four chord of I.
The af, however, goes to d, a path that according to our previous conception
only a gf could takel an al had to go to g. But if we wrote gf insteadof a[,
ignoring the derivation of the chord, and assumedthat we have the ninth chord
on VII of .Fmajor (with omitted root), then the progressionwould be VII-I;.
That is an unlikely assumption,for the VII proves to be unsuited (as shown on
pp. 24of.) for introducing that parricular,cadenrialsix-four chord. Moreover, it
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is obviously not vII but II, and the problem can be explained as follows: were
the V chord to follow here right after the diminished seventh with the six-four
of I omitted, all doubt whether it is II would be removed, as is still more evident if the minor key of the samenamer..fminor, is treated under the samecondidons. In minor its designationas the IInd degreeis indisputableeven if the
six-four chord of I follows the diminished seventh. Supported by these three
analogous cases,we must assumehere, too, none other
[than the] root progression [a fourth upward]. The treatment asgfi of the rone that ent"i, a, i6 ,i"ae
explainedon grounds of the spontaneousambiguity of all tones of the diminished seventhchord and their consequentdisposition to enharmonicchange.
The af , which aroseas the ninth of II, is for the ear tfie sameasgfi andbehaves
as if it came from vII of .F major. Hence, from the derivation it gets the right
to be a part of the root progression(II-U), from the ambiguity of the actual
sound, on the other hand, the permission to take the melodic step.
Example r4rc illustratesthe three most usual progressionsof ihe tacit root:
founh upward, second upward, second downwird. we can distinguish one
from another by the movement of the voices. With the leap a fourth ripward all
four voices move (the chord of resolution consistsentirely of new tones);with
C major
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the deceptive cadenceprogression a second upward one tone is common to
both chords while the others move; with the progression a second downward
two tones are sustainedand only one is new. Thus, it is not difficult to distinguish these progressions one from the other. The pupil should know which
degreeshe is connecting. It was possible to give directions for determining the
structural value of degree progressions, judgments concerning function and
effect of progressions. If we disregard the referencesto degrees,then we have
nothing but individual cases,and we would have to make a specialjudgment in
each case.What value t-hereis, all theory aside,in keeping degreesin mind, the
pupil will grasp only when he becomesable to accept responsibility himself
for the construction of a pattern that is to be made the basis of harmonic
variation.
In Example r4rc those resolutionsthat do not lead to diatonic chords were
omitted. They are for the moment still not usable.
Example r4rd shows connections,including deceptive cadences,that use
inversionsof one or both chords.They all work very well and will later become
still more free. There are only two of these connections that the pupil should
not use: those at ff and t. Why these are excluded will be explained later (pp.
z4of.),At $ the six-four chord vrasreachedby leap.That [apparentexceptionto
the rule] is justified by the oft-mentioned clich6-like usage and will apply in
particular to the cadential six-four chord ofI.
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GUIDELINES
for the Use of the Diminished SeventhChord

I. The diminished seventh chord, as the ninth chord with omitted root on a
certain degree, can appear only where that degree is also appropriate in other
forms and where the nondiatonic tones of the chord can move in the direction
required of them as leading tones. (That seemsto contradict the freedom of
movement previously granted this chord. Such is not the case.It is merely to
make the pupil awarethat he is dealingwith a progressionof degreesother than
the one he assumeswhenever the direction of the leading tone cannot be observed. For we allow enharmonicchangeat presentonly in the casejust discussed:diminishedseventhchord on II [ninth chord] with the six-four chord of
I in major.)
II. It can substirutefor the dominant or secondarydominant seventhchords
in all their functions, so long as the chords following lie within the key as we
know it now (seeExample r4ra). Moreover, this is at presentits most important
function. In this function it is of great value in that it mitigatesmany a harsh
progression, particularly where there is danger of false relations and where
there are unexpectedproblems with pivot tones. Two connectionsshould be
given special mention: the one in Example r4oA under 3 ?t **, where the
diminished seventhchord brings about a deceptivecadenceon VI or IV after
the cadentialsix-four chord of I; and the one in Example r4rc, where the chord
exercisesits function as II to introduce the samesix-four chord, Both of these
are quite common usages.

)(I

RHYTHM (TAKD AND HARMONY

We have worked out the exercises up to now without considering meter
(Takteinteihtng). Actually, I should prefer to continue working the same wayl
for we have very few directions, even in the older harmonic theory, that pertain to rhythm, and even theseno longer have much application in the music of
Johann SebastianBach - they were, at least for the most part, already outdated.
But in the music of Beethoven,not to mention that of Schumannor Brahms,we
find 1'ustthe contrary of what these rules require. Obviously, it cannot at all be
the task of a present-day harmony course to lay down new laws. One could at
most only attempt to organize according to general featurest{re numerous, the
countless ways in which harmony and rhythm relate to each other. I doubt
whether any unifying principle could result from such an attempt. I believe this
attempt would be just as difficult as it would be to try to find a key to all relations of light and shadow possible for a particular object, at all hours of the day,
in all seasons,with consideration of all conceivable cloud formations, etc. And
iust as superfluous! Most of the rhythmic laws of the old theory are resuictionsl
they are never incentives. They never show how one should put things together (kombinieren),only how one should not. And these restrictions serve
almost exclusivelythe purpose of avoiding or covering up some certain harmonic harshness(which to us, however, is no longer harsh). Sometimes the
purpose is just the contrary: to place a harsh sound where it will createan accent.
I have no doubt been somewhatpedanticin conservingany old laws that have
had even the slightest influence on our present-day music. But these [the old
laws of rhythm] have largely disappearedfrom actual use or have been transformed into their opposites. So, away with them.
Harmony texts apparently avail themselves of metrical subdivision [of
exercises]so that they can give those particular assignmentsin which a harmonic
skeleton is dressedup with passing tones, changing tones (Wechselnoten)1and
other such ornaments. This method calls to mind a certain Maurermeister
(master-mason) architecture that sticks cheap stucco over every smooth,
straight surface, merely becauseits practitioners cannot bear smooth surfaces
and straight lines. This is imitation devoid of sense;for the imitators are without
the technical foundations and the imagination of the masters,whose works are
the models that are aped. Naturally, I will not recommend this method to the
pupil. Whenever I speakhere of non-harmon ticones,Manierenfornamentation],
etc., it will be in an entirely different sense.2The notion that animated part
writing can be achieved in such a manner has, for one accustomedto thinking
in [composing] independent voices, something so laughable about it that I
could not bring myself to use this exerciseeven if it offered some advantage.
But, someonemay say, neither do we compose by sketching root progressions
I'Irfro, pp. 34o-rJ
'Manieren':pp. j2o,
1tr-z, and 74oin that chapter.]
f' It o, ChapterXVII.
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and then setting harmoniesabove them. This objection is disposedof by the
clearunpretentiousness
of our exercises,
which invite absolutelyno comparison
with actual composition. Their similarity to composition indeed consists in
nothing more than that in both caseschords are arrangedone after the other.
And these exercisesare distinguished from creative activity as calculation is
from invention - in this sensethey are not different from the ornamentationof
voice leading. Nevertheless,our exercisesare morally superior. For, to come
back to our analogy, the value of our exercisesis similar to that of the architect's exercisesin which he sketchesground plans, schooling himself in an
appropriatemanner for his principal task. In doing that other kind of harmony
exercise,however, the pupil resemblesan architectwho fills any empty spaceat
all, wherever he finds the slightestopportunity, with any ornament whatsoever
that he rememberswithout questioningwhether it hasany senseor justiEcation.
The only justification,the only Motor for the independentmovement of voices
is the driving power of the motive, not however the cheap delight in cheap
ornaments,in that cheap embellishment[with non-harmonic tones]. Knowing
that, I am compelled to proscribe any exercisewhose solution attains at most
to that trashy fake art which anyone who is striving for truthfulness must hate.
The art of those who always find out so quickly 'how r'r is done', but never
'what it is'.
Aside from all that, however, such embellishmentdoes not belong
in the harmony course,but rather in counterpoint, if it belongsat all in art and
the pedagogyof art. Yet, significantly,it is not taught there.It looks as if someone who teachescounterpoint cannot be so frivolous as one who merely writes
a harmony text; and the very involvement with that much more seriousmaterial
implies an attitude that at once suppressesany idea of faking active voices in
such a manner, of faking anything at all. For that reason,apparently,and becausethey want to help the pupil get his certifcate, the writers of all harmony
texts do [include that kind of exercise].Almost all counterpoint books, though
not all, leaveit out; but some aut-hors- I will not name them, for if I do not it
may be possiblefor us to forget them quickly - some authors [of counterpoint
books] are bewildered by the successin teachingand other successes
enjoyed
by their pedagogicalcolleagueson the lower level, and they cannot see why
counterpoint should not be taught just as badly as harmonyl hencethey show
how one writes fake parts over fake harmonies to produce a fake vitality - that
is how far things can go when all sensevanishes.r
From the precedingconsiderationsI can elicit no incentive to examinemore
thoroughly the relation between harmony and rhythm (Takt). Moreover,
music is pursuing the same course in rhythm as in harmony. It has not been
content in the last r to years to find wisdom in caution, but has chosenrather to
expand its knowledge through bold discoveries. Consequently, the disparity
between harmonic and rhythmic insight, already ample, has changed drastically,
has become uncommonly greau if the theory of harmony, in its far higher state
of development, could not keep up with the headlong advance [of practice],
that ofrhythm fell behind, ofcourse, to a significantly greater extent.
[r Author's footnote,Appendix, p. 4Jo,addedin the revisededition.]
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What the tasks of the theoretical investigation of rhythm can be, and what
we may expect from such investigation,may be illuminated by the following
observations:
The rhythmic organizationof music correspondsto natural rhythms that are
aniFcially elaborated.It is most natural in so far as it imitates the rhythm of
speech or other natural sounds. It becomes artificial (hence unnatural) where
the laws of the system, through inbreeding, spawn new, derivative laws - where
pure mathematics begins. Obviously, works of art c:ln come about that way.
But as soon as dle system professesalso to be a yardstick by which to judge
some artistic innovation emerging from the rhythm of nature, we are justified
in extinguishing the feeblespark that gives an aura of viality to this phantom
inbred system,with only a spark of
[i.e. to this artificial, quasi-mathematical,
life]. And this spark is indeed feeble. For if we ask ourselves,why we measure
time in music in the first place,we can only answer:becausewe could not other'We
wise bring it into being.
measuretime to make it conform to ourselves,to
give it boundaries.We can transmit or portray only that which hasboundaries.
The creativeimagination,however, can envision the unbounded,or at leastthe
apparentlyunbounded.Thus in art v'e alwaysrepresentsomethingunbounded
by means of something with boundaries.Moreover, the musical method of
measuringtime is exceedinglyinadequate;it operates,so to speak,by rule of
thumb. This inadequacyis indeed a shortcoming that is almost capableof correcting the first [i.e. the need for boundaries].The fluctuation of our metrical
units, which are intuitively determined,approaches,even if in a clumsy way,
the freedom of the unmeasurable- perhaps becausewe determine them intuitively. And we correct dre same way, by means of accents,accelerations,
retardations,displacements,
etc. But even so, n'e believetoo firmly in the rigid
line of the arbitrarily chosenyardstick; thus, we cannot deal adequatelywith
the irregularity of the free, narural rhythm or its probably more much complex
regulariry, which likely correspondsto higher laws of number. W'e can concedethat our system(Kombination)hasmasteredthe simple numericalrelations.
It is probablethat this systemhastherebyevendrawn nearerto that free rhythm.
But let it beware of considering its paltry principles comprehensiveand of
proclaiming that all music must be built on them. The musical subdivision of
time would still be primitive relative to its [natural] models, even if it were
built on more complicatedarithmeticalprinciples- as is just now beginning to
happen, since until recently multiples of z and 3 were still suficient for the
system.For it was only recently that ; and 7 began to appear,and rr and r3
have not yet appeared.rNevertleless- and this cannot be emphasizedstrongly
enough - even though the use of unusual mete(s may be eminently suitable for
producing the halo of originality, somethingtruly new is scarcelyattainableby
this means alone. One eighth note more or less does not revitalize a worn-out
idea, On the other hand, rhythmic originality can appea! in ordinary fourquarter time.
[r Cf. the edition of rgtr (p. zzQ:'Only recently,; was adopted,and 7 is still
were addedin the revised
completelysuangeto us.' The following three sentences
edition.]
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can surely expectthat music will not be confinedto the number\ z, j, 5,
and 7. Particularly sincethe last twenty yearshave shown how adaptableis our
feeling for time measurement,how quickly almost every musician learns tle
most complicatedmetrical divisions,and how listenersand performersof today
acceptsuch as a matter of course.The productive mind carriesthe searchalso
into the province of rhytlrm and labors to portray what nature) his narure,
revealsto him asprototypes.Hence,our metricalsubdivisions,with their primitive imitation of nature,with their simple methodsof counting, have long been
incapableof satisfying our rhythmic needs. Our imagination disregardsthe
bar line, by displacing accents,by juxtaposing different meters, and the like.
Yet, a composercan still not give a performablepicture of the rhythms he actu'We
ally has in mind. Here, too, the future will bring somethingdifferent.
continue to be bound by the old system,it is true, but today it no longer simplifies
the [written] representation,but rather makesit more complicated.Of that fact
anyonecan be convincedwho takesa look at the rhythmic notation of a modern
composition.
It is surely obvious that there is not much to say about laws referring to the
rhythmic aspectof our work here. It is enough to observe two regulations
which were still half alive in the nineteenthcentury and consequentlycan promote the formal effectiveness
of our examples.The one law pertainsto the pedal
point and will be discussedin the next chapter.The other has to do with the
six-four chord that appearsin the cadence
to delay the dominant seventhchord.
This six-four chord should come only on the strong (accented)beat.* The
a)

J
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c.

tt

b; Brahms, Op, 8

* In wery meter the first beat of the measureis accented(gut, strong,heavy). In
weak, light), in three-beat,the
two-beatmeasuresthe secondis unaccented(schlecht,
secondand third. In compoundmeters(1, l, l, 3, etc.), and in subdividingthe larger
note values,the relationof accentsdepends,in the sameway, on whetherevery two or
every three [notes]form a unit, that is, whether the division is by two or by three.
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dominant seventh chord comes then on two, the 6nal chord on one. Of course,
the final chord does appearoften enough on a weak beat as well.
In such instancesof rhythmic displacementand changesin accenruation,
where the meter is often nothing more than a method of counting, it sometimes
happensthat the six-four chord comes on the weak part of the measure.Thus
our law does not hold in every case.But in so far as the six-four chord is used
at all in modern music, this law holds in almost every case.As I have said, we
are concerned here with the six-four chord in the cadence.The other six-four
chord, tJ-repassing six-four, is naturally free; it can come on two as v/ell as on
one. Yet the pupil is advised not to use the passing six-four chord on one, to
avoid ambiguities which he cannot yet turn to any artistic advantage. Aside
from these I can abstain from giving any other laws pertaining to rhythm, and
the pupil may now use metricalsubdivision in his exercises.It is best- sincewe
are not concerned with rhythmic effects, but only with harmonic - that he
notate every chord in half notes and put two such half-note chords in a I
measure.
C.G
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I
I
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MODULATIONS:
C.NTINUATI.N

Since modulation to the secondcircle of fifths [D, b, Bb, g] is founded on a
more remote relationshipthan are those to the third and fourth, it is more complicated. Therefore, we shall deal first with the latter, postponing the former
for a while.
From C major and a minor, the keys of the third circle upward are/l major
andff, minor, and of the fourth, E major and cf, minorl of the third downward,
El major and c minor, and of the fourth, Al major and lfminor.*

TO THE THIRD AND FOURTH CIRCLES UPWARD
The simplestmodulationsto the third and fourth circlesupward are based
upon the relationshipof keyswith the samename(a minor - A major, e - E,
etc.).** This relationshipis founded on the fact that the key note and the
* By 'upward'wemean:in thesense
or decreasing
of increasing
sharps
flatsl'downward' means: in the senseof decreasing sharps or increasing flats. Then of course we
are sometimes to think of Gl major as Ffr major, of Cf as B, of Dl as C$. Thus, Df
major is four steps away from A major around the circle upward, eight steps away
downward. fSupra, p. r tt.]
** This method is found so frequendy in the classical literature, especially where a
major key is the goal, that we have to regard it as the most important, There it serves
mostly to lead to the new key by circuitous routes, as for example in transitional
'return'. The
passagesand the so-called
advantage of this method is that through the
minor
visit to the
key of the same name the ear is prepared for the tonic of the major
key to be introduced, yet when the major key finally appears we are sdll assured ofas
much surprise as the change of mode can offer. Prepared, yet surprising, expected, and
nevertheless newl that is what the listener's faculties of perception and taste require,
and no artist can completely escapethis [requirement]. Yet there lurks a piece of selfdeception here: the listener wants only what he expects to happen, what he can thus
guess and predict; but then he wishes to be surprised. Is it pride in the successfulprediction, pride that is enhanced by the iustified doubt of an ever wavering self-confidence, is this pride the reason why the appearanceof the expected will be found so
surprisingl However that may be, it is to be kept in mind that the listener expects the
fulfilment of these rwo requirements even in that which is new. He wants new works
of art, but only such as he expects to hearl and what he expects is, fundamentally, a
new airangement of old components. But not a completely new arrangement; and the
components may not be all too old. 'Modern, but not hypermodern'- artists who know
how to work this hocus-pocus satis& the public for a short while and save it from the
dilemma of its opposing wishes; but after a short while the public has enough of these
artists and thereby proves, if indirectly, that it has some instinct for the good, even if
it does tum this instinct almost exclusively against the good.
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dominant chord are the samefor both maior and minorl this dominanf under
certain conditions, allows the reinterpretation. E-g#-b, for example, is the
dominant of a minor and A major. If this chord be sounded by itself, then
either minor or major can follow, the one as well as the other; if it comes from
minor (as Y of a minor), then the task will be to suppress,to liquidate the
characteristicsof minor and set up this dominant so that it is free to turn either
to minor or major. The possibility of going to maior is further supported by
the tendency inherent in every triad - particularly those with dominant character - to resolve into a major triad by means of the root progression a fourth
upward. It looks then, to repeat what was said earlier, as if the triad were disregarding the boundaries of the scaleand recalling its natural euphony.
ft is, t-hen,evident that this procedureof transforminga minor key (a minor)
into the (A) major key of the samename can also be used for modulatingfrom
the key relative to this minor (C major), or for modulating to the key relative to
this major (ffi minor). The relation of relative major and minor keys has already
been frequently discussed.C major can be regarded as t}te region of the unraisedtones of a minor. It is only a short way to the characteristicraisedsixth
and seventh tones of a minor if the five and four of C, the cross relations, are
treatedas the pivotal, natural sevenand six of the minor. And, after the turn to
major, A major can be transformedby the sameprocedure into ffi minor. Of
coursesuch a procedureof modulating from C major to A major or..ffi minor,
or from a minor to..ff minor, can also be describedas from C major through a
minor to A major, through a minor and A major to.,ff minor, or from a minor
through A major tolf minor. But it is by no meansnecessaryhere to assume
intermediatekeys; and I recommend,as I previously explained,interpreting the
C major that precedesa minor as uncharacteristica minor, the A major before
/S minor as uncharacteristic.,ffminor. Attention should be paid to neutralizing
the pivot tones, and the crossoverfrom the region of the unraisedto that of
the raisedtonesshould alwaysbe brought about as before,when we modulated
from C maior to a minor.
The modulation to the fourth circle upward, from C or a to E or cf, restson
tlre same principle: namely, on the transformation of e minor into E major.
Here there is more justificationfor assumingan intermediatekey, e minor. It is
then a modulation in the first circle upward with which one to the third circle
above that is joined (r plus 3 equals4). Since,however, the modulatory dominant triad of e minor can be a secondarydominant on VII of C or on II of a, and
since,moreover, the reinterpretationcan begin right from the opening chord,
as we alreadyknow from the modulations C-e and a-e (l of C : VI of e; I of
a : IY of e), this auxiliary notion of an intermediatekey is not absolutely
necessaryhere, either.
Our task falls into three parts:
r. Introductionof V of the new key,6rst asV of the minor key of the samename.
alsobelongshere.
Whateverneutralizationof unraisedtonesis necessary
z. Transformationof this dominanrof a minor key into the dominant of a maior
key, that is, preparationfor reinterpretingit.
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into its relative
3. Resolutionto the majorkey and,if desired,the furthercrossover
minor.
Thereuponfollows the cadence,as usual.
We shall take up first the transformationof the dominant. The simplest way
q'ould be to sustainit long enoughfor its derivation from minor to be forgotten,
for example,by meansof a fermata.As a matter of fact that meansis usedquite
frequently in classicalworks for cancellingpreviously establishedobligations.
Likewise, the effect of the long pauseresidesin the suspensecreatedby the
question:What will happen now that is different from beforel For something
different can happen. This method is not usable here, however. becausewe
could only exaggerateits relative artlessness
by the meagernessof the surprise
that we can attain with our presentmeans(it is now artlessbecauseit is worn
out). We shall not use it for the additional reasonthat we have no wish here to
produce effectsthrough nuancesin performance,but merely through harmonic
means. We shall make use here, rather, of trvo forms of a similar device:
namely, (r) the sustainedvoice and particularly its specialinstance,the pedal
point.Thereby, as an alternativeto sustainingthe whole chord, to representthe
whole sustainedchord, only one tone - the most important - the root, remains
stationary,while the other voices proceedwith appropriatechords.And (z) we
shall make use of repeatedpassagethroughthe dominant.
The sustainedyoicehereis differentfrom the sustainingof one or more voices
for a longer or shorter time that quite commonly occurs in the simplestchord
progressions;for here the other voicescan also form chords ofwhich the sustained tone can hardly be considereda component. Hence, these chords can
also be dissonantwith the sustainedtone. Usually the fundamentalor the fifth
of the tonic or of a dominant (including secondarydominants)is sustained,but
it can also be the third under certain circumstances.The sustainedvoice is
calleda pedalpoint whenever the basstone is the one sustained(generally - and
in our n'ork here,always- it is then the root). The pedalpoint servesprimarily
to retard or compressthe movement. W'herel'erit is desirableto hold back a
sectionof a compositionbeforeleavingit harmonically,e.g. in expositions,or
to be explicit before a decisiveturning point, e.g. before a reprise,as is demon'reinforcement
stratedin the
of the dominant' - at such times the pedal point is
a iustified, effective,and much-useddevice. On the other hand, the drone-like
use of the pedal point, when it is not introducedto suggestfolk music, as a
quasi quotation from folk music, is artistically superficial and springs mostly
from lazy harmonic thinking and the inability to write a well-orderedbassline.
The laws for the sustainedvoice and pedal point that are important here pertain
to its entry and to the departurefrom it. (r) The entry, ilre beginning of the
sustainedtone should take place on the strong beat, on one. (z) The sustained
voice should be consonantat thepoint of ewry and before dte departure.(3) The
departureshould take place on the weak beat. (a) The intervening chords will
of course form reasonableprogressionsin themselvesand should be the most
closely related.
The pupil should adherestrictly to the rhythmic stipulationsgiven here. For
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since we are not concerned with rhythmic effects, there can also be little value
for us in rhythmic deviations, even though these rules are clearly so confining
that composershave frequently disregardedthem. Within the simple schemewe
have chosenfor it there is still enough possibility for variety in the executionof
this form for us to exploit fully the meanspresently at our disposal.We shall
write no long, extendedpedalpoint but shall be satisfiedwith just suggestingits
function. Most important for our purpose is that the dominant, which is to be
reinterpreted, appear fwice, at the beginning and at the end of the pedal. By
putting it at thesetwo points we best ful6l the condition that the sustainedvoice
must be consonant in those places.This repetition is a reinforcement which
makes us forget the derivation from minor; for the repetition increasesthe
weight, so to speak,of the dominant itself, and this increasefavors its ability to
turn toward major. In the processthe ear at no time forgets what is happening the sustainedvoice takes care ofthat. In general we shall put only one connecting chord between the beginning and the end of the pedal point, so that the
whole will consistof three half notes. Hence, on one (seeExample raa) the V,

Ah)

on two the connecting chord, on the following one the V again, but wherever
possiblein a differentarrangement(variation). In consideringwhich degreesare
to be chosenfor the connectingchord, we should at first excludethosethat make
the reinterpretationdifficult. They are those that are more similar to d minor
than to A major, that is, such as contain the minor third of the tonic, the c I,
III, and VI of a minorl and such as still belong to the C major region to the
extent that chromatic stepswould be necessary(r44d and r44e), for a dominant
should not arise chromatically.
As is shown in the following chapter, however, the relation to the minor
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subdominant is such that it allows the tonic to retain control; and since the
tendencyof the dominant to turn toward major is great enough, even f and VI
will not do much harm. But it is far more advantageousto selectchords such as
secondarydominants,artificially diminishedtriads, and seventhchords that are
equally at home in A major and c minor. Such chords are the IInd degree as
dominant of the dominant (b-dfi-ffi-a) and as diminished seventhchord (ffffi-a-c). Here of coursethe minor third c gives no trouble. Moreover,the chords
on II, IV, and VI of a minor, with the raisedsixth tone, are suitable,even when
they contain the c. This c is a dissonanceand must fall to / anyway (raa,t). That
Example r44b is to be excludedis evidentfrom the root progression(III-V), and
in r44c (VII-V) VII is a diminished triad, which requiresa different treatment.
We have now to examine the root progressions.The degreesthat produce
nothing but strong progressionsare just IV and YI Q45e-h: V-IV-V and VVI-V), whereasq.ith I and II (VII and III are to be omitted) a descendingprogressionappearsevery time (r45b, c, and i). There is obviously nothing bad
about that, although I is of little usesinceit will appearat the departurefrom the
pedal point as major. In t45erfretc., difficultiesin voice leadingarise,which
make a diminished or augmentedinterval unavoidable. The downward progression of the seventh and sixth tones of a minor (r45g and 4) is easily

v .vI
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explainableifthese chords are consideredalready to bein A major, an interpretation that is particularly justified if [the dominant, the pedal point] was introduced by meansof the dominant of the dominant or the like. Most appropriate
will be those forms in which the chord tones of V emerge from progressions
produced by dissonancetreatment.The connectingchord cannot be complete
if it is a seventh chord. One should make sure to expressthe dissonanceby
means of the characteristictones: root, seventh, and, where applicable,the
diminished fifth.
In 'lingering on the dominant'rr as it is called - that is, reinterpretationby
means of a su.stainedyoice in the upper parts - and in the so-called 'passage
through the dominant'rr the sameconsiderationswill apply as in carrying out
the pedal point.

Any distinction betweentheseforms and the pedal point consistsprincipally
in the following: the sustainedvoice is a voice other than the bass(t46a, b, c,
and with
d, e), for which reasonone will perhapsavoid all too harsh dissonancesl
the passagethrough the dominant (t46f and g), the sustainingof a voice can
simply be omitted. It is advisablehere to use scalewisevoice leading,whereby
the connecting chord seemsjustified in part through passingnotes, through
melodic movement. The V can appearhere also as a sixth chord, the first time
as well as the second.The dominant of the dominant and its derivative forms
work well here, since they can give the dominant very nearly the weight of a
tonic. Such treatmentis often advantageous.Particularly where, as here, such
a chord should attract great attention, it will be well to treat it this way - I call
this treating the chord as if it werea tonic (tonartmdssigausfihren).
Our observationsconcerning the secondappearanceof the dominant apply
of courseto the first as well. Hence, the samechords are to be usedto introduce
the dominant as were used to connect the two dominants.A summary of such
[r

'Verweilenauf der Dominante' and 'Durchgehendurch die Dominante'.]
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possibilitiesfollows in Examplera7A. (Ihe unusablechordswerealreadyindicatedin Examples44fi, whereit wasexplainedwhy they arenot suitablefor
this 'lingeringon the dominant'.)
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Here it is important to attend to the pivot tones -- frequent reminders regarding these are quite in order; it makes no difference, whether C major or a
minor is the key of departure. Obviously, we can reach all these degrees and
forms just as well by using secondarydominantsand other artificial chords.
We have now to discussthe deparrure from the pedal point. We are working
toward I, but we can postpone it in diverse ways (Erample r47B). The ascending root progressionsare to be consideredbefore all elsefor the departure (V-I,
the two deceptive cadencesV-VI and V-IV, and V-III, the last of which is
better written as the secondary dominant on III). But the progression V-II is
also conceivable,if what follows it is good. Changesof position [inversions,
spacing] should be made here q/herever possible, The chord of deparrure can
follow directly, on two. One can, however, first insert the seventhchord of V
or the diminished,whereby the first chord decisivelyin major comeson one of
the next measure.
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So that the exercisesdo not become all too long, it is advisable not to
use more than four to six chords, at most, before the appearance of the
dominant.
Example r49 shows modulations to.,ffi minor. In these, as in those to ./
major, we go first to the dominant in the manner described and then, after
lingering on the domin ant, to ffi simply by meansof the cadence.The secondary
dominant and the diminished seventh chord on III of the relative major (A) arc
guite appropriate here for the departure from the dominant.
As an additional exercisethe pupil can turn each of the modulations shown
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Example
here in the other direction merely by means of the caclence:those in
r48 to ff, minor, those in r49 to A maior.

Modulationfrom c minor follows the sameprocedures'
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In this modulation the pupil can now use more secondary dominants,
diminished seventhchords, and the like, since they greatly enhancethe possibility of reinterpretation.It will be to his advantage,however, if he againworks
out the first exercisesrvithout altered chords, or with very few, so that he may
always readily see the sense of the degree progressions.He should never
neglect to pay critical attention to these, even when he has greater skill in
handling the individual chords, even when he believeshe no longer needsthe
control exercisedby the root progressions.
Sincehere he is including rhythm in his exercisesfor the first time, the pupil
will tend to think of every two measuresas belonging togetherin a phrase.Such
phrasing is not to be recommended,especiallyif he wants to give the upper
voice more life. Through sequence-likerepetitions there often arise motivic
obligations from which it is exceedingly difficult to escape.Consequently, an
'melodiously'
devisedwill generally not be very good.
exampletoo
The modulation to the fourth circle upward rests, as said, on the same principle. Instead of going to the dominant of a minor, we simply go to that of e
minor. The relationships of C major (a minor) to e minor are so close that this
dominant is no more difficult to reach than that of c minor. Insteadof viewing
the initial chord as III of c minor we take it to be VI of e minor. Everything else
staysthe same:reachthe dominant, linger on the dominant or repeatit, leaveit,
and cadence.The pupil can even make modulations to the fourth circle upward
by transposing (with little alterations) those to the third circle, and vice versa;
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the third' I
to make modulations to
those to the fourth can be ransposed
exercise'-In general'
u *poi"*"ntary
recommend that he try this method 1
independently
uttd *o'k o"ieve'y exercise
however, he should,hid;';;;h
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C I R C T E SD O W N W A R D
TO THE THIRD AND FOURTH
cminor'

c *12');*,,;-H?itlmajor and
(from

for the preceding'
a means similar to that used
For this modulation we use
can come efter a
'u* tfttt" how a maior tonic
but not as complicatJ W;
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dominant, even though this dominant originated in minor, even though a
minor tonic would thus be expectedto follovr it. Here the procedureis reversed:
the I of a major key is viewed as a dominant (or secondarydominant, as the
casemay be) after which comesa minor triad. Analogously, keys with the same
name (C major and c minor) have the samedominant (g-b-d); hence,the very
sameg-b-d is followed now by a major chord, now by a minor. Thus, if we
regard the Ist degreeof the initial key, C major, as such a dominant (if a minor
is the initial key, this major chord, as III, must first be reached),then a minor
chord on .F can follow immediately, perhapswith the help of a seventh (rh)
to give direction to the progression.Since this C is now a dominant (Y in f
minor), now a secondarydominant (I in c minor, YI in El major, III in Al
major), the following minor triad,lFaf-c, canbe interpretedas I (in-fminor),
and also as II in El major, as IV in c minor, or as VI in Al major. Thereby we
arrive in a region that we could not reachwith the meanspreviously available.
This modulation is extraordinarily simple because,as often mentioned, the Ist
degreehas the tendencyto becomea part of the tone a fifth below, to become
the fifth, i.e. the dominant of that tone. To be sure, this tendencyis toward a
major chord. But in minor, convention neverthelesspermits a minor chord,
even if the natural tendencyof the dominant is toward major.
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MODULATIONS: CONTINUATION

Here monotony easily results,as in Example r53a' if after the II (of El) the
new key is reached by the shortest way (V-f; then there is nothing but root
progressionsof fourths upward. Such is not to be recommended,even though
it is quite natural, not only becauseit is monotonous but for another reason as
well: perhaps it is too natural, too obvious, for us to find any trace of accomplishment ln it. And if we proscribesuch progressions,we are perhapsjustified,
becausewhoever usesso obvious, so cheapa device shows too little imagination. In themselvesthese progressionsare of course good. Just too good. So
much goodnessdoesnot agreewith us. Hence, the pupil should strive to avoid
such frequently repeated progressions. The use of inversions, seventh chords,
even diminished seventh chords, does not help much. One must take care to
introduce more diversity through deceptive cadencesor insertion of other
degrees(Example ry3fl.
\n the modulation to thefourth circle downward a deceptive cadencewill be
of advantagein reachingthe key (rSf).
The modulation from a minor is somewhatmore difficult: the a standsin the
way of the a[ soon to follow (one could call it a cross reladon). To cancel out
the c smoothly it is advisableto handle it, in a voice in which it is most noticeable (in soprano or bass), as if it were the sixth tone in c minor, i.e. to take it
through 6 to c (Example ry4c). The diminished seventh chord (b-d-f-al) is
guite appropriate becauseit makes possible the passageof a through al to g,
as in r 546.The solution in r54eis still better. There this movement takes place
in the soprano, in the most noticeablevoice, and the continuation also inUoduces
the df, preparing thereby the most important elementsof.,fminor.
In Example r;4c the seventh chord on I of C sets the course after the diminished seventh chord. The tones of this diminished seventh chord do not absolutely have to emerge chromatically (rt+d). Here, and from now on, we can

To the Third and Fourth Circles Dotn+rard

also permit movement by augmented or diminished intervals (at frst only with
the diminishedseventhchord).

ro rHEMIN'R
Xru lu'i$5"3t*tJiJ+
With the modulation to the third and fourth circles dos'nward we have got
acquaintedwith the relationship of a major tonic to the minor subdominant,
namely: the ability of that tonic to be the dominant of a minor triad. Obviously,
this circumstanceis used, not only for mcdulation, but also for extending the
cadence,for enriching the events within a key. The new relationshipscreated
by this connection of the principal chord [the tonic] with the subdominant
permit us to introduceinto the key - in addition to the diatonic chordsand those
that we obtained by reproducing the characteristicsof the church modes - the
secondarytriads of the keys in whose domain this minor subdominant chord
belongs, the chords of the third and fourth circles of fifths. With the introduction of thesechords the tonaliqy is significantly extended. They are, in C major:

fromf minor and4l major

from c minor and
El major
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Beforewe go on to investigatethe usesof the new chords,we should account
for the points of view that will guide us here. We ask first: Is the use of these
chords within a key admissibleand necessaryiThe answermust be: it is natural
and agreeswith the evolution of harmony. In the sensebeing consideredhere
it can only be the tendency of this evolution, after it har used all the three to
four-voice combinations of a seven-tonescale and then admitted by way of
accidentalsthe remaining five tones (even if in part only with one meaning:in
C major of courseanlf but no gf, a /[ but no af), to go on to exploit all combinations of the availabletwelve semi-tones- at first still with referenceto a
fundamental,that is, within a key. Now whenever a modulation merely forms
a bridge between fwo separateand independentpieces,as in opera, then its
degree of remotenessis essentiallyof no consequence,since each of the two
piecesis bounded formally by its own tonal frame. But a deparnrrefrom the
key within a closedcompositioncan be justified,in so far asthe senseof tonality
is harmonic unity, only if that departure can be related to the principal key.
That such can in fact be the case,even in the most far-reaching departures, is
shown, for example,in the music of Beethoven,who introducesinto c-minor
compositions sections in 6 minor, into Ef-maior compositions groups in e
minor - somethingthat Bach and Mozart did not yet do. Now within the tonalitythe fundamentalchords of such sectionsand groups, if one isto be able to
grasp the unity of the latter, must relate to one another, set side by side, as do
the successivechords within a section: i.e. they must be comprehensible as a
unit, they must have coherence.Even in the older music the question of iustifying such modulations is not a question of relationship, but rather only a
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question of how to present this relationship through appropriate separation in
time and spaceand through gradual connection.But time, space,and speedare
not absolutes.Hence, today we can reduce them to a minimum and can set
directly togetler what formerly had to be kept far apart and carefully connected.
The interconnectionsare familiar to us; they were demonstratedin former
epochs,hencedo not need to be spelledout anew in every composition but are
acceptedas given.
By virrue of the answer to the first question the answer to the second is
What valuedoesthis enrichmentof
merely of subordinate,practicalsigniGcance:
tonality have, what advantagescan be drawn from iti Here we shall speak only
of structural values, ignoring expressivevalues, such as mood, character, suspense,etc. As a point of structurewe alreadyknow the capacityof harmony to
form a close, the cadence,the end of a whole. To be sure one can set off the
parts of this whole from one another with the seven diatonic chords. Since,
however, thesesamesevenchords also appearwithin the parts, there is need in
larger forms for more sharply contrasting means. But the further harmony
evolves,the more impetuous,the more concentratedbecomesthe utterance,the
more rapidly the harmoniesare presented.For, more and more, not just simple
ideasbut whole complexesare juxtaposed;and this more concentrateddelivery
requires, for clear articulation of the vrhole and for keeping principal and
secondarymattersdistinct, richer punctuation, sharperdistinction ofphrases, a
harmony more dynamic with a greater wealth of chords, of degree relationships. The closer relationshipsno longer keep parts distinct, they merely connect and merge with one another. Sharperhighlights, darker shadows- such
is the servicethesemore remote chords can render.
Our judgmentsconcerningthe use of thesechords will be limited on the one
hand by pedagogicalconsiderations,on the other by the conviction that it
cannot be our job to procure for unused or little used items an importance
denied them by practice,an importancetheory cannot now create.And, finally,
our judgmentswill be limited by dre question,to what extent thesechords have
hence,whetlier they
a placein the systemof presentation(Darstellungssystem),
are to be used right away or later.
Above all, the sourceof thesechords should be kept in mind: the region of
the minor subdominant,They are thereforestrongly antitheticalto the secondary dominants,which belong essentiallyto the region of the dominant (only the
secondarydominant on I leadsto the subdominant,whereasthat on VI leadsto
the dominant of the dominant as well). And it is evidently for that reasonthat
many a progressionis consideredtoo abrupt and thereforenot commonly used.
Consequently,the minor subdominant relationshipswill serve in general for
enriching, for giving stronger emphasisto the subdominantregion and cannot
always be connectedeasily and directly with the region of the dominant. For
the relationshipof the two regionsis not direct - this should not be forgotten rather, it is indirect. The VI of C major and the I oflminor are relatedto each
other only through the relation of both to the I of C major: they are,so to speak,
'related
only
by marriage'. But just as with the humbler, simpler relationships
we assumethat the IV and the V of a key are related (through the referenceof
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both to r - in another sensethey are antithetical), with the more sophisticated,
-of
more complicated ones, we may also regard the relationship of vI
C majoi
with the I oflminor as being explainedby the r of c *i;o.. The abiliry to
acknowledge relationship between elemenis more distant from one another
dependsprincipally on the understandingand the insight of the observer.The
individual with the most primitive conceptualand perceptualpowers regards
only the membersof his body and his s.nr., u, belonging ro Litn. The Lore
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culdvated includes his family. At the next stagesof cultivation the senseof
community is exaltedto the belief in nation and racel but at the highest stage
the love for one'sneighbor is extendedacrossthe species,acrosshumanity, to the
whole world. Even if the individual at this highest stagebecomesa mere speck
in the infinite, he neverthelessfinds a sympatheticresponse,knows his relatedness[fndet er . . . lu.rrc]] (remarkably) oftener and more fully than those whose
love is more exclusive.
Thus, although within the more rudimentary relationshipsof tonaliry the
mutual relationshipsof a number of chords are apparently not direct, they
neverthelesshave the capacity for creating uniry - a capacity that the ear must
grasp, becausein the prototype, in the tone given by nature, sounds even more
remotely relatedunite to form one compositeeuphonioussound. Moreover, all
thesecomponentsof the tone sound simultaneously,and the ear has less time
to distinguish them than when they sound successively.To be sure, the individual sounds are graded in strength according to the degreeof relationship,
but they do sound. And this imitation [in our chord relationships]doesnot yet,
will not yet for a long time, go as far as the prototype.
Example 156 shows connectionsof all seven degreesof C major with the
new chords. Before all else,let it be said that none of theseconnections,however uncommon, is bad or unusable.Each of them can even be, in some context, lhe only one that fits - entirely apart from their potential expressivevalue.
Bearing this premisein mind, let us now proceedto give
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and to impose restrictions.
I. In the 6rst place, connectionsthat causedifficulties in voice leading are
not commonly used.Our harmony is in great part derived from the eventsthat
were createdin polyphonic music by the movementof voices.Hence,whatever
made for difficultiesin voice leading did not occur there and is not commonly
used. Examplesof such codnectionsare: II [of Q with VI [offl,III with VII,
VI with III (at t), avoided becauseof the danger of parallel 6fths, and for yet
another reason,which is explainedlaterl and: III with IV, V with VI, VI with
IV, and VII with VI (at @), avoided becauseof the augmentedand diminished
intervals. At present the pupil will best avoid these progressionsentirely.
Whether he will ever use them is not a questionto be taken up in the harmony
course, does not depend on harmonic theory; it will be decided rather by an
artist, by the dictatesof his sure senseof form. What he doesis well done. [The
harmony course] recommendsonly what is commonly used and says what
place it has in the traditional system (Darstellungssystem).
IL Diminished triads that are poorly introduced we omit as a matter of
course (I with II, III with II, IV with VI [of c minor], V with VI [at V J).
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III. The IV of C maior with the IV of;fminor ($). Th" fV oflminor is the
subdominant of the subdominantl and in view of the narural power that the
subdominanthas over the tonic, it is clear that the key could easilyget lost. Of
course we already have plenty of meansby which to recover it. But here the
meansfor its recovery would be more interesting than those by which it was
lost. It is boring if the cops are more interestingthan the robbers.If we \Mantto
depart that far from the key, if we want to be so revolutionary, we shall discover later more diverting means.
W. III with I can arouse justifiable misgivings, particularly noticeable if we
reverse the order of the chords and connect I of /minor with III of C majot
(Examples t57a and r57b). In this unfamiliar progressionthe ear will tend to
interpret the chord e-g-b, not as III of C major, but as a variant of rgd, which
does indeed sound similar to r j7c. We will tend so to interpret it partly because these two chords do not appear next to each other in any key, but far
more becausethis similarity reminds the ear too much of the more comfortable
interpretationfor it to acceptthe other (r 57c)ascorrect.Nevertheless,Examples
t57e andf show that this sixth chord can wellbe III if what follows conFrms
this interpretation.

V. Connectionsthat have an analogy in some not too distant key, in a kcy,
that is, where the chords involved appeardiatonically, or where only one of the
two is an artificialdominant, will give no difficulty so long as crossrelationsare
dealt with melodically (i.e. as pivot tones or chromatic alterations).Here it will
often be possibleto reinterpret.
VI. The same is true of connectionsin which chromatic voice leading is
possible,so long as augmentedor diminishedintervalsdo not becomenecessary
in other voices.
VII. As always, the basis for decision is the root progression.
Examples r58a-g show those forms that connect easily with dominants,
secondary dominants, and the like. And so, in r 58a and 6, I servesto introduce

Guidclines
[the forms from the subdominant region], in r 58c and r 58/ V, in r y8e the secondary dominant on II, in r58lthe secondarydominant on VI, and in r58g the
diminished seventh chords on I, II, V, and VI. There is nodring new about
these connections.Analogies can be found for each of them (in c minor, .f
minor, g minor, and /minor). The only difficulty is, at times,the neutralization
of crossrelations,as shown in Example r58i.
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This difficulty is, however, easily disposedof by meansof pivot-tone treatment, chromaticism,and diminished seventh chords, all techniquesthe pupil
should know by now.
Those connectionsthat turn a major chord into a minor chord over the same
root (Example r 56 at Q ) are obvious and easyto deal with. How he is to proceedhere, and that the chromatic introduction of such minor chords has more
melodic than harmonic significance,the pupil knows alreadyfrom the chapter
on secondarydominants [p. r 88] where we spoke of the minor V (in C major),
g-bb-d, derived from the Dorian mode. In Example r59a the minor chord
(sixth chord on efi) has no influenceon what follows. But in r59l the minor
chord on V of c (over /f) does prepare for the subdominant region. And in
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r jgc the chromatically introduced cf in the bass certainly effects the unob.
trusive entry of the following sixth chord,fcf-lf

With theseconnectionswhere a major triad changesto minor it is advisable
to put the chromatic progressionof the third in the bassso that this voice does
not stall. Even so, however, no great advantagecan be drawn from this progression becausetoo little changeoccurs in the total sound. That is probably
the reasonwhy such a movement of voices usually takes place in note values
smaller than those of the other harmonies,why they would best appearin our
work here as quarter notes, sincewe are n'riting half notes,
Of far-reachingsignificanceare connectionslike that of I of C major with
III or VII oflminor (I or V of Al major) and similar connectionsof the other
degrees(Example r j6 8). There are only rn-o such connectionswith the IInd
degree,whereaswith the other minor chords there are three (Example r6o $).
The relationshipexisting here could of coursebe admitted by analogy, but not
by appealto the degreeof relationshipwith which ve are presentlyconcerned.
As with this minor chord, there are two such progressionswith the major
chords.
The standardfor the harmonic evaluationof theseconnectionsis merely the
root progression.The strong leap of a third downward needs no impetus,
whereasthe weaker leap of a third upward is to be judged essentiallyas before
explanationthatcalls such progres[p. ttp]. I can ignore a currentlypopular
'third relationships','fifth relationships',etc.l for I consider them adesions
quately motivated just becausetirey are related. In one s'ay or another all
chords are naturally relatedto one another, as are all men. Whether tliey make
up a family, a nation, or a raceis certainly not without interest;but it is not an
essentialquestionif we placeit besidethe idea of species,which gives PersPecrives other than those admitted b)'the specialrelationships.
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There is a meansthat is always appropriatefor making such chord connections smoothly and convincingly: chromaticism. Formerly, when we were
dealingwith simpler connections,v'ith the most immediaterelationships,a diatonic scale segment from the fundamentalkey or a related key assumedthe
responsibility for what happenedharmonically.Here, more and more, a single
scaleassumesall such functions:the chromaticscale.It is easyto seewhy. Since
we acknowledgedthat the [diatonic] scaleis a simple melody, a musical form
basedon a lavr rudimentary and easilycomprehensible,so we cannot now deny
that the chromatic scale also has this property. Its melodic power helps to
connectvrhat is more distantly related:such is the senseof chromaticism.
The connections in Example 16o at @ are somewhat difficult to handle
(becauseof the voice leading). Here an uncommon leap of a voice will not always be easyto avoid. The pupil will do well at the beginning to arrangethe
chords so that such an interval is not necessary(Example 16r). Once he has
masteredsuch arrangementshe can then of course risk augmentedor diminished intervalsas well, especiallyin the middle voices.These intervalsare much
less disrurbing now, for the melodic and harmonic events refer less and less
often solely to the model of the major or minor scale.And here it is no longer
out of place to presupposethe reinterpretationof a tone (enharmonicchange),
which then generallybrings about melodic balance.Naturally, the closerthe
voice leadingresemblesthe major or minor scale,the more easily the voicescan
be understood.The pupil should still strive for such voice leading, even here.
For augmented secondsI recommend following the model of the so-called
'harmonic
minor scale'(in which I seethe real melodicminor scale).
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than cadence.And the theoristswill probably maintain that those are modula'and
back'. That can happen,too; but here one could speak
tions from C to . ..
of modulations only in that previously mentioned sensein which most strictly
speakingany other chord following the tonic chord already representsa departure, a modulation. This view, that here modulations in the more limited
sensedo not occur, hasaboveall the advantageofteaching the pupil to pcrceive
the whole asa unit. This view is certainlymore consistentwith musicaltliought,
as exhibited, for example,in the harmonic variation. Often the theme clearly
doesnot leavethe key; but in the variationskey relationsare usedthat one likes
to considermodulationsbecauseit is so much more convenientto do so. They
are, however, no more modulations than were the correspondingplacesin the
theme.
Of the connectionsgiven in Example 156,those at Q have not yet been discussed.It is only a matter of appropriateintroduction and continuation. Here,
too, melodic voice leading servesbest.

Examples 164[and 165 further] illustrate theuse of chords related through the
minor subdominant. In minor I recommend using at first merely the relationships through the parallel major key: thus, in c minor, the chords related to C
major through its minor subdominant.Later the pupil can make use of the more
extensive relationship (through the relative major, i.e. in c minor that of -8f
major). At the beginning it will often get him into difficult situatlons.
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The pupil will even now have to show tasteand senseof form. We can no
longer managethe abundanceof possibilities(Ereignisse)through instructions
alone. I think it is better that he worry than that he be bold, better that he hesitate to make harsh (hart) connectionsthan that he decidefor them all too lightly.
He should discriminate! And even if one goes far beyond what can appearhere,
even ifnothing be bad in itself, nor perhapsgood in itselfeither, nevertheless,
that faculty (Organ) that is to be developed- the senseof form - is sooner
acdvatedthrough careful choosing than it is when there are no restrictions.
In Example ft4d at t the so-called 'Neapolitan sixth' was used. It is a sixth
chord obtained through the minor subdominantrelation, which in C major and
and in this context refers back to its appearanceas a
c minor rcadsJ-al-d[,
diatonic chord in.;fminor, as VI (or in Al major, as IV). Inlminor its connection with V of that key is nothing new (VI - V, Example ft6a). But the typical
use of the Neapolitan sixth is patterned after that of the IInd degree in the
cadence(r66b and r66c). Hence, it was assumedto be a chromatic alterationof
II. To be correct, however, we must call it a substirute for II.

That is to say, if we assumeit is a chromatically derived modification of II,
then that meansthe root and fifth are lowered. But the assumptionthat the root
is lowered is to be definitely rejected.Aside from the fact that the assumptionof
the lowered root is usedonly in one other case(in the augmentedsix-6ve chord,
soon to be discussed)and thereforeconstitutesone of those noted exceptions,
it is the most preposterousthing one can do. The roots are, in our conception,
fixed points from which relationshipsaremeasured.The unity of all the measurements we have found is guaranteedby the immobility of thesepoints. But then
one may not move them!! It is something quite different to assumethat at the
second place of the scale there are two roots: d and dl (as in minor at the sixth
and seventh placesand at many placesin the church modes). That is an assumption that can easily be extended to all parts of the scale,whereby we obtain the
chromatic scaleas the basisfor consideringharmonic events.Hence,in C major
there can be two chords of the second degree. Perhaps a new theory will be
founded upon the chromatic scale;but then the degreeswill probably be differently named.
The manner in which the Neapolitan sixth appears also speaks against the
assumptionof the lowered root. It is commonly used as follows (r67a, 6, c, d,
c): coming directly after I (but also after many other chords appropriate for
introducing it), it resolves generally to the six-four chord of I or to V.
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If the root were in fact lowered, then the chord ought to appearjust as often
in the mannershown in Examplesft7f andg. These instancesare naturally not
exceptions,but they are rare. And that they do occur doesnot prove the derivation by lowered root but merely that everything can be good in the riglrt place.
The Neapolitansixth is thus bestregardedasa substitutefor II in the cadence.
In this senseit is sometimesalso usedas a six-four chord (r68a), and even as the
chord made up of the sametonesin root position (clich6 effect, r686). Whether
this chord still deservesthe name,Neapolitansixth, in cases(r68c) where it does
not have the typical function of that chord (asa substitutedegreein the cadence)
is doubtful, but unimportant.
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In Example ft7g a way of leading to the Neapolitan sixth rvas slton'n in
which root and fifth are simultaneouslylowered. This introduction is possible
(provided we want to avoid parallelfifths) only if the voicesinvolved arefourths,
or through especiallyartful voice leading (t68d). Obviously: this introduction
is neither bad nor forbidden. But in spite of the mediation of the minor subdominant relation: thesetwo chords are about as remotely relatedas chords can
be. And if we connectthem so directly we are right on that boundary where we
can say: all chords can be connectedq/ith one another.Sincesuch progressions
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about it the other v/ay around, i.e. if we seekout for the diatonic chords those
sixth chords, sometimesnondiatonic, that relate to the diatonic chords as the
Neapolitan sixth relatesto the six-four chord of I or to V, then we get the forms
used in Example 169.
Here one should give heed; the connectionwith the six-four chord, because
of the six-four chord clich6, can easily lead astray,beyond the harmonic meaning this quasi-Neapolitanprogressionhas for the key. One can of courseeasily
control such an ambiguity, but one must give heed to it. Therefore, it is to be
recommendedthat thesechords be used rather in their other function, according to the model II-V.

Only a few connectionswithin the sphere of minor subdominant reladonships remain unexamined.Assuming the principle that any connection can be
good at the right place,we may say that hardly anything of real value has been
left out.
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XIV

oF T.NALITY
AT THEFR'NTIERS

More about the diminishedseventlzchord; then about the
triad; further: The augmentedsix-fve, fotyr-thrye,
augmented
oid two chordsand the augmentedsixth chord (of the IInd
degreeand on other degrees).- Some otheralterationsof the
IInd degree;the samealterationson other degrees.Connections
of alteredand vagrant chords.

The chords discussedin the previous chapter can be introduced much more
mildly, less abruptly, by means of vagrant chords. At present we know two
such chords: the diminished seventhchord and the augmentedtriad. We have
seen(p. r91) how the diminishedseventhchord can appearin major and minor,
if we regard it as a ninth chord with root omitted and constructit not only on V
but on other degreesas well (by analogywith the secondarydominants).Then,
when (in Example r4rc) the fwo most common deceptive cadenceswere
examined,the way was openedto a large number of heterogeneouschords,and
we saw the superb ability of the diminished seventh chord to bring distantly
relatedchordscloserto eachother and to mitigate seeminglyforced connections.
It is becauseof theseabilitiesthat the chord played sucha great role in the older
'Wherever
something dificult liad to be done, one enlistedthe services
music.
of this miracle worker, equal to every task. And whenever a piece is called
'chromatic fantasyand fugue', we can be sure the chord plays a leading role in
creating this chromaticism.But another meaning vras also found for it: it was
'expressive'
chord of that time. Wherever one wanted to expresspain,
the
excitement,anger, or some other strong feeling - there we find, almost exclusively, the diminished seventh chord. So it is in the music of Bach, Haydn,
Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, etc. Even in Wagner's early works it plays the
samerole. But soon the role was played out. This uncommon, restless,undependableguest, here today, gone tomorrow, settled down, becamea citizen,
was retired a philistine. The chord had lost the appealof novelty, hence,it had
lost its sharpness,but also its luster. It had nothing more to say to a new era.
Thus, it fell from the higher sphereof art music to the lower of music for entertainment, There it remains,as a sentimentalexpressionof sentimentalconcerns.
It becamebanal and effeminate.BecamebanaMt was not so originally. It was
sharp and dazzling. Today, though, it is scarcely used any more except in that
mawkish stuff (Schmac/ttliteratur)which sometime later always apes r4rat was
formerly, in great art, an important event. Other chords took its place,chords
and chords that were to replace its
that were to replace its expressiveness
pivotal facility. These were the augmentedtriad, certain altered chords, and
some sonoritiesthat, having alreadybeenintroduced in the music of Mozart ot
Beethovenby virtue of suspensionsor passingtones,appearedin that of Wagner
as independentchords. None of thesechords, however, was quite the equal of
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the diminished seventh - an advantage for them, acrually; for they were thus
better protected against banality, since they were not open to such excessive
use.Yet, thesetoo were soon worn out, soon lost their charml and that explains
why so quickly after Wagner, whose harmoniesseemedunbelievably bold to
his contemporaries,new pathswere sought: The diminishedseventhchord provoked this movement,which cannotstop beforeit hasfulfilled the will of nature,
and not before q'e have reachedthe greatestpossiblematurity in the imitation
of nature: so that we can then turn away from the externalmodel and more and
more toward the internal, toward the one within us.
I will find an opportunity later to take up the question,what it is about such
chords that seemsto us so expressive.Here, then, I will say only this: I value
originality, but I do not overrate it - as do most who do not have it. It is a
symptom that, although hardly ever missing from something good, does
neverthelessappear in inferior things as well; it is consequentlyin itself no
criterion. Yet, I do believein the new; I believeit is that Good and that Beauty
toward which we strive with our innermost being, just as involuntarily and
persistentlyas we strive toward tttefuture. There must be, somewherein our
future, a magnifcentfulflment as yet hidden from us, since all our striving forever pins its hopeson it. Perhapsthat future is an advancedstagein the development of our species,at which that yearning will be fulfilled which today gives
us no peace.Perhapsit is just death; but perhapsit is also the certainty of a
higher life after death. The future brings the new, and that is perhapswlty we
so often and so justifiably identify the new with the beautiful and the good.
Sincehe should know [them] firsthand,the pupil must try to use as many of
the properties of the diminished seventh chord as he can for the beneEt of
modulations and cadences.But he should not overrate the value of the chord
and should not useit excessivelylotherwise(and this would be iust too liorrible)
his exercisesmight turn out as badly as the first actof Tristan (accordingto the
saying of an old composition professor,a very old one, in fact he is already
dead). We young peoplewent to every Wagner performancejust for that purpose - though we were perhapsnot aware of why we went - just to 6nd out
why the professorhad said what he did; and we could not explain it. Finally it
'The
first act of Tristan is so boring
came to us. The old gentlemanhad said:
becausetliereareso many diminishedseventhchordsin it.' Now, at last,we kneu'.
In generalthe pupil will do well not to go too far, temporarily, in using the
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chords from the minor subdominant region. For it is not always easy to restore
'the diminished seventh chord'. Bebalance,even with this universal means,
sides,the use of a universal meansis quite inartistic. Unimaginative and convenient, inept! Hence, I find the progressionsin Example r7I really bad.
I have aiready explained in the chapters on modulation why a gradually
unfolding moduiation is more appropriate for exercises.For the reasonsgiven
there I cinnot considerextensionsofthe cadencegood' either, ifdone by such
be said that the sifuation is already
[universal] means.At the sametime it should
iiff.r.n, here.The inclusionof so many relationshipsin itself hasalreadyturned
tonality into a phenomenonof greateractivity. It now containsmore unrest, in
light of which a more vigoroui action is no longer so inappropriate. All the
s"me, *h.reas the diminished seventh chord can do many things, it cannot do
everything. Therefore, the pupil should not use the diminished seventhchord,
for.*u*p-i", every time he wants to go from a diatonic to a nondiatonic chord.
The conneciion is often harsh, and, although harshnessis no calamity in itself,
it does not conform to our Presentaims.

These progressions(Example ryz) are of course not absolutelybad. There
can be gooi melody'orr", th"-; indeed, iust better voice leading in the so"
prano wili perhapsmake them milder. But in themselvesthey are more abrupt,
i,.rrhe,. than anything we have permitted up to now. Much will dependhere on
the voice leading. It-will be best to shapeeach voice so that it resemblesa
neighboring minor or maior key. ln rTza the-trouble is perhapsin the tenor,
*hi".h g"t, fo the tone dl in a way that would hardly be used,say, in.fminor or
'open' a of-the bass,which is not
Al malor. Perhapsthe trouble is also with the
,,"rrtruiir"d; andin ryzb it is perhaps in the movement of the alto and tenor.
On an earlier occasion(p. ia8) I excludeda particular use of the diminished
i.t masterworks.It is that form in which the diminsevenththat often
"pp""..
ished seventh(ninthchord with omitted root) of V Precedesthe six-four chord
of I.
The old rule seemsto have been: the diminished seventhchord can be connectedwith any chord, hence,also vzith the six-four chord of I. But, whether it
be interpretedas vII (of c minor) or as v - it weakensthe succeedingdominant, for it contains the most important elementsof the latter: the ascending
ani descendingleading tones.Moreover, the VII is generally-9"1ya-substitute
for V anywayJo th"tihe root Progressionwould then readVII (: V),I, V, I,
not u ,r"ry favorable progression, Although such does aPpearin the works of
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masters(Mozart, Beethoven,Weber, Wagner, etc.) - for it is perhapswrong
only in relation to the other rules that the harmonic theory of that time gave the pupil should not use it: Harmony exercisesare not masterworks.The ear
of these masterswas of course right when it told them that the diminished

seventh chord can be connectedwith any chord; it is not for the reasonthey
assumed,however, that dris particular connectionis also good, rather, because
every chord can be connectedwith every other. Under certain conditions and
with certain reservations,narurally, which one must first know, which must
first be part of one's senseof form, and for which one must be able to take responsibiliry. Therefore, such things are not for the pupil in his harmony exercises,but for the artist in his creativefreedom.

T H E A U G M E N T E DT R I A D I
The constitution of the augmentedtriad is similar to that of the diminished
seventh chord. Its form, too, has something circular about it, something that
doubles back on itself. If we transposeits lowest tone an octave higher the
interval berweenthe previous high tone and the presentone is the sameas it was
between dre other tones [before transposition],between the first and second,
and secondand third: a maior third (Example ry4a). The minor third divides
the chromatic scaleinto four equalparts, the major third into three.As there are
only three different diminished seventh chords, so here there are only four
different augmentedtriads (r74b). Therefore, apart from any other reason,by
analogy with the diminished seventh,every augmentedtriad belongsto at least
three minor keys (r74c).

III f nrlnor
III c] minor

fr Cf. infra, ChapterXX.]
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If in all three minor keys to which it belongs we regard as its two most
important tonal resolutions those to I and to VI, then we 6nd that the same
sonority, now called e-g#-c, now e-gf,-bfr or e-af-c, connects with three

d

f ninor

cfi minor

a mrnor

<8>

5i6

c'

IIII

III VI

t75

III

III

\,'I

III

I

MVI

different roots, twice with eachone. Each of theseis, in the one case,root of a
major chord, in the other, root of a minor. These connectionsare as follows:
in a minor vrith a-c-e (I) andfa-c (VI)
in cf minor with a-cfi-e (VI) and cf,-e-gfi (l)
in/minor withf-af-c (I) anddb-f-a (Vl).
Since in the resolutions to the major chords (III-VI of minor) the roots
make the leap of a fourth, it is evident that the augmentedtriads may be used
to produce a tonic, and that, to this end, they may be introduced artificially on
the V of the major key in question,following the idea of the secondarydominants. They are most simply introduced through chromatic alteration upward
of the 6fth.

Y/major

YFnajor

Y C{ (Dp) major

This chromatic introduction can also be used on the secondarydegrees,in
which casethe third will sometimesalso be raised(Example ry7). But the aug-
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mented triads can also be introduced chromatically by the other degrees
[that
is, by altering other than the fifth of a chord] (r7ga), and also withoul chromaticism (r78l). Finally every degree can also be connected with the other
augmentedtriads (as in l78c). For the augmentedtriad is by virtue of its constiby its belonging to three keys, a vagrant chord like the
lution,-as_indicated
diminished seventh. Although it does not have ., ,n"ny resolutions as the
diminishedseventhchord, it is nevertheless
like that chord in that it can be
introduced,becauseof its ambiguity,after almostany chord. And it, roo, permits augmentedand diminished stepssince the meaning of a tone introduced
nondiatonicallyis by no meansclearly settledat the moment of its entry.
a)

C major

b)

n8
ItrIIV

V

Someexamplesfollow. The pupil can add to theseat will by trying our everything that has beensuggestedin the foregoing discussion.with the augmented
triad it is not necessaryto make a distinction between root position and inversions.It is indeed almost always reinterpreted,and, that being the case,rlre
feeling of a six-four chord can hardly ever arise.To avoid complicacednotation
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one will often use enharmonic change. Thus, for example, in ry9dafi shouldbe
written insteadof J[; but we prefer to avoid the note a# in C major.

That the augmentedtriad resolvesby the strong progression,the root progressiona fourth upward, to a major key, even when it was derived from the
minor key of the samename,favors its use for connectionof major and minor.
The pupil will be able to take advantageof this fearurein modulations,but (as
with the diminished seventh chord) I do not advocate basing a modulation
solely on this chord. From first to last the pupil will do well to set up and make
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use of a plan for [each] modulation, a well-thought-out plan which will PrePare
for reaching the goal.
There are still two other treatments of the augmented triad to be mentioned.
They are not important harmonically, yet they should not be excluded. By
lowering each of the tones, one at a time, we get three new major triads (Example r 8oa); by lowering every pair of tones, three minor triads on these same
three roots (I8o/).

lB0

t

Theseresolutionsare more likely to be heardasresolutionsof suspensions,
(third upward).But they
root progression
sincethey arebuilt on a descending
canbe usedaspreparationfor a strongprogressionimmediatelyto follow.

A U G M E N T E D S I X - F I V E , F O U R - T H R E E ,T W O ,
A N D S I X T H C H O R D S ,A N D S O M E O T H E R
VAGRANT CHORDS
The derivation of the augmented six-five chord is usually explained in the
following manner:in major, we can raisethe root and third of the six-6ve chord
on II and lower its fifth; in minor, we can raise the root of the seventh chord on
IV. We obtain thereby two chords whose sound is identical and whose respectivefunctions are similar.*

II, C ^ojo,

lY c mircr

'l

J

I

=
che
fi.

lls
0n
Le

Both can resolveto the six-four chord of I (Examplesr8za,6); both can also
resolve to the uiad on V (r8zc) since, although the notation is different, the
t The derivationofthesechordsthat I havecitedhereis by no meanstheonly one.
I know the othersand the many differentnamesthat exist for them only by hearsay.
'augmented
But I must mention that, apparently,the chord commonlydesignated
four-three chord' is completelydifferent from the one to which the term properly
belongs.If the tonesof the augmentedsix-five chord are arrangeddifferently,so that
othertonesof the chordappearaltematelyin the bass,thenwe caninterpretchordsso
related only as inversions of a single chord, Particularly when the functions are
identical!Then why all the namesi
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sound is.identical.
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In the diminished seventh chord the reinterpretation of the e$ as dfr was
already assumed, anyhow; thus, this chord derived from the diminished
seventh can also be used with both meanings.The question, how it is to be
derived, seemsto me lessimportant than the question,what harmonic necessities or possibilitiesbrought it into being. Answering this question shows us
how to handle the chord, how to introduce it and how to progressfrom it. It
is most frequently found where there would otherwisebe II or IV: namely, in
the cadence,beforethe six-four chord ofI or before the dominant seventhchord
(V) (Example r8z). It can thus be regarde.ras substituting for one of these
degrees,either II or IV. It is most advantageousto assumeit to be a substirute
for II, as I iust pointed out. We have already seensimilar occurrenceson Ifl
moreover, II-V is [part of] the authentic cadence,and II-I is like a deceptive
cadence.So viewed, the use of the augmentedsix-five chord turns out to be
quite simple: in major it is introduced in the samemanneras were the chords of
the minor-subdominantregion; in minor its introduction is similar to that of a
secondarydominant or a diminished seventhchord. If it comesin the cadence
its progressionto V or I is obvious, or if it goes perhapsto III (r9ze,f, g) the
progressionis still easily understood:II-V, II-I, II-III, the authentic progression (fourth upward) and the two most common deceptive progressions
(secondupward and downward): the three important ascendingprogressions.
What necessitiesand possibilitiesfind expressionin the augmentedsix-6ve
chordi In fact, we can ask the samequestion of other vagrant chords. Above
all, such chords will be good wherever they fit into the environment, that is,
where they are not isolated occurrencesof that sort of thing, thus do not fall
outside the style of the whole. Wherever they appear,vagrant chords usually
join forces,so to speak,and give the harmony of a piecea distinctive coloring
('Chromatic' Fantasyand Fugue of Bach).Of course,sincenothing is bad in
itself, we cannot say that the isolatedoccurrencemust be in every casebad. But
it is evident that chords remote from the key, appearingin iarge numbers,will
favor the establishment of a new conceptual unit (Aufossungseinheit): the
chromatic scale.It is not to be ignored that through accumulation of such
phenomenathe solid structure of tonaliry could be demolished.This danger is
of courseeasilyrepulsed,and the tonality can alwaysbe reinforced.If a rupture
does neverthelessoccur, the consequenceis not necessarilydisintegrationand
formlessness.For the chromatic scaleis a form, too. It, too, has a formal principle, a different one from that of the major or minor scale,a simpler and more
uniform principle. Perhapsit is an unconsciousstriving for simplicity that leads
musicianshere; for the replacementof maior and minor with a chromatic scale
is no doubt the samesort of step as the replacementof the sevenchurch modes
with merely two scales,major and minor: greater uniformity of relationship
within an unchangednumber of possiblerelationships.However that may be,
the vagrant chords demonstratethe effort to make use of dre chromatic scale
and the advantagesof its complete set of leading tones, to obtain more convincing, more compelling, and more supple chord connections.The fortunate
coincidenceof so many favorablecircumstancesmay well be called the reward
for handling the materialin a mannerconsistentwith nature. One may hope, in
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this little matter, to have guessed the will of nature; and by following these
enticements, one is yielding to her power. Sometimes that is indeed nature's
way. She has us desire and enjoy that which fulfils her purposes.r Perhaps
through the very yearning [for fulfilmend.
The augmentedfour-three chord and the augmented two chord are to be regarded as further inversions of the same parent chord: that is, the four-three
chord as the second,the two chord as the third inversion (Example r84a); or
simply as inversions of the augmented six-five chord.z Obviously then there is
nothing further to say about their treatment. They appear rvherever the augmented six-five chord can appear and the melodic line requires a different bass
tone. Only, the augmented two chord will sometimes create difficulty because
(Example r8y/) the repetition of the c in tlre bass is not very apt. Since this
chord consists of four tones, there has to be yet a fourth position (Example
r84a). According to my derivation from the ninth chord, that is simply the
fourth inversion of a ninth chord. According to the first-mentionedderivation,
it would actually have to be the root position; and again we seehow unnatural
this conception is. There is nothing special to be said concerning the treatment

a

vr

I.

m

ru

'[Her purposes are fulfilled] for example, through love and through
[1 Insert here:
hunger.' This remark from the first edition (p. ,z) was apparently omitted by oversight in the revision. However that may be, it provides transition to the concluding
remark and makes the latter less cryptic.]
[2 Here Schoenberg considered / the tacit root of the chord; therefore, the first
would be, strictly speaking, the first inversion,
chord in Example fiaa (ffr-al-c-e[)
the augmented six-five chord. It is of course more customary to designate the inversion
asthe augmented four-three
af-c-efi-ffi
as the augmented six-five ch ord, c-ef-f faf
chord, and so on.]
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of this position, either. At most, one will perhapshave to be carefulin resolving
it to the six-four chord of V (Example 184fl. But that is nothing new, either,
sinceit recallsthe similar caseof the diminishedseventh.rThe resolution to the
sixth chord of I is very common (t84g and k).
The so-calledaugmentedsixth chord (r 846)is nothing elsebut an augmented
six-five chord without the ninth (or the seventh,whichever it is called)and thus
relatesto the latter more or less as the diminished triad on VII relatesto the
seventh chord of V or also to the seventh chord of its own root (VII). This
augmentedsixth chord needsno further explanation.It goes wherever the augmented six-five chord (or four-three, or two) can go - presumably wherever
one does not dare write parallel fifths QSad). Of course its tones can also be
arrangeddifferently (i.e. in inversions).It is not necessaryto preparethe augmented six-five, four-three, two, and sixth chords after the fashion of the other
seventhchords. For the tone that is the seventh,accordingto the derivation, is
actually only a diminished6fth, sincethe assumedroot doesnot sound, and the
ninth is only a diminished seventh.Both of thesewe have already been using
freely. On the other hand, the third of the assumedroot sounds like a minor
seventh,as even becomesvisible with the enharmonicchange(l8ac); but here,
as the third, it certainlydoesnot haveto be prepared.The sound ofthese chords
is identical with that of a dominant seventhchord (on af: al-c-el-g[); only
the notation is altered.This double identity can be put to use,as will be shown
later [p. zy4].
a) Major
!

- chord

fr Cf, supra,p. 24oJ
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As we extendedthe idea of the dominant by analogy to createthe idea of the
secondarydominant, as we createdartificial diminished triads, seventhchords,
and the like - so here,as well, we make appropriatelysimilar alterationsof other
degreesaccording to the model of the IInd degree. With this operation we
obtain the following chords (the other inversions,four-three, and rwo, as well
as the augmentedsixth chord, the pupil can work out himself):

mrv
in c minor

vtr

m

YI

Progression to these chords will be accomplished either through use of the
minor-subdominant relation in major or chromatically. There are not very
many examplesin the literature to illustrate the use of thesesix-five, four-three,
and two chords derived from other degrees.All the same,f have seen them in
the music of Brahms and Schumann. The examplesgiven here show that they
are usable,though, even if vigorous meansare som€timesneededto restore the

k.y.
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The fact that the sound of an augmentedsix-five (four-three, two, or sixth)
chord is identicalwith the sound of a dominant seventhchord can now be easily
exploited by treating (introducing and continuing) the one as if it were the
other. For example,an augmentedsix-five chord on some degreeis taken to be
the seventh chord with the identical sound and is resolved according to the
patternsV-I, V-VI, or V-IV (Example r88a). Or a dominant (or secondary
dominant) seventhchord is interpretedas an augmentedsix-five, four-three, or
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rwo chord and resolvedaccordingly (r886). This technique,together with the
ideaof the Neapolitansixth on secondarydegrees,producesgreatenrichmentof
the tonality.
Obviously, there are chords here that can be interpreted differently. But,
sincewe are not occupiedwith analysis,it does not matter to us. We are only
concernedw'ith a system that stimulatesinterestand excitesthe imagination by
organizing and unifying the greatestpossiblevariery of events.It goeswithout
saying, there is not much point in cracking one's skull over the question
whether, becauseof the harmonic meaning,we should write cfi or df, gf, or af,
We write what is most simple.The shortcoming lies in our imperfectsystemof
notation. In nothing else.
Before I go on to make suggestionsconcerning the connection of these
different vagrant chords with one another (suggestions:for to illustrate everything that can be done here is in fact hardly possible),I want to discusstwo
other chords that also belong with the vagrant chords.

!{inor, io addidon to thc prccding
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The one (Example r89a) is best derived from the IInd degree in major or
minor, by raising the third and lowering the 6fth. By raising the third we create
an ascending leading tone, by lowering the fifth, a descending. The resulting
chord combines dominant (and secondary dominant) possibilities with the
minor-subdominantrelationships.The secondchord (I896 t) is familiar to us
from the minor-subdominantregion. Thus considered,it is, as it were, II of c
minor or WI of El maior. But the contextin which it appearshereis new to us.
One would be inclined here to think of its d as efif. That would be particularly
necessaryif, for example(r 89c),one conceivedit as emergingfrom an inversion
of the augmentedsix-five chord. Of coursethe sameresolution can occur with
the first chord aswell Q89d). One might thus conclude that the root of these
two chords is not D, but A lQ89e and/). This interpretation apparentlyfinds
support in the fact that the secondchord can also resolve to a minor chord on
Dl G89d,as can of coursethe first, aswell Q89h -ffi alwaysequalsgf here). In
this casethe /would then be a lowered 6fth, the/(as SbD a lowered seventh.
On the other hand, however, the most common resolutionsof thesechords are,
becausethey are the most direct, thosein Examplel89l'.Here we canregardthem
as IInd degreechords, with the root progressionsII-V, II-III, and II-I; if we
considerAl their root (VI of c minor), we do of courseget VI-II (fourth upward) for the connectionwith Dlrbut for the connectionwith c we get VI-I
(third upward). That interpretation is of course possiblebut not convincing.
In the first place,our presentationis more uniform if we refer thesechords,also,
to the IInd degree, as we have done with so many othersl to derive it from the
VIth would be a novelty (Norum). The introduction of such a novelty would
be impracticalfor the technicalsystem,for acrualapplication,evenif it would be
less harmful to the conceptualsystem. Secondly, the following is to be said
against[the assumptionthat Al is the root]: if the chord in Example r89i be on
the IInd degree,/ is the rootl but if the chord be on the VIth degree,the /
would be an imprecisenotation of an eff, that is, of a nondiatonic tone, of the
Jowered fifth of al (the diatonic 6fth would be el). This same nondiatonic
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tone is now, in the chord of resolution (V), suddenlysupposedto be a diatonic
tone! That is of coursenot impossible,either; but it is complicated.And with
the other interpretationsuch complexity is not necessary.The only connection
that could be somewhatdifficult to explain is that with the Dl (or df) chord.
For this connectionwould have to be designatedas II with II. There would
then be no root progression.But that is nothing new to us, In the first place,
we have already had instanceswhere in a progressionof two chords no root
progressionis to be imagined: for example,where a triad is followed by the
seventhchord on the samedegree,or by the secondarydominant, the secondary
dominant seventh,the diminished seventh(ninth) chord, etc. Secondly,however, we saw an instancequite similar to the very one we are now discussing
when we connectedthe augmentedsix-five chord (IInd degree)with the Neapolitan sixth (IInd degree) [Example r88a]. Thus, it is quite systemaricro assume the samething here as well.
We obtain thereby the sameadvantagewe found elsewherewhen we made
our root referencesuniform: we can undertake the same alterationson otller
degrees.Then we get the chords in Example r89,t, of which those marked are
alreadyfamiliar to us, as is one of thoseon the VIIth degree.Someof the others
are perhapssomewhatdifficult to introduce, but, with the meansnow available
to us, no longer very difficult. Above all, this transfer by analogy to other
degreeswill make clear to what great extent thesechords are vagranr and u,ith
what little justification analysisrefers them to this or that key.
In themselvesthesechords do not require such lengthy discussion,for they
are indeed not particularly complicated. But since they play a great role in
'Wagner's
harmony and sinceso much has beenwritten about them, I, roo, am
compelledto take a position with regardto them. (I do not know thosewritings
but have only heard of them.) The cliord in Example r898, transposeda minor
third higher and enharmonicallyalteredQ89l),is known to everyoneas the so'Tristan
called
Chord'.1 To be sure, this chord doesresolveto .E, thus is analogous to Exampler89l. The continuationshould then be that in Exampler89f
that is, should indicate e! minor lor dfr]; but Wagner treats the ,8 as the dominant of rz minor Q89m). There lias been much dispute over the question to
which degreethat chord belongs.I hope to contribute to the disentanglementof
this question,but I think I can best do so if I give no new derivation. Now, we
may regard the gf asa suspensiongoing up to a, in which casethe chord has the
form shown in Example r 89a1or it would also work to call the a a passingtone
going (through
to b; or we may yet assumethe very worst: namely, that the
"#)
'Tristan
Chord'is acruallyderived from el minor (r892) (if it absolutelymust
be derived from something) and, being a vagrant chord, is reinterpretedand
taken to a minor. (The latter seemsto be the most extravagantinterpretation.
But it is not, for a minor and el minor actually have in common not only this
chord, but simpler ones as well. For example,the VI of ef minor is identical
with the dominant of the dominant of a minor, the secondarydominant on II;
and the Neapolitansixth in a minor is V in el minor; moreover, the Neapolitan
analysisof the openingof the 'Prelude' to Tistan in Stuctural
[1 Cf. Schoenberg's
Functionsof Harmony, p. 77, Example 8y.f
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sixth of ef minor and the V of a minor are the same chord.) Which of these
'Tristan
interpretations[of the
Chord'] we adopt seemsan indifferent matter
once we have seen how rich the relationshipsamong keys become, however
remote these keys, once vagrant chords create new routes and new modes of
travel. Of courseI do not actually wish to say that this chord has somethingto
do with ef minor. I wanted only to show that even this assumptionis defensible
and that little is actually said whenever one shows where the chord comes from.
Becauseit can come from ever)nvhere. What is essentialfor us is its function,
and that is revealed when we know the possibilities the chord affords. Why
single out thesevagrant chords and insist that they be tracedback at all cost to
a key, when no one bothers to do so with the diminishedseventhchord?True,
I did relate the diminishedseventhto the key. That relation is not supposedto
restrict its circle of influence, however, but should rather show the pupil
systematicallyits rangeof practicalpossibilities,so that he can find out through
inference(Kombination)what his ear hasrecognizedlong ago through intuition.
Later, the pupil will best take all these vagrant chords for what they are, without tracing them back to a key or a degree:homelessphenomena,unbelievably
adaptable and unbelievably lacking in independencelspies, who ferret out
weaknesses
and use them to causeconfusionl turncoats,to whom abandonment
oftheir individuality is an end in itself; agitatorsin every respect,but above all:
most amusing fellows.
Once we abandon the desireto explain the derivation of thesechords, their
effect becomesmuch clearer. We understand then that it is not absolutely
necessaryfor such chords to appeariust in the function their derivation calls
for, since the climate of their homeland has no influence on their character.
(Moreover, as will be shown later, this samecharacteristiccan be proved true of
many other chords, where one would not suspectit at first.) They flourish in
every climate; and it is now understandablehow another form of this chord in
Gdtterddmmerungis resolved the same way (Example r89o) and leads to 6
minor. My first derivation (r896) is then confirmed after all by anotherexample
from Wagner; for Example r89p, the schematicreduction of the quotation in
r89o, is without doubt a form of the function shown in t89b, transposeda half
step down. I am not saying, however, that that is the derivation; for this chord
appearsin the music of Wagner with a great variery of other resolutions:

tnt
etc., and it is easy to add yet many others. But as these examplesshow, the
chords of resolution are principally those whose tones may be reachedby
chromatic steps;or they are other vagrant chords, whose origin and relation do
not reguire elaboratedemonstrationin the voice leading.
The following observationsshould guide the pupil in his own efforts to find
resolutionsfor such vagrant chords: since here close attention to the sequence
ofdegrees,the root progressions,often doesnot assurecontrol over the quality
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(Wert) of a progression, control through the melodic lines [voice leading]
could be substituted,as has indeedbeenfrequently reiterated.Thus, in general,
the best connectionsof simple chords with vagrants or of vagrants with one
anotherwill be thosein wliich the secondchord contains,as far as possible,only
tones that appearedin the first or are recognizableas chromatic raising or
lowering of tones of the first. In his first attempts the pupil should make this
origin explicit in the voice leading.An el in the secondchord should acrually
appearin the samevoice that in the first chord liad the e, from which the ef
came. But such is only necessaryat the beginning. Later, when he is familiar
with the function of thesephenomena,the pupil may also abandonthis deliberate expressionof the derivation in the voice leading.
Nevertheless,in the following connectionsof vagrant chords with one another, let us keep in mind the key and plan the progressionsin such a way that
the key is expressedand we remain aware of the degreerelationships.
We shall connect:
l. diminishedseventhchordswith oneanother(Exampler9r); thenwith: augmented
triads (r9z), augmentedsix-6ve,four-three,and two chords(r93), Neapolitan
sixths(r94); and finally (r9y and r96) alsowith the vagrantchordsof which we
lastspoke(p.tS6);
z. augmentedtriadswith one another(I97); then with: augmentedsix-five,fourthree,andtwo chords(r98), Neapolitansixths(r99), andthe othervagrantchords
(too);
3. augmented six-five, four-three, and two chords with Neapolitan sixths (zoI) and
with the other vagrant chords (zoz);
4. Neapolitan sixths with theselast-namedvagrant chords (zo3);
t. thesevagrant chords with one another (zo4).
The connectron of diminished seventh chords with one another is quite
simple, and of course the voices can all move by chromatic half steps or by
skips (1916). Difficulties are at most notational. That is, it could sometimes be
hard to decide whether to write el or dfi, gf, or af. Let us review the advice
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given before: One should be guided by the key which the passagethat is
momentarily in questionmost resemblesrather than by that indicatedin the key
signature of the piece,and should try to relate the connections for the moment,
through the notation, to that assumedkey. But one must not be all too pedantic; I prefer that manner of writing that avoids such complicatedvisual images
as double sharpsand double flats. To me, the right notation is that which needs
the fewestaccidentals.It will be good to expressevery chord through a notation
that recallsanother, a familiar notation. Moreover, with regard to the melodic
lines, all progressionsshould be written in such a way that at leastsegmentsof
three or four successivetones in a voice refer to a major or minor scaleor to the
chromatic scale;and the transitionsfrom one scaleto anothershould be written
in such a way that they could appearin some model scale.This orthography
has the advantagethat it is easy to read, whereasthe other does not even do
what it is supposedto do, namely: expressthe derivation. The use of a great
many diminished seventhchords in a progressionis objectionable;their effect
is intense,but there is little merit in this intensity. It is too easyto attain for one
to feel particularly proud of attaining it.

The connection of diminished seventhchords with the augmentedtriads is
shown in Example r9zc, using one of the diminished sevenths.A phrasein C
major shows an application (tgzb).
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Augmented six-five, four-three, and rwo chords with
diminished sevenths.
..
Here only the ones derived from II are presented.
The others the
"'- 'pupil can
easily try out on his own (following the model Example
,irij.-

The connectionof the-Neapolitansixth chord (IInd degree)
with mo of the
diminished seventhchol{s goessplendidly (t94a'and b). th.'on.
at r94ais to
be construed as derived from vI, that atry46 from I of mino. (minor-sub"
dominant region) or c majorrinterpretationsihat yield good
root p.og."rsionr.
The third one, however, can.onrybe interpreteaas v. io .onn".r'it
*rth II ir,
i:.itself, hardly worthwhile because-the,oot prog."rsion
is a descendingone.
This connectionis relatively weak also by viriue of the fact
that two ronesare
only one proceeds'chromatically,and the third one
:omm:n,
[the fourth, i.e.
the othertone], if written as it actually rtto"ta be
e)rwourd have to *"k. u.,
improbable step to df. rf this.onne.iion is thus seenas worthless
in the harmonic sense,it can neverthelessbe guite useful as a meansof
expression.That
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the Rhinegold motive (rg+d) is basedon the sameroot progressionltestifiesto
significance](see also Ex[this distiiction between harmonic and expressive
ample I73).
E*ample ry4e givesexamplesof Neapolitan sixths on other degrees'

ITI
both chords have the same root']
F There is no roor progressionl
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The rwo augmentedtriads in Example
ry9b posesignificant difficurties.

*r';

:;*

;;il;"';,{
: : l' : l: ::^p "lg-,_"

ta_
e:t by without reinterpre

:H:ffii;
i1;.llfiHil:":1":,Tl:-"g-."i"J,';;-ffii''i;#;iffi

To connectthe augmentea,i*-n',r. qiour-trrree
or two) chord with the Neapolitansixth,we tr..i th" former irii
*"*'rn" aon,inunr;;;i",
oneof
"r
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its inversions) of the Neapolitan sixth; for, as previously noted, the sound of
the augmentedsix-five chord is identicalwith that of the dominant seventh.In
such casesthis six-6ve chord is generallyso written: that is, as in our example,
with gl instead of /ff. An excellentprogression results (zora) if the six-five
reappearsafter the Neapolitan sixth and then goes on to the six-four chord.
Such a repetition is well suited for re-establishinga key that has begun to falter.

These augmented chords are also frequently connected with the other
vagrants on II, although the chord in Example zoza, sinceffi goesto J does
little to promote the setting of V in root position (becauseg is in the bass).
But since the six-four chord [or the chord on V] does not have to be the goal,
the continuation zozc is also possible.The bass interval here (t) and that in
zofi (l), db - f#, is of courseonly practicableif one thinks gf and makesthe
enharmonicchange.But one can ofcourse do just that!

In all theseexamplesthe voice leading was such as our first instructions required, whetever possible. That is, we avoided augmented and diminished
intervals, parallel fifths, etc. Where problems arose with a connection, augmented intervalscould of coursenot be avoided.And then they are even good.
For necessityis the strongestcommandment.But whenever,as here, the relation of such chords to one another refers back to keys far removed from one
anorher, then it would be pedantry to try to keep the voice leading within a
key, within a major or minor key. The singer who has to sing such intervals
will just have to make enharmonicchangesif he wants to simplify an augmented
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interval. True, the tone got by enharmonicchangedoesnot agreewith tliat of
the tempered system, and that problem createsgreat difficulties in today's
choral music, But of courseit cannot hold back the developmentof our musicl
for it is obvious that we want to use the same harmonic resourcesin choral
composition that we use in composing for instruments.It may be that little
choral music will be written until a meansis found to get around that problem.
Ho*'ever, since this meansmust be found, it will be found. To instrumentalists
the intonation of such intervals, and of other, far more complicatedprogressions,no longer presentsany great dificulties. The rangeof what one may easily
require of them is becoming more and more inclusive. But of course the pupil
should by no meanstry to use all thesepossibilitiesat present.FIe should continue to expressmelodically the chromaticismin his voice leading; he should
continue his efforts to relatewhat happensin a voice as long as possibleto one
key, and to make the changeto another key with urmost care.As I have mentioned repeatedly:since his voices are nothing more than the necessaryconnectivesin a harmonic sructure, since their developmentis neither generated
nor justified by a motive, he should never stray from the simplestpresentation,
unlessthere are compelling reasonsfor doing so.
In conclusion, )€t other possibilitiesfor resolving the diminished seventh
chord should be added here.
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Example zoya shows how a diminished seventhchord can be changedinto
four different dominant seventh chords: each time a different tone of the diminished seventh falls a half stepand becomesthe root. (Our assumedroot [of
the diminished seventhas ninth with tacit root] !) If (zolb) we sustainone tone
each time as the root and take the other three up a half step, then we get four
other dominant seventh chords. By the same method, but with appropriate
adlustmentsin resolving, we get major or minor chords [triads] on the same
degrees(zo5c). If q,'esustain two nonadjacenttones (diminished fifth or augmented fourth) and take the other two nonadjacenttones up a half step, then
we obtain two forms of the altered chord presentedon pug" t11 1r"1,a5.V
(zoye)we sustainthree tones and let one ascend,then we get secondaryseventh
chords with the sameform as those on VII in major or II in minor. If we sustain fwo adjacenttonesand let the other rwo adjacenttonesascend,then we get
secondary seventh chords like those on III in major (zo5J). When tJrreetones
fall and one is sustained the resultant chords are the same as when three are
sustainedand one rises,but in other keys (zo5g) flII of major, II of minor)
[cf. Example zoye].
I have mentioned such connectionsas an addendumbecause:(r) their root
progressionsare not always good; (z) this method, making alterations in a
chord, does not agreewith the method of presentationotherwise practicedin
this book; (3) theseconnectionsgenerally have only pseudoharmonicsignificance:they are found mostly as melodic conduct of the harmony, so to speak,
n hereby they conform rhythmically to t-he movement of a principal voice.
Such connectionsare of coursemuch used in modulations,but usually without
awarenessof the root progressions;and that makeslittle sense.

XV

MODULATION TO THE IInd,
Vth, AND VIth CIRCLES OF
FIFTHS, TO THE VIIth AND
VIIIrh, AND ALSO TO MORE CLOSELY
RELATED CIRCLES BY SEGMENTS AND
THR OUGH INTERMEDIATE KEYS

For his very first exercisesin these modulations the pupil will best do without
the enrichments of harmony he has just learned. Again, he should 6rst make
these modulations with the simplest means and should use the simplest and
closestrelationships.They could of coursebe effectedmore speedilythrough
use of the harmonic resourcesthat becameavailable in the preceding chapter.
But it is important that the pupil knows the simple, the basicmeansas well and
learns to reach the goal smoothly and appropriately through these alone, so
that he acguires a senseof form. He should thus master the simpler means
before he ventures on to use the more complicated. With the latter, becauseof
the immensenumber of possibilities,instructionscannot be as preciseas those
given for the simpler means.Hence, in using the more complicatedthe pupil
has to dependincreasinglyon correction through his own senseof form.
The modulation to the secondcircle of fifths is most simply done by breaking
it up into rwo segments.The original key and tle new key have very few common chords. These are, from major upward, the chords of the dominant
region, III and V, of which the III is closer to the secondcircle of fifths; from
major downward the common chords are those of the subdominantregion, II
and IV, of which IV is closer to the secondcircle. Of course,a modulation
merely through use of these common chords is not impossible.And in most
produces
textbooks this is the way it is shown. Upward, the sequenceI-I[-V
nothing but descending root progressions,whereas I-V-ru is quite good
(Example zo6).
A

iC'

206

a

<€)

crc,

rvru
Downward, the order I-IV-[

al-uo

207

ry

provides a usableand fairly rapid modulation.
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But, unlessone is acrually in the examination room, where hasteis necessary,
one can take time to modulate, can plan the modulation. One can make the
modulation so that it really goes by way of intrinsic relationshipsand not by
way of coincidences. One can make it so that, for obtaining a characteristic
effect,characteristicmeansare used. Modulation to distant keys by meansof a
simple seriesof triads, the way recommendedin most textbooks, is absolutely
bad. That doesnot follow the trail of art but servesmerely the purposesof the
many examinations,to which those with no calling are subjectedto protect
those who are called againstthose who are chosen.l And this is the purpose
they [these modulations] accomplish: to give the pupil a handy scheme,easily
understoodand remembered,that will seldom fail him - even if, and this is the
most outstanding result of the examinations,even if he is apprehensive.One
very seldom has occasionto make a fast modulation, certainly not where only
simple harmonic meansare being used. Modulations to distant keys appearin
the literature only where rich means for modulating are available.If anyone
doubts that statement,let him take a look at Bach'smodulations.What he will
find is this: wheneverthere is a modulation to a distant key, it happensgradually, by segments,or if suddenly,then through useof the very strongestmeans.
Generally,through the diminishedseventhchord, for Bach did not know other
strong meansof modulation. But Bach's modulations happen also, and this is
very important, through preparatory passingand changing tones that suggest
the key relationships.The essentialpoint is that an apparentlysuddenmodulation, almost without exception, has already been announced beforehand:
either through a certain restlessness
or loosenessin the harmony or through
alteration, generally enlargement,of intervals in the melody; in the counterpoint through characteristicincreaseor decrease[of partsl]; in the dynamics;
that is, in everything that is pertinent. Moreover, in the harmony quite often
the modulatory potential of the pivot chord has been suggestedbeforehand.
This chord has already been shown in an ambiguous light, so that its reinterpretation then has the effect of fulfilling a necessity. Now, the pupil can supposedly accomplishall that through harmony alone, using no other meansbut
triads and dominant seventh chords (dominant! seventhchords!); and, as the
plan underlying the whole thing, he need use nothing elsebut the coincidental
possibilities of a cool relationship. 'Becauseyou are my father's brother-inlaw's nephew, I am your friend.' I am not advocating an aesthetic; I am not
saying, this is not beautiful; I do not condemn as ugly something I do not
[1 Schoenbergaddedthis remark- paraphrasingthe biblicalassertionthat many are
called,but few arechosen- in the revisededition. It is not immediatelyapparenthow
those with a calling (the 'Berufene')are protectedagainstthe chosen(the 'Auserwihlte') if only the'Unberufene'aresubjectedto the examinations.Perhapshe meant
that the examinationsare weaponsto protect thoseof averagetalentsagainstboth the
untalentedand thoserare creativetalentswho, in obedienceto the laws of their own
genius,scorn the laws they have beentaught. These geniuseswould have a natural
calling,would be the ChosenPeople,but would perhapsbe neithercallednor chosen
by the examiners.]
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understandlbut if there is anything that has no poise,no elegance(Ebenmass),
it is this manner of modulating.
Breaking up far-reachingmodulations into segments,like so much of what
is noteworthy in this book, is not my invention. It is found in the teachingsof
good, older theorists (S. Sechterrlfor example).But those shallow simplifiers,
solely in the result, not
so quick to take shortcutsonly becausethey find .rense
in the way it is obtained, help to corrupt the old theory while they obstruct
the developmentof a new. For them formulas are the important thing; consequently they give as the final product something that is only a device, a trick.
'Ideal', they hand down the
And since to these paralyzed brains art must be
formula as a law of aesthetics.The Why, When, and How of such laws they
either never knew or long ago forgot; hencethey hold the laws to be eternal.A
good handicraft,however, can easily attend to its practicalnecessitieswithout
having to appealto aestletics.This they will never understand.One must not
be ashamedof satisfying the practical requirementsof the material, and may
confessit openly, without adorning it, without glorifying it. But then one will
not always do the opposite of what is right. Those who on the one hand simplify (by suppressingsenseand preservingonly its shell, the formula) compli'artistically'
cate on the other hand (by
embellishingthe shell). Thus they fail
in everything that matters:becauseinsteadof sensethey always give the form,
the formula. Their simplicity and their complexity are incorrectly relatedto the
content.zThey are simple when one must be complexl they are intricate when
one may be straightforward. I have known this for a long time in my own
rather narrov/ field, but in anotherI had to learn it from a rough slap in the face,
which I deserved.That slap made clear to me how much our tastein almost all
'decorators'
6elds is corrupted by the
(Ornamentierer)(as Adolf Loos3 calls
them) disguisedas simplifiers.I once sketchedout a plan for a music stand and
showed it to a carpenter.It was to have fwo columns, held together by heavy
wooden braces.I had imagined the heavy wooden braceswould be beautiful
(beautifull). The carpenter,a Czech,who could not even speakgood German,
'No good
carpenterwill make that for you. We learnedthat a connecting
said:
piecemust be lighter than a column.'f was thoroughly shamed.I had considered
beautiful what was simply impractical, and a carpenter who understood his
craft could of course throw out this beaury without hesitation. Of course:
materialsparingly used! That is, indeed,artistic economy; oniy such meansare
to be usedas are absolutelynecessaryfor producing a certaineffect.Everything
else is beside the point, hence crude, can never be beautiful becauseit is not
organic. Whoever thinks otherwiseis a ridiculous dilettante,an aesthete(Schdnheitssucher)without reason, without insight into the nanrre of things. The
carpenterunderstood his craft; he knew that one must use material sparingly.
I would have gladly paid the slight additionalcost of the material;but it seemed
to him so ridiculous that, being an honorable and skilled carpenrer,he could
Komposition.. .r pp. 3z-4, Cf. supra,p, rry.)
fL Die Grundsdqedermusikalischen
[2 That is, their simpliciry or complexiryis external,a priori, not inherent.]
[s The architectand friend of Schoenberg.Cf. Schoenbetg'sLetters, pp. 1444,
ry7, and 259.f
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not be a parry to such nonsense.All the same our aestheticiansseek beauty,
They see discovered forms as given, casual formal possibilities as formal
necessitiesland in these they claim to seeeternal laws, even though they themselves know forms to which these laws do not apply. Such forms are then the
exceptions.The aestheticiansseldom think about finding the origins and the
deepersignificanceof theseforms in the purely practical,in what is appropri'their way in
ate and sensibleto the craftsman. They prefer to seek
the fog'. In
that chaotic,primeval fog of irrationaliry, from which even so a rational world
could by someaccidentemerge.But to take then this rationality to be the rationality of the world and the world to be this rationality is questionable.
So it is of coursepossibleto modulatein the way thesetextbooksrecommend.
I prefer the older method, however, especially when dealing with simpler
harmony. There a modulation was not shoved directly down a track to its
destination.Instead,breacheswere made at severalpoints in the tonality, and
at least two or three principal currents, coming from different points, were
then united at some point for concertedaction.
The keys of the secondcircle of fifths are lessclosely relatedto one another
than are thoseof the first, third, or fourth circles.In the first circle of fifths there
was a direct relation berween I of the one key and V of the other: I of C major
was IV of G or V of .F. And in the third and fourth circles the use of V of a
minor key to obtain a major triad looks like the realizationof a tendencyof this
Vth degree,like a necessity.True, here in the secondcircle, G is also IV of .D
major and F isY of Bl; but C is not a degreeof D major nor of Bl major. The
reinterpretationcan be done only as follows: I (V) of C is IV (I) of G, I (V) of
G is IV (I) of D; and: I (IV) of Cis V (I) of .F,I (IV) of Fis V (I) of Bf. Here
we seeat once the necessityfor key combination and the kind of combination
'intermediatekey'* the key of the
involved. Most simply, one will chooseas the
first circle of fifdrs that is right on the way, thus, in effect, adding together rwo
first-circle modulations: r plus r equals z. Later the pupil can choose other
intermediate keys as well (evenrually several). We go, then, from:
* I havepostponedthis assumption
key aslong aspossible,and
of an intermediate
it seemsto me
evenhereI canacceptit only asan aid to leaming.Above all, because
keys accomplishmuch more
for we can presentwhat the intermediate
superfluous;
it is
generallyby meansof the secondarydominants.But then,in addition,because
possible,and better,to view all that happenswithin a pieceasemanatingfrom a tonal
center.Otherwise,the form in which almostall modulationsappearin works of art
hasno real sense.Otherwise,thereis no real sensein returningto the principalkey, if
the strayingfrom it and return to it are not conditionedby a singlesourceofenergy:
keys here,again,only in the sensein which I
the basickey, I assumeintermediate
admittedthempreviously:asan aid in learning,asa meansby which the pupil simplithatway it is easier
6eswhat is complex,by bteakingit down into parts.Only because
as the basisfor harmonicthought,
to grasp.Once the chromaticscaleis established
thenwe shallbe ableto interpretevensuchmodulationsas theseas functionsof the
herealso,that we do not leavethe key. This is similarto what we
key, andto assume,
which will sooncontaineverythingformerly
are doing, evennow, in our cadences,
regardedas moduiatory,now servingiust to expressthe key.
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C maior through G maior or c minor to D major
C major throughG maioror e minor to Dminor
a minor through G maior or e minor to D maior
a minor through G maior or a minor to 6 minor
C maior through .F maior or / minor to -Bf maior
C majorthroughF maioror /minor to gminor
a minorthrough F maior or /minor to Bl maior
c minorthroughF maloror lminor togminor

The intermediate key is of course not so firmly establishedas the key that
It is
is the goal of the modulation; it would otherwise also require a cadence.
clearly
is
stated
yet
it,
from
away
movement
kept lo"oreenough to permit easy
to set asidethe original ley- As long as the stronger means-of modula"no.,gh
well to
tion iir..rrr.d in the pr.rrlou, chapter u.. ttot used, the pupil will do
Obviscale'
minor
a
of
tone
seventh
or
the
sixth
treat sensitivetones lilke the
G
and e
C
through
example,
for
keys,
intermediate
ously we can also use two
out
carry
able.to
is_now
pupil
The
follow.
minor to D. Only a few examples
a
obtain
may
thus
He
ways'
many
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fifths
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circle
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number
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Inthecadencethepupilcanusesomeofthesecondarydominantsandother
to use such
nondiatonic chords.'Generally, however, it will be advisable
simple. In Example
,p""rgfy here,sincethe first tt"if of tn. modulation is quite
That
,"',r.r,th chords were introduced without preparing them'
,is, ;J"ta.ry
the
without
even
,t",.p,rpit muy iater *rite them as he writes a triad, unprepared,
,passingseventh' that is used here, needsno further explanation.
the
"ppi"ia
modulations. We can
Iiutrrrully the deceptive cadenceplays-a big role in these
modulation may re,rr. ;, ,o'g.t uro,rni the danger that the two halves of the
one of the keys be
semble eu-.hothe, too .lor.l-y. It is also recommended that
and the tonic (uo8l).
..pr..r"a by meansof choris other than the dominant
'where
not
be a successionof
severalintermediatekeys are used there should
is preparedby
minor
all minor or all major keys. In Example zo8lthe cf of 6
and
seventhtones
the movement of the bassmelody from b through the sixth
of e minor. The modulation is thereby quite smooth'
downward, it will
Particularly in the modulation to the secondcircle of fifths
used in the first
rneans
be necessaryto make a good distinction between the
frugal
now_make
even
halfand those in the secJnd.Perhapshere the pupil can
the
Obviously
chords.
*r. of secondarydominants and iiminished seventh
seventh
secondary
a
cadencemust then be more elaborate.In Example?o9".^:t
zo-9c diminished
;;;;; *"t again used, unprepared,as a passingchord' In
-the
to / rninor, in
ascribed
be
to
seventhcho."dat t is in light of what foliows still
a Neapolitan
as
enters
at
chord
$
spite of the following ,i*-Tou, chord on/ The
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sixth, but is then treatedasIV of Bf. obviously onecnnmakeall thesemodulationsshorter.But oneshouldnot do so; the pupil, in particular,shouldnot.
He shouldlearn,rather,to makefull useof the meanshe hasbeengiven. And
A)

C_F_B'

b)

c-it-Bb

c)

a-d-Bb

it1 a -d-Bb
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here he has an abundanceofopportunities for doing so. I have worked out this
modulation in such long phrasesdeliberately;to include here as much as possible is actually an end in itself. His senseof form will soon lead the pupil to
observethat, whenever he has'worked out one part more extensively,certain
obligations are imposed on what follows. What follows cannot be as long or
short as he likes, but will have some inescapablerequirement: the use of a
particular meansin the harmony or perhapsalso in the melodic linel anyrvay,
the continuation is not free, it is bound. It is not bound by laws, however, but
by the senseof form. The pupil will do well to pay strict attention to this point
and not to passover it lightly by suppressinghis formal conscience.
Once he hashad enough practicewith thesesimplemeans,he may then go on
to the more complicated.I recommendthat his assignmentstake up the various
types of chords more or lessin the sequencein which they were introduced in
the precedingchapters.That way, what lias been learnedwill be reviewed,and
the number of possibilities[for using eachkind of chord] will be increased.
In Example2 r oa two quarternotes\r''ereusedin the alto to include the seventh
of the dominant seventhchord. Occasionally,the pupil may do likewise;but he
may also use the seventh freely, regardlessof a cross relation, especiallywith
the dominant seventhchord.
In zrca at @ the degreesare designatedas II-I-II, although the chords have
little similarity to the diatonic chords on thesedegrees.But we know of course
what this II is: an inversion (root position) of the tonesof the Neapolitansixth
chord. Here, and in similar cases,to orient ourselvesmore easily to the root
progressions,we may imagine the Neapolitan sixth to be a tonic and temporarily call it I. Then the following diminished triad is VII of this imaginary I,
and the progressionis I-VII-I, which is quite familiar. Since the Neapolitan
sixth here is on II, however, the successionof degreesthat looks like I-VII-I
of Cl major is a form of II-I-II of Bl major, and the Neapolitansixth is treated
here as a quasi tonic, ar if h wereCl major. The pupil should not speak here of
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Cl major, though, but should rather keep in mind that he is merely imagining
it this way as an aid to learning.

FIFTH

AND

SIXTH

CIRCLES OF FIFTHS

The simplest modulations to tfiese circles will also be those that are subdivided. They will best be compositesof two, possibly three, simple modulations (such as those to the first, third, and fourth circles). The modulation to
the fifth circle can thus be a combination,4 plus r or r plus 4: that is, first to the
fourth circle and from that key to its 6rst, or the other way around, first to the
first circle and then to the fourth of that key. Modulation to the sixth circle of
fifths can be madeup of 3 plus 3. Sincethe latter leadsto the samekey, whether
it goes upward or downward (C major to Ffi major or G! major), we can carry
out 3 plus 3 in two ways, upward or downward. But the way to 6 could also be
put togetherso: 3 plus 4 minus r, or 4 plus 3 minus r, or minus r plus 3 plus 4,
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or minus r plus 4 plus 3, or yet 4 minus r plus 3 and 3 minus r plus 4, etc.* One
can also put together the modulation to 5 in manifold ways: J plus 3 minus r,
or 3 minus r plus 3, or 4 plus 4 minus 3, etc. One will sometimeseven use the
composite,3 plus z or z plus 3, although z itself is alreadya composite,r plus r.
As for the extent to which the intermediatekeys are established,what was said
for the modulations of the secondcircle holds here as well. Secondarydominants, diminished sevenths,and other vagrant chords will be useful here. But
here, again, the pupil is advisedfirst to try exerciseswith simple means.The
following modulations are to be practiced:from C major and a minor to Dl
major, /[ minor, B major, gf minor, Gf maior, e[ minor, ^Ff maior, and df,
minor.
* Plus and minus are to be understoodherein relationto the direction involved at
the moment. Hence,with the circle of fifths downward a minus (-) indicatesthe
oppositedirection,upward.We can then expressthesemodulationsmathematically:
to the;! 5thcircleof fifths:* (+ * r); or to the-[ 6th:* (l * 4 - r),*(r * I *+)
etc.

a) c-Db
e*r)
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In theseexamplesI madeextensiveuse of the modulatory meanslast studied.
For example, in zrrc the modulation C-G is introduced by the Neapolitan
sixth, and in zrlfthe Neapolitan sixth oflminor is itself introduced by the
appropriate augmentedfour-three chord. These meanspermit us to omit the
'lingering
on the dominant' in the third and fourth-circle modulations.I should
like here to point out a distinction betweenmy modulations and those 'quick'
modulationsthat I censure.It could be said:I set such remotely relatedchords
next to one another that there is, after all, no differencebetween mine and
those other, 'quick' modulations. But there is a distinction: in the others these
chords are supposedto effectthe modulation, whereasin mine they only introduce it, they preparethe way for it; they bring that uncertainty that will admit
a modulation. Here, the eye is kept on the goal, and the arrival at that goal is
prepared.I find in a very well-known harmony textl similarly distant modulations carried out with the meanscensuredhere. Nevertheless,the examplesin
that book work well, and one could conclude that it is superfluousto deal so
ceremoniouslywith this point as I am doing here. But if one takesa close look
one will note that the author of theseexamples- who was a composer quite
skilled in matters of form - follows his senseof form and achieveshis smooth
modulation by doing essentiallythe samething as I do, but unconsciously:he
preparesthe new key, the goal. It is far more by this meansthat he achieves
his purpose,unconsciously,as I said,than by the modulatory meanshe actually
recommends.But then why does he not recommendthe former meansinstead
of the latterl Becausehe is not aware of the discrepancy,and neither is his
collaborator,his writer, whose eloquenceis linguistic [rather than musical].
A satisfyingmodulation indeed dependson this preparationof the new key!
For example:in zrra the secondchord, the augmentedsix-five chord over the
basstone, e, aTreadyhints at the gl of Dl major, and the resolution to the sixfour chord is another such hint. Neither is yet Dl maior, but only a stepin that
direction. Somethingsimilar happensin ztrb.In zr rc the third measure,which
could be called/ minor, points toward the .R major of the cadence;in zr rrt the
Neapolitansixth over /[ (third measure)points toward 6[ minor, etc. The pupil
will find a lot more of that sort of thing in the examples.He himself should of
course strive for something similar. And even if it does not turn out well, no
harm is done. (My own examplesare certainly not outstanding 'artistic accomplishments' and are supposedonly to suggest, to stimulate; they are by no
meansto be consideredexemplary.) What is important is: that one srrives for
something.Whether one reachesit is only of secondaryimportance.
A device that is recommendedin most textbooksand that also appearsoccasionally in Examplezr r is the sequerce.
The sequenceis a kind of repetition well
suited for creating coherence. Repetition can be monotonous; rightly used, it
strengthens and intensifies. There are many kinds of repetition that in one
senseor another help create form. To expound them, however, belongs to the
study of form, since they bring up right away the subject of themesand motives.
Therefore, only the following general observations pertain here. The sequence
work.]
[1 This text is not identifiedin any of the editionsof Schoenberg's
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is an exact repetition of some segmentof the music. The harmonic sequenceis
as follows: some harmonic progression(of at leasttwo chords) recursimmediately after its 6rst appearance;but the secondtime (and this is the distinction
betweena sequenceand a simple repetition) it starts from a different degree,a
major or minor secondor third, a perfector augmentedfourth, higher or lower.
The harmonic sequenceis a highly favored and quite effective meansof creating musical form; for it insures continuity and coherence,and by virtue of
clear,broad expositionit is a boon to the perceptionof ghelistener(sinceit does
repeatwhat he might have missedthe first time). And all that is accomplished
without the composerhaving to invent a differently-shapedcontinuation; thus
he doesnot have to tax his spirit any more than is necessaryto join well the rn'o
equal forms of his thought with each other, to connect them without leaving
gaps. Becauseit is good in itself, the sequencehas been much used. Because,
however, little merit is to be detectedin such comfortable'acquisition of territory', immoderate use of it must be condemned.I have nothing against the
pupil using it occasionally.
Indeed,he is to be commendedfor his accomplishment, if he has arrangedhis material so that a sequentialrepetition is possible.
Nor have I anything againsthis using it as recommended,for example,to make
a modulationso to speakin two starts.But I must warn againsttoo frequent
usel becauseof the schematiccliaracterof such work, it offers little reward.
To a certain extent the transposedrepetition of a segmentof melody is also
to be regardedas a sequencewhen the harmony that goes with it is not sealwayshas more merit, sinceit is not so
quential.To me this kind of sequence
mechanical.Examplesare to be found in the sopranovoice of ztrm and zrrp.
The pupil can select the other compound modulations himself. If he has
chosen,say, 4 plus 3 minus z for the fifth circle, then the modulation could be
as follows, for example:from C major through .E major to Cf, major and back
(through I'f major) to gf minor (zrza).

If onewishedto carry
But sucha planwould probablybe too complicated.
out quite extensivelyevery singlepart of this modulation,then the whole
thing would becomevery long. If one makesit brief, however,thenit comes
right backto that all-too-quickmodulating,which I couldconsidergood only
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if very strong meansare used. The pupil will have to decide.If he choosessuch
a manifold, composite route, then he has to consider that the example will be
very long and that he will have to erase the seams between the individual
stages,as much as possible, with strong modulating devices. Example zrzb
shows another solution to this problem, basedon a plan that is lesscomplex.

C-r#

Generallyspeaking,modulationsto keys as distant as thoseof the 6fth or
sixth circle of fifths will not appearvery freguentlyin pieceswith simplehar-
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mony; for a composition that modulates so intensively needs correspondingly
stronger meansof modulation. Hence, such exercisesdone with simple means
can never turn out to be as smooth as those that modulate to closer keys, nor
can those that modulate by simple meansto the seventh,eighth, ninth circles,
and so on. The latter are compoundsthat would be more easily reachedas the
6fth, fourth, third circles, etc., of the opposite direction. Thus, for example,
modulations from C major to Cb, Fb, and Bll major would, in the opposite
direction, be modulations to 8, E, and A major. Nevertheless,one must often
take the more complex way; the pupil should therefore practice it. But I give no
examplesfor it. In a simple example it would look incongruous; but in a complicated one, since we have here no reason for being complex, it would look
overblown and pompous. To make such examplesis easierfor one who can do
nothing than for one with great abiliry. The older masters generally limited
their modulations, even in development sections, to closely related keys.
Nevertheless,one does often find a distant modulation inserted suddenly, with
coarsemeans,as a surprise without harmonic preparation (Beethoven, c-minor
Trio).r
Such frequent change of key in such a small spaceas shown in Example zr3
occurs only in the literature from the post-Wagnerian era. There, the aim is of
course not to reach a new key, but to leave an old one without ever having
settled in it in the first place. The harmony is then led as it were by the melody.
The richness of the harmony, its restlessness,its rapid twisting and turning
correspondto thesesamecharacteristicsin the principal melody, on which the
harmony dependsas a sort of contrapuntalaccompanyingvoice. That sort of
thing, in the form of exercises,can hardly turn out well, as is shown by *y
Example zr3 - shown, if not proven: for I could certainly produce something
better. All the same,the pupil should attempt such, becauseotherwise he will
not get to know his resourcesfor modulating.
[r First Movement, beginning of the development,and near the end of the last
movement(ef minor to B major,c minor to / minor).]
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I am incorporating theseexercisesin my book, even though I have some objections to them, becauseI take a different view of their purpose. First of all:
one does not harmonize,one invents with harmony. One then perhapsmakes
corrections. Theory, however, does not bring the defective spots to one's
attentionl theseare discoveredby the senseof form. Moreover, the correction
itself is not found through theory. Sometimes,perhaps,it is found through
much trial and error; generally,though, it comesthrough a flashof insight, that
is, intuitively, through the senseof form, through the imagination. At least
that is what my experiencetells me; and the contrary can only be advocatedby
'harmonizes',
one who himself
who is thus not capableof intenting a melody
with harmony.We cannot deny that there are themeswhose harmony should be
other than that with which they were originally conceived.And we must admit
that sometimes,in an otherwiseusableidea of a beginner,a harmonic weakness
appearsat some point whose correction requires a different harmonization of
the whole idea.But neither of thesepossibilitiescorrespondsto what we actually
'harmonizing'.
In neither caseis a harmony added to a melody
understandas
that was given vithout harmony. In both caseswe hare a harmonically articulated melody, whose harmony and articulation its author knows and merely
undertakesto alter. On the one hand, when he altersit for the sakeof variation,
his task is just that: to make use of other harmonic possibilitiesinherent in the
idea, to exploit its individualities.And on the other hand, when he corrects,it
is only a matter of isolatedspotsthat are bad; but the whole thing is harmonized
and he knows this harmony. He probably just wrote it down incorrectly, or in
continuing the themedid not hear out well the tendenciesof the harmony. This
'not
hearing out well' I have often observedin pupils. It even happenswith
gifted ones, but it is easy to overcome.
But even in making corrections, as well as in harmonic variation, the new
form should not be calculated,but invented.It is a mistaketo think that art may
'think'tasks'
have of the
of the
be calculated;and the notion the aestheticians
ing' artist is entirely false.They would have us believe that this artist's whole
achievementconsistsin choosing, with good taste and close calculation, the
most effectiveof the availablepossibilities.Yet artistic creativity operateson a
somewhathigher plane. In my own composing I have all too often seenhow
what was not good in the first draft never becamegood, not even if I made a
hundred corrections.Usually, though, the forms that emergedin the first draft
are of a smoothnesssuch as no correction would ever produce. I should like
to say, therefore:ifa defectis found in an idea,a defectthat cannot be corrected
while the original inspiration is still workin€5,then it is perhapsbetter to drop
the idea, or to keep it along with its inborn defect. This defect will always be
slighter than those that would be introduced by correction. This is not to say
that a pupil should not make corrections,for, if he did not, the teachercould not
improve him either. On the contrary, the pupil should exercisefully his intellect
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and taste. He is still a pupil, still studying; he is simply practicing. He wants
simply to advance far enough that he can say something, should he have anything to say. The pupil should think; but the artist, the master, composes by
feeling (Cefthl). He no longer has to think, for he has reacheda higher kind of
responseto his need for self-expression.The pupil should correct (verbessern),
but he should not get the idea that by virrue of corrections a work becomes
better (6esser).The benefit he can derive from correcting can only be this: it
can make him aware of how the work might have been better if it had not
been saddledwith this defect from the outset.And it can help him know what
to do the next time. Then he can take greater care right away, in the act of in'in
vention; and whatever he corrects
statu nascendi', q/liile the first heat of
inspiration is still present,will hardly do any harm. But later correction seldom
does any good.
An objection could be raised here: If I condemn exercisesin harmonizing
because the artist does not harmonize, but invents the harmony with the
melody, why then do I have the pupil produce phrasesby writing down the
roots (figures) and constructing the phrasesfrom themi Harmonization is,
after all, only an exercise,as is the sketching of roots, and what matters is the
benefit the exerciseoffers the pupil. My reply to this obiection is as follovrs:
First, sketching root progressionshas at least one similarity to reality, that in
so far as the roots representharmoniesthe pupil is actually thinking harmonies,
even if it is by the roundabout way of numbers.At 6rst he is thinking numbers,
later, however, chords (Kldnge)l Harmonization,on the other hand, has almost
no similarity to realiry. Secondly, even though the pupil must indeed do, as
exercise,much that the masterdoesnot do, as I have shown above, it does not
follow that the pupil should also do what the master must not /o ! Thirdly, we
have advanced,I hope, through all the previous exercisesto a degreeof skill
such that we should no Ionger want to do such an exercise,even if it vrerebetter
than sketchingout roots. But it is not better.
If I then give exercisesin harmonizing,my purposeis not to teachthe pupil
hovr I do what I should not do; it is rather to strengthenhis senseofform by a
sort of examplein which his imagination (Phantasie)does not yet have to take
part. He is given a melody. It is not his own; thus his harmonizationof it can
never be as good as drat with which it was invented. Since he is then not to
blame for the partial failure of the example, it matters little that what he producesis imperfect;and no damageis done to the melody that he is mistreating,
for it is of coursenot tied permanentlyto the bad harmony. On the contrary.
This work is like the exercisesin dissectionperformed by young doctors on
cadavers:if they cut too deeply, nobody's hurt. What does it matter, if the
chorale harmonizationdoes turn out badlyl It is not to be published any'way.
But by such a simple examplethe pupil can learn to concentratehis senseof
form on what happensin a melody and can practice thinking a melody as a
whole, preparing for the time when he himself will have to invent a melody
whole, with harmony.
I shall thus use the exercisesin harmonizing as prevention, to guard somewhat
more thoroughly than usual against those mistakesthat occur becausethe sense
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of form is untrained. But I shall not give modern melodies for these exercises.
The form of the chorale melody is so simple and lies so far behind us that we
can perhapsseethrough itl we can perhapsreally perceive its relationships with
the precisionnecessaryfor close imitation. Moreover, it is then not absolutely
necessaryto give instructions properly belonging to the study of form. But
more modern melodies,even if I included under this headingonly such as those
by Mozart or Beethoven, show such complicated diversiry of form that the
pupil could not approachthem without specialpreparation.
Of course a pupil with a gifted ear might even then reach a good solution. I
have no objection if the pupil makessuch attemptson his own. He would best
copy a theme from Beethoven, Mozart, or Brahms, or from the works of another master(but a master it must be; any other is not good enough!), try to
harmonizeit, and then compareit with the original. Most important, it should
be clear to him that his harmonizationis inferior to that of the model, and he
should now try to discoverwhy that is so. In fact, the pupil could just as well
harmonize a theme he has heard and remembers and then compare it with the
model. The purpose of this exercisewill be accomplishedeven if the pupil remembers the harmonization of the original and merely writes it down from
memory. For the purpose of all these exercisesis indeed not so much actually
to construct a harmony (to construct!) as it is, if the solution is not to turn out
leathery, to use skilfully and monitor by means of theoretical awarenesswhat
the ear remembersfrom similar cases.
But to invent melodiesmyself with whose harmonizationthe pupil is to be
afiicted - I refuse to do it, even though f am sure I could invent something
better than that miserable stuff certain authors of harmony texts have the nerve
to write. Such nerve betrays their inability to discriminatein mattersof form.
If I allow the pupil the freedom to do what occurs to him, it matterslittle if the
product is not especiallysmooth. For the chief aim is that he should practice
independentlythe arranging of harmonies.The mistakesthat occur lie in his
thought and can be dealt with there. If I subject him, however, to the requirements of a given melody, then it should be as good as only a master can produce when he is inspired. Otherwise the mistakes will lie not merely in the
pupil's thought but also in the defectivethought of the one who invented a
defective melody. Correction will then be difficult, becauseit is not easy to 6nd
out whether the mistake is in the harmony or in the melody; and it will also be
unfair to the pupil, who can hardly defend himself against a mistake of his
teacher. For my part, I have no inspiration to invent melodies for harmonic
exercises.If I had, I should not then have any for my compositions,not becausethe purposeis too slight, but just becauseit is a purpose.And if the others,
those who do impose their own melodieson the pupil, should claim to have
been inspired in the invention of them, I cannot think very highly of this
inspiration, consideringthe leathery,clumsy results.If a pupil's work is clumsy
and full of errors, that is indeed no calamiry, if only the clumsinessis his and the
effors are his. He can cross them out again and again. But if the teacherfails in
the one way in which he must never fail: as the model(so Gustav Mahler characterized, in a single word, the essenceof the teacher), then that is a crime. A
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teacher who requires pupils to harmonize melodies that he himself has put together, but melodies that are not good, that cannot be good - this teacheris not
fit to be a model. The pupil who desirespracticein harmonizing more modern
melodies should take these also from the works of perrinent composers. As I
said,I do not considerthis practicepanicularly necessary.But whoever believes
in it may do it; and if he doesit in the mannerrecommended,it will at leastdo
no harm.
Now to the chorale.
Like every art form, the chorale is clearly articulated. Articulation (Gliederung) is necessaryfor every idea, the moment it is expressed;for, although we
think an idea at once, as a whole, we cannot say it all at once, only little by
little: we arrangethe differentcomponentsin succession,
componentsinto which
we divide up the idea differently from the way we put it together,r and thereby
reproduce more or less preciselyits content.zfn music we regard melodic or
harmonic progressionsas the componentsof an idea. That notion is correct,
however, only as it applies to what is visible or audible, to those aspectsof
music that can be directly perceivedby the senses;it appliesonly by analogy to
that which makes up the acrual content of a musical idea. But we may still
assumethat the notation successfullysymbolizes the musical idea, and that the
form and articulation manifested by the notes corresponds to the inner nature
of the idea and its movement,as the ridgesand hollows of our bodiesare determined by the position of internal organs - as indeed the external appearanceof
every well-constructedorganismcorrespondsto its internal organization,hence
the native externalappearanceis not to be regardedas accidental.
One may therefore draw conclusions from the external form concerning the
inner nature.
The chorale is articulated by a pause at the end of each musical phrase
coinciding with the end of eachline of the text; thesepausesdivide the thought
up into parts. The individual parts in such simple art forms relate to one
another by the simplest forms of contrast or complement. Such mosaic-like
assemblageof parts permits no very complicated relationships and favors,
as its unifying element, the principle of more or lesssimple repetition. What
draws out the movementlatent in an idea,through which alonean idea acquires
life, are especiallythe contrastsproduced by the simple digressionsfrom the
key. These contrasts are only moderatel they are not so great as to make connection dificult. What binds them together is the uniformity of the rhythmic
movement, the straightforwardness, the simplicity, and above all the key; what
separatesthem, what makes the subdivisions,is actually something negative:
the virtually completelack of motivic activiry in developmentand connection.
Thanks to this absenceof motivic obligations, vhich keeps the parts from
being more closely connected,the unconnectedparts have no particular duty
toward one another; perhapsthey are on the whole just next to one anotller
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more than in relation to one another. Naturally, tendencies toward motivic
activity are not entirely missing; for the simple rhythmic principle of the almost unbroken, uniform movement in half notes (or quarters) is itself to a
certain extent a motive, or at leasta formal principle approachingthe motivic,
even though very primitive. Naturally, one can discover still other types of
connection; but the modesty of the whole leavesthe motive (thythmic and
melodic, wherein for the most part the rhythmic, almost never the melodic, is
the connectingelement)in such an ambiguousstatethat relations,colterencein
the melodic line can be recognizedalmost solely by the contrasts.Nevertheless,
contrastsare relations,too. And if with one line of the choraletext the melody
rises,but with the next it falls, then this is a contrastthat connects.The descent
relaxesthe tension createdby the ascent;'questionand answer'is an apt metaphor for such occurrences.Since in the simple art forms the main direction of
the movement is always quite clear,it is obvious that the harmony will keep to
the samepath as the melody; it is obvious that the harmony must seekto follow
precisely the implications, the tendenciesof the melody, to support them, to
plan ahead for their greatestadvantage.A counteraction,blocking, turning
about, like all psychologicallymore sophisticatedtechniquesof art, we should
more or less exclude from the straightforward, primitive, folklike forms. Since
we find ourselvesin the unnatural position of constructing the harmony for a
melody alreadygiven, whereasthe harmony ought to be conceivedalong with
the melody, closeobservationof the peculiaritiesof the melody is indispensable.
Here, too, one is ultimately guided by feeling; and these exerciseswill best
succeedwhenever the pupil, once he has learnedmany choralesas harmonized
by mastersand has worked out many himself, no longer works them out by
calculation,but can dashthem off by ear. Even then, however,it will sometimes
be advantageousto acquireforesight,through calculation,concerningwhat is to
follow.
Characteristicof chorales,as I said, is the cadenceat the end ofeach line of
text.* The relation by contrast is clearly expressedin thesecadences:contrast
which is at the same time cohesive,those conrasts that are necessaryin a
tonality, that expressthe tonality. To exaggeratea little - I will say in a moment
how far the exaggerationgoes - we can consider the chorale,as well as every
larger composition, a more or lessbig and elaboratecadence.We would thus
consider as the smallestcomponentsof this big cadence,not all chords that
* Let the pupil takethe melodiesfrom a collectioncontainingchoralesharmonized
by masters.Many of the melodieshe will haveto exclude;they aremodal,hencehe
doesnot know how to dealwith them.The closingchordcanserre asa characteristic,
by no meansalwaysreliable,for distinguishingkeys from modes.If this chord agrees
with the key signature,beingthe pertinentmajoror minor tonic,thenthe choralecan
generallybe treatedas maior or minor. But to be sure,many a choralethat could
otherwisepassfor major or minor beginsand endsin a way contradictingthat major
or minor. In such choralesthis is generallybecausethe treatmentsuppresses
the
meansrylistic
characteristics
of themode,althoughsuchtreatmentdoesnot necessarily
ignoranceor lack of skill. This kind of chorale,shouldthe pupil chooseit, will give
him plenry of dificulry.
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appear, rather, the chords that close the lines of text. Put side by side, these
make up a cadence.And herein lies the exaggerationlfor, to make an effective
cadence,thesechords would first have to be put in order.Such a cadencethen
looks perhapslessrich than the eventsthat, in the piece,produced the degrees
constituting this cadence.Even so, we need not be astonishedif the plan is
simple, its implementationmore complex. Once we have adjustedto the simplicity of such a plan, then it is evident that we may considerhereeven the very
simplest of cadences,i.e. those with a minimum of different degrees,so that
conceivablya cadenceconsistingofjust the Ist degreealone could be enough.
That is improbable, however, as I have already explained in the chapter on
cadenceslfor the key can hardly be expressedwith any persuasiveness
unless
we use its contraststo arousethat activity, that competition for supremacyin
which the tonic is victorious. Thus it is clear,and suchis the aim of this analogy,
that in putting together this extract from the whole, this hypotheticalcadence,
we use the same degreesas before, even if perhaps in some other sequence.
Primarily, of course,I, then V and IV: that is, the tonic and the regions of the
dominant and subdominant.The regions,hencealso the other chordsbelonging
to them: III, VI, and II.
There is another little inaccuracyin the analogy: whereasin the cadence,
especiallywhen it is short and simple,hardly any degreebesidesthe first would
be repeated,in this hypothetical cadencethe repetition even of V or VI (or
others still), though not inevitable, is by no meansexcluded.
What is essentialand new for the pupil here is that he work out individual
degreesof the key, by means of cadences,as if they were themselvestonics.
This procedurewill give no difficulty for it is similar to the use of intermediate
and transitional keys in the compositemodulations, where, likewise, episodes
occur in a foreign key, the characteristicsof the original key are absolutely
suppressed,and in their placethe characteristics
ofthe episodickey are brought
out with the familiar techniques.The closeon the degreein questioncan ensue
- and will, for the most part - as if this degreewere the tonic of a key. For
example,if one is to make such a close on III of C major, then the cadence
should proceed as if it were establishinga modulation to e minorl and this
modulation should have been preparedbeforehand.
Now if the pupil has a choralemelody before him, let him inspectthe phrase
endings, designatedby fermatas(^), to find to which degreesthe closing tone
can belong. (We shall assumethat in generala new harmony appearswith each
half note. Obviously two or even more chords could be set to one half note.
But vre shall ordinarily avoid such a setting and use it only when it has a
particular purpose.)
The bl of the 6rst close can belong to I, VI, or IV; the/of the second,to
I, V, or III; the c of the third, to V or II (VII will, of course,be omitted here);
the ef of the fourth and fifth, to IV or II. The 6nal chord of the whole chorale,
of the sixth line, must naturally be I. The question,which of the degreesshould
have preference,is to be decided according to the following considerations.
Above all, the key is to be expressed.As we know, the tonic does that most
clearly, then the dominant and the subdominant. Therefore, the pupil will
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[Noru As he indicatedbelow (p. r,9Q, Schoenbergquoted here the choralemelody
('In dich hab ich gehoffet, Herr') stripped of Bach's nonharmonictones. Bach's
harmonizationin the.Sr.Matthe*' Passion(Pan II) is given in its entirety in Example
zz8. Cf . anotler harmonizationin Bach'sChristmasOratorio(Part V).]
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try, wherever possible,to close the first line with the tonic. If he cannot, then
V or IV are next in line for consideration,and after these,III, VI, or II. For the
other phraseendings he should choose those degreeswhich provide a good
contrastwith the first, the melody permitting: if I was first, then for the others,
V, IV, ilI, VI, or II. All the same,the pupil does not absolutelyhave to avoid
all repetition of a degree, especially of I; for sometimes the melody aims
directly at such a repetition, quite apart from exactor slightly varied repetition
of sections.Whenever possible,he should strive to vary such repetitions by
meansof a different harmonization.Wherever the repetition of a degreewould
be bad, a deceptivecadencecould solve the problem. (More of that later.) But
this solution will only occasionally be necessary.The closing tone is not
enough by itself to determine the choice of cadence.One must also take into
account the preceding tone, indeed, frequently two or three of the preceding
tones.Sincemany a phraseconsistsof little more than six to eight melody tones,
one might decide to start with the closing tone, with the cadence,and work
backwards toward the beginning. This procedure is only partly correct; for
the beginning has to be taken into account,too, both for its own sakeand, in
particular, for the sake of its relation to the preceding cadence.This relation
should make it seemas if no interruption had taken place at the fermata,as if
the harmony flowed on unbroken through the fermata.Accordingly, the two
chords to be sought have to be related to one another as a progression,the
secondas a continuation of the 6rst; and the first chord of the new phrasecannot be chosenwithout consideringthe last chord of the old. The pupil will first
have to determine whether the two or three melody tones directlv before the
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closing tone will admit those degrees necessaryfor a cadence to the degree
selected.Because,a cadenceit should be. Even if it is only a closein the middle,
no definitive close,it is still a close,and the harmony should make that clear.
For the moment we know no meansfor closing other than the cadence.*
Now let us examine the first phrase. From the figures under the last three
melody tones we can seethat the cadenceto I is quite feasible.We can choose
for the crY, for the elr II or IV, and for the drI, VI, or III. From thesewe can
constructthe following cadences[Examplezr y]: I - IV - V - I, VI - IV - V - I,
even III - IV - V - I. The last requiressome caution, becausethere is no such
direct relation between III and IV. The progressionIII-IV is in fact like the
'superstrong'
deceptive cadenceland the deceptive-cadence
progression, the
progression,if it is to be used in a manner consistentwith its character,must
have sufficient reason for its 'superstrong' action. It evokes a changeof direction
(and the sameis true here of the actual deceptivecadence).Hence, we should
first look to see whether the siruation requires such, whether the deceptive
cadenceis a necessarysolution, as in the following situation: by going straight
aheadwe run into the danger of going too far afield; a sharp turn in the other
direction restoresthe middle course.
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* In the chorales the pupil will be inclined to use everything he has previously
learned. At first glance one would say this is not good, becauseit is inconsistentwith
the style to attach complicated harmony to so simple a melody. Theoretically, this
seems correct. However, if we look at the Chorale Preludes of Bach, where, around
such simple melodies,his parts unite in complicated harmonies,then we may well say
that it is not stylistically inconsistent, Otherwise Bach would not have done it so.
Hence, the theory is wrong; for the living example is right. Or perhaps srylistic auIn other words, it is ofcourse possible
thenticiry is not essentialto artistic effectiveness.
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All thesecadencesare usable.And since the one to the Ist degreeworks so
well and in so many different ways, we may well assumeit is the one appropriate for this melody. Nevertheless,a cadenceto the VIth degreewould also be
possible(Examplezr7).

2L7

The cadenceto IV is highly improbable. It cannot be made without introducing subdominant relations. Moreover (Example zr8), it would not be advisable becausethe key of the phrase could be too easily interpreted as E!
major; and vrheneverpossible,the key is indeed supposedto be clearly expressed(by I).

to give a melody harmonies other than those that correspond to its style. And in this
sense the chorale arrangements of Reger or the folksong arrangements of Richard
Straussmay be completely blameless.However that may be, the pupil should restrict
his attempts to simple harmonies: he should not use the more remote key relations;of
the vagrant chords he should use at most the diminished seventh chord, but only
occasionally, and then without enharmonic reinterpretation, as a ninth chord on a
degree within the key. Secondary dominants may be included, since they also appear
in the church modes. I have no objection if, in later exercises,the pupil wishes to try
more elaboratemeans.
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The VIth degree,while it will work, is also to be chosen only in caseof
necessity:if, say, the samephraseis repeatedin place of the third phrase.It is
generally preferred in choralesto assumethat the root (octave) or the 6fth of
a [closing] chord is in the melody, rather than the third. There are historical
reasonsfor this assumption:the third was discoveredlater than the others, was
then at first only sparingly allowed, and was perhapsfor a long time afterwards
strictly avoided at exposedplaces.If now the pupil doesgive preferenceto the
root or fifth, he does not thereforehave to avoid the third. In Bach'smusic the
closing tone is often the third of the chord.
If the pupil now examinesthe succeedingphraseendingsin the samemannert
he will find, among others, the possibilities shown below: For the second
phrase:
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The II appearshere,of course,as (secondary)dominant of V. Why the chord
before this II cannot be a six-four chord on V (Example zrgc) is clear, if we
considerthat none of the chords admitted by the precedingmelody note c has
a good connection with V. For the same reason the phrasewill not close on
III, although it could be easierhere to find a way. The turn to V itself posesa
problem, namely, the 'unresolved'ef (that does not go to dl) just before the c.
Since the e[ is left by skip, since it is thus rrot 'disposedof' before the region
'resolved'
in another
admitting e is entered,one should seetc' it that the e[ is
voice, best of all in the bass,by going to /. Hence it will be good if the chord
harmonizing c of the melody also contains the efi, as in zr9b, e, andf. But then
there remainsso little time for turning that the cadencemay easily lack force.
However that may be, if in the chord under the c of the melody ef doesappear,
then the six-four chord of V cannot appearwith the J becausethe e[ would
then not be disposedof. The cadencecould of coursego to I; but that was our
final chord in the previous phrase,and besides,it would be reachedby a plagal
cadence(as also in Examplezr8), which hasnot yet occurredin all our previous
cadences.(The plagal cadencewill be discussedlater.) It will not be at all easy
for the pupil to find other harmoniesfor this cadence,in this [half-note] movement. In Bach's St. Matthey Passion,from which this choraleis taken (simplified here by omission of changing and passingtones), this line is harmonized
as in Example 2r9g. By using two chords to every half note Bach was able to
bring about a clearercadence,with greater variety of chords. The pupil may
occasionallyusequarter notes- butfor thispurposeexclusitely:to makepossible,
through the use of quarter notes, a richer harmonilation and clearer cadence,
particularlyif without quarternotesa cadencecould not be madestrong enough.
But only for this purpose!(We write the choralemelodiesin half notes,whereas
Bach wrote them in quarters;I have given the quotation here in our notation.)
The widespreadpractice of 'decorating' by means of changing and passing
tones the pupil should completely avoid. In the presentstageof our study we
cannot regard them as harmonic events;a subsequentexaminationof them will
show in what sensethey acrually are.r
Example zzo shows cadencesfor the third phrase.Not much elseis possible
here. The forms a, b, e,f, g, possibly also c, will be relatively useful. The form
at / is not absolutelyimpossible.But it will sound somewhatharsh on account

fr Cf. kfra, ChapterXVU.]
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of the virtually unpreparede. This a is disturbing in the chord on a, becausethis
chord to vzhich the e is entrustedis indecisive.It is 'as if there were no point
to it'. In itself the form at g (plagal cadence)is good. But considerationof the
key makes it questionable,as becomesespeciallyevident if we think of it together with the harmonizationof the first phrasein Example zr8.
The fourdr and fifth phrasesare of particular interest(Example zzr). In our
simplification the samemelody notes appearboth times (Bach varied them by
using ornaments[Examplez4)).Here it will be necessaryto harmonizethe two
sectionsdifferently and to make sure the repetition is at once an intensification.
As the degreefor the closing tone, II or IV are to be considered.Thus we have
an explicit turn to the subdominantregion.
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Example zzr shor,"'sa number of possibleharmonizations,and in Example
zzz pairs of possible harmonizationsare variously connectedto make a progression,
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The simplestform is of courseExample zzrarbut the pupil does not have to
avoid it at all cost. The other forms cooperatewith the subdominantregion by
preparingin diverseways now the leadingtone upward, b, now the leadingtone
downward, a[. The harmonizationin Example zzri would be too simple, since
it includes only II and its dominant (secondary dominant). Generally, this
tonic-dominant harmonization is seldom used in chorales.But here and there
it is unavoidable;then the pupil should prefer this simplicity, rather than write
something more complicated,whose effect would perhapsbe unnatural. The
choralemelody was perhapsinvented with just such simple harmony, and any
other harmony would then be unsuitable.But here such simplicity is unnecessary, for there are plenty of appropriateand rich harmonizations.Examplezzr,t
shows another progression that the pupil should use infrequently. It does
appearin Bach, but, all in all, seldom; and then never from want of anything
else,as the pupil would perhapsdo, but for the sakeof an effect that the pupil
does not presently have the meansto achieve.To determine the sequenceof
the two forms we must decide whether it is more favorable to go first to ,Ef
and then to close on C. or vice versa.Bach usesthis form:

first II, then IV. The oppositeorder, however, is usually quite telling and more
common; thus the decision dependson the context. In general it is definitely
better to putIl after IV, becauseone can then go through V to I. That is consistent.*'itli our knowledge of the strong root progressions,which can be extended this way from progressionsof individual chords to [the successionof
whole] phrases.Only, this order is not absolutelystronger. For if we put first
II, then IV, the (imperfect) minor chord (II) is followed by the (perfect) major
'tentative'
'de6nitive'
so to speak,a convincing arrangement.
chord, the
by the
Bach'sharmonizationafter this IV makesno more use of either the IV or the II
(exceptthat at the very end he usesII again,but now as a secondarydominant,
where it actually almost belongs to the region of the dominant), but goes toward I with clearpreferencefor VI and the chords pertainingto VI. Perhapswe
of the
cannot say categoricallythat this conclusionis the necessaryconsequence
arrangementII-IV, but the tendencyis noticeable.
Example 224 trow shows a few harmonic possibilitiesfor the last phrase.
There are not manv: the conclusionis quite clear-cut.
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Many chorales,as well as individual phraseshere and there, begin (without
'feminine' ending,
upbeatj on the strong beat of the measureand then have a
that is, they end on th. second beat. In such endings the same tone usually
upp"urcon both one and two. If so the cadenceis to be completedon the first
beit with a repetition of the same chord on two. On occasionone or more
'suspended'on the first beatand resolvedon two to maintain
voicescan then be
some motion. If the ,tot" on one is different from that on twor we should first
find out whether or not both (e.g. if they form the interval of a third) belong to
the samechord (the final chord, which is then to a certainextentpredetermined)'
If so, then this progressionwill be accomplishedmerely by a changeof spacing
in the sameharmony. The rare instancewhere this treatmentdoes not apply is
somewhatmore difficult. Then I recommendincreasingthe two last notes to
whole notes.The first whole note then rrsuallygives opportuniry for cadencing.
once the pupil has worked out the cadences(wherever possible,once he is
more practiced,without writing them down, just by noting and remembering
them, so that there is at least some room for invention), then he must decide
which cadencedegreeshe will use.In decidinghe should considerthe following:
(r) The final phrase must lead to the tonic. (z) wherever possible,the first
phraseshould also end on the tonic, or ifnot the first, then certainly the second.
b,.,e of the rwo will, if possible,go to V. If it absolutely will not work any
other way, both phrasescould of coursego to v, or both to I; but then the key
th.t" should be sufficientvariety (different positionsof the
should be clear
"nd
soprano and bass,close insteadof open position; different progressionof the
hur*ony, etc.). (3) Generally, the IIIrd or VIth degreesare to be considered
more for'the middle parts, the IVth and the IInd most often toward the close,
becausethe ascentfrom the subdominantto the dominant region is quite forceful. All the same,other treatment does often appear.(+) To put it bluntly, to
exaggerate)we should like to require that no degreebe repeatedexceptfor the
n".!-rury repetition of I (at the beginning and at the end). As I say, such a reguiremerrtwould be exaggeratedand almost never practicable;but we should,
u, f". ur possible,work toward that end. (1) Since what was just said is not
easily attiinable, care should be taken to seParatecadenceson the samedegree
by meansof intervening cadenceson different degrees.To say even this is to go
much too far (as doeseverything in laws of art). Here, too, the contrary can be
good, and repetition can be efFectiveas reinforcement.(6) Most important of
ill, ho*.\r"t, is to harmonize every phrase in such a way that no violence is
done to the melody. That is a matter of feeling, of talent. Nevertheless' we do
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know many things that can help here. For example,we should pay attention to
such characteristicsof a melody as those shown in my discussionof the second
phrase, where the ef is first to be neutralized before the e can appear.
Once we have determinedthe cadences,then we choosethe chords that will
begin each phrase.Most important for this choice is that the beginning of a
phrase relateswell to the preceding cadence.As I said earlier, these should connect, whereverpossible,as if there were no fermata.Next, the beginning should
also preparefor the degreethat will closethe phrase.That is best done by going
at once, with the first chords, into at leastthe neighborhood ofthe key corresponding to the degree chosen for the cadence.This kind of preparation is
almost always good, but not always possible.If such a preparationis not possible, it can then as well take placegradually, in dre courseof a phrase,even if
the cadencesare quite remotely related.Moreover, a suddenturn in the middle
can often be exceedingly forceful.

For example,in another chorale from the St. Matthew Passion('Was mein
Gott will . . .'), in 6 minor, right after the cadenceon 6 (I of J minor) Bach
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turns on the upbeat to the domina\t, E, of the next cadential chord A (Example
zzld). Examples zz5a, b, and c, on the other hand, take time and veer toward
the subdominant region of the cadencetone A (o, f#),toward e, D, and b. But
Examples zzla and 6 make the transition gradually, whereaszzyc brings about
the decision with a sudden turn. Generally, that method is preferablewhich
indicatesat once,with the first step,the direction the line will take, as Bach does
here. He himself, however, often enough turns more abruptly: for example,the
fourth phraseof the chorale (in Al major), 'Ich bin's, ich sollte biissen',from
the Sr. Matthew Passion,could quite easily turn to the dominant as in Example
zz6b,L

But, in spite of the e[, which actuallystandsin his way at the beginning, Bach
choosesa cadenceon the maior chord of III (dominant of the relative minor, as
it were) and makesthe cadencewith a fairly surprising turn. A comparisonof
the two forms will show how much more interesting Bach'sis, even though I
could of coursehave found something better for mine; and so much the more
interesting is Bach's when we put one, then the other into the context of the
chorale. Then we see that in this chorale other degreeswere chosen for the
third and fourth cadencesbecausethesetwo phrasesare just repetitions of the
first rwo. These are the grounds upon which a good draftsmanwrites abrupt
turns. Variation is in this style one of the most important requirements.
In Example 227 attempts were made to harmonize the first phrase [of our
chorale]. This melody is not easy to work out. It is fairly long, but does nor
have much variety of degrees,as the pupil can readily seeonce he writes down
the degreesunderneathand looks for good connections.It will be particularly
[r Schoenbergquoteshere theffth phrase,rather than the fourth. The following
paragraphshouldthenstatethat thefourthandffth phrase,not the third and fourth.
repeatthe first two.]
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difficult to avoid repeating II or IV (with their accessoriesfZubehdr)) on
account of the repeatedel and c of the melody. Perhapsthe best of thesesolutions is that in Example zz7b, akhough it is rather modestand the repetition of
the/in the bass(toward the end of the phrase)is not felicitous.Bach'ssolution
is wonderful (Example zz8). True, it would hardly be possible without the
passingtones and changing tones,which thereforeare not ornamentalhere,but
stucturall they are not incidentals,not non-harmonic,they arerather necessities,
tlrey are cltords.In general the pupil must be particularly careful to avoid re'accessories':
peating chords, and more especially,what I called
the dominant
(or secondarydominant) of a degreeor its substitute(a diminishedtriad, as
quasi VII) will easily smugglethemselvesin. As I said,it is not alwayspossible
to get around that repetition, and a good result is therefore not always easyto
'We
obtain.
can seeclearly in Mendelssohn'schoraleharmonizationshow difficult it often is, even for a master,to makehimself at home in a style not his own,
Brahms is generally more successful,so successfulin fact that his harmonizaof style imitation. Nevertheless,the distinctions
tions are eminent masterpieces
berweena chorale harmonization by Bach and one by Brahms are quite conspicuous.For this reasonI shall avoid putting in hereany model harmonization
of my own and offer insteadthe entire Bach chorale(Examplezz8). To be sure,
I could produce something of a quality the pupil will not be able to match for
sometime. But to put it down asa model, asexemplary- I am not that presumptuous, even though I do have some regard for my ability.
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If the pupil notices a number of things here that do not agreewith the instructions I have given and the reasoningbehind them, he should not worry;
art will never be entirely like the laws of art. Art is broad, the laws of art are
narrow. Yet I believe I have given the instructions broadly enough so that
there is still room for what actually occurs.It might be noted, for example,that
at $ the distancebetweenthe alto and the tenor (an eleventh)is greaterthan our
'average'
instructions allowed; but in establishingthis point we spoke of an
euphony, and this expressionmeans that there are also euphonious spacings
above and below the average, so that the octave interval continues to be the
averageeuphony. Or it might be noted that at t the alto doesnot first resolve
'it
'it
should be . . .'.
its e[; what I said here was: will be well to . . .', but not
Besidesthat - and this was also pointed out - the ef is resolvedin the bass.
Let the pupil practicechoraleharmonizationwith as many different melodies
as possible.At the same time I recommend,above all, that he work out each
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chorale in at least fwo or three different ways. Naturally, he should strive for
the smoothestpossiblewriting. But he will not often achievesuchidealsmoothness,if at all. The value of this exercise,then, consistsonly in handling and
working through the material;it is a gymnasticexercisethat strengthensspecific muscles.As with all such training, the desiredgoal is not the beautiful execution of the individual exercise,rather, the schooling of certain faculties.

CADENCES

(Scllriise)l

In Example zr8 a plagal cadence(Schluss)was used in place of an [authentic]
cadence(KadenT).Such is often necessaryin harmonizing chorales,as is illustrated in Examplezz6a, where one must use a plagal cadenceif the g is not to be
the third of e[. The plagal cadenceis a formula that is no doubt capableof
ending even larger compositions,but it is lessdefinitive and lessemphaticthan
the authentic cadence.The most complete close is effectedby means of the
[authentic]cadence.But a closeof such finality is not alwaysdeslred;often, just
for the sakeof contrast,other kinds of closesmust be used.And for yet another
reasonthe exclusiveuse of [authenticperfect] cadences(Kadenlschluss)can be
disturbing: the articulation can thereby become too definitive, or more precisely, too often definitive. As far as melodic requirementsare concernedthe
need for a completecloseariseshardly more than once or twice in the courseof
a piece;at the sametime, the necessityfor keeping individual phrasesdistinct
but not too sharply separatedgives occasion to introcluce such incomplete
closing formulas as half and deceptive cadences.Whereas the [authentic]
cadencefavors the ascendingprogressionsor equivalent composites,the incomplete cadencescan include descendingprogressions.We have a host of
namesfor such cadences.Besidesthe authenticand plagalwe may mention the
perfect and half cadence,the completeand incompleteperfectand half cadence,
the complete(or incomplete)authentic(or plagal) perfect(or half) cadence,and
a mixture of all these elements.Example: incomplete authentic half cadence,
u n i o n o f p l a g a la n d a u t h e n t i c . . . . ' A n d t h o s ea r eo n l y t h e n a m e s ! ' 2
Sincecompleteand perfect cadencescan appearin the middle of a composition, just as well as half and imperfect cadencescan appearat the endl since,
moreover, cadences(Schltisse)are not absolutely essentialto articulation (for
no formal effect dependssolely on the harmony); since,still further, the great
number of possibilitiesprohibits the naming of eachone, names,after all, that
would hardly characterizeor define the potential uses:I think it is more practical to undertake the classificationin such a way that the pupil is able to
and Cadences',
pp. rz1-16.]
fL Cf. suprar'Closes
greatly
his
revision,
Schoenberg
expandedthe remainderof this chapter,
In
[2
(The outlineform is Schoenaddingthe following outlineclassi6cation
of cadences.
berg's.)l
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produce all or most of the possibilities himself through
variation.

combination

and

I. To this end we shall divide up the cadences(Schlisse) first into two groups:
A. Those in which the last three chords appear in the sequenceIV (ID-V-I
(authentic cadence).(The sequence VI-V-I,
in which the overcoming of the subdominant region is superficially imitated by the strong root progressionVI-V, is to
be included in this category for lack ofany better classification.)
B. Those in which this sequenceis not adheredto.
II. In both groups one can make variations by:
(a) changing the positions of chord tones (inversions);
(b) use of the seventh or ninth chords, and the like, of the degreeinvolved;
(c) substitution of nondiatonic tones for diatonic (secondary dominants, chords
from the minor-subdominant region, etc.).
III. Important secondaryforms emergein both groups, if the principal triads (I, V,
IV) are replacedby their substitutes;in theseforms the samevariations can be made
that are indicated under IIa, b, c.
IV. We get an additional seriesof cadencesby proportional transfer(transposition)
of the forms introduced above to all degreesof the diatonic scaleand, in the senseof
extended tonaliry, to all degrees of the chromatic scale. We can transpose these
cadencesas follows:
r, inexactly:
(a) with diatonic scaletones exclusivelyl
(b) in part with nondiatonic tonesl
2. exactly (degreestreated as if in another key).
NB. The cadenceIV-II-V-I

should be considered here only a special form of

IV-V-I: IV-0I)*V-I.
I. The perfect cadencsrare the two forms from group A: IV-V-I
as substitute for IV), but only
r. if they lead to the tonic;
z. if V is the dominant and consistsof diatonic tones;
3. if I and V come in root position.

and II-V-I

(II

II. All transpositionsof the authentic cadenceto other degrees(whether diatonic
or as if in another key) we shall describeas being like perfect cadences,
but we shall
VI-VII(f8)-III,
group them with the half cadences.E.g.: V([)-Vi(fi)-II(#),
V(h)I-IV, I-II(#)-V, etc. (the penultimate chord in the form of a dominant).
IIL AII forms of the authentic-cadencearrangementthat are distinct from the perfect cadences(becauseof inversions, etc.), as well as all cadencesthat arrange these
degreesdifferently or use different degrees,thus producing different relationshipsall these we shall call half cadences.Of these we shall point out first:
r. The plagal cadence,which is characterized by the total absenceof the V (dominant) within the cadenceproper. On the other hand the subdominant region (IV, D
is usually very broadly elaborated,so that the progression reads: IV (ID-I. This is
usually regarded as a full or perfect cadence,and to do so seemsjustified, since it is
frequently used as the final cadence of a piece. Yet, as is easily illustrated, many undisputed half cadencescan be used to end a piece satisfactorily whenever supported by
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all rhythmic, melodic, dynamic, and other cadential devices of compositional techniquel hence they are, to that extent, equivalent to full cadences.This being so, it is
more correct to regard the plagal cadence,too, as a halfcadence,
z. The deceptivecadence(IV-V-VI,
[-V-VI,
VI-V-IV,
etc.).
IV. The other half cadencesthat lead to the tonic we shall classify as:
I. those that replace characteristic degrees of the basic pattern, IV (II or VD-V-I,
VI-III-I, IV-V[-I,
with less characteristic degrees:e.g. IV-III-I, il-I[-I,
[-VII-I,
VI-V[-I,
[I-V-I,
V[-[I-I,
etc.;
2. those that
(a) use a different sequence of the basic degrees: e.g. V(|)-IV-I,
V([)-II-I,
V_VI-I;
(b) replace the characteristicdegreesin these other pattems with less characteristic degrees:e.g. III(; )-IV-I, VII(?)-II(;b)-I, III-VI-I, etc.l and
(c) use entirely different degrees (so far as this is not already included in the
earlier categories).
V. Cadencesleading to secondarydegreeswe shall classify as:
r. Diatonic, which, indicated here by the last two chords alone, are nothing else
but transposirionsofcadencespreviously shown to other degrees.These transpositions
produce many unusableand uncommon forms.
(a) Commonly used are, in particular, those that lead to V; for, faintly recalling
the incomplete methods of cadencingin the church modes, they have beenused
as incomplete cadencesfor punctuation, for pointing up the divisions in longer
compositions: IV-V, VI-V, [-V, I-V, and even III-V as well. Why IV([)-V
is a halfcadence can be explainedby referenceto IV([)-V-I.
The full cadence
stops at the halfway point; it closesin midcourse.
(b) VI-V and I-V transposedto I yield II-I and IV-I: plagal cadences,hence,
half cadences.Not all imitations of these patterns on other degreesare commonly used.
(c) The half-cadence character of VII-I, I-II, [-III,
[I-IV,
and V-VI (this last
familiar as a deceptivecadence),is readily apparent,patterned as they are after
IV_V.
(d) One cadence that appears frequently is II-[I,
known as the Phrygian cadence,
in which the II is usually a six chord and the III usually has the artificial, major
third.
z, Tonal (treatedas if in another key):Here one's resourcefulnessin making combinations is given the widest latitude; for the techniqueslearnedin the study of modulation, if applied sensibly and with regard for srylistic limitations, will insure smooth
arrival at the goal.
The relations of the perfect-cadencetype that belong here were already discussed
and classified.Naturally, in our variation [of the cadences]the alterations of the IInd
degree that we have learned get first consideration:secondarydominants, diminished
seventh chord, augmented six-6ve and four-three chords, Neapolitan sixth, and the
like. Moreover, the augmentedtriad, the artificial minor and diminished triads, as well
as everything originating in the rninor-subdominant relations may be used in the same
manner as in the perfect cadences.
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Example zz9 contains merely examplesof cadencesand half cadencesto
secondary degrees,since everything of importance is already familiar from
previously illustrated cadences.

III
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The half cadencecan be used often in chorale harmonization:principally,
wherever melodic or harmonic characteristicsrequire it, but then also for the
sake of variery to securesofter contours. Occasionally,but not too often, the
pupil may also write a deceptivecadence,as it is also found here and there in
Bach'smusic. The phrasewill then go clearly toward a I, but after the V it will
turn to a VI or IV.
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I come now to one of the weakestpoints of the old harmonic system,to the
point where it suddenly abandonsits usual procedureand, as I said in Chapter
I, is patchedup with another system,which is not a system,in order somehow
to include the most familiar harmonic events.It is remarkablethat this point
has not yet occurred to anyone: Harmony, its theory, its pedagogy, is concerned
with non-harmonictoneslrBut non-harmonic mattershave just as little place in
a textbook of harmony as do non-medicalmatters in a textbook of medicine.
(Significantly, the word medQinfremdis not used.) W'hateverbelongs in such
a textbook is there preciselybecauseit is not non-medical:if it were, it would
'non-harmonic'
not be there. The expression,
tones, I can interpret only to
meanthat a number of tonesaredeclaredunsuitable,or under certainconditions
unsuitable,for forming harmonieslthat such tones, becausethey intrinsically
lack the abiliry to form harmonies, i.e. chords (Zusammenkldnge),are designated as having nothing to do with music and consequentlyare thrown out of
the art and out ofits theory. For the theory and pedagogyofharmony can deal
only with harmonies,tones sounding together (Zusammenklange),
and could
say nothing about what is non-harmonic,or nothing more than that it doesnot
deal with non-harmonicmatters.Either there is no suchthing as non-harmonic
tones, or they are not non-harmonic.
Nevertheless,the non-harmonic tones (as rtuecan see,the name, at least,is
to the chords of the system:the harwrong) are said to be casualsaccessories
mony createdby them is not supposedto be conceivedas a chord becauseit is
impossibleto find a root for it. A secondcharacteristicof non-harmonic tones
is that they produce more or less dissonantsounds,hencesomething that requires a resolution or other justification through melodic means.The essential
characteristicof non-harmonic tones,however, is said to be that they appearby
chance,accidentally,that they are only isolatedphenomena,occurring lessoften
than the other sounds[i.e. the harmoniesacceptedas chords].
Before anything else, then, fiet us affirm that] the non-harmonic tones do
form chords (Zusammenklange),hence are not non-harmonic; the musical
phenomenathey help to create are harmonies, as is everything that sounds
simultaneously.
Yet, they are said to be chanceharmonieslthat is, such as do not happenof
necessity,such as appear,not according to the laws of musical logic but, just
contrary to that logic, when one would l'ast expectand want them - according
to that logic. Hence, they would be similar to, say, a meteor or shooting star,
'medizinfremd'(in
[r'HarmoniefremdeTone', that is, tonesforeignto harmony;
non-medical,
foreignto medicine.]
the next sentence):
'zuf;illig'andits noun 'Zufall'appearrepeatedly
in this
[2 The adjective(or adverb)
chapter.They are variouslytranslatedhere: 'casual','chance','accident(al)','incident(al)'.1
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which exists to be sure, but whose existenceis apparently accidentalsince we
and cannot understand
did not know beforehandthe moment ofits appearance
just]
moment.
appeared
at
that
it
[why
But this accidentsurely happenstoo often for us to regard it as really independentof law. Every melody must continually produce such sounds,in so far
as it doesnot consistmerely of tones from the chord under it (such a melody is
relatively rare), and if only it moves somewhatfasterthan the harmoniesunder
it. And somethingthat occursso often simply cannot be ascribedto chancelwe
ought rather to try to discoverits regularity, the laws to which it conforms. lVe
can dismissas accidentalthe fact that such and such a man was passingbelow
when a tile fell from the roof (although even that is not necessarilyaccidental,
but can be predetermined).However, we can no longer dismissas accidental
the fact that he who is passingiust at the decisivemoment is the one hit by the
tile; for if the tile falls (perhapsby chance)and someoneis passingbelow (perhaps again by chance),then it is no longer by chance,it is rather entirely in
conformiry with law that he will be hit, and no one can expectit to be otherwise.
Hence, the cooperation of two chance occurrencescan produce something
completely predictable,completely in conformity with law. Now we should
consideryet another point: that the tile fell is accidentalonly, if at all, relative
to the misfortune it produced.But not in itself. For its falling was the necessary
ofthe personwho
oftwo causes:on the one hand, the carelessness
consequence
should have made it secure,and on the other, the law of gravity. Moreover, the
fact that the man was passingbelow is no accident:he had to go this way for
some reason;and, sincehe was walking at a certain tempo, he who previously
was so far away from the sceneof the future misfortune had to be there just at
the decisivemoment. What is accidentalabout it is only (perhaps!) the coincifor this rl'e know no law. It dependsthen upon
denceof the two circumstances;
the point of view one chooses,whether or not one ascribessomething to
chance.
Perhapsthat is true here as well. Perhapshere, too, what we should view as
incalculablechanceis merely the circumstancethat, through the movement of a
voice againstsustainedharmony, chords are formed that we cannot categorize:
chords that the composer,so to speak,did not intend, from which he expects
no harmonic effect;chords that are without signiGcancefor the basic harmony
and without influenceon the future course of the harmony. That may be sol
but he must then have intendedhis melody and his harmony to be independent
of each other, not to be heard together, although he did not write them that
way. All the same,we should not really speakof accidentalharmonicstructures.
For, in spite ofall argumentsto the contrary, they are not accidental- because
the two agents (Ursachen) that produce them both move along according to
lawl becauseit is not accidental,but necessary,that these two agents operate
simultaneously;and becauseq/e can not only predict the occurrenceof such
harmoniesfrom the nature of the whole, v/e can even calculatein advanceprecisely what they will be.
Perhapswe could speak,however, of unessential,inconsequentialharmonic
structures.Such they are, at leastso far as they apparentlyhave no influenceon
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the further developmentof the harmony. To be sure, that is not completely
correct either; for it is improbablethat in a well-constructedorganism,such as a
work of art, anything will happenthat exertsabsolutelyno influenceanlwhere
in the organism.Let us examinethe most rudimentary type of music, the waltz.
Its harmonic development,if we may call it that, can hardly be influencedby
such harmoniesanyway, becausethe harmonic schemegenerally antedatesthe
melody that createsthose harmonies.Yet, even in the waltz I find some tliings
that make it unjust, to say the least,to set theseharmoniesapart in a classof
their own. First, any other chord can also get into situationswhere it apparently
has no influenceon what follows, as is seenin recitativeswhere a chord is often
followed by something that is not appropriatefor it, something that becomes
singing voice.
comprehensiblelargely through the intervening, unaccompanieci
Or, in this waltz schemeitself, where the repetition of tonic and dominant is
followed one time by cadential chords but another time not, the following
cadencecannot then from any point of view be regardedas produced by the
precedingharmony. On the other hand, if one does not jump to the conclusion
that the harmonic schemeof the waltz really existedprior to tlie melody, then
one must admit that these little occurrencesadded together determineat least
the particular moment in which a harmonic change is to take place. We can
surely call this an influencetheseharmonieshave on the harmonic course of a
piece,even if not in the usual sense.
Other harmoniesbesidesthese accidentalones can then also apparently be
without influenceon the succeedingharmonic developmentlconversely,it has
not been proved that these accidentalharmoniesare really without influence.
Another point should be emphasizedhere: it rs not their nature alonel it is no
more their nature [to lack influence]than it is to haveinfluence.Tlieir influence
dependsonly on how they are used.We can write them on one occasionin such
a way that they appear entirely unrelated to anything else, but on another
occasionin such a way that everything seemsto emanatefrom them' It should
then be possibleto turn these[accidental]harmoniesto other uses.And even if
someoneshould succeedin proving what is now their merely aPparentlack of
influence, it would neverthelessbe wrong to conclude that tliey must then
always be vzithout influencelon the contrary, it would be more correct to try
to find out what artistic meansmade it possibleto paralyzetheir influence.But
that [paralysis]testifiesby no meansagainsttheir capacityfor forming chords
(Akkorde) that are as significantas the other [recognized]chords.
What does all this meani
Let us examinefirst of all the narure of those chords that are not designated
as accidentalor inconsequentialharmonic forms, whose justificationand whose
possibilities for independent treatment are acknowledged.The following is
generally acceptedas the first characteristic:A chord is a composite sound
(Zusammenklang) consisting of at least three different tonesr hence, also of
'etc.',
however, does not hold; for theory hardly
four, five, six, etc. This
'doubt in
the hearts' of
acknowledgesfive tones- even the ninth cltords arouse
the theorists,insteadof thought in their brains.l Here, then, there is supposedto
Harmony,PP. Igotr]
I Cf. Schenker,
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be a limit. What it is, by whom and why it is set, we cannot learn, although we
can read betweenthe lines what is meant. Moreover, no one will say just what
those compositesare that contain more than five tones. That they are not
chords is acceptedwithout question; the most anyone will say is: accidental
harmonies.This implies that the others are not accidental.Now I have already
shown that theseinconsequentialharmoniesare accidentsonly when observation is superficialand the wrong point of view is chosen.But what if I should
now show, with still anotherexample,that even thoserecognizedby the system
can be called accidentalif one is uncritical enough to seeno more than that in
them. That they [too] can be without influence,I have already suggested.To
prove my point I will not take examplesfrom more modern compositionsand
will not appealfor support to Leitmotiye,basedon one or two chords, that are
set down (impressionistically)without any harmonic consequences.
Nor will I
appeal to older examples, say, the 'thrice reiterated chord' from the Magic
Flutel theseare all genuine examplesof lack of influence,exampleswhich one
could also call incidental if one wished to maintain imprecise description. I
want, rather, to speak of counterpoint, of polyphony, concerning which it is
said: Chords are formed merely as accidentsof the uoiceleading, and they have
no structural significancesince responsibility for the harmony is borne by the
melodic lines. There you have it!
That is of courseonly half true, for thesechords are not really without influencelthey are relatively uninfluential,iust as are the chanceharmonic forms
produced by non-harmonic phenomena.
If then chanceoccurrenceor lack of influencecharacterize,not the narureof
thesethings, rather, at most, the mode of treatment,there is no argument left
over from this first definition that will excludethe compositesounds of more
than five tones,exceptthat it is not their occurrencebut their constitution that
is accidental.To explain the constitution of the major triads we may cite the
prototype in the overtone series.Even if we accept,however, the inversion of
the ideaof the triad and the undertonesas an explanationof the minor triads,all
such reasoningbecomesinapplicablewhen we think of diminished and augmented triads and seventhchords, all such combinationsthat are [nevertheless]
recognizedas chords. These and the triads that are [satisfactorily]explained
have nothing more in common than the superimposedthirds of their structurel
and such is surely inadequate[as explanation]. The idea of alteration is no
explanation,either, only an affirmationof the facts:that tonesin the chords can
be altered- or better, replacedby others - is of coursea correct observationl
but a uniform, generalidea that could even only superficiallyexplain the functions is entirely missing.
Thus it is most unclear what such a chord might be in reality, since the
faculty for producing coherence,for evoking progressions,is given as a possibility of our technique rather than of the narure of the chord itself. And the
prototype of the first overtonesexplains,at most, the major triad, but nothing
else. And our harmonic system contains quite a bit more than major triads.
What is the seventhchord, the ninth chord, etc.l
It is apparent that we shall get no farther this way. These are neither defini-
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tions nor explanations.Not once has the nature of the chord been described
with adequateprecision.How then shall we know what is not a chordi
I mean generally,so that no doubt remains. That a number of composite
sounds,for whose relation to the natural no definite,direct formula, no simple,
thoroughly applicablelaw is given, are designatedas chords, while the great
majority of composite sounds are not, even though they occur just as frequently - such cannot be considereda system.
But there are still some aspectsto be mentioned by which to disdnguish
thesetwo groups, aspectsthat have not been thoroughly considered,and one
that, while it is indeed kept quiet, neverthelessplays the leading role in the
secretsociety of theorists and aestheticians.This last is beauty, the limits of
beauty. I will come back to it later on, The others arer (l) the historical origin;
(z) the treatmentfound in works of artl and (3) a ridiculous aspect,but one that
has had greater influencethan we would like to admit: the appearanceof the
notes on paPer.
The historical origin. Whether the chords were created through voice
leading, or voice leading became possible only through our recognition of
here; for - whichever was first - they both spring
chords,is ofno consequence
from oneimpulse: to bring the narural material, tire tone, into proper relation
with the organ of perception [the ear] and with all secondary and tertiary
functionscontributing to perception,both associativeand physical.This means,
since the natural, inanimatematerialdoes not change,so to adapt the organ of
perceptionto what is given in nature that the knowledge and the penetrationof
its essenceis, wherever possible,complete. Both procedures[polyphonic and
chordal] are consistentwith this impulse; they both fulfil the purpose,even if
by different routes, of creating the truest possible imitations of the [natural]
material. These imitations are the more complete, the more the perceptive
faculty (the intuitive and aural, or the reasoning and analyzing) succeedsin
observing and distinguishing all characteristics.Thus $'e seecomposersof all
periods continually learning nen' secrets,bringing forth ever more faithful
reproductions[ofnature]. Every innovation, every stepattainedopensthe way
to further penetration. The primitive ear hears the tone as irreducible, but
physics recognizesit to be complex. In the meantime,however, musiciansdiscovered that it is capableof continuation,i.e. that movementis latent in it. That
problems are concealedin it, problems that clash with one another, that the
tone lives and seeksto propagateitself. They had heard in it, and extracted
from it, the octave,the fifth, and the third.
Here they would have stopped,had the will and talentsof the theoristsprevailed! But they did not stop: they had discoveredthe scale;true, they did not
understandhow to find its fundamentaltone, but they did what men have to
do if they want to 6nd out: they reflectedupon it, they organizedwhat they had
discovered(kombinierten).What they did led them onto all the wrong paths,
but perhapsalso to a number of truths; they did what men always should and
must do when intuition will give no more help: they took up crutchesto walk,
put on spectaclesto see,enlisted the aid of mathematicsand inference(Kombinarroa). Thus emerged a marvellous system; measured by our intellecrual and
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spiritual powers it is marvellous, but compared with nature, which works with
a higher mathematics,it is child's play.
Here they did actually stop. That ought not to have happened;for, shortly
before, they had been on the right uack, i.e. they had been under way, they had
been moving. No longer did the natural prototype beget the newl instead,the
laws spawnedby inbrerding and incestthoseforms which inherited the paleness
of the ideas,of their fathersand mothers,as token of their frailry. Until a short
time before [musicians]had been on the right track, as, following the dictates
of the material,they imitated the overtones.But then they temperedthe system,
and the system temperedthe burning urgency to search.They had concluded
a truce. But they did not rest (rasten) in order to rearm and regroup (risten);
they rested in order to rust (rosten).The temperedsystem was an emergency
measure,and an ingenious one, for the emergencywas grave and the measure
ample.It was an ingenioussimplification,but it was a makeshift.No one, having
wings, would rather fly in an airplane. The airplane is also an ingenious
makeshift; but if we could fly merely by an act of will, we should gladly do
without the machine. We ought never to forget that the tempered system was
only a truce, which should not last any longer than the imperfection of our
instrumentsrequires.We ought not to forget that we still must account for the
tones actually sounding, again and again, and shall have no rest from them nor
from ourselves - especially from ourselves, for we are the searchers,the restless,who will not tire before q/ehave found out - we shall have no rest, as long
as we have not solved the problemsthat are containedin tones.We may indeed
always be barred from actual attainment of this goal. But more certainly, we
shall have no rest before we do; the searchingspirit will not stop pursuing these
problems until it has solved them, solved them in a way that comesas closeas
anyone can to actual solution. I think, then, contrary to the point of view of
those who take indolent pride in the attainmentsof others and hold our system
to be the ultimate, the definitive musicalsystem- contrary to that point of view,
I think we stand only at the beginning. We must go ahead!
The historicalevolution can then, after a certaintime, give very little help in
explainingthe acrualsignificanceof the phenomena.Namely, from that moment
at which it neglectsin part the natural prototype by puning in placeof the real
tones the artificial, the temperedones.From that moment at which it dismisses
nature from art by calling the overtonesunmusical,by telling the choir singer
who sings a [natural] major third correctly in tune that his intonation is
musically wrong. Of course,at that samemoment all those chords that make
up our present system do become possible. As I showed previously, however, these chords also carry within themselvesthat which will eventually
overthrow the system.This point was in fact mentioned in the discussionof
diminished seventh chords. But the historical evolution, even in its earlier
stages,can give no really unambiguousexplanationl for even in these earlier
stagesit presentsno unbroken line. Sometimesit arrives at chords by way of
part writing; at other times it makesthe part evolve over chords. Now if we are
short-sighted enough - and we are - always to regard only the momentary
result as the goal, to consider now dre chord, now the melody the Motor that
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produces musical movement, then the possibiliry of perceiving and comprehending the whole vanishes.And instead of seeing that both serve only one
purpose,that is, penetrationinto what is given in nature,we take now the one,
now the other to be the essenceof musicl whereas,in reality, this essenceis not
even the third [possibiliry], but rather some fourth [possibiliry] that cannot be
more closely examinedhere.r
Therefore, if the historical evolution of those composite sounds that are
called accidentalharmoniesmerely shows the way composersfirst used such
sounds,then there are four reasonswhy it doesnot support the conclusionthat
theseharmoniesare accidental:
r. The historicalevolutionis differentfrom the naturalevolutionit might have
been.Accordingto a naturalevolutionstructureswould existthat correspondto the
lawsof nature.
that the historicalevolutionhasfollowed,somehow,the
z. It is true,nevertheless,
will of nature,even if by troublesomedetours;for our minds (Gersr)can produce
nothing that is completelydifferentfrom nature,And if v/e assumethat naturehas
but mustratherconformto
laws,theneventhis humancreationcannotbe accidental,
laws.
3. The historicalevolution,after all, tells only in what order and by what route
thoseharmoniesbrokeinto music,but not how they relateto the principalaim of our
haractiviry.Thus, whereastheseharmoniesmay of coursehavearisenas accidental
as
legitimate
as
the
structures,
be,
nevertheless,
and
basic
others,
monic
theycould
iust
we havealreadyrecognized,
character
whosefundamental
4. Actually,all the otherchordsof our systemcameinto beingin a mannersimilar
emerged.
That is, thosetoo werefirst usedsparingly,
to that in which theseharmonies
aspossible;but then,assoonasthey werefamiand with caution,asinconspicuously
eventsin everyharmoniccomposiliar to the ear,they becameeveryday,self-evident
and *'ere
tion. They were freedfrom the contextin which they ordinarilyappeared
chords,asI haveshownwith the diminishedtriadandtheseventh
usedasindependent
chord.
And with this we have reacl.redthe secondaspectthat I suggestedabove to
distinguish these uninfluential harmonies from the others: the treatment observablein works of art. From this, however, we shall not be able to draw any
conclusionsother than those we drew from the preceding,becausein tlte treatment we find more how something came about, than what it means. That
would not have to be so if artists always had the courage to go back to the
primary source.But it is so. And sinceit is, one must, and can, understandit
without being unjust and with full respect for those great spirits who have
travelled this way. [One can understand]by becoming aware that their work
was necessary,just the way they did it, and that, as I saidrzart is in reality a
fourth [dimension]which thesegreat oneshave alwaysgiven [to us], even when
ofmusic is not (r) the chord,nor (z) counterpoint,nor (3)
[l That is, the essence
chordsin conjunctionwith counterpoint,but (4) somethingdifferent.]
text.]
[2 Seethe precedingfootnoteandcorresponding
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with respect to the material they were deficient in their service to the ultimate
aim of natLlre.
The treatment of these accidental harmonies in music is distinguished from
that of the recognized chords as follows: The recognized chords are either consonancesor dissonances.As consonancesthey are completely free, subject at
most to the necessitiesof the root progressions. As dissonancesthey are supposed to be prepared and resolved; but it has been characteristicof the evolution of dissonancesthat both conditions are more and more disregarded,
Should we assume,though, that resolutionwere still an actualrequirement,and
that nonresolutionwere only apparentor only a stylistic spiciness,presupposing
resolution as the norm, then the following distinction would in fact hold:
Dissonant chords are resolved, i.e. they are followed by a new chord that
complements their dissonant character and the tendency of the root; but the
accidentalharmonic structures reveal something different in their resolution.
A tone, /, for example,that appearsas a suspensionor passingtone againstthe
chord, c-e-g, is resolved; but the chord beneatht c-e-gt is sustained,does not
change. Now the sound, c-e-g, really looks as if it is the important thing, the
constant,whereasthe tone, /, looks as if it is actuallyan unessential,incidental,
and variable addition. Even in the event of no parallel casebeing found in all
harmony, [such singularity] would still not necessarilyprove that c-e-g-d is
not a chord. I think that [treatment] only reflectsthe historical origin of this
compositesound and proves only that such was its earliestappearanceand the
way it was first handled. And I have often shown already that the mode of
treatment changed once the singular instance became general and familiar.
Moreover, I have only to think of the rule that says: at the sametime a suspension is resolved,the harmony can also change,so that a new chord catchesthe
tone of resolution (Example z44rp. nD - I have only to think of this instance
and it becomesapparent that what was given above is not even necessarily
characteristicof the treatmentof a non-harmonic tone.
There are, howeter, parallel cases.For example, when the seventh chord,
d-f-a-c, resolves by the descentof c to d-f-a-6. Whoever objects that d-f-a-b
is also a sevent-hchord, can think of it this way, that d-f-c (seventh chord with
omitted fifth, which does occur!) resolvesto d-f-bl. Here the harmony beneath
does not change.But, someonewill say, the root changes,and this was not the
casewith the suspension.First, let us again be reminded that this has only to be
a distinction in the mode of treatment,which is not binding on the harmonic
significance.Then I should ask, however: How does one prove that with the
resolution of the suspensionthe root doesnot also changelWe have often seen
how the old theory assumesa lower, tacit root to explain simpler situations,and
we have acceptedthis explanation becauseit is really necessaryif we want to
retain the [system of] roots. Perhaps here, too, we should assumea tacit root
that makes a progression. And if we believe in such a root at other times, then
we may do so here as well. There can be many reasonswhy we cannot determine
such a root here. Foremost among them is, perhaps,that it has not yet been
tried. But then, if I were to try it, if I were to give the structure, c-e-g-d, a
fundamental, for example A or F, then there would be a progression of voices
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that must be new to us, new becausewe have not yet tried such interpretationsl
[we cannot determine the rootr] that is, becauseour conception of roots is
probably too narrow and this casehas too little similarity to the other objects
of this conception.But is the similariry really so slightl Are there not also undisputed root progressionsclosely resembling the ones we do not wish to
acknowledgeherel

iI1

Do not Examplesz3oa and / look very similar to z3oc and dl Yet here we do
seethe roots! And these(z3oa and 6) are indeed chords!Not suspensions!
I do not believe it necessaryto carry this any further, although much could
yet be said on the subject. It is enough to understandthat the first mode of
treatment means only that it was formerly done that way. Yet it must at the
sametime be clear to everyonethat, just for that reason,it will be done differently later. The former is the preliminary work, only by virtue of which the
real accomplishment, the subsequenttreatment, becomespossible.
Now there is one more distinguishingfeatureof the uninfluentialharmonies,
the discussionof which could seem to be a joke, but unfortunately is not. I
maintain, namely, that the systemof triads was extendedto chords of four and
five tonesonly becauseand whereverthe image of superimposedthirds allowed
extension,addition of thirds on top of thirds. Acrually, then, [this extension
grew] out of the graphic representationof the sounds, out of the ilsual impression: point, space,point, space,point, space.. . . Only the soundsthat could be
tracedback to this image [notation] were incorporatedinto the system;for it is
obvious that a seventhchord is a more complicatedtone combinationthan such
a chord as c-e-g-d, as I will show later [p.fro]. In spite of that, the seventh
chord is a chord and c-e-g-d is not! It must be admitted that a musician may
discover a seventrhchord, especiallyif prompted by the graphic image, before
he discovers the sound, ca-g-d, although the latter ought to be more obvious
to him; for the sequenceof the ideas that occur to one does not necessarily
depend on the degree to which they are related to the prototype. Yet it is by
no means certain that the seventh chord was perceived earlier. It was only
adopted by the systemearlier than the other. And that, if it is not disgraceful,
is still laughable.
I believe now I have shown that thesecombinationsare neither any more
accidentalnor necessarilyany less influential than the chords of the system,
that neither the historical evolution nor the treaunent observable in the literature determines their harmonic significance.I have also shown that they would
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not belong in the srudy of harmony if they were non-harmonic,and I can now
surely come to the conclusionthat:
There are no non-harmonictones,for harmonymeans tonessoundingtogether
(Zusammenklang). Non-harmonic tones are merely those that the theorists
could not fit into their system of harmony. And that [they could not] results
from the arbitrary assumptionof the theoriststhat the ear can attendonly to the
first 6ve overtones. Thus, for example, Heinrich Schenker, a first-rate mind, a
man of insight and imagination. I have not read his book;l I have merely
browsed in it. But, alongsidethe honestendeavorto know and understand,an
endeavorenhancedby unusual talent and learning, I found errors throughout,
though interesting ones.2The source of his errors, that tacit but fundamental
assumption of school historians that the 'golden age' of music is past, leads
Schenkerinto unbecomingly vigorous polemics against modern artists. Such
and such from the past is good, and he can often support his point beautifully;
but for him it follows, therefore,that such and such that is new is bad, and he
does not bother to inquire whether or not the new is, in principle, like the old.
Yet unripe but ripening appleshe judgesas one who knows only the dead ripe:
The golden age is past! However great his merits, he proves himself particularly feebleat those points where he makesthe positive attempt to draw a clear
boundary. Just at such points he becomesnebulous,as when he speaksof the
'mysterious
number five'rs beyond which (if I remembercorrectly) we are not
to go. A poetic thought, certainly, yet somewhattoo poetic in the bad sense,
sincethe real poet recognizesthe tmth; for that five is alreadyfar behind us. But
this fact doesnot bother him. He wants the number five to remain mvsterious.
Holding to this airn, he is not only blinded to realiry, he also lets passfalseand
inexactobservations;for otherwise this 'mysteriousness'cannot be maintained.
The number five is of course,in itself, no lessmysteriousthan all other numbers,
nor is it any more mysterious.And, after all, such secretsas we uncover are
either not secrets,or we have not uncovefed them. Whatever nature wants to
hide from us) she concealsbetter than that. Aside from all that, however: the
number five is supposedto be remarkablein that it shows up everywhere in
music as a kind of boundary, for example(I don't remembereverything), as the
fifth overtone, and as the fifth tone of the scale,as ilte Quint. Yes, but who says
then that the Quint has anything at all to do with five. Becausewe have given
it the name, Quint? It is not really five on that account.In the overtone series,
for example,it is the secondtone. In the triad it is the third tone, and in the
chromatic scaleit comes in seventh place. That we name the interval c - g,
five, does not mean that c - g is acrually, in every context, five; our usagecomes
from the fact that in our present scale - our scale- exactly three tones come
between c and g. But what if there had been four or twol And there could have
lr Supra,pp.9y and rr9, footnotes.]
('The source. . . nebulous')Schoenberg
elaborated
[2 In the next few sentences
what was but a brief parenthetical
remarkin the first edition (p. f 16). There he had
'overwroughtand
written that Schenker's
unjust'polemicsagainstmodernartistshad
hurt him (Schoenberg)deeply.]
[3 Schenker,Harmony,pp. vii-viii; 21f.,etpassim.f
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been,and it would have beenright, too; for nature lends herselfto a far greater
variety of interpretationsthan [do] our secrets.
Such errors result whenever one merely searchesout reasonsenough to
explain what is known, instead of providing a surplus of reasonsto embrace
casesthat do not yet exist. Such errors result whenever one takes the known
phenomenato be the onf onesthereare, to be the ultimate and immutablemanifestations of nature, and explains only these,instead of contemplating nature
comprehensivelyin its relation to our feelings and perceptions.If the latter
viewpoint is taken, thesephenomenawill reveal that they are nor conclusive,
not final, not definitive; rather that they are a small part of an immense,incalculable whole, in which the number five is just as interestingas, but no more
mysterious than, all other numbers, be they prime numbers, products, or
powers.r And their secretis not kept from us through their magnitude; their
secret,their mystery consistsrather in that we do not know whether, why, and
which phenomenaare basedupon them. We make guesses,to be sure, but we
do not know. It should not be overlooked, however, that thesemysteriesare
simply annoying to the ignorant, that the only one who justifiably takes on
their dreadfulburden is the one who is blessedwith ideasfor their solution, and
that the mysteriousin itself possesses
no more truth than doesvihat is entertaining in the movies.
There are no non-harmonic tones whenever one discoverssuch principles.
For the natural prototype, the tone, can be used to explain, as chords, still
other harmonic combinations entirely different from these simple ones. And
our relation to this prototype is that of the analyst,of the seekerlin imitating it
we discover more or fewer of its truths. The creative spirit strives for more,
more and more; those who merely seek enjoyment are satisFedwith fewer.
Berweenthis More and this Fewer the battlesof art are fought. Here, truth, the
search- there,aesthetics,that which has presumablybeen found, the reduction
of what is worth striving for to what is within reach.What is worth striving
for is to discovereverything that lies within the natural tone, to attain thereby
everything of wliich the human brain with its powers of associationand its
ability to systematizeis capable.What is within reachhas its temporary boundaries wherever our nature and the instruments we have invented have their
temporary boundaries.What is attainablewith the phenomenonoutside ourselves,as far as the tone itself is concerned, theoretically speaking, has no
boundaries.What has not yet beenattainedis what is worth striving for. What
has already been attained is a system that was able to accommodatesome
overtoneswith considerableexactness,some others rather inexactly. What has
been attainedis the almost exhaustivecombinationof all possibilitiesof this
system by the unconsciousear of the creative musician,by his intuition. Still
absolutelymissing is the correct identificationof the relation betweenwhat has
been attainedand what is still to strive for. W'e must yet strive for everything
that is left over: the preciseaccommodationof all overtones,the relation to
I Schoenbergaddedthe following remarks(up to the end ofthe paragraph)in the
revisededition.]
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roots, eventually the formation of a new system, the thorough combination of
resulting relationships,the invention of instruments that can bring that music
into being, . . . and so forth.
Not merely the accidental chords but also the fundamental ones were discovered becausethe natural protorype, by allowing these discoveries, evoked
them. The major consonancesare direct imitations of the prototype, the other
consonances,
indirect. Both the latter and the former are containedin the overtone series,as overtonesmore or lesscloseto the fundamental.The dissonances,
correspondingto the remote overtones,are likewise in part direct imitations of
nature (even if inexact,as the temperedsystem), in part indirect or inferred. The
sounding tone vindicates the exact and the inexact imitations. It permits approximations, as the tempered system does in fact show. This system is a
system of approximations:the complete system of an incomplete matter. The
dissonanceswere always cautiously introduced: preparation, resolution, passing [tones], Manieren (ornaments)rrand so on. The ornamentsare only preliminary stagesfor the ultimate free usage. Restricted usage is the firsr means,
free usagethe next goal. And then, on to the next! For we are only at the beginning. We still do not notate, even now, all ornaments.Apparently we still
do not sensethat certain ornamentsare preparing the future shapeof music,
and we do not know what they might be. But, as someonefinally dared to
notate the seventh chord, someonewill also dare to fix these ornaments [in
notation]. And then, on to the next! As someonefinally usedthe seventhchord
freely, wrote it even where an ornament no longer introduced it, adopted it
into the system, carried it over to the other degrees,altered it, formed new
chords from the degreesso constructed,thus here, too, someonewill one day
systematize,set up approximations,and then consider them definitive.
But we are not yet that far advanced.We do not have to go that far at all
[here]. Our only concernis whether individual chords,even somewhose use is
permitted, belong in the system or not. I say they belong in ir, even though
the system is too narrow for them, even though this system has set up limits
it slrould not have. For example,if we play a C-major triad in a lower register
of the piano, the following, more immediateovertonesare part of the sound:
of C, c-e-g, of G, g-b-d, of E, e-gfr-b; thus, altogether, b, c, e, d, g, gfi. And
theseare only the more immediateovertones! Yet a d in a c-e-g chord is supposedto be non-harmonic,foreign to this sonority; i.e. if a /sounds, then it is
a specialcase,not really the everyday thing. And if we do with the / the same
that was done with the e and g, [the result] is not a harmony like c-e-g; rather,
the / is non-harmonicand we have then an accidentalharmonicstructure.That
is to say, if we have this /sung, this /that soundsas an overtoneanyhow, justifying it the sameway we justify putting e and g down as actual tones to be
sung - these, too, are indeed realizedsimply on account of their 'sounding
anyhow' - if we do have this d also sung by an actual voice, then [the result] is
alleged to be an accidental harmonic structure, whereas the former fc-e-gf is a
chord, although there is no distinction berweenthem. Naturally. It is hard for
11Supra,p.a7.f
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the / to find a place in the system becauseeven tfie most advancedtheorists
maintain that the ninth chords, if there are such things in the first place,are not
susceptibleto inversion. Yes, even though the ninth chords are themselvesa
proof of just how precisely the harmony c-e-g-d does agree with nature.
Moreover, this c-e-g-d shows that the ninth chord is more immediate than a
seventhchord. For the seventhchord on C would have to use either the fourth
overtone of G or the sixth of C, the latter being, however, out of tune. And,
since in the chord actually sounding the G has almost equal rights with the C,
the purer fourth overtone of G is more immediatethan the out-of-tune sixth of
C. But the secondovertone of G, the drisyet more immediatethan itsfourth
overtone, the d. And so, if the fourth overtone of G can on occasionbe given
preferenceover the sixth of C (that doeshappenin the seventhchord, c-e-g-b,
'recognized'
which, as a
chord, may cite nature as precedent),then the second
of G must certainly be yet more justified than the fourth. The chord, c-e-g-d,
is then surely more immediate than c-e-g-b (or bl). But what then can we do
with the gfl How is that to find a placein the systeml As if the systemhad to
be built up by thirds alone! Why not by fifths, which areindeedmore immediate
'up'
in the 6rst placel Perhapssounds,too, have three
than thirdsl Why built
dimensions,perhapseven more! All right! Build it up, but don't expect me to
take your systemfor more than it is: a systemfor presentingevents,not one that
explainsthem. A junk dealer, having bought up a lot of old odds and ends,
brings about some order as a by-product of picking out and sorting the better
items. But the trash, which he can no longer sort, he leavesin a pile and says
'I
to a customer: have a number of things here that are better; over there are
some more that I really don't know vrhat to do with. Pick out what you can
just theway these'buildinguse.'Now, this junk manis going abouthis business
up' theoristsgo about theirs. For in that trash that the junk man really did not
know what to do with, over which he gave preferenceto his old trousersand
patchedjackets,it was generallyin just such trash that old works of art, valuable
'I
paintings,rare violins, and the like, were found. don't know what to do with
it'
that doesn't bother me. You simply have to admit it! I shall be satisfied
with that, and you may go right on building up. But that the systemis false,or
at least inadequate,becauseit cannot accommodatephenomenathat do exist,
or labelsthem trash, exceptions,accidentalharmonic structures,piles of reiects
- that had to be said.And yet the systemwould arrogateto itself the statusof a
natural system,whereasit will scarcelydo as a systemof presentation.Confess:
'becauseI don't know what to do with it!' Then we shall be good friends. But
the pretensemust stoP.
There are, then, no non-hatmonic tones, no tones foreign to harmony, but
merely tones foreign to the harmonic system. Passingtones, changing tones,
suspensions,etc.) are, like seventhsand ninths, nothing else but attempts to
include in the possibilitiesof tones sounding together - theseare of course,by
definition, harmonies- somethingthat soundssimilar to the more remote overtones. Whoever gives rules for their use is describing, at best) the ways in
which they are most generally used. He does not have the right, though, to
claim that he has then precisely separatedthose possibilitiesin which they
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sound good from those in which they sound bad. There are no such possibilities in which they [necessarily]sound bad. Proof, the whole of music literature. There are no limits to the possibilities of tones sounding together, to
harmonic possibilities;[the limits are] at most to the possibilitiesof fitting the
harmonies into a system that will establish their aestheticvalence. At present;
even that may eventually be attained [i.e. a system embracing all phenomena,
establishingthe value of each].
Now an example. Against a sustainedharmony, c-e-g, frto voices executea
C-major scalein contrary motion.

What harmonies are produced here (Example 4rc)? I have notated separately
the individual groupings that are particularly conspicuous(4fi). Or, againsta
sustainedtriad, c-e-g, two [pairs of] voices in thirds move in contrary motion
(4rc). These are of course harsh sounds; and the theorists,vrho are forever
confirming the blackest suspicion one can have against them, seem to have
stayed away from these harsh sounds principally becausesuch sounds are
beyond the ken of a theory that would constructthe beautiful insteadof searching for truth - the theorists seem to have kept away from these sounds on
account of their harshness,their ugliness.For should one receivethesesounds
into the system as members with equal rights and privileges, then there would
surely be the danger that they might make more and more extensiveclaims,as
the other harmonies have done; and there the theorists would have to start
thinking. That would really be terrible! But these sounds do turn up often
enough in reality. And just as often, we find chromatic scalesmoving in thirds;
but there is no need to considerthese,nor the many other things that appearin
'noise
what is today called Gerdusclzmusr,t,
music' (behind which lurks perhaps
'ornament').
an
The example given is enough to make the point clear.
I maintain that theseare chords: not of the system,but of music. Somebody
will object Yes, but they just happenby virtue of passingtones. I shall reply:
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The seventh chord and the ninth chord likewise just happenedby virtue of
passing tones before they were acceptedinto the system. He will say: The
seventhchord and the ninth chord were not such harsh dissonancesas these.I
shall ask: How doeshe know thati Who was there as the aestheticians,
the unproductive, were arousedby the first seventhand ninth chordsir But that they
were arousedby the first thirds that someonedaredadd to the empty 6fths, that
I do know.And our dissonances
here do not really seemall too harsh,otherwise
no
one would dare write them. But there are thosewho dare. Somebody
surely
will counter: They dare only becausethe dissonances
go by so fast, becausethe
resolution is alreadythere before we becomeconsciousof the dissonance.My
reply: What is fast, anywayl What is slovr to one personis fast to another.The
speedcan only be expressedas proportionate to the capacityfor perception.If
one can make distinctions,then it may indeedbe fast, but not too fast. And one
doesmake distinctions! One who is sensitiveto dissonances
knows at leastthat
he could not stop at such a dangerousspot. Thus, in this way at least,one does
becomeconsciousof the dissonance.But rvhat if it just stayed in the unconscious.Does anyone believe that it is not the sameprocesshere as that which
took placewith the other, emancipateddissonanceslDoes anyonereally believe
that such simple processesof the subconsciousdo not finally enter the consciousnessof artistswho year-in and year-out consciouslywrite and play such
harmoniesi But, apart from that, does not the Kapellmeisterhear a wrong note
in such harmonies,when the figure is not all too hiddeni If there is then enough
to verify that the harmonies[heard] agreewith the score,and if
consciousness
the ear does then analyzethem quickly enough, wliy should it not be able to
acknowledgethem as well when they appear disconnectedfrom the context,
when they sound for more time, q/herethe ear has indeedmore time to analyze
them, more time to get acquaintedwith them by learning and acknowledging
their drives and tendenciesiAnd grantedthat heretoforesuch harmoniesappear
more often by virtue of passingnotes than they do freely. Do they not also
appearoften enough as free suspensionslAnd how is a free suspensionessentially different from a chordi Wliat else is the appoggiaturabut an embarrassed
concessionthat the ear) with its sharp perception, makes to the slow-witted
eye. Here something is supposedto sound whose notation the eye cannot
tolerate. [Is id that a suspensionmust be resolvedl A seventhchord must be
resolved,too. But a free suspensionis more often left by leap, without resolution, than is a seventh.Then the free suspensionwould surely be a lesssensitive
dissonancethan the seventh.And perhapsthat is not far from correct.In general
the free suspensionsdo indeed appearfar less often for the sake of harmony
than as a result of the melodic elaborationof parts. The melody, the motive, is
then responsiblefor then-r,if one does not wisli to regard the whole composite
as a chord. One's inability to regard it as a chord does not mean it is not a
chord, but rather that it is not like any of those that appearin the system.
But now comes an objection capableof knocking down everything I have
[1 PerhapsSchoenbergmeant: Who can certify that the aestheticianswete not
arousedby the first sevenths
and ninthsi]
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'such
harmonies are not beautiful'. And to that I have to
established:namely,
reply: Yes, unfortunately, it is truel they are not beautiful. The unhappy truth
is that the great mastersthemselveshave not shied away from writing passages
of which the least among aestheticianscan so easily declare: They are not
beautiful. This has often much troubled me. And then I found recently in none
other than Bach'smusic the following four chords,which an aestheticiancould
never like, should he notice them:
Bach,Motets.

documented
below(p. 727)andcitedthesemeasures
this reference
[Nort Schoenberg
'theorists'
in full (Example 274).Another example,accessible
even to Schoenberg's
'aestheticians',
may be found in the a-minor Fugue (measurez4) of the Velland
Tempered
ClavierrI.f
And, naturally, the rascalhid them in motets, which are written in the old
clefs where a theorist cannot easily read them, and as passingtones where an
aestheticiancannot easily hear them. The old gentleman should have been
somewhat more closely watched and compelled to show his colors, that gray
color on the shield of our theorists.And these examplesare all the more remarkablewhen we consider that this Bach had himself reflectedon theoretical
mattersand as a teachereven had to make them his business.Yes, he was even
suspectedof having inherited, as a family secret,a formula for the invention of
fugue subjects.Surely, no one but a man widr imagination can behave in a
manner so improper for his station. And yet it is incomprehensiblethat a man
of undoubted learning writes such things.
And it is really incomprehensiblethat musicians,who indeed always know
more than the theorists,have written things that are not allowed by aesthetics.
'that
There is, for a similar case,
fellow, Mozart'r'who writes the following
chord in the G-minor Symphony (Example 2JJd).r In this context (43b), of
course,but still with no preparationwhatsoever.

But the theorists told Mozart durine his lifetime what a dissonancechaser
r First movement,measuresr5o and
ry2. Cf. infra, p. 767.1
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he was, and how all too often he gave in to the passionto write something
ugly, and how with his talent such writing really wasn't necessary.
It seems,though, that [composers]do find it necessary.That they find it
necessaryto write just what the aestheticians
do not like, just what thesepeople
declareto be ugly. Otherwise q/e should not seethat happeningover and over
throughout history. But if it is really ugly, then who is righti The aesthetician
or the artisti History leavesno doubt whatsoeverabout it, that he is right who
will always be right: he who creates;even when it is ugly. Where, then, is the
connectionwith beautyl
It is found this way: Beauty existsonly from that moment in which the unproductive begin to miss it. Before that it does not exist, for the artist does not
needit. To him integrity is enough. To him it is enough to have expressedhimself. To have said what had to be said; accordingto the laws of hrs nature. The
laws native to the genius, however, are the laws of future generations.The
mediocreresist them simply becausetheselaws are good. In the unproductive
man the resistanceto the good is sucha strong urge that, to cover its nakedness,
it desperatelyneeds the beauty that geniusesunintentionally afford it. But
beauty, if it exists at all, is intangible; for it is present only where someone
whose perceptivepower (Anschauungskraft)
alone is capableof creatingit does
createit, through this power alone,and createsit anew eachtime as often as he
perceives.With this perceptionbeauty existslas soon as the perceptionis over,
it is gone again.Everything elseis idle talk. The other beauty, that which one
can possessin strict rules and strict forms, that is the beauty the unproductive
yearn for. To the artist it is of little interest,like every fulfilment; to the artist
the yearning itself is enough, whereasthe mediocre want to possessbeauty.
Nevertheless,beauty does give of itself to the artist without his having sought
it; for he was indeed striving only for integrity. Just integrity! Try for that, if
you can, you who are unproductive! But the artist attainsit, for it is in him and
he merely expresses
it, he merely extractsit from himself. And beauty is in the
world only by virrue of one thing: by virtue of the congenialexcitementin the
nature of the nongenius,by virtue of the ability to suffer, to sympathizewith
what greatnessexperiences.As an accompanimentof that great capacity for
sympathy that arousesthe averageperson, as a by-product of the accomplishment of those necessarytasks that the genius performs in his penetration of
nature - as such beauty may very well exist.
Hence, these chords are really not beautiful. Nraturallynot, for nothing is
beautiful in itself, not even the tone. Of courseit is not ugly, either. It becomes
beautiful or ugly according to who is handling it, and how. Even so, it is perhapsmore correct to say thesechords are not beautiful than to call other chords
beautiful.These chords are not beautiful,at leastnot at first; of coursethey will
never becomebeautiful, either; if however they do not appealto one immediately, one should first become familiar with them. Then they, too, will very
likely releasesensationsof beauty like those that are long familiar. The ear is
often slow-witted, but it must adapt itself. Adaptation to the new is not generally easy; and it must be said that preciselythose personswho have acquired
some sophisticated notion of beauty are the very ones who, becausethey
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presumeto know what they like, defendthemselvesmost vigorously againstthe
new, againstsomethingnew that would be acceptedas beautiful.As a matter of
fact, it would only be acceptedas true and truthful, but that is what one calls
beautiful.
I could be suspectedof equating the idea of the beautiful with that of truth
and integrity.r Indeed, so to interpret it could be an advantage;for we should
at least be rid of those purely formal investigations'those experiments,that
would reduce beauty to an arithmetical problem' Whereas that which beauty
should be, if it were somethingreal, could satisfy us only if it did not admit of
representationby an arithmetical problem; if all the magic were revealed,not
as somethingvery simple, but as somethingvery complex;if its many-sidedness
actually sprang from a seedthat burst becauseit could not withstand the power
of germination within it. But [such satisfying, many-sidedbeauty would] not
[issue] from a tidy formula, where to the left of the equalssign standsan improbability, which, although it does balancewhat is on the right, still cannot
hide its improbability just becausethe equationbalances.Life is not symbolized
that way, for life is: activity. But then there is indeed the danger that the dry
enthusiasmof formalism might be replacedby the dripping enthusiasmof overwrought sentimentalityand moral daydreaming.Let that danger arise! From it
let there come for awhile that vaguenessabout the nature of things which,
previously, formalism afforded us in such a satisfying way. I should really be
satisfiedjust with change, with a differently colored glass. The new will be
found here,and even if it is no more right, essentially'than what was formerly
found, eyenso it is at leastnewl and the new, even if it is not the true, is at least
the beautiful. The great anxiety of the philistines,who do not believein beauty
ifthey cannot verify it by applying rules, who have not experiencedit but have
only learned about it second-hand,I do not share their anxiety. Whoever is
sensitiveto humanity and to human endeavorwill, without aesthetics,recognize the genius by those immediate signs that our instinct so unerringly distinguishes,just as it senseswho is friend, who is foe, as it senseswhich person
is congenial and which uncongenial. Integrity is perhaps also expressiblein
mathematicalterms, perhaps even more so than beauty. With the latter the
formula ultimately fails; sensationsof beauty must be explainedby the senseof
beauty.Integrity is a ratio that indicatesthe relationshipof the artist to his work.
Their relativity one to the other is expressedby this ratio. It follows that there
is only one perfectintegrity, namely, when this fraction equalsone, when therefore all activity stopsl hence,all intermediatestages[of integrity] are at hand.
That [imperfection] is in accord with life itself; for it revealsthe goal toward
which one strives and the criterion by which to judge one's efforts. In it error
hasa place,too; error is asmuch a part of integrity asis truth. In fact error would
deservea placeofhonor; for becauseofit activiry does not stop, the perfection
is not attained. Integrity, truthfulness never turns into truth; for it would
hardly be bearableif we knew truth.
Moreover, the purely affective sourcesof beauty and the effects that are sublr Das Waire, das Wahrhaftige.l
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ject only to the control of the feelingswill probably ultimately require of the
intellect (lerstand) that it recognizetheir laws. But that doesnot meanit should
prescribetheselaws for them and require that they conform to theselawsr as is
the casewith the laws of beauty. And so at leastthis advantagewould be won,
that reason (I/ernunft) is prevented from undertaking the simplification of
things one can judge only by feeling, that simplification which, although it
suits reason,is too restrictedfor the feelings.
By the time the reader gets through 'ilhat the quotations from Bach* and
Mozart have prompted me to say, he will have forgotten my previously re'discords'
occur only becauseof passingtones.
futing the argument that these
I am predicting this becauseI know how the friendly readerthinks whenever he
intends to refute, and I ask therefore that he recall that earlier passage[pp.
:,22-41,The quotations from Bach are to be found in the Motet No. 4 (Peters
Edition, pages56 and 59),1with the following setting:
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It will be recalledthat I already stated my position on the question of the
speedand transitorinessof passingtonesl and whoever was able to follow my
argument will have to admit that this idea is relative, cannot be an absolute
standard.But assumingit were, and assumingBach really aspired to beauty,
what could we then concludel Harmonieslike thoseat $ betweenthe two basses
(N.B.: this is not a fast tempo!!!), or the progressionsin secondsat + berween
secondsopranoand first alto, or the freeentry ofthe tenor at @ (alsoofinterest,
* A misunderstanding
by a personwho agreeswith me hasbroughtit to my attention that the chords cited here could be taken for isolatedones,iust occasionally
appearingin Bach'smusic.But it is not so. On the contrary,they appearregularly.
of the urgeto usethe moreremoteovertonesbut, above
They must,not only because
of the eight-partwriting, which compelssuchusage.
all, because
p Thesequotations,like that onp. J1+,are from the Motet No.5, Komm,Jesu,
'New Urtext Edition' (1958),measures14 and
komm. Cf. Peters
4r-7. In view of
the first tenor at El' it
remarksin the next paragraphbelowconcerning
Schoenberg's
shouldbe notedthat this editionhasa dottedhalfnote 91 insteadofc, and no rest.]
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the remainder - :
S"i"rniirg iaata in tbe rcvised edjtiin. He rcorganized and rewtote
this sectionof the chapter(to p. 33t).]
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incidentally, are the hidden octavesbetween secondsoprano and first alto in
Example 44a) - theseare still very harsh sounds.It is not to be assumedthat
a master like Bach, had his senseof beauty forbidden it, would have been
unable to avoid such harmonies.It is also out of the question that they occur
unintentionally or even by oversight; for they are found not only in this but in
every other work of Bach. Hence, there is no doubt he must have considered
them beautiful. Or at leastthey did not bother him, whether he indeed aspired
to write something beautiful or not. It is then certain that harsh harmonies,
sincethey appearin Bach and thus surely cannot be aestheticflaws, are actually
requirementsof beauty, if beauty is itself a requirement.And granted that he
could allow them only as passingtones becausehis ear would not yet tolerate
them if written freely - he did write them nevertheless,and did more thereby
than just nibble at the tree of knowledge.He followed his urge to accommodate
more complicatedharmonies,whereverhe thought he could do it without danger to the intelligibility of the whole, But the essentialthing, the urge to write
harsh harmonies,which I find identical with the urge to include more remote
overtones- this urge was there. He wrote them as passingphenomenaso that
we can use them freely; he useda life-belt so that we learn to swim freely. Just
had found the life-belt necessary.
as he swam freely where his predecessors
It will be asked,why I explainedand analyzedevery detail of a system so
thoroughly in the earlierparts of this book, why I took the trouble to weed out
minor errors, why I gave laws a different form, and so on, if I now produce
evidence that testifies to the inadequacy of that system. It will be asked,l
whether I can then build a new systemor extendand improve the old one. And
now, inasmuchas I can formulate no system- as I have said from the outsetan inconsistencywill be found in the fact that such subtle distinctions were
previously pursued,as for examplewith the six-four chord, whereashere such
a great number of harmoniesare not examined,organized,nor evaluatedat all,
not even collectively,let alone individually. It will be concludedthat the pupil,
who was previously under such strict guidance,faceshere suddenly and without preparationa freedom he cannot cope with.
First of all; as for that inconsistency,perhapsit is even greater here than in
other textbooks;but that is only becausein the first halfofthe book I described
more preciselythan do the others, whereasin the secondhalf I still say just as
much. My attempts to explain the problems psychologically, or on practical
grounds, or by the overtones,will at leastbe of use to a furure theorist, even if
he builds on principles different from mine. For, since my attempts never
depend on the ephemeralaestheticjudgment; since I never say beautiful nor
ugly but seek rather to find causesand principles that one may consider unchanging, or of which one knows that they have changed,and how, and why,
so, the future theorist vill find a relatively cleanslate.He will not have to stop
to investigatewhether, for example,forbidden fifths really have any basis in
[1 This sentenceand the following remark, that he could formulate no system,
Schoenbergaddedin the revisededition. He reorganizedand rewrotethe remainderof
this sectionofthe chapter(to p. 33r).]
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nature; he will find clarification of tlte role played by the six-four chord in the
older works, and the reasonsfor it; and the distinction betweenwhat is given
'artificially'
in nature and what was produced
through the activity of artists,
remarks on the formation of harmoniesthrough the influenceof melodic elements, and the explanationof many a detail will be guidepostsfor him. For
thesereasons,therefore,I believemy presentationwas not too detailed.If now
the laws of the older harmony (the real ones, not the exaggerationsof orthodoxy) are also those ofthe future - ofthis I am convinced- then I did not say
too much in the first half. The inconsistencyproves,however, to be even more
trifling becauseI do not leave the old system as abruptly ai do the theorists,
who are also forced to leave it but are unawareof doing so. As long as it will
work, they go the way of roots, they refer chords to degreeslthey arrangethe
chords linto progressions]with no considerationof their origin. This procedure
is madepossibleby judgment of the valenceof the chordsand their capacityfor
connection. Then, however, the theorists spring abruptly over to a different
mode of presentation,the historical,where eventsare arrangedand judged only
according to their origins. Yet I have shown even ofchords referredto degrees
that many did not originate harmonically,and at thoseplacesI shifted to melodic justification.And, although from the outset I have aspiredonly to a system
of presentation,not a natural system,still I have found one point of view, at
least one, afforded by the systematiccontemplationof the older harmony that
also permits a glance into the future: the principle, namely, that dissonances
are the more remote consonancesof the overtone series.This principle alone
implies that the harmoniesproduced by non-harmonic tones are chords too,
just like the others. This principle is broad enough to embraceall harmonic
occurrencesand does not necessitateexceptions.The harmonies held to be
accidentalare chordsl it is clear that they are usableas such,and had the system
not been abandonedhere, then this mode of presentationcould have been
continued. This continuation had to be denied those theoristsbecausethey did
not recognizetheseharmoniesas chords.
Now, as for the pupil and the reproachthat, undirectedand unprepared,he
suddenly facesa freedom he cannot cope with, I have this to say: that, incidentally, the rigorous preparation itself that he has received in the earlier
chapters, that fact alone can more likely enable him to acquit himself well
when faced with freedom than a less rigorous course could have donel but,
quite apart from that, I have no intention of giving a pupil this freedom. To
what end, anywayi One does not give freedom, the other takes it. And only
the master can take it: one, that is, who has it anyhow. What the pupil might
take, even though the teacherdoes not v/ant to grant it, is not that freedom.
What he gets in that caseis the samethat he already had before he came to the
teacher:a groundlessfreedom that still recognizesno responsibility. Thus, I
cannot give him freedom; consequently,I ought either to set up a systemmyself to regulate the use of such chords, or I ought to prohibit the use of nonharmonic tones.
I have not succeededin finding a system nor in extending the old one to
include thesephenomena.If that is perhapsdenied me, owing to the limits of
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my talents,then let my accomplishmentconsist in having disclosedtlie flavr in
the method used to date. Perhaps,however, it is at presentnot yet possibleto
set up a systembecausethere is still too little material and becausewe are still
too closeto the older system.If we disregardthe experimentsof a few younger
composerswho havethe courageto follow their ear - thereare many today who
indeed have the courage,but insteadof the ear they have an eye for what will
immediatelysucceed:thesewe may confidently ignore - then, up to now such
harmonieshave been used almost exclusively where they can be explainedas
passingtones and the like. That is natural, too, and in no way contradictsmy
findings. For theselaws really form part of the musician'sconstitution,not only
becausehe was schooledin them but also becausethey actuallyindicatethe way
theseharmoniescameinto being. I have pointed out often enough that most of
the dissonancesprobably gained entry into harmony tlrrough melodic treatment. What my polemic would call artention to is in fact something else:
(r) that they are henceforthchords, just like all the other dissonances
that came
about the sameway; and (z) that they are only superficiallyannexedto the old
system, that they are judged according to a different principle, according
to their origin, and are not referred to roots.

On the other hand, instanceslike this one from Mahler (Example z3y)1 as
well as numerous other passagesin his music and in that of Strausszare too
isolated,and, more important, all that is still too closeto us, We must be at
some distancefrom an object if v,'eare to seeit as a whole; up closewe seejust
individual features,only distancerevealsthe generalones.It would not in fact
be too difficult to figure out all conceivableharmoniesof from two to twelve
tones in relation to a root, to connect them with one another,and to illustrate
their potential use with examples.Even namescould be found. For example,
one could designatea C-major triad with a 'non-harmonic' dfi as a 'minortwo-one major triad', one with a non-harmonic / as a 'major-two-one major
triad', one with e[ as a'double-third triad', onewithrfas a 'minor'and with/f
'major-four-three
as a
major triad'. One could apply rhe familiar rules of resolution to thesechords and add to theserules tl'reonesarising from the treatment
of non-harmonic rones.But whether all that would amount to much is questionable, becausewithout description and evaluation of effect we hau" no
practicalapplication.Should we evaluate,however, then we should again get a
[l Sixth Symphony,last movement,measure187.]
from the "Widersachern,,
in
[, Cf.p. 772of the6rst edition:'. . . isolatedpassages
Strauss'sEin Heldenleten. . .'.1
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system that deals in aesthetics;moreover, unlike the old system, it would be
one that cannot appealfor confirmation to an imposing seriesof works of art,
one that q/ould rather go aheadof the works, prescribinga path for them that
they will perhapsnever take. Only the ear may take the lead,the ear, sensitivity
to tone, the creative urge, the imagination, nothing elsel never mathematics,
calculation (Kombination),aesthetics.Hence, since I can give no system, and
if it n'ere merely a matter of superficiallogic, I should prohibit the use of nonharmonic tones. So much the more since I have said from the outset that
mattersof voice leadingbelong in the study of harmony only so far as they are
necessaryfor presentingharmonies.If it is borne in mind, however, that the
interpeneration of the rwo disciplines,harmony and counterpoint, is as complete as their separation is incomplete, becauseevery occurrence in voice
leading can becomeharmony and every chord can becomethe basisfor voice
leading;and that, therefore,the fusion of the two coursesof studv into a single
coursewould be of the greatestadvantage,were the materialnot roo vast - so,
the attirude that I am to take towards thesechords then becomesobvious. It is
as follows:
Only a pedagogicalconsiderationkeeps me from giving the pupil a completely free hand with thesechords:up to now I have told him exactly when he
can rely upon tliis or that harmony to be effective,according to traditional
experience;and I should like to continue that u'ay. There are no traditional
experiencesupon which to basethe free use ofthese chords;instead,in the rules
of voice leading, we have testedand approved methods for controlling them.
Consequently,I will take the sameposition here that I took, for example,with
forbidden 6fths: the master is free; but the pupil stays under resrrictionsuntil
he has becomefree. Hence,I shall presentthe non-harmonictones,briefly, in a
mannersimilar to the usual one. Only, the pupil will know - and this is an
essentialdistinction- that he is dealingwith chords,chords that are dissonant
like all the other [dissonantchords]. And he will know that the directions he
gets for their use mean no more than did those v'liich recommendedthat he
introduce vagrant chords chromatically;no more than this: the simplestway is
the one patterned after the historical evolution, but the as yet non-historical
furure will bring something different.
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All theseso-callednon-harmonictones- suspensions,
passingtones,chang- areto be presented
ing tones,anticipations
in our exercises
in sucha way that
they emergethrough melodicevents.Their appearance
and the dissonances
that they inevitablyproducearethus justifiedby the impetusof a motive or of
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with the morive;quite frequently,however,they arejustia rhythm associated
formulas,the oft-mentionedornaments(Manieren)'r
fiediy certainestablished
Wheti,e, or not theseare consistentwith the fundamentalintuition that any
we seehereagainhow the familiar
harmoniccombinationof tonesis possible,
clich6like figures,whosesatisfyingresolutionis
effectof certainestablished,
promisedby the memoryand anticipatedby the ear,makespossiblethe fulfilnarrow rules.The clich6permitsthe
ment of necessiryoutsidethe excessively
use of the figuresbecausewe have becomefamiliar with the clich6; gradual
familiarizationfavors freer usage.New clich6scome into being. Thus, the
methodmakesuseof habit to producenew methodsin turn, throughhabit.
One of theseornaments,for example,appearsasfollows:

236ffi
_J_-_/__t_
If this g clasheswith some tone or other, then the ear expectsa resolution,
becausesuch is its habit. But the voice now leapsaway from the dissonanceto
c. Even that is familiarl for vre know that the c will then spring back to J the
tone of resolution - as in a comedy, when the situation becomesmomentarily
'Comedy' in
the playbill and knows the situation
quite grave. But one has read
will nt-'t become too dangerous.Love will eventually triumph. This effect is
thus basedon the recollection of similar forms. Example: that motive has appearedoften in a piece;henceone knows that after the big leap upward a leap
downward will restore the balance. Such can be applied to other melodic
occurrencesas well, besidesthose of the ornaments.Any well-defined motive
that appearsin a pieceoften enough can on occasionbe setwith a dissonance,if
only the final tone clearlygives the satisfying,consonantresolution.Sucha form
appearsfrequently in the counterpoint of Mahler and Strauss.As can be seen,
it is entirely justified, even though one need not go as far as I do [to justify it];
for it is basedon the sameprinciple as the ornaments.The actualexecutionof
such experimentsbelongs of course not in harmony, but in counterpoint. But
I should not like to proceedwith this discussionwidrout having affirmed this
point of view; it is important to me to have shown right here the similarity of
the ornaments,the motivic clich6, and tlie free motive to one another. If then
even the complicatedphenomenaare easyto explain in such manner, although
the explanationis outsidethe system,henceis not a musical,but a psychological
explanation,then the simple onescan naturally be disposedof with a few directions. I believeit is enough to describewhat they are,to menrion a few examples
and a few possibilities,and the pupil must then know how he can use them.
The suspensionand the passing tone are to be referred back to the simplest
melodic form, to the scale,to the scalesegment.

2tt
fr Cf. supra,pp,47fr.1
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Suspensionmeansdelaying a step of a secondin a voice while the harmony
changes.If the suspensionis to be typical, it is usually required that the suspendedtone form ditton"tt.". But this does not seemto be absolutelyneces"
,ary; fot the a in Examplez3Bis without doubt a suspension,once the approaching I actually enters as the goal, as in a final cadence.
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The more frequent form is of course that in which it actually createsa dissonance; only tlen is the suspension conspicuous enough. -Besides, [this
with methodsfor introducing
chapterJdoesindeedhave to do with dissonances,
more remote overtones.The suspensioncan come with or without preparation'
The pupil should prepare it at first; later he can also introduce it without
'free
iuspension'. The preparationtakes place just as it does
pr.p"r",ion, as a
witir every other dissonance:the tone that is to be dissonantapPearsin the preceding chtrd in the samevoice. If the suspensionis to be dissonant,then in the
chorJin which it occursit can be a second,seventh'ninth, or fourth in relation
to the foot. The resolution of the suspension,as a melodic event that is ultimately to produce a step of a second'can be uPward or downward'
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An ascendingleac,ingtone will generally not be used as a suspensionresolving downwird, and a descendingleading tone rarely as a suspensiongoing
upward. Nevertheless,these resolutions do occur.
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There is a rule requiring that the tone to which a suspensionresolves does
not appear simultaneously with the suspension.

It happens,however, so often, that today we can raise no serious objection
to it. It is not well suited to piano music in closeposition. But in choral writing
Bach used it countlesstimes (and of coursealso in his keyboard writing, etc.):
[for example, in this passage]

r
from the Motet, Komm Jesu, komm fmeasures6-71(soprano I and alto II, $). An
exception, even to the strictest form of this rule, was allowed in the bass of
Examples z4rc, d, e.
Two or more voices can also be suspended.

Moreover, during the resolution of the suspensionthe harmony can move on,
so that there is a harmonv with the tone of resolution different from that
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Tones, etc.
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The / and the /! are changing tones that circumscribe c; but c is itself 'nonharmonic'. One is of course at liberry to leap away from suspendednotes. Thus,
the dissonancesin Schumann's'fch grolle nicht'(Example 247 *t f, @) are
either unresolved seventh chords or suspensions. They can be interpreted

either way. But it is enough to interpret them as sevenths. The pupil will do
vrell at leastto hint at the resolution, in the manner of the interrupted resolution.
The passing tone we have already frequently mentioned. It is the melodic
connection wherein a melodic interval of at least a third is filled in with the
intervening scaletonesl hence,with the interval ofa fourth there are two passing
tones.
o.r o

Most important here is that the initial and final tones of the figure should be
consonant. Should passing tones connect a fifth, then of course not all three
tones can be dissonant.

The e (249a) is consonant. Both passing tones connecting a fourth can be
dissonant(z+gb).The passingtones, too, can appearin more than one voice at
the same time.

Suspensions,Passing Tones, etc.
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Parallel octavesand fifths createdby passingtones are to be judged precisely
as before.

The older theory holds that the parallelsare not cancelledby the passing
tone and are not hidden by the suspension.And that is right; they are not better,
and not worse, than unhidden parallels.The pupil is oflteninclined to attach a
suspensionto a passingtone. Even that is not allowed in strict, all too strict,
composition. But there is really no reasonto object to such a combination; it is
in fact a common occurrencein the masterworks.

Passingtones in severalvoices at once often produce complete new chords
that could be consideredeither independentor passingchords. In reality they
are independent;only, the theory of passingharmony, which would impose its
accidentalharmonies,explainsdrem as dependent.

The passingtones can of coursealso be borrowed from the chromatic scale.
That cannot causethe pupil any difficulty, if he thinks of our secondarydominants and keeps in mind the senseof passingtones as a simple melodic form
(scalesegment),
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The passingtone performs outstandingserviceswith vagrant chords,where,
for example, a reinterpretationbrought about by a passing tone allows two
modulations such as those in Examples z5yand 6 to be joined in one phrase

Qssr).

An excellentway of modulating; or Example 256a.

That will work without vagrant chords, too (256b);here the transition from
major to minor is greatly facilitatedby the chromaticintroduction of the el and
by the passing6l and av.
The following passingharmony also appearsfrequently.

,u,
I
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And even these:

Obviously, the closer the pupil stays to the prototype, the scale,especially
the chromatic. the bolder the combinationshe can write.

'lVhenever
alteredor vagrant chords are involved, the effect will most often
in fact be rather mild. Frequently, vagrant chords can go through passingtones
to unalteredchords and vice versa,unalteredto vagrant, a useful techniquefor
modulating as well as for enriching the cadence.

Here, and in many other examples,we see how passingtones may crcate
chords,chords that are familiar, well-establishedforms. Thus, it is again apparent how unjustified is that classificationwhich assumesaccidentalharmonic
structures.How it simply makesa virtue out of necessityby not acknowledging
'We
as chords those chords that it cannot accommodatein the system.
can
again recognize the correctnessof this statementby remembering that those
chords already accommodatedalso sprang from none other than just such
melodic requirements.That happensonly out of necessity.But the virtue is
therefore correspondinglymeager.
To list everything drat can appearis narurally impossible.The pupil will do
best, as I said before, to produce first the prototype of the passingtones, the
scalewisemelodic segment.Also, of course,chromatic scalesegments.There is
a certain exercisewhich, as it is given in almost all textbooks,I have to reject:
in it the pupil is to add decorativesuspensionsand passingtones to a phrase
already sketched out in half or whole notes. This assignmentis ridiculous,
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'tattooing',
as
inartistic to the highest degree.This decoration with ornaments,
Adolf Loos says,is a childish activity. I have no objection if the pupil undertakes an occasionalcorrection in a piece he has completed, in which there are
already passing tones and suspensionsthat occurredto him simultaneouslywith
tlzemelody, as harmony. He might, for example, improve a stiff-sounding connection with a passing tone or a faltering rhythm with a suspension.There is
little to criticize in such corrections. But what the pupil must strive for is the
ability to invent these non-harmonic tones togetherwith the rest of the harmony.
That is not at all as difficult as it appears;[as] an incidental, separateexercise
[the writing of non-harmonictonesis] quite superfluous.The pupil must indeed
not overusepassingtones or changing tones,so long as they still do not come
to him spontaneously.Of coursethe pedagogicalpurpose that the commonly
used exercisecan serye is not to be discarded:the pupil is compelled thereby to
keep the basic harmonies constantly in mind and not to lose sight of them
among the non-harmonic tones. Nevertleless, I could not bring myself to
assignthis exerciselfor it is too mechanicalfor the pupil who at this stagemust
already possessconsiderableharmonic skill. The actual accomplishment,even
with successfulsolutions,is too trifling; but even more disturbing is the deceit
lurxing behind this procedure:an insignificantidea is superficiallyenriched by
means of embellishmentsthat do not suit it. I would rather recommend that
the puprl experiment often at the piano or on paper, looking for figures and
connections,and then work out what he finds in a little piece.Working out,
elaborating- that is a better exercisethan decorating,for it fostersthe ability
to introduce somethingcorrectly and to continue it correctly.
The changingtone (Wechselnote)
can bestbe explainedasa notatedornament
(Manier) or as a motive. Usually, at leastin its simplestforms, it belongs to a
figure that consistsof one or more non-harmonic tones and circumscribesa
consonanttone.
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We might saywe alreadyhavesucha changingtone in the trill, or the trill
with turn. Written out it appearsas follows:
^lt-N
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In the conventional ornaments- I have takenthose quoted here from Heinich
Schenker's work, Ein Beitag 7ur Ornamentikr - the pupil will find numerous models for such standardformulas which, played slowly, are unquestionably changing tones, even if one will not acknowledge them as such when
played more rapidly. Of coursein almost all of the ornamentsa tone is circumscribed by its neighbortones. The changing tone, however, does not have to
be so, as is shown by the intemrpted suspension,which springs from a fusion
of suspensionand changingtone. Usual forms of the changing tone are, among
others, the following:

Of coursechromaticismcan also enter into the formation of changing tones;
at first it should perhapsbe used with some caution.

The basicidea of the anticipationis iust the reverseof that of the suspension.
Whereas with the latter one or more voices are delayed during a change of
harmony, with the former it is just the other way around: thesevoicesget there
early, so to speak.
b)

d)

265
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ln z61a and 6, where c illustratessuspension,/ anticipation,both are notated
fr (neuerevidierteund vermehrteAuflage;Vienna: Universal-Edition,n.d. [tllat]),
'Contributionto the Studyof Ornamentation'
was
pp. 34, 38,4y, and y4. Schenker's
first publishedin r9o8.]
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can take
side by side for comparison. The anticipation, like the suspensionr_
on this
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orr.. the pupil has become familiar with non-harmonic tones in the way
he should have no Protracted difficulties in exploitpreviously ,..o-m"nd"d,
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possibilities
ing th"
a s€mblanceof flesh and blood by hanging
make
to
not
need
he
does
pr"oscribed:
On
the contrary, by following. the recom'
a
skeleton.
on
and
there
iug. h.r*
-J.,ded way he will acquire the ability to introduce those sonorities (Zusam'non-harmonic' tones, with the same foresight he
menkldnge),thosecreatei by
gi.,r.s tJhi, harmonies (Hirmonien). They wjll thus ceaseto be accident and
f,egin to be [to manifest] law - only, law that he cannot put into words. That a
,..'i ,nurr", i., ,,"t., done something so inartistic, not even under the pretext
of the harmonic sketch to be vrorked out later, ought to be clear to anyone who
takes a close look at a Bach Chorale. I give here [in full] the one previously
cited from the .lr. Matthew PassionzL

lt Supra,Examplezz5d,P' 1ot.f

Swpensions, Passing Tones, etc.

J4)

I think the first glance ought to show that Bach was not merely hanging
ornaments onto an otherwise deficient or uninteresting harmony to give it
luster. Just take out each individual voice and look at it by itself. You ri'ill
find that they are nothing lessthan melodies,which are often just as beautiful
as the chorale melody itself. And this is an aim entirely different from that
external [adornment]! Then, try to leave out what might be consideredaccidental changing tones. Generally, it is almost impossible, or the result is at
least so clumsy that, although it could be by an ornament lover, it is not by
'ornaments'
is] not always entirely impossible;
Bach. Perhaps[such deletion of
for, even though what one considersornamentwas conceivedalong with everything else,there is still enough left over that is good. One can of coursego on
living if the little toe is lostl but it is no longer a well-constructedfoot.
[Consider], for example, in the very first phrase,the passing tones in the
bass,tenor, and alto. It is clear that they form chords; for their harmonic purpose is to harmonizea melody that comesthree times (note the repeatsign and
the penultimate phrase) in such a way that the harmonization, which could
easily turn out to be deficientin chord changes,definesin vigorous strokesthe
chief featuresof the key (I, IV, V) without becoming so rich that a later repetition cannot be still richer and surprising. Hence, the degreesfrom the subdominant region are disposedof on the weak beatsand are consequentlyless
binding; but their pace is faster and they come twice, whereby their relative
weaknessis compensated.Thus, unequalforcesare held in balanceby applying
them to unequal arms of a lever.
Or [consider]how in the secondphrasethe principal key is hesitantlyintroduced.Even at the very next to the last moment (*) an a in the bassactsas if the
major key is to come. The reason is clear: rhe chorale wavers berween D major
and 6 minor, as the cadencesmake plain; a too definite/ minor at the beginning
would hardly be advantageous.The decisioncomeslater. The purpose of the a
is, then, to postpone! Thus, it is no ornament!!
The third phrase:the eighth notes,which cameat the beginning as imitation
of the first four notes of the melody, turn here into a little independentmotive
that dominates the figuration of the entire middle part. Hence, this motive is
no mere ornament; it is rather a structural component, even if of secondary
importance.
In the next phrasesthe music becomesso rich that I prefer to make no attempr
to describeor explain what happens.Here one can no longer speakbriefly. The
relation of chords to one another in a true work of art is so definite. so well
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grounded in structuralnecessiry-' no matter whether their fundamentalmeaning
is more or lessobvious, whether they appearin a more imposing manneror are
only carried along by the 'ornamental' movement of voices - this relation, r
say, is so de6nite, so necessary,that these voices constituting the chords can
never be seriously interpreted as aimless decoration, however much they may
conuibute incidentally to the ornamentationof the whole, however mobile and
interlacedtheir lines may be. one could no more omit them than one could
omit somethingsimilar in a constructionof steel.An Ornamentierer,adecorator,
should first try out his bold scheme- not adding s'hat he supposesis merely
beautiful until later - should first submit it to a practical test in a sreelconstruction before he recommends it to a pupil. And he should stand underneath
during the construction;he will never again recommendit. Only in art do we
find such lack of conscience,*where there is no steel beam to fall on one's head
and give the minimal intelligenceits due. One could object that it is only a
matter here of assignedexerciseslof coursethe pupil will stop doing it that way
later on. But those are immoral assignments,and one cannot learn morality by
practicing immorality. One would then simply have to regard the example the
teacher sets as an example of what not to do. But that is too much to expect of
the pupil and too little of the teacher.
* In other crafts as well, undcrstandingof the structural and other purposesof
ornamentsunfortunately seemsslight; this lack of understandingleads some to
inclusion.Thus I had to drop a new watch
thoughtlessomission,othersto senseless
severaltimesbeforeit occurredto me, why I kept dropping it. It slippedthrough my
although it was modern,it was too smooth.Then I understoodthat
fingersbecause,
of its fairly rough surface,it
the casingof my old watchwasengravedso that, because
would be easierto hold on to. As a contrastto this hatredof ornament,note the bookbinders'love of ornament.They apparentlyconsiderthe binding nothing more than a
'artistic', only when
decorationof the book; and perhapsthey like it, they think it is
Thus,
they can regardmost ofwhat they produceas decoration,hence,as senseless.
'ready-woven'headband,which
for example,they glue onto the endsof the book a
looks 'more beautiful'than the sewn,'hand-stitched'onesbut doesnot fulfil its purpose,doesnot hold the book togetherat top and bottom. The purposeis unclearto
them, henceunimportant. And that is by no meansthe end of this nonsenseljust
To protect the edgesof the paper
considerdre speciallycoinedword 'aufkaschieren'.
and cloth and the endsof the dueadsfrom wearingout, they were hidden (kaschiert,
from cacher- to hide) by meansof one or more layersof paperglued on. Whenever
now a sheetofpaper is sruck onto the cardboard,which easilybecomesfrayed from
'uufkasciieren't
rubbing, this is called
[This footnotewasaddedin the revisededition.l
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A FE\r/ REMARKS
CONCERI.{II{GNINTH
CHORDS

The ninth chord is the stepchild of the system. Although it is at least as
legitimate a product of the systemas the seventhchord, it nonethelesscomes
repeatedlyunder question.l Why it is questionedis obscure. The system begins to be artificial as soon as it fashionsthe minor triad after the major triad.
Thus, the formation of a seventh chord by adding the seventh is of course not
a necessaryconsequenceofthis initial organization,but it is a possibleconsequence.If it is possible,however, then ninth chords, eleventhchords, etc., are
also possible;and at leastone advantagecould be gained from this possibility
in that the system of superimposedthirds could be extended. The further
advantagewould surely follow that:nuch of what today lies outsidethe system,
in the sphereof the accidentalharmonies,could still be brought into it without
losing the control provided by the root progressions.I could do that myself;
why I do not, I shall say later.z
As far asI know the most important objectionto the ninth chords is that their
inversionsare not supposedto be practicable.I suspectalso this silly hindrance,
that the ninth chord is not easy to representin four-part writing; for the sake
of the ninth chord we should need five or six voices. One could of coursedisregard the analogy with the inversionsof seventhchords, or at leastdisregard
it temporarily, and use at least what there is; but theory has the tendency,
whenever it has no example for something, to declareit bad, or at least [to
dismissit as] impossible.Theory too willingly says:ninth chords do not apPear
in inversions,hence,they are bad; or: ninth chords do not aPpearin inversions,
hence, they just don't exist. Of course, the other way would not be right,
either: namely, that the theoristsshould invent the inversions of ninth chords
rather than wait for the composersto do so. Theory cannot and may not take
the lead; it should affirm, describe, compare, and organize. Therefore, I will
restrict myself to giving composersand future theorists a few incentives toward
further expansion of the system, and will refrain from systematizing (kombinieren)forms which are certainly, to some extent, already appearing in modern
works, but with a usage that is fundamentally different from what should take
place here. Theory was on the right path when it affirmed the existence of
ninth chords. Then it should have mentioned that inversions of ninth chords
do not appear,but it could just as well have suppressedits opinion that they are
bad or even impossible. To affirm the fact should have satisfied the theorist in
'data
for harmonic theory'; he
such cases.He has done enough by supplying
indulge
in aesthetics,for then he
and
himself
vulnerable
have
make
does not
to
is not on that account
used
today
is
still
not
makes a fool of himself. What
In my Sextet,
be
beautiful.
it
will
and
then
for
it
may
be
used
tomorrow,
ugly;
[1 Cf. Schenker, Harmony, p. I9o.]

[2 ChapterXXI.]
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Verklrirte Nachtfmeasures4r-z], in the following context,I wrote the inversion
of a ninth chord, the one in Examplez67a at $, without then knowing theoretically what I was doing - I was merely following my ear.

What's worse, I seenow that it is none other than that particular inversion
which dre theoristscondemnedmost resolutely of all; for, since the ninth is in
the bass, its simplest resolution goes to a six-four chord, and the so-called
'bdse
Sieben'[badseventh],tre forbidden resolution ofa seventhto an octave,
occurs berweentwo of the voices (267c). But the six-four chord could surely
occur as a passingchord, or it could also have been absolutely forbidden (the
old theory certainly did not shrink from such crueltiesin other matters); and
'bad
the
seventh'could be avoided if (as in z67d) the tenor skipped to /f . Only
nolv do I understandthe objection, at that time beyond my comprehension,of
that concert society which refused to perform my Sextet on account of this
chord (its refusal was actually so explained). Naturally: inversions of ninth
chords just don't exist; hence,no performance,either, for how can one perform
something that doesnot exist. And I had to wait a few years.To be sure, when
it was then actually performed, nobody noticed anymore that a ninth chord
occurs tltere in the fourth inversion, Today, of course,that sort of thing disturbs no man who is to be taken seriously.In Salomeyet other, quite different
ninth chords occur. Just to name one work that is not only perfonned but is
today highly esteemedeven by such as at that time could not tolerate my
ninth chord.
Therefore, as I said, the ninth chord and its inversions exist today, or at
least they can exist. The pupil will easily find examples in the literature. It is
not necessaryto set up special laws for its treatment. If one wants to be careful,
one will be able to use the laws that pertain to the seventh chords: that is, dissonancesresolve by step downward, the root leaps a fourth upward.
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Watch out for fifths!
But even the deceptive-cadenceresolution must actually work as well here
as it doeswith the seventhchord. For, if the seventhcan be sustained,the ninth
can surely also be sustainedwhile the root ascends.
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All that does occur, at leastas phenomenaof voice leading,henceis already
justified thereby (for example,as passingharmony); and it surely follows from

my presentationsthat the system of Ciss)nancescompletesits task satisfactorily
once it accommodatesthe things that cct:ur in the voice leading. Should one
try also to leave the dissonanceby skip one would advance still further.
To prove the existence of the ninth chord, apart from its occurrence as a
suspension,it should really be enot:gh to mention the dominant-seventhninth chordswith major or minor ninth, chords that arenot disputedby anyone.
If one doesnot wish to acceptthe nintl chords erectedon the secondarytriads,
one must neverthelessat least acknowledge that in the senseof the secondary
dominants major and minor ninth chords can be made on every degree,
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even if all cannot be used immediately and unconditionally as diatonic
chords.

As long as they have minor ninths it is no more difficult to relate them to the
key than it is the diminished seventh chords that are derived from them; and
those with major ninths are certainly no more difficult than the corresponding
seventh chords. Obviously one could apply to them all those alterations that
are customary with seventh chords, for example (z7z):

The possibility of using them is unquestionable when we regard them as
vagrant chords or connect them with vagrant chords, as in the example from
my Sextet or in Example 273a.

The resolutionsin zT3aaretaken from the Harmonielehreby A[ugust] Halm
(sammlung Gdschen)r\an otherwise very 6ne little work. There are plenty of
'outrageous'
and declines to
first-rate things in it; yet he calls theseconnections
'ascribe any undeserved,fundamental value to them'. For he puts them in root
position (rztb)rbecause, as he says, the ninth chord is not invertible (panicuiarly with the authentic resolution, root Progression a fourth upward).

Verlagshandlung,r9o2), PP. rr8-I9 and Example
[1 (Leipzig: G. J. G<;schen'sche
97c.)
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However,one could stilr at reasttry to inven it,
with a differentresorution;
no parallelfifth1
lngear then, if theseare what is outrageous.It is remarkabre
that sucha sensiblefellow doesnot hit upon that,
wher,f,e i, ,o .r"ry .tose.The
blindersof the system! we havereasonio be astounded
at alr the thingsmanis
capableof inventins.we courdwonder,though,
*;rrt .qr"iiy-g-ool'r"uror,
how muchhe hasn6t inventedeventhough he was
",
croseto it. somewhatmore
outrageousness
in thinking and lessGar of outragesin aesthetics,
and it would
go better,far better! The pupir wiil do we[, in using
ninth chords,ro uy again
the very simplestapplication.Then he canofrourre
:,1-fiTt
the mannerof secondarydominantsand in the sense. "y "rii,"ri"rts after
of theiuggeriion, giurn
here,laterthe connection.withvagrantchords,as
well. of courseit will be best
for him hereto irnposethe-strictist
l"*, upon himself.The morehe findsin
this way that is admissibre,
the grearert i, iuunt"g.. As for freedom- onecan
seeto that for oneself.r
mansclzon
fr Die Freiheit'kann
ailein'.cf. schoenberg,s
remarkson .Freedom,
on
gP.329,)3r,3$J an{ 396.)
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soME ADDTTTONS
AND
SCHEMATIC PRESENTATIONS

TO ROUND OUT THE SYSTEM

I . A L T E R A T I O N SO F T R I A D S , S E V E N T HC H O R D S ,
AND NINTH CHORDS
The most important chromatic modifications that may be undertaken with
triads were alreadymade possibiefor the pupil in what was said about secondarydominantsrabout the relations to theminorsubdominant, about the Neapolitan sixth, the augmentedsix-five chord, etc. The following generalizations
repeatwhat was alreadyshown and fiIl in what is still missing. Not, of course,
with any clairn to completeness.Thus, upward alterationsof a major third remain unmentionedhere. Not becauseI consider them impossible,for I do include them among the alterationsof the seventhchords. Rather, becauseit is
not my intention to include everything that is possible,no matter whether it
appearsin the literatureor not. Hence,here I have not proceededsystematically
but have mentioned for the most part oniy those things for which I had an
examplein mind or thosefor which I thought an examplecould surely be found;
yes, sometimeseven those for which I gave in to the temptation to invent one
myself.
Every tone of a triad is altered* chromatically,upward or downward. The
alteration can involve one tone, two, or all three. I cannot readily acceptthe
idea of an altered rootl I prefer the assumptionthat a new root is introduced. I
have already set forth my reasonsfor this view in my discussionof the Neapolitan sixth.l
Lowering the third in major triads and raising the third in minor triads, we
get the forms already familiar to us:

274ffi
* Tlre derivation of the word alterieren from
fLatinl alter (other) allows it to be
interpreted as yercindern[to change or exchange]; it is probably better, however, to
assume: whenever one alters (alteriert) a tone, one uses the otAer tone, in place of the
diatonic. This points toward the substitution, often mentioned here, of the chromatic
scalefor maior and minor. Language usagein technical matters of music, by its inclination to abbreviate expressions,spoils so much so thoroughly that the restoration of the
original meaning is almost impossible. Such is the case, I think, with the expression:
'in
'into
the fourth circle of fifths upward',
the fourth circle of 6fths upward' or
'In
which is apparently short for:
the circle of fifths four steps (or segments or degrees)
upward.' It does not especially have to be said that I use such abbreviations only with
great reluctance, yet my courage fails me when I think of introducing the correct, old
usage as an innovation.
[This footnote was added in the revised edition,]
fr Supra, pp. 214-t.l
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By raising and lowering the fifth in the major and the minor triad:
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By raisingthe fifth and loweringthe third in the major triad:
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By lowering third and fifth in the major triad, of fifth alone in the minon
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By lowering the fifth and raisingthe third in the minor triad:
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By lowering the root in the major or minor triad:
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By lowering root and third in the major triad:
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By raising the fifth and lowering the root in the major and minor triad (with,
at the same time, enharmonic change);
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By raising the fifth, lowering third and root in the major triad, raising 6fth
and third, lowering the root (enharmonicchange)in the minor:
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By lowering the third and raising the root in the major triad, or raising the
root in the minor Example z83a; lowered fifth and raised root in the major
triad, lowered fifth, raised third and root in the minor triad: Example z83b;
Iowered third and fifth, raisedroot in the major triad, lowered fifth and raised
root in the minor triad: Example 283c.
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When the,root is altered, these alterationsproduce, in some cases,chords
that are to be referred to another fundamental, as has been said. In other cases
it is appropriate, if one does not wish to enter the current, idle strife over
orthography, to make enharmonic changes, for example, to write c-ef-af
instead of c-ef-gf,, even though the rule for alteration is usually given as
follows: the upward alterationis expressedby f and x (or l), the downward
by brbb, or l; or, more generally: the alteration is expressedby putting the
appropriateaccidentalin front of the samenote.

/L

I

(l

/f

\c

r
In place of a complicated notation that often results from this pedantic
exactness,I prefer to write the symbol that gives a familiar chord. Such vrill be
possible with the majority of these chords, In other casesone may concentrate
on the individual voice leading and notatethat, atleast,simply. Consequently,
I would substitute Example z84c for z84b (as in 284d, from the Scherzo of the
Piano Sonata,Op. 26, by Beethoven),
The sonorities resulting from thesealterations are chords in their own right.
Whoever so desiresmay regard them as passing phenomena. One can do that
so much the more easily since, after all, if one thinks about tonality, [one can
see that] everything, with the exception of the 6rst degree, [the tonic], is so to
speakpassing,or at leastgoing - everything is in motion.
Example 28t illustratessimpler instances,286, more complicated.
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Perhapsone or other of thesechords is harsh. For exampte, the one from
*
Example z83cr, that appears in 286 at t (also on other degrees). It sounds
Iike an incomplete dominant seventh chord; that the third ls missing makes
it unwieldy. Yet, it is not wholly unusable. The fact that one which is certainly harsh occurs in 'classical'music will perhaps appeaseeven those who
are sensitive,if they consider that here their sensitiviry to harsh chords is
analogousto the sensitiviry of Figaro. Let us not forget dut Figaro did not
sprain his toe: this pain was merely his excuse.
In a similar fashion one can undertake alterations of seventh and ninth
chords. The alteration of the root can be absolutely disregarded here. The
alteration of the seventhor ninth will in the majority of casesproduce no new
forms. Nevertheless, it will be possible to refer certain connections back to
such derivation and to write them only where they emerge chromatically. If
one just wants to ! If one would not iust be content to acknowledgethat, although the melodic occurrenceof passingtones (etc.) did evoke the harmonic
occurrenceof alteredchords, the recollectionof this their origin still does not
absolutelyhave to be spelledout in composing. Unlike the snail with its shell,
a composition doesnot have to drag around with it forever, whereverit goes,a
incorrectciting of Example281c,readExample2g36,of which
_ [1 For Schoenberg's
the secondchord is shown at first daggerin Example286 above.The seconddagger
showsthe samechord standingon anotherdegree-The notationis, of course,en-hlrmonic in both cases(in the first, Gf standsfor Ff; in the second,Gf standsfor Af).]
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motivic etymology, an exact, legal proof of its right to exist. Such a chord
could very likely be a phenomenonproducedby voice leading,but it is not used
in a certainplaceon accountofthis qualification;it is therebecauseit is a chord,
like any other.
I shallrestrict myself to suggestingpossibiiitiesof alteringthe seventhchords
and to showing a few connections.
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For the presentthe pupil should still abideby the view that (let us onceagain
be reminded) a tone is alteredprimarily to createa leadingtone. The alteration
upward will readily continue by yet another half step upward, the alteration
downward, which produces a descendingleading tone, by another half step
downward. But it can happen that an altered tone is sustained,occasionally
also that it setsoffin the direction contrary to that indicatedby its leading-tone
tendency.The [recommendationabove] will at leastserveas a guide in judging
such phenomenaas that in Example 287 at $, whose feasibility may be called
into question. The alterationswere shown here from the dominant seventh
chord only. To work through the secondaryseventhand ninth chords the same
way is to some extent superfluousbecausemany forms are duplicated;moreover. the discussionof all these chords would far overstep the limits of this
book. The pupil can easily try all that out himself. The other chorclsonly lead
ofcourse to other degreesofthe tonality, but beyond that there is no difference.
To the questions,how they are to be introduced, and whether the pupil should
use them, I have indeed already given my answers.
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As we can see,even those alterationswhose possible applicationsare not
evident at first glance can produce good effects.Naturally, a melodic voice
leadingis responsiblefor part of this effect,and one will be inclined to consider
the alterationsas chromatic passingtones.But one should not, for the reference
to roots is always a more appropriateaid to harmonic analysisthan is melodic
justification.The latter sayssomethingonly about the origin of the chord. The
former, however, gives a uniform account of its usesand its tendencies.
'aesthetic' justification
The
of these connections is indisputable. Their
harmonic effect is good here in itself; once the power of the motive, the melody,
is added, then their possibilitiesfor use becomesubstantiallyricher.
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Example289presentsalterationsof the ninth chord, Examplez9o a few possibilities for the use of such alterations. Here I have kept to the practice of having
the alteredtone continue in the direction of the alterarion.As the seventhchord
can be resolved by a deceptive progression, so can of course also the ninth
chord and the alteredninth chord. And, sinceeven very circumspecttheorists
assumethat the seventhof the seventhchord can ascend,as proved by Example
z9r, which appearsin almost every textbook, then one will surely have to

concede that the ninth of the ninth chord can also ascend,chromatically at
least.
That naturally increasesthe possibilitiesfor handling the ninth chord.

Examplez9z showstwo ascendingninths. The pupil can searchout others
for himself.

z. Omissionof IntermediateSteps
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z . A B B R E V I A T I O N O F S E T P A T T E R N ST H R O U G H
O M I S S I O NO F I N T E R M E D I A T E S T E P S
The principle expressedhere is only relatively new to us. Nevertheless,I
should not like to neglect giving it here in this form, becauseit can clarify a
number of things. We have often spoken about the effect of the clich6, of the
formula, which is characterizedthis way: frequently recurring usagesbecome
fixed patterns with one explicit, unmistakablemeaning. So unmistakablethat
once we hear the very beginning we immediatelyand automaticallyexpectthe
usual continuation:the formula is obliged to lead to a predeterminedconclusion.
Assuming this, we can now even omit the middle parts of the formula, set
beginning'and end right together,'abbreviate',so to speak,the whole pattern,
set it dqwn merely as premiseand conclusion.r Perhapsthe cadentialprogression IV-V is alreadysuch an abbreviation;indeed,I did mention that it is best
const4uedas standing for IV-II-V. That treatment of the Neapolitan sixth
wherd it goes directly to V is the samesort of abbreviation.

d

q?

D3

For it should actually progressas follows:

are the samesort of thing. Perhapsthey sound
Perhapsthe plagalcadences
somethingis omitted.Namely:insteadof IV-V-I or
incompletejust because
II-V-I we haveIV-I andII-I. The sameprincipleis evidentin the progression
or half
in Examplez9;a, which comesfrom that in 2916andoccursin cadences
cadences.
[1 That is, the intermediate

'reasoning' is omitted as self-evident.]
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Such abbreviations can in general be undertaken only with ptogressions that
have a definite function, hence, primarily in cadences.For exan.ple:

3. TRIADS CONNECTEDWITH ALL OTHER
T R I A D S A N D S E V E N T H C H O R D S ;A [ S O , A L L
SEVENTHCHORDSWITH ONE AN(fTHER
In the following schematicpresentationa major and a mi:ror triad are connectedwith all other major, minor, and diminishedtriads.T":: majority of thesc
progressionsare already familiar. A fes' less common or js are presentedin
little phrasesin Example 298. There the diminished triad i not considered.

3. Triads and Seventh Chords all connzcted
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j. Triads and Seyenth Chords all connected
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Example 299 shows the same thing with a triad and the dominant seventh
chords, Example 3oo, one dominant seventh chord with the others.
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4. Some Other Possibilities
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In Examples3or and 3oz thereare someconnectionsthat are not immediately
comprehensible.It is evident that under certain conditions their effect can be
quite good. The samecould of coursebe shown of ninth chords,as well. I shall
leave it to the pupil who wants to make it his businessto put together such connections himself. Everything can turn out well if it comes at the right place.
The melodic line of the sopranoand that of the basswill be especiallyuseful for
improving the effect. But the rhythm is not to be entirely disregarded,either.
Sometimesa progressionwill be greatly enhancedif its chords are connected
by means of passingtones. Nevertheless,the use of passingtones, changing
tones, and suspensions,since it introduces quarter notes - if not quicker note
values as well - means increasedmotion, which will not be entirely without
influenceon what follows. f recommendthe following: if, once the pupil has
the abiliry to invent passingtones,changing tones,and suspensionsalong with
the harmony, he then sometimesgets himself into quarter-notemovement, he
will best continue it to the end, becausethis procedurewill probably be most
consistentwith his abiliry to handle rhythm. It is not impossibleto make the
quartersdisappear- by avoiding them first on the strong beat,later on the weak,
or in the melody and then in the middle voices. But it is by no meanseasy.

1
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+ . S O M E O T H E R D E T A I L S : P O S S I B I L I T I E SO F T H E
A S C E N D I N G S E V E N T H ;B A S S E SF O R T H E
DIMINISHED SEVENTHCHORD; A CHORD OF
MOZART: AN EIGHT-PART CHORD
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-*----l
H

If we assumethat the seventh can also ascend,it becomespossible to use the
diatonic seventhchord on the rst degree of minor fa-c-e-gf,].
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This chordcanbe transposed
to otherdegrees
of a key, where,especially
in
connectionwith vagrantchords,it can producegood results(Example3o3e,

f, d.

Another matter that is not for fastidiousears, but that does often occur in
modern music, especiallyin that of R. Strauss:different bass tones for a diminishedseventhchord. This treatmentis basedon the fact that one diminished
seventh chord can be interpreted as four different ninth chords. Ifafter each of
the four (Example 3o4a) we imagine a sufficiently long pause or an event that
makes the reinterpretation possible, then nothing stands in the way of connecting thesefour chordswithin one progression.And in fact that happenseven
in classicalmusic. If we think it faster,however, or imagine the reinterpretation
as direct, with no intermediary, then we will seehow it is possible (3oab) to play
tog€ther with one diminished seventh chord a voice that consistsof the four
'thinking
tones of a different diminished seventh chord. (This
faster' plays a

4. SomeOt\er pos,rihilities

3q
leadingrole in fomentingevorutionin
every.sense:
just as thinking too
slowly, which easilvbecomes
identicarwiih ,iot-thrnr<ingat
a',, efibctsthe con_
trary!)Hereit 'n.u
t.1r;1.Ai#'Oi*l,whenever one
wriresa scate
againstthe diminished
1-"1
seventhchoia, ,n" ptiin.iparnotes
on
the
quarters
measurealsohavethesetones.gr,
of the
,rl[
i*1. ..n ,lro ..; ; ,f;;
Example
3o4l' becauseeach momenr does indeeJ
"
uiio* ,"inr"rpreradon (when one

thinks fast)' Here on.the weak
eighths of

the bass appear the four tones
constitutethe third diminished
seienth *a, ,, q, i6,-a6.'ir.,""ir._p.r,that
air_
ananarogy
i,,"tthepej.i1"i",

i.,*, i *u pt"3o4";

;"ffiT::i:,#;;n*.

n"n.i,ry*;;;;l.l,H:'i;::#1ftfff;l;:,*:iff
::"#;
3o4g,the third diminishedseventh
,"", can be written igi"u

ifrJ,
ef: each
individuar
instance
canbein,"rpr.-Jiltif

ft_"_r_
r,d;:;:11".. 3o4fis
obvious,sinceit hasjust r."., .'oo,,
,fi" *rr"t groundsthe othereight
tones
can appearagainstone diminished
seventhchord; since,therefore,
for ail
rwelve tones possibreharmonic
;;;;,
with the diminishedseventh
chord was demonstrated,
;t foto*, i'u;;;.,
merodycourdbe harmonized
with a diminishedr"r'.nth chord.
w" *rrir"r.do so because
it wourdnot be
interesting,
andbesides,
it wourdb. .orrtr-irrJ.Betterjust
to
invent
a new and
characteristic
harmony.Bu, ir *outl -.li'iil"r"r"ty,
that is not for fastidious
.'T,-1itl:t onJ1f9r
go_od

ones!Fo.tho:;';ithqui.k
ilil;;i"'

I mentioned before
[p. .,c] a chord of Uor".i

th.t, us li. u;., it, goes by
guickly,aspassing
harmony.-Of
.ourr" ;;;^.hor_d*rlr"
prr, ,il*ry, r""
then we understandit stiil better.

Then even fastidiousearsshould
be abreto
graspit and - noticeit. This
qE*#ii.'3"y"1 wourdmake
an attractive
seguence
"ho.d
$ofi):
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with inversions (3o5c) it becomesstilr more artractive.one can have
nothing
againstthis; it is, afrer all, by Mozart!
But now I should like to point out still another chord which,
it is true, does
not occur in Mozart's music, yet could almost appearin Bach's.
The leap from
the e in Example 3o6asurely needsno explanation.The way
it appearsat 3o6b,
over the pedal point, can also surely occur. The sameholis foi
th. figui., in
3o6cand d which are not unusual.If we write them alr to sound simultaneousry,
we obtain a chord made up of eight different tones (3o6e This
chord courd
t).
shown in.3o6f. I do not know whether it does occur or not;
but I
:.:lt It
think, in view of the exampleI presentedfrom the eight-part
motets of Bach
[p. lzz] - in which occurs a six-part chord that could"h"rdly pleaseiastidious
eafs any more than our present eight-part chord - in view
of thut, one can

5. Additional Sclemesfor .fuIodulating

)6g

surely say: should therebe twelve-partchoral writing by Bach,then perhaps
this chord would occur after all! Or at leastcould occur - althoush ninth
chordsdo not exist!

5 . A D D I T I O N A L S C H E M E SF O R M O D U L A T I N G
In principle, I have used the old modulatory schemes.Nevertheless,by virtue
of the systematic introduction of secondary dominants, diminished seventh
chords, and the vagrant chords, the results are essentiallydifferent from what is
usually achievedhere. But I have used all thesestronger meansonly to make the
modulations richer and have expressly prohibited the use of these chords as
actual meansof modulation. My reasoning should be recalled:We have time
to modulate! Also my contention that, in the works of art that use simple
meansfor modulating, the modulation either takesplacegradually or it seldom
goes very far [otherwise]. When, however, a sudden and remote digression
from the key does take place, it is really a different sort of thing: it then has to
do with a particularly pointed contrast that is to be judged more as dynamics
than as harmony. Of course it is also a harmonic matter, namely, an excursion
into a harmony of the future. And in this senseit is no exception,either, but
correspondsto a law, which could be formulated thus: Everything alive contains the future within it. Living meansbegetting and giving birth. Everything
that now is strives toward what is to come.
Now tlrat we have got to know modulation of the pastand have enlargedour
foundation with the means of the present, we have reachedthe point where we
can also try out the effectsofthe new meansthat have attainedindependencein
the meantime.Obviously nevr laws could be given here, if such were our aim,
since new forms ate at hand. On the contrary: we ought to apply the earlier
laws correctly or extend them. That would not be difficult for us. For vre recognized that, when the tone (or the tonic) is the power center of the harmonic
events, it is a prototype rich enough to include even the most complicated
phenomenaunder its name. It allows us to speakof it as the progenitor, even
if it does perhapscarry within itself only the possibilities,not the fulfilments.
For this reason I preferred to use the more complicated harmonic devices in
cadencesrather than in modulations. To show that the key does not necessarily
have to break doq/n by virtue of their appearance,that they do not have to
modulate, v/as more important than to show the contrary, that they can modulate. Even the simplest chord can modulate. I have shown that tonality does not
spring from any inevitable requirement of the fundamental tone. As long as we
speak of modulations, however, tonaliry is presupposedjust as the curved line
presupposesthe straight. The one is inconceivable without the other. Hence, it
is more to the point to regard tonaliry as the large region in whose outlying
districts less dependent forces resist domination by the central power. If this
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central power endures,however (this can depend on the will of the composer),
it then forces the rebels to stay within the circle of its sovereignty, and all
activity is for its benefit, for the benefit of the central power. All activity, all
movement leadsback to it; everything turns within the circle. This conception
is actually confirmed by the factsof art. For the one musicalart form that does
not havesuch a central power, opera,is merely a proof of the other possibiliry:
suspendedtonality. But all rounded symphonic forms of the older art, all
forms for which tonality is fundamental, show that digressionslead back to the
key. Thus, tonality can be suspended,to be sure.But if it is present,then moduiations are digressionsfrom the principal tone, scarcelydifferent in essencefrom
any chord that is other than the tonic. They are just episodesofa large cadencel
hence, my method of introducing the vagrant chords primarily in cadences
agreeswith the facts of art.
Modulations are only episodes.But such an episode,which in a cadenceis
presentedonly in concentrated form, can also be set apart and given individual
treatment. Then one can present it more expansively;it can be less concentrated, more richly elaboratedwith greater independenceof movement and
clearer tendencies.That is just what we did in the earlier modulations where,
for that very reason,we acquiredthe habit of shapingmodulationsbroadly and
gradually. Meanwhile, through the more complicateddevicesfor modulation,
we have learnedpossibilitiesfor extendingour efforts. Now if we have mastered
the difficult task of making thesedevicesserve the purposesof a key, then it
must be that much easierto exploit them in modulating. SinceI have beenat all
times more concernedwith developing the pupil's senseof form than with
sruffing him full of indigestibleinformation, I should not like to neglectmentioning something that now seemsto me worthy of attention, especiallynow
'fast'
means.I believe
that I am going on to recommendto him modulation by
that harmonic richnessdoes not come about by going through a great many
keys, but by making the richestpossibleuseof the degrees.In this sensea chorale
of Bach is harmonically richer than most modern compositions.There was a
'modern'
pupil who thought he was writing something
when, in the fourth
measure,he modulatedfrom G major to Dl major, then two or three measures
later to B major. But within D[ major and B major he behaved just as tamely
as in G mafor, where he used scarcelymore than tonic and dominant. I showed
him his error by transposingeverything back to G major, uncovering for him
the unimportance,the monotony, and the harmonic wretchednessof his melody
in its true form. He caught on when I askedhim if he consideredit especially
recklessto carry the samephilistine behavior from G major to Dl and B.
Rich, varied use of the degrees (Stufenreichtun) is thus the most essential
featureof the harmonic art. Aside from that, it is relatively unimportant which
particular deviceswe employ. But one thing is clear: if we use vagrant chords,
and especiallyif we use them for modulations,they must be consistentwith the
other harmonic events.Otherwise formal smoothnesscould hardly be achieved.
They must fit the surroundings; hence, the surroundings should be such as
require something of this nature. In a progression of pure triads, for example,
the sudden reinterpretationof one of thesetriads as a Neapolitan sixth would

5. Additional Schemesfor Modulating
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hardly be consistentjand, on the other hand, it is just as unlikely that such a
sudden turn would come to a satisfying close with a simple IV-V-I cadence.
In the work of art, naturally, all that is quite differenq and I hope the reader
knows already that I am not criticizing works of art, only harmony exercises.
And he remembers,I hope, what I think concerningthe relation of our manual
exercises to the work of art: that they have scarcely anything in common.
Therefore, even my examples always turn out relatively stiff: they lack the
creative impulse, the impulse that makes us the gift of form, even where it only
intended expression.My exercisesmerely exploit a possibility; they do not
spring from any inescapablenecessity.Here the application of laws forms the
basis of competent criticism. Here, as distinct from what may be done with
works of art, a procedurelike the one in questionmay be censuredasunsuitablel
'fast'
the exploitation of an accidental,isolated,
meansof modulation may be
designatedas immorall here, it must be said: Something of that sort [a simple
cadence]is not used when a sound introduced as a dominant seventh chord
proceedsas an augmentedfour-three chord. That is repulsive;for the effect is
as when one chops up an enemy even though he had alreadyfallen and broken
a leg, or, if he is alreadydead,shootshim still deader.And the satisfactionobtained from closing such a modulation with a simple cadenceundoubtedly
springsfrom the samesort of deceitfulnessas doesthe excusea man gives when,
having srumbled,he pretendshe was acrually jumping. Once one has made a
suddenturn by one of the fast meanstoward a remote region) then one should
use it only as an allusion to the goal, a suggestion,an initial advancein that
direction. And after that turn a long cadenceshould, so to speak,searchout the
middle ground between point of departure and goal, to create balance.As I
askedearlier for clarity of goal, so here the phraseshould indicate, by virtue
'in motion', that it
of its being
seeksa goal alreadyalluded to.
If the pupil doeswhat I recommendhere, his work will perhapsnot turn out
any better than if he neglectsto do it. He doesnot have to follow me here, then,
if he lays greatestimportance on the smoothnessof his product. If he tries it
nevertheless,he is sure to spoil many things, but he will have undergone
something that makesall the difference.He will have made it difficult for himself. Yet it is more moral to fail in following this way, than it is to succeedin
following an easy one, For successmeansnothing, or, at most, that one made
it too easy for oneself.
'With
theseideasin mind I shall now placeat the pupil's disposalsome more
schemesfor modulating.
A major key can be turned by simple meansinto the parallel minor key, and
converselvthe minor into the parallel major.
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There are naturally numerousmeansthat can be used.Here mainly tlie Neapolitan sixth and the augmentedsix-five (four-three, two) chords were used.
This schemecan be used with a modulation that is to go to a major key by
setting it up to go to the parallel minor key and then turning that minor into
its parallelmajor. And conversely,if minor is the goal, first to the parallelmajor
which is then changedto minor.

a) C-B (tArough6)

5. Additional Schemesfor Modulating

f)c-o-a
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U c-Ef-ef

circles of
These will easily recall the methods used in the third and fourth
of course
can
They
principles.
similar
on
6fths [chapter XIIJ, methodsthat rest
also be done with different means.
Another kind:
sixone steerstoward a vagrant chord, a Neapolitan sixth, an augmented
toward
step
first
the
takes
thereby
and
etc.'
five chord, an augmented"triad,
modulation.

b) c-Db

c)

C-Db

5. Additional Schemes
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r) c-A

That can be said differently. Namely: every major triad can be interpreted as
a Neapolitan sixth chord, every dominant seventhchord as an augmentedsixfive chord. Naturally, such should not be the sole meansof modulation.
Example 3ro shows something that the pupil should practice.A progression
of two chords (+ +) is continued in different ways. With this practice,what is
important is not so much that the whole thing should aim at a definite modulation, but that the pupil explore the pivotal possibilitiesof such a chord-

5. Additional Schemesfor Modulating

In Example 3rr the same thing is tried with another chord progression
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Example 3rz shows how one can work toward a key by very roundabout
ways. It is essentialin such modulations that the goal should always be suggested at the outset.
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I myself do not consider theseexamplesvery good, most of all becauseno
motive is present.By adding richer movement, changing tones, passingtones,
and suspensions,the examplescan be readily improved, particularly if, as in
Example 3r3, individual details actually develop gradually into a motive. But
even here I must repeatonce again:Let the pupil try this only when he invents
the quicker notes simultaneously,right along with the others.

-'!

=:
I

=

In these last exercisesI have deliberately retained, in general, the sort of
orthography customarily prescribed. I wanted to show thereby how inadequate
it is even for clarifying derivation, yet how heavily it taxesreadabiliry. Only in
those placeswhere I myself should not be able to get through it at all did I make
enharmonic changes.I shall have to be pardoned for treating this question so
lightly, for I am proud of [my attitude]. I am proud that I have not devoted a
moment of serious reflection to that which generally makes uP the why and
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wherefore of the acaddmicians,but have gone directly over from ignorance of
such matters to [first-hand] knowledge. To the knowledge that here lies an
insoluble problem whose existenceis to be blamed on the inadeguacy of our
notational system.

6. SOMEADDITIONAL DETAILS
Something similar to what was shown in the fourth section of this chapter,
concerning the diminished seventh chord: There we saw the possibility of
putting any melody over d single diminished seventh chord. Here we shall see,
conversely, how a melody can be put over any diminished seventh chord (or
over the corresponding ninth chord). This is nothing newl such can be found
even in the music of the classicalcomposers.
The suspensionin Example 3r4aand the'rezurning'passingtone (a changing
tone) over a diminished seventh chord are very familiar phenomena. The el
suspendedbefore a ninth chord is nothing new either (lt+b). Every time this
diminished seventh chord is referred to a different root (3I4c), this melody
then acquires a different meaning (difierent spelling). It can be set without
question over three of the roots (c, ffi, and ef ); consequently, the melody also
appearsover the fourth (in classicalworks), so that Example 3r4lbecomes
possible. Combination of the preceding gives 3r4erwhere the melody appears
with all four ninth chords. The sameprocedure can be applied also to the 6gure
3r4frthereby making possible 3r4gand leading in turn to 3t4h; then in 3r4i
the respective ninth chords are resolved by progression a fourth upward. Out
of the two figures one can put together 3r4k or 3141,and the same possibilities
are seento hold with this melody, too (3t4m). Obviously one can treat 3r4n in
the same manner, and of course one can try similar things with other figures
and over other vagrant chords. One of thesepossibilities I will show in lhe next
chapter, with the augmented triad. Perhaps no one will have much interest in
putting these four figures, as they are here, directly next to one another. But
that it could be done admits their use for something better: for harmonic
variation, which opens up another route along which a phrase [or composition]
may continue.
b1

6. Some Additional Details
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Something else:A connection that is also not infrequent and is best conceived
as imitation of the diminished seventhchord (Example 311a):
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It reminds us very much of Example 3rfi and is familiar to us as'3rtc, as
one of the resolutions of the augmented six-five (four-three) chord. Moreover,
it occurs also with the lowered frtth (db - jtrd) or as a kind of ninth chord
Grtt). Indeed, even 3l;.;f is nothing uncommon. This progression can give
valuable assistancewith modulations. The first chord has dominant character
here, so to speak,in spite of the descendingbassprogression[quasi IV-II].
Another observation is to be made concerning the six-four chord, particularly as used in the cadence.Today, it is of course handled rather freely. In
general, if it is used at all, its characteris customarily preserved,either by
introducing or resolving it in a manner similar to that of older music. Most
frequently of all, its characteristic[effect] is preservedby putting it at suitably
accentuatedplaces,whereby it arousesthe usual expectations.But the departure
from the six-four even Brahms treated more freely. I do not mean so much
instanceslike that in the third bar of the 'Sapphic Ode', where the six-four
chord entersin such a way that the bassmelody appearsto be going farther (it
did in fact introduce the chord before [in the first bar]; the bassmelody is, after
all, made up of the chord tones of the tonic triad); nor am I referring to the
instancein the penultimatebar of the samesong, where a six-four chord emerges
by virtue of the anticipationin the bass.1I mean,rather, somethingof the order
of the one in 'Botschaft', measuresr4-r9, where Brahms leavesthe six-four
chord freely by leap.2

Brahms conceivesthe six-four chord here simply as another position of the
triad (like the six chord), which can go immediately to a different position, to
bar of the 'SapphicOde'. Perhaps
[1 Thereis nothingof the sort in the penultimate
Schoenberghad in mind the six-four chord in the fourth bar from the end.]
retums
[2 Measuresr8-r9 are quoted in Example316.When this samepassage
(ninemeasures
from the end),the six-fourchord resolvesnormally:I|-Vr.]

7. Fluctuating and SuspendedTonality

tgj

the root position. More recent music naturally takes even more liberties with
it; and thus we seehere how the development of art actually confirms the principle mentionedat the outset:one no longer takesgreat painswith dissonances,
once the ear has become familiar with them.

z . C O N C E R N I N GF L U C T U A T I N G A N D
S U S P E N D E DT O N A L I T Y I

Now, before closing this chapter, I should like to kedp a promise I made
earlier: to speak of fluctuating and suspendedtonality. Such is not readily
illustrated by little phrasesbecauseit most surely involves the articulation
(Gliederung)of distinct parts of a composition. Whoever wants to take a look
at it will find many examplesin the music of Mahler and others. Actually, one
does not even have to look farther than the last movement of Beethoven'sEminor Quartet (Op. jg, No. z) to find an exampleof fluctuating tonaliry. (Other
examples:the last movementsof Op. n7 and Op. r3o, and the finale of Schumann's Piano Quintet.) Beethovenbeginsin a sort of C maior which, however,
keeps reaching over toward e minor. Indeed (becauseC is somewhatdistant),
it reachesover for the most part even as far as the dominant of the dominant
(f#-o#-.tf-), which can almost be construed as the dominant itself. Since, then,
there are good classicalmodels, I do not have to be ashamedof producing
something of this sort myself. Two pregnant examplesof fluctuating tonality
'Voll jener
from my own compositionsare: Orchesterlied,
Op. 8, No. l,
Siisse',
which wavers principally between Dl and B major; and Op. 6, No. 7 (Lied),
'Lockung', which expresses ff-major
an
tonality q/ithout once in the courseof
the piece giving an Ef-majot triad in such a way that one could regard it as a
pure tonic.2 The one time it does appear,it has a tendency,at least,toward the
subdominant.Neither of thesewas at all contrived; they were invented! Hence,
nothing for imitation.3 But if one takes a look at them, one will know what I
fluctuating(suspended,
not yet decided);aufgeholen:
suspended(not
fr Schwebend:
in effect, cancelled).In his Srrzczral Functionsof Harmony (p. rrr), Schoenberg
explicitly translatedschwebende
Tonalitdtas 'suspendedtonality'. There is no mention
in that work of the term aufgehobene
Tonalitdt. What Schoenbergcalled 'roving
harmony' in his later book (pp. 3 and r64-y) conformsto his descriptionhere of
aufgehobene
Tonalitdt.
Herehe tried to makethe following distinction:Tonality is ambiguous,it fluctuatesl
or tonalityis (at leastmomentarily)lost, suspended.]
'Lockung' in his StructuralFunctiotrsof Harmony,
[2 Cf. Schoenberg'sanalysisof
p p .r r r - r 3 . ]
Cf. his remarksat the
[3 That is, thesesongsarenot mereexamplesfor exercises.
end of the followingparagraph.]
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mean lby the term scfiwebende
Tonalitdtfand what rich resourcesmust be at hand
to bring it about.
Yet, to show what is involved, I shall try to say something more about it.
If the key is to fluctuate, it will have to be establishedsomewhere.But not too
firmly; it should be loose enough to yield. Therefore, it is advantageousro
selecttwo keys that have some chords in common, for example, the Neapolitan
sixth or the augmented six-five chord. C major and Dl major or a minor and
Bl major are pairs of keys so related. If we add the relative minor keys, by
fluctuating between C major and c minor, D$ major and 6l minor, then new
relations appear: a minor and Dl major, C major and bl minorl the dominant
of bl minor is the augmented six-6ve chord of a minor, etc. It is evident that
vagrant chords will play a leadingrole here:diminishedand augmentedseventh
chords, Neapolitan sixth, augmented triad. I have tried repeatedly ro pur
examplestogether, but I cannot bring it of in a vacuum'. I think the pupil
will find out how to do it soonerthan I [how to make suchexamples].And even
ifnot: he at leastdoes not have to produce a model!
Further documentation is to be found in Wagner. For example, the Prelude
to Tristan. Note that c minor, although it is to be inferred from every passage,
is scarcelyever soundedin the whole piece.It is always expressedin circuitous
ways; it is constantly avoided by meansof deceptivecadences.
As for suspended(aufgehoben)tonality, the theme is undoubtedly the crux of
the matter. ft must give opportunity for such harmonic loosenessthrough its
characteristicfigurations. The purely harmonic aspect will involve almost
exclusiveuse of explicitly vagrant chords.Every major or minor triad could be
interpretedas a key, even if only in passing.The classicaldevelopmentsections
are not too far removed from this. There, to be sure,at any particularmomenr,
a key may be unmistakablyexpressed,yet so lacking in support that it can be
lost at any time. Examples from the literature are easy to find in the works of
modern composers,as well as in sections of Bruckner's and Hugo Wolf's
music.

S. THE CHROMATICSCALEAS A BASIS
FOR TONALITY
I am writing this chapter after completing the book, becauseof some objectionsand criticismsraised by Dr. Robert Neumannr (a young philosopher,
whose keen understandingmakesme extremely curious about his own work).
His criticisms were twofold: First, that the principle by which dominants are
constructedon secondarydegreesis nowhere made explicit, and that one can
thereforeconcludethat the secondarydominantswere introduced onlv because
fr Cf. supra,p. z1.l
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they can be extracted from the church modes. Secondly, that I establishedno
relationship between the key and certain minor chords, but just introduced
them generally in a schematicpresentation (pp. 36off. [Example zg7]). The first
criticism I find in part unwarranted; the second gives me an idea.
Concerning the first:
It is not incorrect that the principles of my presentation are nowhere drawn
together and stated continuously. It is questionable whether that is absolutely
necessary,since they are after all applied again and again at the appropriate
places.Nevenheless, I shall recapitulate them here. It will then be evident how
uniform my presentation is, although it does fall short of being a system.
Most essentialis the following psychologicalassumption:The development
of the harmonic resourcesis explainedprimarily through the consciousor unconsciousimitation of a prototype; every imitation so produced can then itself
becomea prototype that can in turn be imitated.
On the basis of this assumptionare explained:the scaleas horizontal, the
chords as vertical imitations (more or lessfaithful) of the natural prototype, the
tone. The faithful, but incomplete,vertical imitation, the major triad, produces
joindy vrith the scaleanother, a more remote imitation, the minor triad. The
other diatonic chords are explainedthen as imitation of the idea r-3-5 of the
triad, regulated and limited by the requirements of the scale. The secondary
dominants are transpositionsof the basic (major) triad to secondarydegrees,
influencedby the prototype of the scale,whose seventhtone, the leading tone,
is the third of a major triad. This conceptionfollows also from anotherprinciple
that is applied throughout the book, which affirms that a basstone strives to
impose its own overtones,thus has the tendencyto becomethe root of a major
triad; and this conception has the advantagethat it allows the transfer (imitation) of all functions manifestedby the basictriad to the new secondarydominants. Foremost among these functions, as the one that proves to be the
strongest tendency of every root, is the drive toward resolution on a root a
fifth below. It is necessaryto expressit this way, becauseit can also be erroneously statedthat the secondarydominant existsonly for the sakeof this resolution. This error is evident in the idea of Dr. Schenker,who speaks of the
tonicalization processll such a secondarydominant can, however, also appear
strictly for its own sake,with no intention of going to a secondarytonic. Once
the diminished seventhchord was conceivedas a ninth chord on a Vth degree,
then this idea, too, could be transposedto the secondarydegrees,to the secondary dominants.And the same[conception]was manifestas functionsand variations of the IInd degreewere explained:the Neapolitan sixth, the augmented
six-five, four-tliree and two chord, and other vagrant chords were imitated on
secondarydegrees.Likewise, the augmentedtriad, carried over from minor to
major.
Then came the minor-subdominantrelations.If one conceivestonality, as I
do, to be a possibility of the fundamental tone, which in its vertical aspect
alone makes available to the analyzing ear an unbelievable body of apparently
11Cf. infra,Appendix,p.azS.]
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foreign harmonies (Zusammenkldngen),then there is the possibiliry of understandingeverything that happensin a modulation to the third and fourth circles
of fifths asbeing tied togetherby the tonality:r Hence,imitation of a modulatory
Processpermits the introduction of thesenondiatonic occurrenceseven into the
key itself. Here I could perhapshave gone one srep further, had I recommended
imitating thoseconnectionsfrom all other degreeson which they do not appear
through this relationship.But we should still not reach all triads that way, as
one can easilyconfirm. How this doesneverthelessbecomepossible,I will show
in a moment.
We cannot speak of the principles of my presentationwithout recalling
certain ideas reachedby way of polemics and used for polemical ends; for these
ideas,even ifthey are negarive,even ifthey do not themselveslay any foundations, are all the same no less fruitful than positive principles: If they do not
themselves form the foundation, they have at least cleared the ground for a
foundation. These ideasare: (r) The proof that instruction in musicalcomposition doesenough if it is purely instruction in the handicraftwithout regard for
a natural system or for aesthetics.(z) The recognition of the merely gradual
distinction berween consonanceand dissonance.(l) The proof that the three
allegedlaws of dissonancetreaEnent- descend,ascend,or sustain- were long
ago overtaken by the hoary reality' of a fourth law: skip away from the dissonance. (4) The thesis:There are no such things as non-harmonic tones, tones
foreign to harmony, but just tones foreign to the harmonic system.
All of this together yields, even if not in a closed, systematicpresentarion,
that which the art has already achieved:the possibility of conceiving more remote (multipartite) tone combinationsas harmonic resourcesof art. This far I
have come.That I cannot go farther, I know and say often enough in this book.
Now for the secondcriticism.
It is justified; for I have in fact not shown any key relationshipfor a seriesof
minor clrords: namely, in C major, the minor chords on dlr rbrf* Gb),
and J. Now of course I do not believe that a direct, immediaterelationship"b,
of
these chords with C major can be demonstrated.Nevertheless,,o*" *uy, i.t
which to show indirect relationshipshave occurred to me, thanks to this criticism.
First to be consideredwould be the possibility, alreadyshown with the introduction of secondarydominants, of substituting on occasionthe triad g-bb-d
for g-b-d, a minor triad for a major. Now the major triads on the tones df, ef,
and al were introduced through the minor subdominant.The one on gl aIready occurred as imitation of the Neapolitan sixdr on V of major and minor,
and the one on / is the secondarydominant on VII (t-d-f# could, moreover,
be patternedafter II of a minor). Hence, minor-for-major substitution would
be one way to produce this relationship.And as a matter of fact, I construethe
sixth chord in Example z9o (at NB), el (or ffi)-af-df , as a passingchord going
to the Neapolitan sixth.
A secondway would be to exploit the minor-subdominant function of IV
l1 Supra,ChaptersXII and XIII.]
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[that is, in c major, bf minor].I have an objection ro that (though nor a very
weighty one). Namely, it disturbs me that that would then be the function two
fifths removed,which, sincetwo fifths above opposeit, is not very compelling.
Since it all has to do with more remote relationships,however, itrit oll..tlot-"
does not carry any great weight. Moreover, this referencewould of coursenot
yield everything that is missing, only some of it: the minor chord on el and
the major chord on g[. But in conjunction with the way first menrioned
[i.e.
substitutingminor for major], this way does givedl, al, andgl asminor choids,
and this double reference canonly beneltt thesemore remote relationships of the
k"y.
A third and more significant way, however, would be to work out an idea
alreadymentionedin this book: to baseour thought, not on the seventones of
the major scale,rather, on the twelve of the chromatic scale.rsuch a theorv
could begin as follows:
i'

I
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I. The raw materialof all forms (Gestalten)producedby the connectingof tonesis
a seriesof twelvetones.(That thereare twenry-onenote nameshere,and that their
presentation
beginswith c, is consistent
with andderivesfrom our imperfectnotation;
a moreadequate
notationwill recognize
only twelvenorenamesandgive an independent symbolfor each.)
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II. From these rwelve tones different scalesmay be formed ([listed here] in historical and pedagogicalorder):
r, twelve times seven church modes;
z. twelve major and twelve minor modesl
3. a number of exotic modes (and the like) that are not used in European art music,
or very rarely at least; it is best to include here also thg rwe whole-tone scales.which
can be referred to any one of the twelve tones as fundamental;
[1 After this sentencein the first edition (p.clq), Schoenbergbrought this chapter
to an abrupt close,as follows:
'A
future theory will undoubtedly follow that course; it would thereby reach the
only correct solution to this otherwise difficult problem.
'I
will add here only one small detail. SomewhereI remarked that, in a certain sense,
all chords can be vagrant. Licle is left to say about thar here, for in the schematic
presentationwe found a multitude of such possibilities,by virtue of which ordinary
major, minor, and dominant seventh chords were used in progressions where we
should leastexpect them. Even so, it should not be forgotten that thesechords do after
all have_multiplemeanings,merely becausethey appearin various keys, Besides,every
major chord is identical with a Neapolitan sixth, every dominant seventh chord with
an augmented six-five chord.'
In the revised edirion, Schoenbergadded the outline that follows here. (For further
comments, seesupra) Translator's Preface,p. xvii.)]
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4. twelve chromatic modes;
t, one chromatic mode.
III. For the sake of srylistic and formal completeness (Geschlossenher'r)
the characteristics that derive from the conditions peculiar to each scale are clearlv worked out:
Laws of tonality.
IV. Tonaliry is extended as follows:
(a) through imitating and copring from each other the keys become more similar
to one another;
(b) similar things are considered related and are under certain conditions treated
as identical (for example, chords over the same root).
V. The reduction of the eighty-four church modes to twenty-four ma1'orand minor
keys and the development of the relationship of these fwenty-four keys to one another
takes place as follows:
r. Horizontally.
(a) Relationship, resting on identically and similarly constituted chords, divides
the church modes into those like maior and those like minor.
(b) The mutual imitation of cadencesallows the major to incorporate everything
from the majorJike church modes and the minor everything from the minorlike modes, and later also allo*,s major and minor to approach one another so
closely that they resembleone another from beginning to end.l
(.) Of the seven times eighty-four, i.e. ;88, triads of rhe church modes, in part
fifi'erent, in part just differently related, a great many duplicate one another,
hence are referred to a smaller number of keys, whereby seven times twelve,
i.e, eighry-four, chords are left, chords referred to two types of key (major and
minor); each chord, however, is found in several major and minor keysl
(d) the chord relationship mentioned under (a) and
(e) that through common roots bring about closer ties with the keys that lie one,
three, and four steps away in the circle of fifths;
(f) by virtue of the smaller number of boundaries and the simplified character of
the keys; by virtue of the multiple meaning of chords and scale segments and
the extensive implications of this ambiguiry; by virtue of the diminished triads
that emerged from the necessitiesofthe scale togerher with the corresponding
seventhchords (free imitation of the natural triad) and their imitation on other
degrees- by virtue of all that the more renlote keys are also made more accessible (those two, five, and six steps removed in the circle of fifths).
z. Vertically.
The vertical aspect assumessome of the burden of the horizontal by the use of four
and five-part chords. A seventhchord, since it introduces four tones ofthe scale,contributes a third2 more to the key definition than a triad, a ninth chord two thirds more.*
'except
at the beginning and
IL bis auf Anfang und Schlusscould also be translated as
end'.]
[2 One might suppose Schoenberg meant the interval of a third, Te7;but the word
he used in this sentenceis Drittel, the fraction.]
I Multipartite chords and real polyphony, rightly understood, do not serve to make
an otherwise uninteresting piece modem, ratler, to hasten the pace of presentation.
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VI. Transitionfrom twelve maior and twelveminor keysto twelvechromatickeys.
This transitionis fully accomplished
in the musicof Wagner, the harmonicsigni6canceof which hasnot yet by any meansbeentheoreticallyformulated.
VII. The polytonal chromaticscale.
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Up to and including point V this outline correspondsto the course of my
book. For a number of reasons,statedat various places,I shall go no farther.
Here I should like to add yet anotherreason.I believethat continued evolution
of the theory of harmony is not to be expectedat present.Modern music that
useschords of six or more parts seemsto be at a stage correspondingto the
first epoch of polyphonic music. Accordingly, one might reach conclusions
concerning the constitution of chords through a procedure similar to figured
bassmore easily than one could clarify their function by the methods of referenceto degrees.For it is apparent,and will probably becomeincreasinglyclear,
that we are turning to a new epoch of polyphonic style, and as in the earlier
epochs,harmonieswill be a product of the voice leading:justified solely by the
melodiclines!
The literary art takes pains to express ideas clearly and comprehensively with the
smallest number of words consistent with its content, selected,considered, and set
down according to that content. In music, along with the content of its smallestcomponents (tone, tone progressions,motive, Gestalt [pattem, 6gure], phrase,etc.), there
is an additional means of economy available, the possibility of sounding simultaneously. Perhaps for this reason it says more to everyone than do the other arts. Anyway,
the value of our present-daymusical achievementsis, so considered,unmistakableand
independent of the taste of the times. The method can change; the goal is constant.

XX

THE WHOLE-TONE SCALE
AND RELATED FIVE AND
SIX.PART CHORDS.

For about the last ten yearsz a scaleconsistingof six tones equidistantfrom
one another has beenappearingmore and more frequently in works of modern
composers:the whole-tone scale.
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It is said that the modern Russiansor the French (Debussy and others) were
the first to use it. I do not know for sure, but it seemsthat Liszt was the first,
This year (r9ro) I heard the Don Juan Phantasie, vrith which I was not previously familiar, and to my great surprise I heard the vrhole-tone scale. One
thing I do know, however: f was acquaintedneither with the Russians,nor
with Debussy, nor with this composition of Liszt when I wrote it for the first
time; and long before that my music showed tendenciesthat had to lead to the
whole-tone scale.Some think the whole-tone scalearosefrom the influenceof
exotic music. That would be the music of exotic peoplesin which scalesof this
and other types appear. As for myself, however, I have never been acquainted
with exotic music. My connection with thesepeoplescould only be telepathic,
at most; for I have made no use of the other media of cultural exchange.Nor
do I believe that the Russiansor the French, who have perhapsgreater access
by seato the Japanese,
have taken advantageofthat accessexpresslyto import
this raw product duty free. I believe, on the contrary, that the whole-tone
scalehas occurred to all contemporary musiciansquite of its ovzn accord, as a
natural consequenceof the most recentevents in music.
In Vienna there used to be an old composition teacherwho was employed
to administer teacher-certificationexaminations.Year in and year out he is
'What can you
supposedto have asked the candidatethe following question:
say about the augmentedtriadl' If the examineewas to escapethis trap safely,
he had to answer: 'The augmentedtriad is a favorite device of recent Gerrnan
music.'
Terrible as this fact was to the old professor, his observationwas correct.
The new Germanmusic did in fact favor the augmentedtriad, and what is more,
'Walkiirenmotif'and
madeabundantuseof it. ft cameabout this way: The
some
other usagesin Wagner's music provided the point of deparrure;some altered
seventhand ninth chords provided further impetus;and in this way, I think, we
can show the origin of the whole-tone scale,a v/ay that is far lesscomplicated
than that of the internationalspirirual kinship. fn works of modern composers,
'The AugmentedTriad'.]
fr Cf. supra,ChapterXIV, the sectionentitled
[2 This sentenceremainedunchangedfrom the first edition; hence,Schoenberg
meantsinceabout r9oo.]
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as well as in mine, two forerunners of the deliberate use of the whole-tone
scalecan be determined.
The one: over an augmented triad the melody steps from chord tone to
chord tone, using a passingtone that producestwo whole steps,thus dividing
the major third into two equal parts. This progressioncan of coursestart from
each of the chord tones (Examples 3 r 8a, b, c), and the result is the whole-tone
scale(3r8{.

'iJ

rJnJ

3lB

The sameresult is produced by passingtonesover a dominant seventhchord
with augmented(3r9ar 6) or omitted (3r9c) fifth.

The two derivations are quite similar to each other; for the altered seventh
chord is essentiallynothing more than an augmentedtriad with addedseventh'
and the omitted fifth is identical with the ausmented.
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augmented seventh
Likewise, Example 3zoa is only an expansion of the
scalethis chord
chord to a ninth .hori. Of the ,i* ton.r^of the whole-tone
successively,in
same
the
contains five; it is easyto understand that one can risk
where nothing
,.r.lody, u, ,irnult"n.ously, in harmonyr- as in Example 3zob'
scale'
-or" ih.n the cf, is needei'to complete the whole-tone
of the whole-tone
Example 32r presentsa chord that contains all six tones
scale.

",lm
Its resolution is this:

Its derivation, this:

Bysimultaneouslyraisingand.lowering^the6fthoftheninthchord,weget
,on"r, which together with the other four make six'
analogies (komThis derivation reflects the way in which our ear draws
events adjacent to one
t;irlrr, it connects like things, it sets widely separated
three figures of three
another and adjacent events i"t' o"t another' Once the
used' they soon move
tones shown in Examples 3r8a, 6, and c are actually
finally sound together at the sametime (J2r)'
closer to one another $*d)ani
faculty of perceptiont
S.r.h .orr."rrtration, however much it at first taxes the
promotes succinctPresentation'
corresponding
Every modern composer has at one time or other written three
augmented
with
chord
scaletones above an augmented triad or above a seventh
above the
one
segments
fifth - or, better exprelsed: two motives or motivic
one
which
of
occurrence),
oth., 1i., .h. ug. of.leit.moavic writing, a freguent
segscale
six-tone
to
a
three
Jrn ,ir" aug*-.r,t d triad, while the oiher forms
suchl hence' it is
ment. Everi modern comPoser has undoubtedly written
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clear that neither Strauss nor Debussy, Pfitzner nor f, nor any other modern
was the first, from whom 'the others got it', mther, that each discovered it for
himself, independently of the others. For example,I use the whole-tone chords
in my symphonic poem Pelleas und Melisande - composed in r9oz, at about
the sametime as Debussy's operaPeildaset Mllisande (in which, asI have heard,
he also uses the whole-tone chords and scalefor the first timer), but at least
three or four years before I became acquainted with his music. In my work
these chords appear as follows:8

Through progression of augmented triads in contrary motion, chords
emerge of which one is always an augmented triad, the other (at *) a wholetone chord. But even before, in my Gurreliederftgoo--or) and Sextet lVerklarte
Nacht - r899], there are placesthat suggest the whole-tone scale (in the Sextet
it is found in a middle voice, as someonerecentlybrought to my attention); and
then, in the following work li.e. Pelleasl, I wrote it as a whole-tone scale,
without having becomeacquaintedwith anything elsein the meantime.
Debussy usesthis chord and scalemore in the senseof impressionisticexpressivedevices,somewhat as a tone color (so does Straussin Salome);btx
they enteredmy work more for the sake of their harmonic and melodic possibilities: the chords for the sakeof their connectionwith other chords, the scale
for the sakeof its peculiarinfluenceon the melody. I have never overestimated
the value of the whole-tone chords and the whole-tone scale.As enticing as it
seemed,that two such scales(there can only be two, becausethe third would be
a repetition of the first) could displace the twelve major and twelve minor
scalesin a manner similar to the displacementin their time of the eighry-four
church modes, I neverthelesssensedimmediately that the exclusive use of this
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[r Debussy'soperawas first performedin r9oz, but he beganwork on it nine or
ten yearsearlier.Other works composedduring the sameperiod include the Prdlude
d I'Aprds-midid'tn faune, whose measuresJ2.) and y,-6 contain little elsebut the
rwo whole-tonescales.In the light of Schoenberg'sremarksat the beginningof this
chapterand in this sameparagraph,it would scarcelybe surprisingto find Debussy's
very 6rst useof thesescalesor chordsin yet an earlierpiece.]
beforerehearsalnumber 12, in the woodwinds.]
[s Three measures
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scalewould bring about an emasculationof expression,erasingall individuality
(Charakteristr,t).*
That therewould then be only three scales,the pair of wholetone scalesand the chromatic scale,would be a quite enticing prospect, as I
have said. But at the very time this idea had its chanceto make its mark on the
evolution of music, it had even then alreadybeen left behind. The recognition
that it is contrary to nature and superfluousto becomeattachedto such scales
had to be the undoing of that idea. Anyone who regardstonality as an indispensablerequirementof music disregardsipsofacrcall such scales.At leastthat
is how it ought to bel for if the harmonic possibilitiesthat were shown here are
used in modern works, not just occasionallybut almost exclusively,then referenceto a fundamentaltone can only be designatedas disturbingly unsymmetrical. And if tonality is in other casesa technique that attains an appropriate
effect, here it could easily become an illusion that ill concealsa thoroughly
inappropriateeffect.I believe it will not work: to flirt with freedom while retaining one's bonds. Yagrant chords, relationship with all keys, whole-tone
scales,and everything else that is particularly favored - all that is supposedto
occur, the bonds of the key are supposedto be loosened,its affirmativeelements
suppressed,
thosethat destroyit supported;and yet, in spite ofall, it is supposed
to turn up suddenlyat the end, or if occasionarises,somewhereelse,and make
everyonebelieveit is the sovereignover all that occurred! There again one has
'taken
a prisoner who won't free the captor'. I should not wish to sit on that
throne from which tonality's luster of sovereigntyemanates.No, I believe this
kind of thing really cannot succeed.If tonality is to be attained,then one must
work toward it with all suitable means;then one must maintain certain proportions in the modulations as dre classicistsdid in fact maintain rheml then
elementsthat will not be bound [to tonality] must be omitted, and only such as
willingly 6t in may be used." Thus: for one who believesin tonaliry, who be* I am not unawarethat in giving this opinionI may perhapsbe sayingsomething
just as nonsensical
asthe statement
of our Vienneseprofessorwho found Tristan dt:J|
becauseso many diminishedseventhchordsoccur in it, SinceI believewhat I say,
however,I feel that the wrong in not sayingit is greaterthan the advantageI should
get from shrewdlykeepingquiet.There is a smalldistinctionhere:I wasnot talking
about fnished compositionsbut about unwritten ones.And yet another:the old
professorwas not bored with Tristan becauseof the diminishedseventhchords,but
it. Wheneveronedoesnot understand
he did not at all understand
because
something,
self-esteemtakes over, becomesself-conceit,and shifts the causefrom the subject,
whereit reallybelongs,onto the object.And thereis yet anotherdistinction[between
his statementand mine]: in Tristan there are not all that many diminishedseventh
chords;but I am attackingherethe exclusiyeuseofa scale,I am attackingsomething
that I havealreadyseenwith studentsand of which I candeEnitelysay,it wasbad.In
the musicof mastersI havenot found it asyet, Shouldit occur,thenI shallretractthis
judgmentin good time.
** What I sayhereis only apparentlycontradictoryto what I saidpreviouslyabout
tonaliry: it depends,namely,on the composer,whetherhe createstonaliry or not. For,
that one can createit, I considerpossible,Only, whether one must still work for it,
indeed,whether one oughtto work for it any more at all, I doubt. For this reasonI
have calledattentionto the formal possibilitiesof fluctuatingand suspendedtonaliry;
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lieves in scales(Tonreihen), that sort of new scalemust be excluded as a matter
of course. But what other purpose should the formulation of a scalehave if not
to create a tonality, a specific tonalityl Is it for the sake of melodyl Does
melody need certification by a particular scalel Is not the chromatic scale
enoughl And as for the chords - what service should a scalerender theml After
all, these scaleswere not formulated until long after the chords had come into
being! The scale would then never explain the origin of the chord; it would
even exclude many a chord. There is much that one could not do without departing from the scale.The old modes, however, and our major and minor were
consistent with at least the ayerage of what happened in a piece of music. To
accommodatethe average of what is created to the bondage of new scalescan
only be the wish of one who would prove himself a master within a restricted
spherer becausewhat he can do is too meager for him to attain mastery of
freedom.
And even the experiments of Busoni and Georg Capellen, otherwise ingenious, as it seems,would be subject to the same criticism. I do not yet know
Capellen'sbook, but I will cenainly readit.3I like the lovely tunesthat he published in the August rgro edition of Die Mwik.8 They are expressive,interesting, and warmly conceived. But I do not believe one has to set up specialscales
to arrive at theseand other sorts of melodic figures, that one has to prefabricate
what ought to be invented, becauseI know for sure that it can be done differently, and because I firmly believe that one musr not compose that way.
fnvention, but not calculation! One may composeby taking thought, but one
must not deliberately observe how one is thinking. One can createfreely within
a tonality (Tonart) only if there is the feeling for this tonality in the unconscious.
I do not understandwhy a man who can invent such lovely melodiesin spite of
a [self-imposed] handicap does not rather depend on his native powers, which
even the handicap cannot entirely paralyze, instead of hanging on to theories,
which do not thrive in the same soil that nourishes the creative act.
And Busoni, that noble and courageousartist - I value and respect him
highly. But he could spare himself the afiiction of figuring out hundreds of
scales.aft was a toilsome and troublesome task for me to memorize the namesof
the sevenchurch modesl and those were 'only the names'!I shall not be able to
rememberfive of his keys. But how then could I composein them - if I cannot
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whereasthesedo admit the assumptionof an effectual[tonal] center,they show how it
is not necessary
to help this centerattain externallya power that it has, at most,
internally.
[1 An allusionto a famousline by Goethe.Cf. infra, p. J96.)
addedhere (in rgrr) a last-minutefootnote,identifyingand com[2 Schoenberg
mentingon Capellen's
book. SeeAppendix,p. 41r.]
IX, zz. Capellen's'tunes', settingsof Japanesetexts, accompaniedhis article
[3
'Die Akkordzither
und die Exotik' (pp. zz81z). Through the use of exotic scales,
Capellenthought to expandraditional maior-minor tonality and thereby developa
'new, exotic musical
sryle'.]
la Cf. Sketchof a New Esthetic of Music in ThreeClassics. . t pp, 9z-),f
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even keep them in mind. Ought I to do as Weingartner does, who keeps them
written down over his deskl No. I should not like to do anything at all the way
Weingartner does it!1
What I said before about tonaliry is not by any means to be interpreted as
criticism of a masterwork. In the works of Mahler and Strauss, for example, I
find that tonality is still quite homogeneous with the characterof their thematic
material. It is important to me, therefore, to say here that I consider Mahler's
work immortal and that I rank it beside that of the greatestmasters.zAside
from that, however, theoretic considerations like these could not bring me to
doubt the power I felt. And at different placesin this book I have shown that
the artist has something to say other than his technique; and what he saysto me
is above all this Something Other. I have always first understood [a work] this
way, not analyzinguntil later. My arguments were meant to refute the belief in
the necessityof tonaliry, but not the belief in the power of a work of art whose
author believesin tonality. What a composerbelievesin theoreticallyhe may
indeed expressin the external aspectsof his work. With luck, only in the external. But internally, where the instincts take over, all theory will with luck
fail, and there he will expresssomething better than his theory and mine. And
'In
if Goethe's sentence, der Beschrdnkungzeigt sich [erst] der Meister,'3has
any meaningat all - it certainly doesnot meanwhat the Philistinesof art always
intend it to meanl and even if Goethe himself should have meant it that way, it
appliesleastof all to him; he himself was much too great for the narrownessof
this unfortunate saying - if it then has any meaning at all, it can only be this:
the narrowness of our powers of imagination and conceptualizationwould
impose restrictionsupon our true spiritual and instinctual nature; given these
restrictions, the master proves his mastery by breaking through the barriers and
becoming free - even where he thought he was not free becauseexternal pressure made him want restrictionsto keep him artificially balanced.My criticism
[1 Felix Weingartner,the conductor,composeda numberof operasandsymphonies,
as well as chamber,piano, and vocal music.
In his 'Handexemplar . .' (see supra, Tnnslator's Prefacerp. xvi), Schoen'Weingartner
in a marginalnote, datedz9 May ry4 'I
berg repudiatedthis attackon
have beenpunishedfor this attackin familiar and predictableways. But I wantedto
deleteit long ago. For the attackis uglier than I realizedat the time, and unjust. It is
by no meansimpossibleto composethat way. However, the [musical]result is more
important; that alone is to be judged, and not hovr it was achieved.If the result is
good, then the methodmust havebeencorrect.'(The attackon Weingartnerappeared
in the originaleditionof rgrr and remainedin the revisededitionof ryztlzz, Itwas
finally deletedin the seventhedition of ry66.)l
fz Cf. supra,pp. 4-t.]
[e This the penultimateline from the sonnet'Natur und Kunst' hasbecomean oftquoted German proverb. The last three lines of the poem may be paraphrasedas
follows:
He who would achievegreatnessmust exerciserestraint.
It is only within restrictionsthat the masterproveshis mastery,
And law alonecan give us freedom.]
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thus does not apply, even if I had so intended it, to the master himself who
strives for tonality, but only to his beliei only to the superstition that overestimatesthe significanceand the theoretic necessityof tonality.
The whole-tone scaleis a device famous for its coloristic effect. Debussy is
of coursecompletelyjustified in using the whole-tone chords in this senselfor
his work is effectiveand beautiful.But still I should not neglectto point out the
harmonic and structural possibilitiesof this harmony. The whole-tone chords,
regarded as vagrant chords, have at least the same possibilities for connection
as the augmented triad. Depending on the degreesto which they are referred,
they can be used for modulationsand modulatory episodes.
Each tone can be the root of a dominant: there are then six resolutions to
major triads.

Obvibusly, for any other type of resolution shown, there will also always
be six transpositions(one on eachof the six tones).Hence, six times the resolution to a dominant seventhchord (Example 3z7a),to a secondaryseventhchord
(lrZb), to a diminished seventh chord (327c), to two augmented triads (327d
and e), to a seventh chord with lowered fifth $z7f), to a minor ninth chord
with lowered fifth (3279), to a major ninth chord (lrzh), to a minor ninth
chord (127i), and finally to the other whole-tone chord (327k).

That makesmore than sixty resolutionsalready,even though we gavepreference here to chromatic progressions or sustained tones. Resolution, then,
entirely in the senseof strict dissonancetreatment.Many other resolutionsmay
certainly be found in the samemanner.If one replacesthe strict resolution with
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the free, as we have indeed often done, then the numberof possibilities
must
greatly increase.
I shall not give any exampleshere in phrase form; for a reasonalready stated,
they could hardly turn out well. The use of such chords will hardly be possible,
unlessthe melodiesexhibit influenceof this sort of harmony. But suchmelodies,
if one wants to inyent them, cannot fail to surpassin every respectwhat is merely
adequateto produce a model for practice.They would surely be melodieswith
motivic power, with expression,rhythm, and the like, I do not think such can
be achievedin the sterile manner of the exercise.The pupil may of course try it.
I prefer not to do it, so as not to contribute unnecessarily,where I do not have
to, to those examplesof what not to do that are customary in other harmony
texts. If the pupil looks at modern music, he will find what he needs.If he
understandsthe sort of harmony being consideredand has the motivation to
use it, the rest will come of its own accord,or never.
I have often said that certain things are to be permitted later. This would be
the place for it. But I still do not want to give this permissionwithout recommending to the pupil that he make no use of it. In the last chapterI will discuss
in detail the reasonswhy I advocate such restraint. They are not so much pedagogical considerations- certainly those, too - as, far more, artistic ones. Let
the pupil wait until he knows his talent!

XXI

IN
F58ft?'lttoNSrRUCrED

I have shown that the system of tertian harmony has a rupture and that
chords that do not fit in the system have been grouped together under the
'non-harmonic tones'. I have exposedthis classificationas the poorly
heading
disguisedattempt to plug up the hole in the systemwith an imposing heap of
unexamined scrap material, a heap so big that neither the hole nor the system
itself is big enough to accommodateit. If we now speakof chords constructed
in fourths, it is in no way meant to suggest replacementof the old tertian
system by one basedon quartal construction.l True, the quartal system,since
it is identical with a systembuilt on fifths, would perhapsbe no lessdefensible
on natural grounds, and vrould be able to accommodateall conceivablechords
more uniformly than the tertian system.It must be observed,however, that the
contradiction to the reality of present-daymusic would not be insignificant:a
major triad is a simple form in the old system,in the new it is complex. In the
latter a triad would read, d-g-c, or c-g-d, and surely has natural justification;
for c (the root) hasas its first overtone[after the octave],g, whose6rst overtone
is, in turn, /. Yet this harmony is certainly not as natural as c-e-g.2 True, the
will of the tone is fulfilled nowhere else the way it is in the fourth chords; for
they imply that the resolution to the tone a fifth lower actually symbolizes the
unity of everything that soundssimultaneously,indeed,everything that sounds.
Even so, the quartal system would find itself forced to look for a number of
explanationsapart from nature- without being at all inferior on that accountto
the old system,which can get along far lessvzellwithout artificial help. Nevertheless,I believe an exploration [of quartal harmony], filling out the tertian
system more or lesstemporarily, ought to open up certain new prospectsfor
the theorist. Whether everything would thereby become simpler than it was
before is not within my pov/er to determine. I shall therefore guard against
going into much detail: that would only bring new confusion into the old disorder; and I shall restrict myself to explaining why I speak of fourth chords:
becausethey do appearin the literature,although, as far as I know, they appear
largely as superimposedfourths [rather than as full-fledged chords].
The fourth chords make their first appearancein music as an impressionistic
meansof expression,as does apparentlyeverything that later becomesa commonly used technical means. Consider, for example, the effect of the violin
tremolo the first time it was usedl it then becomesclear that such did not come
about as a dispassionatetechnicalexperiment, rather as a sudden inspiration
'quartal' appearsir the Harvard Dictionaryof Music (Cambridge,
[1 The adfective
Mass.:HarvardUniversiryPress,r953),p. 6r9, thus apparentlyhascurrencyamong
'quartan', by analogy with 'tertian', and
musicians.Consistencywould require
'quartan'is the form listed in Webster'sThird InternationalDictionary.f
asSchoenbergexplainedin the original edition (p. q+6),e andg arc both
[2 Because,
amongthe first overtonesof the fundamentalc.]
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evoked by a powerful expressiveurge. That which is new and unusual about a
new harmony occurs to the true composer only for such reasons:he must give
expressionto somethingthat moveshim, somethingnew, somethingpreviously
unheard-of. His successors,who continue working with it, think of it as merely
a new sound, a technicaldevice; but it is far more than thac a new sound is a
symbol, discovered involuntarily, a symbol proclaiming the new man who so
assertshis individuality. Such a new sound, which later becomescharacteristic
for the entire work of an artist, often appearsvery early. Take Wagner's music
as an example and note how in Lohengrin and Tannhduserthose chords that
later becamehighly significantfor his harmonic sryle had alreadyoccurred.In
the youthful works, however, they turn up only as isolated phenomena,
assignedto exposed spots, to placeswith an often strangely new expression.It
is expectedof them that they accomplish everything,the utmostl that they represent a world, giving expressionto a new world of feeling; that they tell in a new
rvay what it is that is new: a new man! With Wagner that is easy to trace; for he
is still closeenough to us that we can rememberwhat was new about him, and
yet alreadyfar enough removed that we can to some extent view his work as a
whole and understandhis developmentand the developmentof *'hat was new
about him. Starting wholly from within the bounds of what everyone of his
time understoodmusic to be, his music follows at 6rst the one necessityjust to
expresshimself somehow or other, with not the slightest concern for beauty
and novelty or for style and art. But without his noticing it, traits that point
toward his future developmentinsinuatethemselves.One time it is merely that
he doesnot accomplishsomethingthat any musicalcraftsmanwould have done
faultlessly.Here there are obstaclesin the way which will causehis stream to
find a new course.Another time it is something positive: an inspiration, some
direct, unconscious,often brutal, sometimesalmostchildish assertionof his own
nature. But the young artist does not know himself; he does not yet sense
wherein he is different from the others, different above all from the literature.
He still adheresgenerally to the preceptsof his education and is not able to
break through it everywhere in favor of his own inclinations. He does not
[consciously]break through; where there is a breakthrough,he does not know
it. He believesthat his work is at no point distinguishablefrom what is generally
found to be good in art; and all of a suddenhe is violently awakenedfrom his
dream,when the harsh reality of criticism makeshim awarethat somehowhe is
not really so normal after all, as a true artist should never be normal: he lacks
perfect agreement with those average people whq were educable, who could
submit wholly to the Kultur. He begins to notice what he likes that is different
from the [norm]; he begins to notice what is hateful to him. The artist who has
couragesubmits wholly to his own inclinations.And he alone who submits to his
own inclinations has courage, and he alone who has courageis an artist. The
literatureis thrown out, the resultsof educationare shakenoff, the inclinations
come forward, the obstacleturns the stream into a new course, the one hue that
earlierwas only a subordinatecolor in the total picture spreadsout, a Personage
is born. A new man! This is a model for the development of the artist, for the
developmentof art
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That is called revolution;r and artists, those who submit to such necessities
and cherishthem, are accusedof all possiblecrimes that can be culled from the
rubbish of the political vocabulary. At the sametime, however, it is forgotten
that one may call it revolution, if at all, only in a comparativesense,and that
this comparison has to hold only with respect to thepoints compared,i.e. points
of similarity, but not in every respect.An artist who has a good, new idea is not
to be confusedwith an arsonistor a bomb thrower. Any similarity betweenthe
advent of the new in the spiritual and intellectual sphere and in political revolutions consistsat most in this: the successfulwill prevail for a period of time,
and in the light of this prospect,the older will feel under threat from what is
new. But the fundamental distinctions are greater: the consequences,the
ofan idea endure,sincethey are spiritual
spiritual and intellectualconsequences
of revolutions that run their course in
and intellectual;but the consequences
material matters are transient. Besides:it has never been the purpose and effect
of new art to suppressthe old, its predecessor,certainly not to destroy it. Quite
the contrary: no one loves his predecessorsmore deeply, more fervently, more
respectfully, than the artist who gives us something truly new; for respect is
awarenessof one's station and love is a senseof community. Does anyonehave
to be reminded that Mendelssohn - even he was once new - unearthed Bach,
that SchumanndiscoveredSchubert,and that Wagner, with work, word, and
deed, awakenedthe first real understandingof Beethovenl The appearanceof
the new can far better be compared with the flowering of a tree: it is the natural
growth (Werden) of the tree of life. But if there were trees that had an interest
in preventing the flowering, then they would surely call it revolution. And
conservativesof winter would fight againsteach spring, even if they had experienced it a hundred times and could affirm that it did become, after all, their
spring too. Short memory and meagerinsight sumce to confuse growth with
overthrowl they suffice for believing that when the new shoots emerge from
what was once new the destruction of the old is at hand.
This is the explanation,for me, of the impressionisticquality that characterizes new devicesofan at their first appearance:youthful soundsofthat which
is growing; pure feeling, with no trace of an awareness,still firmly attached to
the germ cell, which is more intimately connectedwith the universe than is our
awareness;yet, already marks of a singularity that later will bring forth a singular being, one who singles himself out from the others becausehe is singularly
organized. fThose youthful sounds are] an omen of possibilities that later will
becomecertainties,a presentiment,envelopedby a mysterious luster. And as
these are a part of that [germ cell] which connects us with the unirerse, wi*t
nature, so they almost always appearfrst as an exltressionof a mood of narure
(Naturstimmung).2The brook reminds us of its source.
It is remarkable that such a happy discovery never quite losesits effect, even
if it representsonly the point of deparnrre of a development that will leave the
form of its first appearancefar behind. The subsequentdevelopment may even
[1 This paragraphis new in the revisededition.]
12 Cf. infra, p. 4o3,paragraphon Debussy'smusic.]
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bring it to the pinnacleof its artisticexploitation,yet it will never againproduce
I am thinking of the
an impressionjust like that made by its first appearance.
Pastoral
Symphony
and of the
horn passagefrom the last movement of the
sound of the distant hunting horns at the beginning of the second act of Tristan.
These will surely never lose the charm they have for us all, although their basic
idea has subsequently evolved far beyond them.

n

C-+

In the Beethovenwe have no ordinary pedal point and [not merely] a melody
that avoids the third; in the Wagner it is not merely the use of the horns' open
tones, for he has the remaining horns playing other than open tones as well.
One sensesthis, of course, without its being explained.And that Beethoven
quite certainly sensedthis singularity is proved by his senseof form, which
pressedhim to answer this singularity with another, congruent singularity, to
resolve as it were this singulariry: with the rhytltmically remarkableentry of the
tonic harmony on the secondhalf of the measure($).
I believe everything that modern composers have written in the sphere of
quartal harmonies is implied in and emanatesfrom these two passages.Certain
'Jochanaan
Theme' of Salome, the fourth
quartal progressions in Mahler, the
chords of Debussy and Dukas can all be attributed to the peculiar freshness
that emanates from these chords. Perhaps the future of our music speaks
through this freshness.It is heard only by those who are highly sensitive to
impressions,the impressionists.The impressionist'sorgan fof perception] is a
mechanism of extraordinarily fine tuning, a seismograph, which registers the
slightest motion. The most delicatestimuli can arousehis sensibility,whereas
crudenessshatters it. To pursue these most delicate stimuli, which the coarser
nature never perceivesbecausehe hearsonly what is loud, is a powerful temptation to the true impressionist. What is soft, scarcely audible, hence mysterious,
attracts the impressionist. arouseshis curiosity to savor what was never tried
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before. Thus, the tendency of something unheard-of to reveal itself to the
searcheris just as great as is the tendency of the searcherhimself to find something unheard-of.And in this senseevery uuly great artist is an impressionist:
ultrafine reaction to the slightest stimuli revealsto him the unheard-of, the new.
This is particularly striking in Debussy's music.l His impressionismwrites
the fourth chords, as well as everything else, with such great power that they
seembound up inseparablywith the newnessthat he is expressing;and they
can be rightfully consideredhis spiritual property, even though it can be shown
that similar things had been written before and were being written by contemporaries. Perhapsa part of [their power] is also that they expressmoods of
nature; for it does indeed sound as if nature would speak that way. And it is
clear that before her languageall elsegives way.
As many other composersapparentlydid, f, too, wrote founh chords without having heard Debussy's music. Perhapseven earlier, but certainly at the
same time as he. As far as I know, [I wrote them] for the first time in my
symphonic poem previously mentioned,Pelleasund MelisandeIr9oz-o3].
number9.]
beforerehearsal
[Nore Cf. the third and fourth measures

Quite isolated,they appearthere just once, as expressionof a mood whose
singularity causedme againstmy will to 6nd what was to me a new meansof
expression.Against my will - I still remember,even today, that I hesitatedto
notate dris sound. The clarity with which it forced itself upon me, however,
made it impossiblefor me to dismissit. Then, not until long afterwards,in my
Kammersymphonielr9o6f, did I take up fourth chords again, without recalling
the previous case,and without having got to know in the meantimethe music
of Debussy or Dukas. Here the fourths, springing from an entirely different
expressiveurge (stormy jubilation), shape themselvesinto a definite horn
theme (Example 33r), spread themselvesout architectonicallyover the v/hole
y and 6 of the Kammersymphonie.f
[Norr Measures

in the first edition,wasexpandedto form
in a singlesentence
[1 This idea,expressed
this paragraphin the revisededition.]
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piece,and placetheir stamp on everything that happens.Thus it turns out that
they do not appearhere merely as melody or as a purely impressionisticchord
effect; their character permeates the total harmonic structure, and they are
chords like all others.
I shall have to be pardoned for dealing so particularlywith my own work. I
have to do so, for I do not know whether any composerbefore me ever used
these chords in this sense,in this harmonic sense.*-Ofcourse their use as an
impressionisticexpressivedeviceis includedin this harmonic sense.I am talking
to the point when I talk about myself, as Karl Krausr says.
Not all forms of fourth chords appear in this work or in my later works.
Here, then, are some possibilities.2
One can obtain three, four, five, six-part chords, and so on. All of them
admit of manifold usage.

The four-part fourth chord can even be produced by alteration within the
tertian system (Examples3yb and c).
* It is possible,it is indeed probable,that others besidesme have written these
chords. PerhapsMahler, Strauss,or Pfitzner. But I do not know. They have never
come to my attention,MaybeI simply have not noticed them. It is by no meansmy
intention to secureherea priority for myself. To do so is of too little importanceto
me, for I know too well that is not what matters,
'Ich redealso
von der Sache,wennich von mir rede.'- Karl Kraus,the Viennese
[1
polemicistand satirist,founded,edited,and largelywrote the polemicalmagazine,
Die
Fackel(1899to 1976),which was avidly read by Schoenbergand his disciples.The
profound influenceexertedby Kraus upon Schoenberg'sthought and literary style
merits study. (An estimateof Kraus as socialcritic and writer is to be found in Erich
Heller's The DisinheritedMind.)l
'I
[2 In the first edition (p.+tt), this sentencereads: shall list them here theoretically.'l
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Likewise the five-part chord. This chord and the fbur-part chord can be
substitutesfor a dominant, from which they are derived by lowering the root
(if one wishes to admit such), the seventh' and the fifth for the four-part
quartal chord, and by raising and lowering the root (af to a or bfifi, and to g),

raising and lowering the fifth (ef to e, el to ell), and sustainingthe third for
the 6ve-part quartal chord. Here inversionswere used.But if one does not shy
away from fifths, one can of coursewrite the chords in root position as well..;

Example 33t presentssome connections[of the five-part chord] with common chords. The six-part quartal chord containsa minor ninth (from the bass

4c,6
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note)' and is thus the first 'rather sharp' dissonance
among the fourth chords.
one will therefore tend first to dispose of this ninth,
to ,"ilrr. it in some way
or other. I include here only suchconnections as pioduce
a resolution of the
ninth.

Please.note:
only resolutionsto the most common chords are given, omitting
even such lesscommon chords, whose use could hardly
.ro,rr""opporition, as
that in Example 317a.

Example 337bshows
I, lowering three rones (b to bf, a to af, to
loy
C f#)
we obtain the six-part whore-tone
chotJla connectio.rth"t
in -y
Kammersymphonie),and how the ratter goes on again to
"iro "ppe".s
a six-part
fourth chord,
if we lower the remaining rhree tones ( to 6, dlo cfi,
e rc e;),
Obviously, it is possiblealso ro adduceforrtt .hora, of"r.rr.n,
eight, nine,
or more parts. SinceI am not familiar with them as fourth
chords [in the musical
literarure],even though I. have certainly alreadywritten
them myself, I decline
to present them theoretically, Indeed, theory could perhap,
irorrid. ,o,n.
initiative here,but it should never, as has often bee'
said,uoii.iiur" what wil
happen [in acrual composition]. There is one consideration
that could induce
me to elaborate this system: the construction of chords
by superimposing
fourths can lead to a chord that containsall the rwelve
tones of the chromatic
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scale;hence, such construction does manifest a possibility for dealing systematically with those harmonic phenomenathat already exist in the works of
some of us: seven, eight, nine, ten, elevenr and twelve-part chords.
Besidesmyself, my pupils Dr. Anton von Webern and Alban Berg have
written such harmonies. But the Hungarian B6la Bart6k, and the Viennese
Franz Schreker, both of whom are following a path more similar to that of
Debussy, Dukas, and perhapsalso Puccini, are probably not far [from writing
such chords]. However much it seems,then, as if the most talented of our young
composersare tending to go in this direction, toward the use of such chords,l
there would be little value in formulating a system right now; for our lack of
distance from these events gives us only a bewildering view of them. But the
quartal constfuctionmakespossible,as I said,accommodationof all phenomena
of huttnony; thus, if we assumethat on occasiontonesmay alsobe omitted from
the middle [of the twelve-part chord], that a chord could consist,for example,
ofthe first, second,fourth, and tenth tones,then we can alsoproduce the chords
of the tertian system. The tertian construction, however, no matter whether we
juxtapose only thirds of equal size or choose a certain pattern of unequal
thirds, will not produce this result [i.e. all twelve tones], becausetones are repeatedtoo soon. Alternating a major with a minor third (major chord), we get
at the ninth tone a repetition of the second tone (Example 379a).Minor chords
give only
produce repetition at the eighth tone (y9b). Exclusively minor thjrds
'W'ere
we to set
(y9d)only
thtee
major
lour different tones (339c), exclusively
b)

d)

up a pattern of two minor thirds and one major, then we would get ten different
tones-.The tenth and the twelfth are rePetitions of previous tones of this construction, and only the eleventh is again new (yge). Besides,a system of that
(transferredhereto the
[r Schoenbergwrote a new footnote for the revisededition 'atonal',
together with
Appendix, p. il4, examining- and reiecting - the word
'uion"lirtr;.
in
this footnote
Harmony:
of
Theory
inhis
lThe word appearsonly twice
added,as
was
first
edition
the
of,
footnote
on
rz8.)
long
The
page
and on
Pages4544
text, to the end ofthe chapter(seeinfra, pp. no8-lo).J
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sort would be far lessin accord with natural models than the quartal system;
for its basis,two minor thirds, has nothing more in common with the idea of a
major triad than the principle of tertian construction.The sameobjectionapplies
to the two attempts in Examples ygfand g. These do now produce all the tones,
it is true. But the augmentedtriad, basisof the one, and the diminished seventh
chord, basisof the other, are without doubt artificial products of the system.r
That the fundamentalthesisof the gradual nanlre of dissonances
leadsme to
reject non-harmonic tones,and, moreover, makesme bold enough to designate
the systemoftertian constructionas inadeqtrateand to considerthe possibility
of a quartal system,will enragethe defendersof the older music (which is not
at all under attack herel apparently,I understandit better and revere it more
fervently than they), enrage even more the textbook writers who cling to an
outmoded, becausemisunderstood,aesthetic.Thus, I learnedthat just such a
person,whose attention was drawn through an indiscretion to a few sheetsof
the manuscript and to some accountsof the contents of this book, called it a
great defenseof modern music. f am not really unhappy about that, but I have
to deny it, becauseit is not true. For modern music has greater need for performancethan for defense.2Our interestin warding off attackswanesthe more
we see how the attackersonly annihilate themselveswhenever they marshal
their criticism against the work of art, their impotence against power, their
sterility againstproductivity. Their inactivity in the creativesphererobs them
of any good hope for the futurel but it turns into outrage when they assumea
creativepostureand lay claim, though with crackingvoice, to the utmost recognition for their systems,setting thesehigher than the musicalworks themselves.
Let this not be taken to mean disrespectfor the systems.On the contrary, I
admire in others,with an almost unjust lack of envy, this talent that I lack, the
talent for devising systems.Dr. Heinrich Schenker,for example,although he
breaksthrough nowhere to completeclarity, is in my opinion worthy of attention and respectjust becausehe is one of the few who are really striving for a
system;still more, of course,becausehe loves and understandsthe q/orks of the
older art with the samefervor as I, so that even though we are miles apart in the
presentand future of our art we are so much the closer in its past. When he
speaks,however, (as I have heard) in a new counterpoint books about the
decline of the art of composition, maintaining that nobody can composeany
the re-workingandexpansion
of a long
[1 The remainderof this chapterrepresents
footnotein the first edition (pp. +S+4).The footnotewas appendedto the fourth
sentence
of this paragraph.]
'The conclusions
I drawfrom the develop[2 Cf. editionof r 9r r (p. +t q, footnote):
- that the tertian
ment of my views concerningthe gradual nature of dissonances
systemis inadequateandthat a systembasedon fourths is desirable- will be welcomed
by my opponentsascauseto call my book a greatdefensefor modernmusic.It is not,
however;for, althoughmodernmusicshouldperhapsbe defended,the attacksarenot
worthy of suchseriousattention.']
fs Neue Musikalische Theorienund Phantasien,Band TI: Kontrapunkt (Erster
Halbband) (Stuttgart: ]. G. Cotta'scheBuchhandlungNachfolger, rgro), pp. viixxiii, etpassim,]
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more' rhen that is not much better than the grumbling of
the aged and infirm
in their nostalgia for 'the good old days'. c"ertainry
ie -rr, ,i-* be satisfied
with our time. But nor becauseit is no ltnger th, good
.rd d,"";;;"ne forever,
but becauseit is not yet the better, the nJw times of
the future. i.ccordingry,
unfounded attackslike this are not suchas require any
defenseofour art against
them. The vehemence that breaks out here i, pry.hologically
interesting; for
it shows that those noted defendersof the old ari
quitl un*ry-ou.. the out_
come of their defenseand of our struggle. They "r"
,rri.", unJ e'u, ,rru, the old
art will again be victorious and will .uin fot the n"*, for
the young", sister, a
place ofhonor at her right hand.l
It moreover, according_to good old miritary wisdom,
every probrem of
.
defense is solved offensively, if then a good dufenre
i, t
from an attack: whoever seeks theoreic knowledg r,
"raiy-tirtinguishable
but bJr* i, oo ,rruirrd
aestheticjudgments vitltout ex.aminingt/tis aestlreticind
ilru, judg.rnts to seeif
tltey.arec:rr:c4 exposeshis theories as nothing but attempts'roir^gup
proofs
for thesejudgments' hence,as worthless.Here I"am utru.r.ing,
op""iy'.ra honorably, with the will to annihilatel l am not on the defens"J,
tri.y Jre. For (this
is the greatest difference berween us) I have asked myserf
,ri", fi.rii",
and not
built upon air as does, for example, Riemann, who
is prorra'rhuitis theory
zucceedsin sharperand stricter foimulation of tire rules,
*a *rr" rru, no inkling
that, for this very reason, he will swiftly be left behinj.
Mayrhofer, too - whose book, Der Kunstklangr2l would
perhaps have read
long ago if it were not so ponderously wrinen - seems
to stop at the same
frontier. He too is on the vlrge of giving a theory;
thut *orld'indeed be an
a.ccomplishment,
since up to now *" do not h""" u theory. y;,;;.
cals the
dissonance t{re necessarycomplement of the consonance,
hence, emphasizes
the antithetical relation; for thii reason I doubt whether
h" o,iii g; as far as he
perhapswould have got without this compromise between
aestheticsand his
own direct perceptionof the phenomena.Tirat wourd
be a shame,for it appears
to me as if he were capable of greater understanding (except
rot nr, intricate
terminology, which gives names without ,wakening
ideas). Nevertheress,
[l.Schoenbergaddedthis sentencein the revisededition; and the following paragraph represents
a significantreductionof the analogou,purr"g" in ,tuirr,
edition
(p. +t i' continuationof the footnote).The first few ,"rrt"r,".,
of ihe original versionof
this passage
are given below to
to clarify what is p..hd;;;;;;-reduction:
'But I
"rpiify,
would nor havedecided
io *iitu a booi just because
of suchattacks.I de_
cided to write it becauseI berievedI had somethingto say
trr"t i, ioi-y.t kno*n. It
should be obvious to anyonewho readsthis book that it ieak
*ith ,o*" rusic prin_
ciples'Above all, the most important characteristicof my
methodin contrastto those
of other writers: The others have acceptedaestheticjuigments
as given
erected
by tryingto dragupp,oof,fo",tho,"t,&,";;;."ndButthey
lT:::*:::::::::1,1"-cJy,
navetorgotten to ask themselvesthe most important question,
*lreile, t/teseaestltetic
right!rbelieve that is th" greatestdifferencebetweenme
)u(snnt1 are.even
and the
o,l:?
I ftavealwaysfirst askedmyself this question. . .,J
Tut
Robert Mayrhofer, Der Kunstkrang, Band,r: Das piobrem
.-.[z
der Durdiatonik
(vienna:Universal-Edition,
r 9r o). cf.' {iber Konsonanz
-Dissonanz,,pp.-z gl +2.)
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although he too starts with aesthetics,by forming a pact with aesthetics,it is
still possible that he will find what is correct.
Of course I had it easierin a certain resPectthan those theorists, who are not
composers.I could not accept their aestheticssimply becausemy imagination,
my ear, and my senseof form insisted upon a different aesthetics.Becausefor
me those prohibitions and commandments that they take pains to iustify were
annulled at the outset by *y musical inspiration (E;nfall)rwhich testified to the
contrary. Hence, v/ords were put into my mouth' so to sPeak,when I asked
whether the [traditional] aestheticswas right. And it was not first my deliberation that decided against it, it was rather my musical intuition (Gefiihl). And
when I then arrived at other conclusions through deliberation as well, I did not
do so for the sake of defending anything. I felt, rather, as if I were only recounting, as if I were only reporting, describing what creative activity in art is
really like. My ear had said: yes; and the ear is, after all, a musician'swhole
understanding!
Perhaps I have invented much that was already given; but I invented it and
did not learn it from reading. I found it out for myself (that is, after all, what
'invention' means) becauseI experiencedit. It has been my exPeriencethat my
way of understandinghasmadeit impossiblefor me to correcta bad inspiration;
anJ I told myselfi that can be no accident,there must be a law here. This law is:
Inspiration (Der E;nfatl). Hence, I began to reflect on the relation of handicraft
to art. And upon reflection I saw that art and handicraft have as much to do
with one anoth"r as wine with water. In wine there is of course water, but he
who begins with the water is an adulterator. One can indeed consider the water
apart from the wine; but then there is a clear distinction. This led me to regard
instruction in composition solely as instruction in the handicraft, and nothing
more. Thereby, the problem is solved [i.e. the problem arising from aesthetics
and its prescriptions], since the necessitiesof a handicraft are not binding on
art. Therefore, I could place instruction in the craft on a purely practical basis,
giving definite means to serve definite ends (Zweckm<issigkeit);for in art, as I
see it, the absence of [preconceived] ends (Zwecklosigkeit) is, alongside expression, of supreme importance. [Practicality, means-toward-endsl is appropriate for the handicraft, is indeed unavoidable. In art it has no place. But the
two actually have nothing to do with one another.
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AESTHETIC EVALUATION OF
CHORDS WITH SIX OR
MORE TONES

I do not recommend that the pupil use the harmonies presented here in his
attempts to compose, so far as they do not also appearin other, older texts. His
efforts, regardlessof whether he usesmodern or unmodern means,will be good
or bad depending on how his innate talent for having something to express
relates to his ability to expressit. The teacher has influence only on one component of this relation, on the abiliry to express.Perhapsnot even on that; I
doubt whether even this ability can be increasedby imparting technical devices.
The pupil does not learn to expresshimselfwhen he imitates the techniques of
models.Acrually, the real artist is unteachablein the first place.If we show him
'how he must
do it', and basewhat we say on the fact that othershave also done
it that way, then that may be instruction in art, but it is not instruction of the
artist. Ability to expressoneselfcertainly doesnot dependon the kind and number of meansplacedat one's command. But inability dependson that. Inabiliry
can develop only by way of techniques; for it does not exist through what it
produces of itself, but thrives on what others have produced. The work of the
truly gifted, however, ultimately manifestsvery little externalrelationshipwith
the literature that was once his model. Becausehe esteemshimself; because,
through this self-esteem,he evolves away from his preliminary conditions,
from his models, which perhapsat the beginning did serve as props, crutches
he used in his first efforts to walk. Becauseultimately he will not write what is
artistica/ly acceptable(Kunstgemdss),but rather what is acceptableto him, the
ar ti st (Kiins ilergemdss).
The following consideration seems to contradict this view: That there are
essentialdistinctionsbetweenMozart's style and that of Beethoven,for example,
is today still clear to everyone;nevertheless,the distinctionsare not so great as
to justify a contention that the laws applicableto the one do not hold for the
other. On the contrary, there are passages,even movements,by Mozart that
could almost be by Beethoven,and some by Beethoventhat could almost be
by Mozart. If we go even farther back, say into the sixteenth or seventeenrh
cenrury, then the distinctions becomeso subtle to our eyes [and earsi] that w.e
can easilymistakethe music of one composerfor that of another.Distancefrom
a group of objectsequalizesthem to such a great extent that it erasesthe individual distinctions.Stylistically, perhapseven in content, one artist can hardly
be distinguishedclearly from the other; q/e only perceivecommon traits, from
which we can abstract the artistically acceptable.There is a certain distance,
however, from which we can really detect only the spirit (Gersl) of the century.
He who can set himself far enough apan, will detect the spirit of mankind.
Individualities disappearat this distance,but what they express- mankind, the
best that is in it - becomesvisible. The highest pinnacles,which are most
accessibleto the observer, into which the capillaries lift the 6nest and best from
the depths,thesealoneset forth the spirit of mankind. Thus, increasingdistance,
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initially reductive,once again magnifies:the individuals, the pinnacles,become
visible again, even if in a different way. One seesthat they are related and how
they are related, that they are coherent among themselves;one no longer sees
what proximity revealed, one no longer seesthat they were sharply separate;
but tlzerelationslzipsare not tltoseof artrnot thoseof the rcchniquesof art; they are
rather deeperones.
Narurally, observing from a moderate distance, q/e can, as I said, even find a
line revealing the path of the techniques and of the artistically acceptable.And
if we admit that the smallestpart of a curve may be viewed as an infinitely small
straight line, then such an optical illusion is surely also allowed with the vascular network that designatesthe way the techniquesofart developed.Discounting
the little deviations, that can surely be a line. Even must be, perhaps, for the
ultimate goal is common to all. And something else is common to all: our
ultimate limits.
The eye that will occupy itself with the contemplation of art must be able to
focus on all thesedistances.The imagesrevealedby distanceare as important as
those seenclose at hand. But from a distancewe can only contemplate the past.
If we could look at the present from afar, then all our struggles would be over.
But the struggle will not releaseus, even though its outcome is predetermined.
Its goal we know. We know who will be victorious. As with maneuvers,where
in fact the victor is determined in advance. The struggle must be carried on,
nevertheless,just as seriously as if one could change the outcome. We must
fight just as passionately as if we did not knov/ which idea would conquer.
Although this idea would conquer anyway, even if we did not fight, since its
victory is predestined. Perhaps our struggle itself is predestined; anyway, the
passionis justified.
Proximity, the present, which we do indeed sense most strongly, most
directly, reveals the living personality poised for the struggle, in vigorous conflict with its environment. The personalities differ sharply from each other; it
looks almost as if they had nothing in common, as if they would fall completely
out of the line of evolution, as if nothing connectedthem with the rest of mankind. And, as in maneuvers the one marked for defeat must try to turn every
previously known situation to his advantage,so the idea that will succumb
struggles for every inch of its property. And as the predestined conqueror in
maneuversmay not simply fold his hands in his lap, but must operateas if he
could otherwise be defeated, so the conquering idea acts with the same vigor,
even though it would win anyway, even if it did nothing. Battle position, all
muscles taut, every movement has a reason and a goal. This is the state, as we
see it up close, of the personaliry that is striving.
If proximity teachesus diversity, so distance teachesus the general. If the
present shows us the divergencies of individuals, so the median distance shows
the similarity of means;but the great distance in turn cancelsout both, shows
the individuals as different, but even so also shows what really connects them.
It shows what is most important about the individual, that most profound
inffospection into and absorption with his own nature, that which leadshim to
express:the nature of mankind.
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What really matters, the ability to listen to oneself,to look deep into oneself, that can hardly be acquired; certainly it cannot be taught. The average
person seemsto possessthis ability only in a few sublime moments, and to live
the rest of the time, not according to his own inclinations, but according to
principles. He who really has principles, principles of humanity, lives according
to his own inclinations. These correspond of course to the principles of humanity, without his knowing it; but perhapshe sensesit is so.
And that which is considered the means of art, which is considered style, all
those characteristicsof which the mediocre believe it is only necessarythat they
imitate them and they too wil.l become artists - all these things turn out to be
secondarymatters,whose value is at most that of symptoms.True, the stylistic
similarity of masterworks of a time already remote from us can be explained by
our external distance from them, and that similariry disappearswhenever we
draw nearer.And the straight line of the evolution of meansshows,upon closer
inspection, manifold complexity. Everything that makes up style, however, is
at most characteristicfor the time in which the personis still alive and struggling
with his contemporaries.It is merely a symptom by which the contemporaries
are supposedto recognizewhich are the significantindividuals. But it is inconsequential in relation to what distance reveals.
Thus, instruction that is supposedto educatean artist could consistat most
in helping him to listen to himself. Technique, the meansof art, will not help
him. This ought to be, whereverpossible,occult knowledge,to which he alone
has accesswho finds the way himself. He who listens to himself acquiresthis
technique. By a route different from that of the curriculum, by roundabout
ways perhaps, but with unerring certainry. For he hears that which is common
to all, and what it is that setshim apart from the others is perhapsnot how he
'how'
of the means is more
hears it, but that he does in fact hear it. And the
'what'
of art than to bring one closer.
likely to separateone from the
Therefore, I do not recommend to the pupil that he use modern techniques.
Of coursehe should practicethem so that he will have the ability to accomplish
whatever the spirit should eventually demand. The older meanswill also do
here. The newer will of course causeno harm. But there is perhaps still a copyright on them, a quite arrogant right of ownership, that refusesto open the road
to those who will not make the effort themselves.Those who themselvesmake
the effort find it anyway, find it in a way that gives them the right of use. To
them the road is open; to the others, who only want to try their hand at it, may
it remain closed.Ultimately, the newer techniqueswill be in the public domain;
'how
but then those who use them will at leastno longer be wanting to learn
to representa personalsryle'.
Precisely becauseI am not recommending these harmonies, it is not necessary for me to give an aestheticevaluation of them. Besides,whoever comes to
them on his own will have no need for a guide. His ear and his senseof integrity
will lead him more dependablythan any law of art could ever do. There is yet
another reason, however, why I may easily omit such an evaluation, without
hiding behind a procedure like that in other textbooks. The older theories
give a system, and in it appearsthat which experiencecan designateas beautiful.
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But other things also appearin it, other things that are not recommended,that
are even forbidden. The method is as follows: one setsup a number of possible
combinationsand excludesas exceptionsthose one considersun6t. A system
with exceptions,however, is no system,or at leastan inadequateone. Besides,
I have proved that the argumentsfor theseexceptionsare mostly wrong and this would be to me the most important thing anyone could learn from this
book - that theseexceptionsare solely the expressionof a certain taste in art,
which relates to what is natural only in that the taste lags behind what is
natural. [I have proved] that theseexceptionsare only imperfectadaptationsto
the naturalr'whereasa more adequateadaptationhas to lead to what this book
has set as its goal. Yet certainly to more than that, certainly beyond that. [I have
proved] then that the rules indicate at best only the degreeofpenetration into
what is naturally given, hence,that they are not eternallaws, but only such that
the next achievementalways flushesthem away. And now, should I also give
laws, myself carry out an evaluationof that kind and make exceptionsiNo one
could require that of me, no one who has followed and agreed with q/hat I
have said.
I suspectthe following questionrvill be put to me: how doesone distinguish
berweentlie skilful and tlie bungler, if there is nothing to establishwhat is good
and what is badi First, I have to say,I do not considerit very important to make
any essentialdistinction betweenthis skill that is meant and bungling. There is
little that is impressiveabout this skill that really consistsonly in carefully
noting and obeying all laws. It is truly difficult to distinguish from bungling,
but [to make that distinction is] just as superfluous.The skill of the artist, however, has nothing to do with that. The artist does nothing [so] that others will
consider [it] beautiful; he does,rather, only what is necessaryfor him to do. If
odrers want to apply aestheticIaws to his works, then it is tleir affair- if they
just cannot live without aestheticlaws - to find such as are applicable.But are
they really necessarylCan one really not enjoy works of art without aesthetic
lawsl And then, wliat about the artistic sensitivity of the layman, who knows
nothing of the code (Tabulatur)l Schopenhauer
explainsthe respectof the mediocre for the great work of art as belief in authority.r Certainly, as far as the
respectshown by the broad massesis concerned.But among laymen I have
found people whose organs of perceptions'ere much more sensitivethan those
of most professionals.And I know for sure that there are musicianswho are
more receptiveto painting than many painters,and painterswho are more receptive to music than most musicians.Whoever does not agree will still at
leasthave to seethat - if there is any senseat all in disseminatingart - the receptiveness,the sensitivity, the powers of discrimination of the layman are
absolutelyprerequisite.If he respondssensitivelyto art, then he must surely be
able to evaluateit also - if that is necessary
! And if he can evaluatefor himselt
iweiter Band (Zwelre Auflage;
It Cf. Santliche ll/erke: Parergaund Paralipomena,
'Wiesbaden:
Eberhard BrockhausVerlag, ry47), pp. 48g-go. Masterworks,wrote
Schopenhauer,
can be enjoyedonly by thosewho have a correspondinglyhigh intellectualand spirirualcapacity.Those without suchcapacirycan only acceptthe judgmentsof thosewho havethe capacityto judge.]
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then for him the aestheticlaws are superfluous.For whom, then, do *.<-, et-,:'
For tJ-recritici He who can distinguish a good fruit from a bad with his paia:c
doesnot have to be able to expressthe distinction through the chemicalformula
and doesnot needthe formula to recognizethe distinction. But should someone
who has no palate passjudgment on foodsl And would the chemical formula
then be of use to himl Moreover: would he understandhow to apply it, and if
so: for what purposeswould he apply itl Does the pupil have need for the laws,
so that he can know how far he may gol I have indeedjust said how far he may
go: as far as his nature drives him; and he must strlve to hear his nature precisely
if he vrants to be an artist ! If he only wants to be a craftsman,then a barrier will
appearsomewhereall of its own accordl the samebarrier that keepshim from
artistry will also keep him from going all too far. And supposea young man
should err and go farther than his talent pushes him ! Whether he does not
becomeanything specialbecausehe went too far or becausehe did not go far
enough, let that be as it may. But fools are alwaysafraid that they will be taken
for fools, that is: recognized.They fear they will be duped. This, their uncertainty, is what demandsprotection. Since the aestheticlaws, in this form at
least,cannot be endsin themselves,it seemsto me almostas if their sole purpose
were to protect the inferior from being taken for fools. Or, perhaps also,
secretly, to protect the inferior against being overwhelmed by a new beauty.
The mediocre person fears nothing else so much as he fears being compelled
to changehis view, his philosophy, of life. And he has also set up an ideal for
himself, which expressesthis fear: character. The man of character, that's the
one (to paraphrasea saying of Karl Kraus) whose hardening of the arteries
comesfrom his view of the world.
In another form, however, the aestheticlaws could be an end in themselves.
As precisedescriptionof thoseeffectsthat are common to the greatestpossible
number of works. As attemptsto reducethe greatestpossiblenumber of effects
to the fewestpossiblecommon causes.As attemptsto organizethe phenomena
to give perspective.That could be an end in itself, but one would have to be
content with it so; and, above all, one should never draw the conclusion:that
is true of most works of art, henceit must be true of all others. Enough would
have been accomplished,more than one dares require, but the utmost that may
be allowed.
Someonewill ask why I am writing a textbook of harmony, if I wish technique to be occult knowledge. I could answer:peoplewant to study, to learn,
and I want to teach,to disseminatewhat I hold to be good; thus, I teach.But I
think that a person should study. The artist, perhaps,only so that he will get
into errors from which he must free himself. The surge of energy that washes
away the error then cleanseshim also of whateverother inhibitions were soiling
him. A catarrh of the eye is healed by provoking inflammation of the eye. The
healing processhealsnot only this inflammation but also the aczualillness.But
the artist should also study becausenot everyonehas to begin at the beginning,
not everyone has to experience first-hand all the errors that accompany the
progress of human knowledge. One must and may to a certain degree depend
upon one's predecessors.Their experiencesand observations they have
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recorded in part in the fliterature of the various] scienceslbut another part - I
do not know whether it is the most dependableor not - lies in the unconscious,
in instinct.l It is our right and duty to doubt. But to make ourselvesindependent
of instinct is as difficult as it is dangerous.For, alongside[the knowledge of]
what is right and what is wrong, alongside the inherited experiencesand observations of our ancestors,alongside that which we owe to their and our past,
there is in the instinct perhaps a faculty that is only now being developed: a
knowledge of the future; perhaps also other faculties, which man will one day
consciouslypossess,but which at presenthe can at most only senseand yearn
for but cannot translate into action. The artist's creative activiry is instinctive.
Consciousnesshas little influenceon it. He feels as if what he does were dictated to him. As if he did it only accordingto the will of some power or other
within him, whose laws he doesnot know. He is merely the instrument of a will
hidden from him, of instinct, of his unconscious.Whether it is new or old,
good or bad, beautiful or ugly, he doesnot know. He feelsonly the instinctual
compulsion,which he must obey. And in this instinct the old may 6nd expression, and the new. Such as dependson the past,and such as points out paths to
the furure. Old truths or new errors. [It is] his musical natllre, as he inherited it
from a musical ancestor or acquired it through the literature, but [it is] perhaps
also the outflow of an energy that is seekingnew paths. Right or wrong, new
or old, beautiful or ugly - how does one know who only sensesthe instinctual
urgel Who would dare to differentiateright from'wrong in the instinct, in the
unconscious,to keep separatethe knowledge inherited from predecessors
and
the intuitive power granted by the spiritl The artist must study, must learn,
whether he wants to or not; for he has learned already, before he became
capableof wanting to. In his instinct, in his unconsciouslies a wealth of old
knowledge, which he will resurrect whether he wants to or not. The true artist
will be as little harmed by what he learnsfrom the teacheras by what he learned
this way prior to his time of awareness.
And the person of ordinary talents,who is not actually productive in that
highest sense- he, above all, should study. For him study and learning is an
end in itself. His task is to take for knowledge what is in reality only belief.
Knowledge makes him strong; for the others, belief is enough. He does not
discover for himself from the beginning, nor would he know how to advance
on his own beyond the middle. If he will really remain the ordinary person,as
he was born, then he must always keep equal the distance above and below
himself; and since those above him push forward, he must move along at a
suitable interval behind. What he does not have to discover becauseit was
alreadydiscovered,and is not able to discover becauseotherwisehe would be
superior, that he must learn. To protect him from errors is just as little necessary
as it is possible.But instruction can lead him as far as he must go if he wants to
be a good average.Since he cannot himself produce something of value, he
can at least be made capable of appreciating properly the values others create;
[1 The impact of Sigmund Freud's work (and that of Jung and Adler) on his
Viennesecontemporary,Schoenberg,and on other artists of the period, invites investigationand speculation.]
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'There
and that is an end that would make teaching worthwhile.
are relatively
enough peoplewho know how to produce,but relativelyfew who know how to
be consumersr'saysAdolf Loos. It could indeedevenbe the purposeof teaching
to cultivate consumers.Not through aestheticrules, of course, but through
enlargementof their field of vision.
But there is yet another reason[for my writing this book], perhapsthe most
compelling: the formulation of a courseof study [a theory or doctrine - Lehre]
can be an end in itself. Without being directedat an actualpupil it can speakto
an imaginary one. Perhaps the pupil is only an outward projection of the
teacher.The teacherspeaksto himself when he speaksto that pupil. 'Mit mir
nur rat ich, red ich zu dir' ('I am only deliberatingwith myself when I speakto
you').r He instructs himself, is his own teacher,his own pupil. That he allows
the public to listen in, when his intention is actually to make things clear to
himselt by removing the rubble of old errors and setting up in their placenew
errors, perhaps,but at least more farsighted ones - that here he allows the
public to listen in is analogousto the work of art that he createsand turns over
to the public. He comes to terms with himself, and the public listens; for the
people know: it concernsthem.
Hence, I can just as well abstainfrom giving an aestheticevaluationof these
new harmonies.It will come sometime;perhapsit will not. Perhapsit will be
good, though probably not. I hope it will be intelligent enough to afHrm:these
are the things that up to now are consideredgood; the others have for the time
being still not found favor, but probably sometime later they, too, will be
accepted.I should not fail to mention, however, a few little experiencesand
observationsthat have come to me from the contemplationof actualcompositions. Obviously, I can do that only by intuition; this intuition, moreover, is
dependentupon preconditions,upon the influenceof my inborn and acquired
Kultur. Therefore,I do not excludewhat I do not happento mention. Possibly,
I have not noticed it yet; probably, I do not know it yet. And if I do not write
everything that must be consideredpossibleby associationor inference(Kombination),perhapsit is becauseinhibitions of my earlier educationstand in my
way. In composingI make decisionsonly accordingto feeling,accordingto the
feeling for form. This tells me what I must write; everything else is excluded.
Every chord I put down correspondsto a necessity,to a necessityof my urge
to expression;perhaps,however, also to tle necessiryofan inexorablebut unconscious logic in the harmonic structure. I am firmly convinced that logic is
present here, too, at least as much so as in the previously cultivated fields of
harmony. And as proof of this I can cite the fact that corrections of the inspiration, the idea (Einfall), out of external formal considerations,to which the alert
is only too often disposed,have generallyspoiled the idea. This
consciousness
proves to me that the idea was obligatory, that it had necessiry,that the harmonies present in it are components of the idea, in which one may change
nothing.
Generally, in the use of chords with six or more tones, there will appear the
[r Wotan, to Briinnhilde,Die Walkire, Act II, Scenez.]
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tendency to soften the dissonancesthrough wide spacing of the individual
chord tones. That such is a softening is obvious. For the image of what the
dissonancesactually are, more remote overtones, is imitated in a satisfying
way. It is in this sense that the following quotation from my monodrama,
Erwartungrr is to be understood.

CLARINET
SOLO VIOLIN

ii:*$
f

hf -------;4, '4 7 ' l
I BASSTUBA

,
al

CONTRA BA

Eleven different tones appear in this chord. But the gentle instrumentation
and the fact that the dissonancesare widely spacedmake this sound quite delicate.Perhapsthere is somethingelsebesides:the individual groups of tonesare
so arrangedthat one could easily refer them to previously known forms. For
example, in the first group I believe the ear expectsthe following resolution:

That is doesnot come can do no more damagehere than when the resolution
is omitted in simple harmonies. The second chord may be resolved as in
Example 34za; this resolution may be combined $azb) with that of the first
chord (34r), and this combination may be interpreted as in 342c.[It is] an
addition of two chords that have a diminished seventhchord in commonl by
virtue of two different bass tones this diminished seventh chord is turned into
two different ninth chords.
l Measures
$z-1.)

*
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Such a derivation, however, will not always apply; the reference to older
forms will not always work, or, if so, only by very broad interpretation.For
on a different occasionI write such a chord in much closer position. And in a
srring quartet by my pupil, Anton von Webern,l there is the following:

Franz Schreker, in his opera, Der ferne Klang, writes, among many other
things, the following:2
rnuted violins

where, although of coursemany of the individual sonoritiesare to be attributed
to moving voices, the similarity with the samplespreviously given still holds:
namely, that the chord-building capacity of dissonancesdoes not depend on
possibilitiesof or tendenciestoward resolution. The Hungarian composer,B6la
Bart6k, also comesclose in some of his piano piecesto theseacousticalsensations (Klangempfndungen\ as the following passagedemonstrates:3
fr Ftinf Satryf,tr Sreichquartett,Op. ;, first movement,6fth measure']
[2 Act I, scene7, measure36.]
ls FourteenBagatelles,Op. 6, X, measures3G-7.(New York: Booseyand Hawkes,
New Version, l9yo. In this edition the bl and the af in the treble of thesemeasures
recur, unraised.)]
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The following, from a compositionby my pupil, Alban Berg,ris also an
interestingexample:

Why it is that way and why it is correct, I cannot yet explain in any detail.
In general,it is self-evidentto thosewho acceptmy view concerningthe nature
of dissonance.But that it is correct, I fi;mly believe, and a number of others
believe it too. It seemsthat the progressionof such chords can be justified by
the chromatic scale.The chord progressionseemsto be regulatedby the tendency to include in the second chord tones that were missing in the first,
generally those a half step higher or lower. Nevertheless,the voices seldom move
by halfstep. Then, I have noticed that tone doublings, octaves,seldom appear.
'Ihe
explanation for that is, perhaps,that the tone doubled would acquire a
predominanceover the others and would thereby turn into a kind of root,
which it should scarcely be. There is perhaps also an instinctive (possibly
exaggerated)aversionto recallingeven remotely the traditional chords. For the
samereason,apparently,the simplechords of the earlierharmony do not appear
successfullyin this environment. I believe, however, that there is another
reason for their absencehere. I believe they would sound too cold, too dry,
Or, perhaps,what I mentioned on an earlier occasionapplies
expressionless.
here. Namely, that thesesimple chords, which are imperfect imitations of nature,
seem to us too primitive. That they lack something, which, for example,
Japanesepainting lackswhen comparedwith ours: perspective,depth. Perspective and depth of sound could be what we find wanting in the simple three and
four-part harmonies. And as in a picture one section can hardly show regard for
perspectivewhile another disregardsit, without impairing the effect, so perhaps,
analogously,thesesomewhatempty soundscannot appearalongsidethose full,
'Warm die Li.ifte', fourth measurebeforethe end.]
lr Vier Lieder, Op. z, No, 4:
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sumptuous sounds; whereas the exclusive use of the one or the other assures
coherence,hence the right effect.
It is striking, and suggestive of conclusions, that I and those who write in a
similar vein distinguish precisely when a five or six-part chord should appear,
when a chord of yet more parts.It would not be possiblewithout impairing the
effect to omit a tone in an eight-part chord, or to add one to a five-part chord.
Even the spacing is obligatory; as soon as a tone is misplaced the meaning
changes,the logic and utility is lost, coherenceseemsdestroyed. Laws apparently prevail here. What they are, I do not know. Perhaps I shall know in a few
years. Perhaps someone after me will find them. For the present the most we
can do is describe.
I will forgo any further description in favor of yet another idea f want to
mention in closing. In a musical sound (Klang) three characteristicsare recognized: its pitch, color [timbre], and volume. Up to now it has been measured
in only one of the three dimensions in which it operates, in the one we call
'pitch'.
Attempts at measurementin the other dimensionshave scarcelybeen
undertakento date; organizationoftheir resultsinto a systemhas not yet been
attempted at all. The evaluation of tone color (Klangfarbe), the second dimension of tone, is thus in a still much lesscultivated, much less organizedstate than
is the aestheticevaluation of theselast-namedharmonies.Nevertheless,we go
right on boldly connectingthe soundswith one another,contrastingthem with
one another, simply by feeling; and it has never yet occurred to anyone to require here of a theory that it should determinelaws by which one may do that
sort of thing. Such just cannot be done at present.And, as is evident, we can
also get along without such laws. Perhapswe should differentiatestill more
precisely, if attempts at measurementin this second dimension had already
achieveda palpableresult. Again, perhapsnot. Anyway, our attention to tone
colors is becoming more and more active, is moving closer and closer to the
possibility of describingand organizing them. At the sametime, probably, to
restrictive theories, as well. For the present we judge the artistic effect of these
relationshipsonly by feeling. How all that relates to the essenceof narural
sound we do not know, perhaps we can hardly guessat it yeq but we do write
progressions of tone colors without a worry, and they do somehow satisfy the
senseof beauty. What systemunderliestheseprogressionsi
The distinction between tone color and pitch, as it is usually expressed,I
cannot accept without reservations.I think the tone becomesperceptibleby
virtue of tone color, of which one dimension is pitch. Tone color is, thus, the
main topic, pitch a subdivision. Pitch is nothing else but tone color measured
in one direction. Now, if it is possibleto createpatternsout of tone colors that
'melodies',
are differentiatedaccording to pitch, patternswe call
progressions,
whose coherence(Zusammenhang)evokes an effect analogous to thought processes,then it must also be possibleto make such progressionsout of the tone
'tone
color',
colors of the other dimension, out of that which we call simply
progressionswhose relations with one another work with a kind of logic
entirely equivalentto that logic which satisfiesus in the melody of pitches.That
has the appearanc€of a futuristic fantasyand is probably just that. But it is one
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which, I firmly believe, vrill be realized.I firmly believe it is capableof heightening in an unprecedentedmanner the sensory,intellectual,and spiritual pleisures
offered by art. I firmly believe that it will bring us closer to th. illusorv stuff of
our dreamslthat it will expandour relationshipsto that which seemsto us today
inanimate as we give life from our life to that which is temporarily dead for ui,
but dead only by virtue of the slight connectionwe have with it.
Tone-color melodies! How acute the sensesthat would be able to perceive
them! How high the development of spirit that could find pleasurein such
subtlethings!
In such a domain, who daresask for theory!

APPENDIX

A U T H O R ' SF O O T N O T E F R O M p A G E z y
concerning his calculations,Dr. Robert Neumann has informed me as follows
(in part):
As more and moreof the possiblecombinations
of our rwelvetemperedscaledegrees
are felt and usedas harmony,the stockofunusedpossibilities
is being graduallyexhaustedland the continuingneedfor new harmonic(and melodic)vocabutarywill
finallybreakthroughtheboundaries
of the system.Then new sysrems
of remperament
with smallerintervalsmight comeabout,laterperhapsevencompleteindependence
and freedom in the use of all conceivableintervals,all conceivablefrequencies
and
combinations.
Now the divisionof the octaveinto y3 equalpartswould be an example
of a new temperament
that could come under practicalconsideration:
specificaiy,
whenevermusichasadvancedso far that thereis needfor a systemwith about four
timesasmany tonesaswe now have;and when thereis need(or more correctly,when
thereis againneed)for the purestpossibleintonationof the basicintervals- those
determinedby the first overtones- but at rhe sametime, no wish to do without the
convenience
of a temperament.
As intermediate
stagesbetweenthe rz and the 53-part
divisionof the octaveonly multiplesof rz couldbe considered,
thus,division into 24,
36, and,48parts;for with any other numberof partstherewould be no sufficiently
pure 6fth. The 6rst step,anyway,is to divide every semi-toneinto two equalparts,
wherebythe octavewould be divided into z4 parts.Dividing againby z, one could
then obtain 48 parts.A asth of an ocraveanda
13rdarearmostthe same size;the 1y
part temperament,however,is preGrableto the 4g-part becauseof the much greater
purity of the consonances.
The 48-partsystemhasof coursethe samebasicintervals
as appearin our rz-part temperament,
from which it is derived.Now our tempered
fifth is indeedalreadypure, but that of the fi-partsystem is about zg z/3 timespurer;
the third of the 53-partsystemis about9 timespurer thanoursand is evenpurerthan
our fifth, which is only 7 timespurer than the third.
The averagemusicianwill laugh at such speculationsand will not be inclined
to seetheir point. It is clearthat, just as the overtonesled to the r2-part division
of the simplestconsonance,the octave,so they wifl eventually bring about the
further differentiation of this interval, To future generations*rrr[ lik" ourc
will seem incomplete, since it has not yet fulry exploited everything latent in
sound, just as a sort of music that did not yet dirierentiatewithin Ih" o.r"rr.
would-seemincompleteto us. Or, to cite an analogy-which one has only to
think through completelyto seehow very relevantiiis: The sound of our music
will at that time seemto haveno depth, no perspective,just as
Japanesepainting,
for example,affectsus as primitive compired-with our o*n, b".".rr. without
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perspecdveit lacks depth.l That [change]will come, if not in the manner that
some believe, and if not as soon. It will not come through reasoning (aas
Griinden)rbutfrom elementalsources(Ursachen);it will not come from without,
but from within. It will not come through imitation of someprototype, and not
as technical accomplishmentl for it is far more a matter of mind and spirit
(Geist) than of material, and the Ger}r must be ready.
The fashion of recent years to set off the culture of older, oriental, and exotic
peoples against that of Europe seems disposed to encroach also on music.
Whether or not the achievements of these peoples are in themselves just as
great or greater than ours, they represent, nevertheless,either the higher stage
of developmentof a lower cultural level or the lower stageof developmentof a
higher cultural level. The true relation of these cultures to European culture,
and vice versa, can be compared to the relation of the pony expressto visual
telegraphy and of the latter to wireless telegraphy. As the most primitive form
of the second surpassesin speed the highest form of tfie first, so the most
primitive of the third has the advantageover the highest of the second. Nevertheless, whereas technical achievements can almost always be transferred
directly [from one culture to another], spiritual and cultural achievementsperhaps sometimes,in the 6eld of music the first ditficulty to be encountered is the
question of the criteria for determining the higher culture. One may assume
that Jtner subdiyisionof the octaw into scale degrees(Mehrstufgkeri) indicates a
higher level of development. Then, the greater number of availablescaledegrees
yields so many more melodic possibilitiesthat, even with its greaterage,music
embodying such has probably not yet had time to advancemuch beyond the
elaboration of monophonic combinations. Hence, there all polyphony is
probably at best in its early, tentative stage,comparableto the initial stageof
polyphony in our music severalcenturiesago. In the meantimeour music has
rather exhaustivelyexploited the possiblerelations of seventones, not just in
one voice, but in several voices, and with the concurrent refinement of motivic
logic besides.And now our music is about to attempt the samewith twelve
tones. Let it be freely admitted that the same [ideas, feelingsi] can be expressed
with more primitive as well as with more advancedcombinations. But that
must then also hold for us, and our music could then advanceonly by widening
the circle of our thought, of our ideas.It should of course not be overlooked
that a progressionof tonesis in itself, to a certainextent,a musicalideaand that
the number of such ideas increaseswith the number of available tones. NeverI In the first edition Schoenberg'sfootnote endedhere. Amplifying his footnote
c. rg2o-2r, he looked forward to an immediatemusicalfuture of 'rwelve tonessquared
by . . . polyphony'. This was apparentlyone of the steps'closerto the truth' $at he
mentionedin the Prefaceto the revisededition (supra,p. 4).
Schoenberg's
vennlre in this footnote into biasedcultural comparisonscan detract
our attentionfrom his main point: i.e. that the proposalsof Robert Neumann,Busoni,
and the rest of the microtoneenthusiastsare mere theoreticalformulationsthat correspondto no musicalor cultural necessity.Essentialmusicalchangemust comefrom
deep within a culture and be expressedfirst in new music, not in theory. Musical
stylesand techniquesare not to be changedby theory alone.]
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theless,twelve tones squaredby the seconddimension,polyphony, presumably
yield just as many combinationsas twenry-four tonesthat are combined monophonically, in only one dimension. There are enough possibilities,at least, to
postpone for some time any necessityfor further subdivision of the octave.
It is a different matter if one considers as the criterion for the more advanced
stage, not the finer subdivision of the octave (Mehrstufgkeit)rbut polyphony
(Mehrstimmigkeit): the use of several voices to present the idea and its ramifications.It has to be admitted that such a presentationis at leastmore concentratedl for it transfersa part - at least- ofwhat is to be presentedto space,by
virtue of simultaneoussound, whereas monophonic presentationalso needs
time [i.e. in polyphonic writing more happensin a given time].
If we consider, however, that next to the lofty requirementsof elegance,
uniqueness,and integrity, only intensity can serve as a criterion of true art, then
it becomesclear that we can easily disregard drose who have recommended to
paintersand sculptorsthe imitation of exotic and primitive art - even going as
far as Negro carvings and children's drawings. And we can most especially
disregard those who, since they themselvesare barren of understandingand
ideas,also want to reducethe language[of music] in its ideationalcontent to a
quarter-toneart. They aremodern, indeed(for they do not know what matters),
but they are not prophetic of the future. To predict or influence the future,
even more than to be modern, a senseof timing is important. Whoever predicts
rain and missesthe time is a bad prophet. And a doctor who has a patient
buried before he is dead,a woman who bearsa child before it can live - these
are aheadof their time, but not in a very exemplary fashion. It is not merely
tone that makes music, but timing (das Zeitmass) as well; and it is typical of
dilettantesof all fields and tendenciesthat they are devoid of all feeling for at
leastone or the other - tone or timing.

A U T H O R ' SF O O T N O T E F R O M P A G Ee 7
These sentences,written ten years ago, may today - tg2o - serye as encouragementto all who, in losing the war, sufferedloss of their self-esteem.
Sincewe lost a war, there was little elsefor the othersto do but to win it: it was
more to our credit that we lost it than it was to theirs that they won it. We were
fully active. It is not that the war vas lost, rather that we lost it.We set ourselves
back a few notches: that is their war reparations.We do not need anyl otherwise
we should receive them, too. We are not only capable of continuing to exist
without war reparations, as they think they cannot do, but they themselves
consider our strength still great enough that we can even pay reparations. In
light of that, who can claim that we are decadent!
'extinction' ('Untergang')r
The alleged
of a civilization (that of an entire
section of the world is forrunately an impossibility, at least linguistically) is
(Declineof the
[1 The first volume of OswaldSpengler'sUntergangdesAbendlandes
Vest) waspublishedin r9r8. Whether or riot Schoenberghad readthat work, he was
attackingthat widespreadpessimismof which Spenglerwas a noted spokesman.]
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strictly a historicismnot foundedupon any coherentthought. A good man grows
old gracefully,and if he was not much worse than average,he possesses
wisdom.
Thus a nation, too, whose achievementsare esteemedby posterity, is not contemptible from the moment in which posterity's interest turns - for unknown
reasons- to other nations. Whoever seesin the old man nothing more than a
cadaverto be gobbled up shortly by worms; whoever does not believe in the
immortality of the soul; whoever does not sensethat the soul of an old man is
about to be elevatedto a new plateau (as yet unrecognizedby historians) only such can forget what sort of greybeards Goethe, W'agner, Schopenhauer,
Kant may well have been. But neither does a nation by any meanshave to be
decadent at the moment of its defeat, yes, even annihilation. Hector slays
Patroclusand Achilles Hector: at leasnryoof thesewould be decadent.
The better
is the enemy of the good: the rgzo model of a typewriter can be replacedby the
rgzr model, if ryzr is better than r9z,o.Yet the older model doesnot therefore
write worsethan before(in principle, naturally), but just as well.

A U T H O R ' S F O O T N O T E F R O M P A G Er y a
At certain placeson the circle of fifths a so-calledenharmonic change has to
occur. This stems from the circumstancethat in our system of notation, as
everyoneknows, every pitch can be expressedby two or more symbols. Thus,
cfi equalsdbrf# equalsg[,/equals efi or gbb, etc. The sameis true of chords
(dfr-fx-afi equalseft-g-bb, b-d#-f# equals c[-ef -gl, etc.),of whole keys
(Gf major equalsf'fi major, a[ minor equalsgf minor, Dl major equals Cf
major, etc.), and also oftone progressions(a successionoftones, dfi-ffi-e-cfidfi, for example,enharmonicailychanged,readsef-gf-fb-db-rD.
The purpose
of theseenharmonicchangesis, first of all, to promote legibiliry by meansof
the simplest possible notation and only subsequently[involves] the so-called
spelling. Wherever in the course of a composition an excessivelycomplicated
notation makesits appearance(the necessityfor such cannot arisehere for the
time being), it will be best to choosea point for the enharmonicchangewhere
a chord with multiple meaningspermits a different notation. I think we must
not be too anxious about the so-calledspelling. Most essential,it seemsto me,
is simple notation. When it is assertedthat the purposeand senseof the spelling
is to show the derivation of chords, I counter by saying that in simple passages
the derivation will be clear even without any intricate notation; but in complicated ones where the senseof the passageis more accessibleto the readerthan
to the performer, I 6nd that considerationfor the performer is of more importance and, consequently,I still give absolutepreferenceto the simple notation.
The performer has no time; he has to keep in tempo! Noq/ the [visual] impression becomesjust as confusing [as the questionof derivation] when, along with
rapid harmonic changes,flats,sharps,double flats,and double sharpsappeartoo
close to one another and with too frequent changes.For that reasonit is well
to rely, wherever possible,on the key signaruremost appropriatefor the particular segmentof the piece,if possible,the key signaturegiven at the outset
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for the whole piece.Above all, Iet us prefer that notation which containsfewer
sharpsor flats, and where possibleno double flats and double sharps.In very
complicated writing it is often hardly possible to devise any really simple
notation. That is so becauseof the inadequacyof our notational system,which
is oriented in the c-major, diatonic scale,radrer than in the chromatic scale.In
c major ,# (dD is not regarded as an independent tone, but as a tone derived
from c (or d); henceit has no place of its own on the staffand no name of its
own.
of course thesedifficultieswill not arise here for some time yet. I mention
them only becauseI just read somewherethat the expression,circle of fifths,
is not entirely adequate.Allegedly, the names of the keys should actually be
written on a spiral becausecl major and B major are not the same,neither
according to their origins not according to their frequencieslthe line should
consequentlynot return exactly to itself. That is remarkable.In that whole
book hardly an observationis made that is really founded on the natural tone,
or at leastit is never thought through to the correct conclusion(true, I have not
read the book from cover to cover - too dull an undertaking for me - but have
only browsed through it). But just here, just where we are concernedwith the
musical relationship of keys - if you please,with the musical rclationship, hence,
relationshipof the temperedkeys; indeed,strictly speaking,not even with these,
but merely with their noration on paper! - should,iust at this point, the question
of the natural tone be raisedi After all, in the temperedscalethe octavesare
perfect,aboveall the octaves,and -B major is thus really assumedto be identical
with c! major. That way it is easyto be a theorist! Although I do indeedknow
how to compose,I am no theorist; I only teach the handicraft of composition.

A U T H O R ' SF O O T N O T E F R O M P A G E r 7 y
I see in Riemann's vereinfachte Harmonielehrer that this inventive, fertile
thinker also hit upon the nofion of opening up the wealth of the old church
modesl for he introducessuch terms as 'Dorian sixth', 'Lydian fourth', etc. But
by virtue of his giving namesto the individual phenomenahe rurns them into
specialcasesand in so doing deprives them of further development.They are
then merely antiguarianreminiscencesof the church modes,thiough whose use
certainsingular effectsare creared,as in Brahms'smusic. In my view the notion
of se-condary
dominantsetc. embracesall this [wealth from the church modes],
and I thereforestand on the premisethat the major and minor keys only accidentally lost this characteristic,the inclusion of nondiatonic chords, during a
short period of music. For if we sum up the characteristics
of the church modes,
we get major and minor plus a number of nondiatonic phenomena.And the
way in which the nondiatonic eventsof one church mode were carried over to
the other modesI conceiveas the processby which our rwo present-daymodes
Hugo Riemann,HaymonySinotsed: or the Theory of the Tonal Functionsof
--[r
C/rords(trans. Rev. H. BeverungelLondon: Augenerunj Cornp.ny
[rg95J), pp.
88-gz.l
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crystallizedout of the church modes.Accordingly, maior and minor contain all
those nondiatonic possibilitiesinherendy, by virtue of this historical synthesis.
Only, in the period of homophonic music, when composersrestricted themselveson the average to three or four degrees,those possibilities were merely
used less or not at all and were forgotten. But they are inherent, thus do not
have to be introduced only as special casesl they have merely to be drawn
out.
Heinrich Schenker (Neue musikalischePhantasien tnd Theorien) makes decidedly a far more systematicattempt to elucidate these harmonies by speaking
of a tonicalization process (TonikalisierungsproTess).r
He means the wish of a
secondarydegreeto become[a] tonic, or its potential to do so. This wish would
imply that a dominant should precedethat degree.His conception is in fact
rather similar to mine. Yet I find it inexpedient and incorrect to present the
matter this way.z fnexpedient, becausethere is much that either could not be
explained thereby or only in a very complicated manner. Here may be the reason
why Schenker does not arrive at so inclusive a synthesisas I. According to my
Presentation,for example,a deceptivecadencefrom a secondarydominant is
easilyexplainable,as will be seen.Sincewe cannot speakof tonicalizationhere,
becausethe second chord (e.g. III-W) is not the tonic of the first and the first
is not the dominant of the second, we should have to speak, according to
Schenker'sconception,of tonicalizationdeferredby a deceptivecadence.That
explanationwould indeed be valid, even though it is complicated;but it does
have a shortcoming, in that this tonic that gives the whole processits name may
not appearat all.3Nevertheless- not even taking into accountthat thesechords
are actually the dominants of the old church modes, although strictly speaking
we must take that into account; and although Schenkeris certainly thinking
about the center tones of the old church modes - I consider it incorrect to
associatethese secondary degrees with the word, tonic, thus lending them a
meaning they do not have: within a given key there is only one tonic;;La--c is
in C major nothing more than a form of the IVth degree and can be conceived
as tonicalized only by one who unjustifiably calls it F major. That such a
meaning cannot be accorded all these degrees is shown by the example
opposite.
Here, in a), the chords between the beginning and the end without doubt
function as secondary triads. The variation-like elaboration in /), where secondary-dominant seventhsand the like are used, changesnothing at all in the
function of thesetriads. That is still more easily seenin four-part composition
(tierstirnmigen Saq), where the occurrence of a leading tone need have nothfr Harmony, pp. z1G-3or.l
[2 Schoenbergrewrote the remainderof this footnote, adding the (unnumbered)
examplebelow. The essentialchangeis the addition of the remarkthat a key hasonly
one tonic. This remark defines'monotonality', as he developedthat ideahere and in
his later book, StructuralFunctiottsof Harmony.]
'tonic' may not
appear,but it is expected.A 'deceptivecadence'leadsus to
[s The
expecta 'tonic', then betraysour expectation,l
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ing at all to do with a tonicl the leading tone can go just as well to other
degrees.l

A U T H O R ' SF O O T N O T E F R O M P A G E I 8 o
has a counterAn explanation might be found as follows: Wechseldominante
(changeling).This word is of courseunderstood
part in the word Wechselbalg
to mean a child that has been exchangedfor another. Since,however, it invariably has to do with a misshapenchild that was substitutedby witches or the
devil for the real child, I hit upon the idea that Wechselbalgis related to vexieren
(to vex): i.e. to torment, to fool, to tease.A Vexierbalg would then be a child
substitutedwith intent to torment, fool, tease.If we look for more synonyms
we find: to annoy, delude, deceive,the last of which, in the senseof illusion,
appearsin connection with ghosts or apparitions (Spzn). Accordingly, one
might think wechselnand vexieren are in fact the same word. Whether then
Wechsler(money changers, bankers) and Wechsel(money changing, banking)
may be [inherently] fraudulent; or whether the creditor, by virtue of his having
the promissory note (Wechsel),has the right to vex(texieren) the debtor, to
torment him by demandingpayment - we may be indifferent to thesequestions
since torment as well as deceit could be correct translations [of the word
Wechsell,andthe word could have gainedits double meaningfrom the relationship of the rwo. [We may] similarly [ignore] the question, whether one calls the
exchange (Umtauschen) of the money of one country for that of another
Wechselnbecauseof the loss suffered in the transaction, or, as I assume:because
the broker from whom one bought drafts (Wechsel) for payment of foreign
[t This sentencedoesnot appearin tbe first edition nor in the revisededition of
r9zz. Schoenbergaddedit in his 'Handexemplar. . .', and it is included(in italics)in
the seventhedition, p. zo8 (see suprarTranslator'sPreface,p. xvi).]
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debts, the broker who converted (umtauschte)money into drafts, who confounded (verwechselte)[money and drafts], was also called Wec.'tslerwhen he
sold foreign money, Wechsler,whether he converted[one's money] into drafts
(Wechsel) or hard currency. Because,as is well known, only forgetfulness
assuagesunavoidable annoyance and vexation, so the vexatious deceit that
accompaniesexchange(Wechseln)could finaiiy be best forgotten, and the objectionable(bedenklich)word fVecAselnfcould becomea synonym of the unob- 'not to think about it')'umtauschen'.
jectionable(unbedenkliclt
(changing tone) contradicts the foregoing,
Now the Fux'sche Wechselnote
for in Italian it is called cambiata(from cambiare);moreover, Cambia Valute
(Wechselstube- exchange office) and changer (Wechseln - change, exchange)
testify that in Romance languagesthe same notion, wechseln,and in both
meanings,is usedwithout the implication of vexieren(annoy, deceive,torment).
Nevertheless,even if many German words do stem from Latin and Italian,
becauseas we learnedan activity we learnedits name,even so the first Wechs/er
was not necessarilya merchantof Venice; he may have been from Nuremberg.
He may even have been frorn Holland; it is certainly not impossible,for Amsterdamindeed still servesas the world money market. And even tJ;teFux'sche
Wechsehtote
may havecome from the Netherlands,from the period of the Dutch
hegemorry:The Romance languages,una*'are of the deceit in trVechseln,
may
then have learnedto use this expressionas a musical term from the Germanic
languages.
Wliat interestsus in tlie relationsamong the verbs vexieren,annoy, torment,
and wechselnis, in particular, the connotation of deceit.Then our trVechseldominantewould be called Vexierdominanteand would tlien be a decentiye
dominant, tlrat is, one that executesa deceptiveprogression(II-D.

AUTHOR'S

FOOTNOTE

FROM PAGE zo3

To what extent men lose their awarenessof sensecan be witnessed in the
two exanrples,picked out at random, that follon'. The one: Strasse(road,
highw'ay, street) is the connection across the countryside of two separate,
distinct localities. But since the Wege (paths, roads) in the city have been
lengthenedand widened to accommodatethe traffic, their designationas Gasse
(lane, street)is disappearingmore and more, and soon tliis word will no longer
appearin the German dictionary. - The other example:New citiesare criticized
for laying out their Strassen- properly, Gassen- in straight lines at right
angleswith one another: that layout is not consideredbeautiful. But it is not
the purposeof Gassento be beautiful; they are rather tlie interconnectedspaces
betweenrows of housesand serve to connecteachhousewith all other houses
and to give accessto every house.Wherever it can be done - in level terrain Gassenare laid out in straight lines; for the straight line is the shortestdistance
between two points in our terrestrialgeometry. This way savestime, money,
and work. Where it cannot be done - in undulating, hilly terrain, and if the
cc.'mmunitydoes not raise the money for levelling - the Gossefollows not so
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much the former footpaths, rather, the carriage rcads (Fahrstrassen) and
reachesthe top by making large and gradual curves around every significant
hill, as is necessaryfor the lungs of men and horses.This is the way the beauty
of the old cityscapecame into being. I would no sooner impugn this beauty
than I would the contrasting beaury of the new cities. Both are beautiful for
the samereason;those who laid them out and built them completely fulfilled
their obligation by doing what was practical,without any other consideration.
In return for that the good Lord gave the beholder the ability to forget sense
and purpose and to find the pracdcal beautiful. But, with all the enjoyment of
this beauty: how far may forgetfulness gol In a large German city I had often
and in great haste to visit the centrally-situated house of a young colleaguerl
and saw my patience put to a severe test: this house could be reached only by
circuitous routes. The Gassen(which, naturally, were called Strassen)were laid
out somewhat like the paths in a park from the period of Louis XIV. The
Kultur to which the second generation has risen, through much reading and
with the help of the money of the first, is certainly noteworthy; but I fear that
the first, which read less, must have complaineJ every time that, thanks to the
many circuitous routes, they arrived just a few minutes too late at the stock
exchange.2

A U T H O R ' S F O O T N O T E F R O M P A G E3 9 5
Just now (r9rr), while engagedin correcting the proofs, f am leafing through
his book, Ein neuerexotischerMusikstil (A New Exotic Style in Music), andl
'dogma'
find that, armed with a quotation from Riemann, he attacks the
of
independent voice leading, the forbidden parallels. Then he cites Professor
'that
Stumpf, who saysit is conceivableand probable
the [intervallic] relations
4:7r7:8,5:7rar'd the like will be raisedgraduallyto the statusof consonances'.
- At such momentsI regret that I know so little. I have to guessat all of it. If
I had only had an inkling that a scholar with the reputation of Stumpf representsthe sameview as M am ignorant ofall thesesourcesand have to depend
on a single source:on thinking. Then one progressesmore slowly ! But one can
'backget along, nevertheless.
And I was right when I instinctively resistedthe
to-nature' movement and was puzzled that a Debussy would hope to find
nature behind the pathways of art, on the stretchesalready travelled - in that
hinterland that is becoming a placealoof from art by harboring stragglersand
'.
'Cottage'is a misprintfor 'Kollege'.]
[r . . einesjungenCottages'.Apparently,
[a Theseremarksmay be interpretedas follows:
The layout of the streetsmay havefacilitatedtheir construction;but they do not,
for that reason,necessarilyfulfil their purpose- to connecthouses- in the most
exemplaryfashion.Something'practical'may
be,or cometo be,considered'beautiful'.
It is thenimitatedwithout regardfor its originalmeaning,practicality,or evennecessity, and without regardfor its appropriateness
underdifferentconditions.- Schoenberg's intent, at least,is clear: he will have no gratuitous counterpointin harmony
exercises,l
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marauders;[I was puzzled] that a Debussy would not sensethat whoever wants
to get to nature must go, not backwardrbutforward: aheadto nature! Had I a
maxim, it could perhaps be this. I think, however, there is something even
loftier than nature.
[Georg Capellen'sbook was not availablefor collation.]

A U T H O R ' S F O O T N O T E F R O M P A G E4 o 7
today(r9zr) wouldprobablybe
The list of thosewho usesuchresources
extensive.I do not wish, however, to diminish the val"e of my book by embracing cuffent eventsjust to bring it up to date. Moreover, the quantity and
quality of the fellow combatantsdoes not entirely pleaseme. For them, there is
'Direction',
'atonalists'.
naturally, and they call themselves
once again a new
I have to dissociate myself from that, however, for I am a musician and have
'atonal'
could only signify somenothing to do with things atonal. The word
'tonal'
is
thing entirely inconsistentwith the nature of tone. Even the word
incorrectly used if it is intended in an exclusiverather than inclusive sense.It
can be valid only in the following sense:Everything implied by a seriesof
tones (Tonreltre) constitutes tonality, whether it be brought together by means
of direct referenceto a single fundamentalor by more complicatedconnections.
That from this single correct definition no reasonableopposite corresponding
'atonality'
can be formed, must be evident. Where could the negato the word
tion be introducedl ls it that not all implicationsof a seriesof tonesror not any,
should characterizeatonalityl [I.e. does atonality excludeonly certain implications or all of themi] A piece of music will always have to be tonal, at leastin
so far as a relation has to exist from tone to tone by virtue of which the tones,
placed next to or above one another, yield a perceptible continuity. The
tonality [itself] may then perhapsbe neither perceptiblenor provable; theserelations may be obscure and difficult to comprehend,even incomprehensible.
Nevertheless,to call any relation of tones atonal is just as farfetchedas it would
be to designatea relation of colors aspectralor acomplementary.There is no
such antithesis.Besides,there has been no investigation at all of the question
whether the way thesenew soundsgo together is not acruallythe tonality of a
twelve-toneseries.It is indeedprobably just that, hencewould be a phenomenon
parallelingthe situation that led to the church modes,of which I say (page z5):
'The
effect of a fundamentaltone was felt, but since no one knew which tone
it was, all of them were tried.' Here we do not yet even feel the fundamental;
nevertheless,it is thereforep] probably present.If one insists on looking for
'polytonal'
'pantonal'r
names,
or
could be considered.Yet, before anything
'tonal'.
This is all then
else,we should determinewhether it is not again simply
a piece of nonsense;and as certain as it is that among the atonaliststhere are
I Cf. Rudolph Reti, Tonalityin ModernMusic (New York Collier Books, 196z).
This work originally bore the title Tonality, AtonaliSr,Pentonality.On pagesy4-9
appearsa critigue of Schoenberg'sTleory of Harmony.)
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many n/ho could more.appropriately occupy
themselveswith something really
atonal, rather than with this 'n"nuf..rui.
of bad
r befieve,
nevertheless, that these same peopre would
"o-poriffi
not succeei
in
anything
atonal - at least not in anything with tones. (Excepted
"rr"n
here
i, irr" vi*n"r"l
Josef Hauer.r His theories-arep-rofound and original, even where I find
them
extravagant. His compositions betray creative tai-enr,
*t.r" ih.y seem to
comptsitions.
But t.,i,"'u"n

t i, .ourug.
::r:"^::"11._-:Tu-fl..r'.than
ser-sacrrhce,
"a;rua.,
makeshim in every
".,a
worthy
of
respect.)
The
sadpartis just
1ay
that the idea, 'one may,write

.nything today,, keeps so many young people
from.first learning something acceptedi'nd respectabl",
fro,'' first understanding
'Kurtur.
the classics,from first. acquiring
For in former ,i-"r, ,oo, one courd
write anything; only - it was norgood. Masters
are the only on., *ho _uy n.rru,
write just anything, but must rather do what is n...rru*
ful6l their mission.
To prepare for this mission with. alr dirigence,
Iaboring u.,a". u thousand
doubts whether one is adequate,with a thoulnd
sc.,rpler;heth;;
correctry
understood the bidding of a higher power, all that
";
i, ,eserved for
those who
have the courage and the zearto stoulder the
consequencesas-welr as the
burden which was loaded upon them against their
will. That is far removed
from the wantonnessof a .Directio.r,. Aid bolder.r

I
t

tf' Schoenb^erg,
Letters, pp. ro3-7. In rwo long letters written to Hauer
^ [t
in
'lJecemDerr
r9z3rSchoenberg
outlinedhis ideasconcerning.twelve-note
composition'.
Furthermore,he proposedconferences
with Hauer(to com-pare
views)andevencollabor11i9n(in disseminating
their views).]
[2 In his letter of thanfs to well-wiihersfoilowing his seventy-fifthbirthday (rgqg),
schoenbergwrote: 'once, i1-thearmy,I wasaskeiif t
*., ...rty,h"
A.S.
*somebody
had to be," I said,"and nobodyersewantedto, so I took ffior.,
it on, myserfl,.,
(Letters,p.29o).1

TOPICAL I\DE \
',:.r r [Prepared by Alban Berg for the first edition (supra. V. ] :,--.
enlarged in the third, revised edition with additional page refcr*:i-,:
(Numbers in italics indicate pageswhere the topic, as a chap:er :.>,.:,' :
subheading,also appearsin the Table of Contenrs.)

Altered chords, r7g) zz4 35off1seea/so
Triads,Seventhchords,Ninth chords,
etc.

Alto: seeVoice
Anticipation, 33tt j4r
Artificially diminished and augmented
triads, seventh chords, etc,, seeTriads,
Seventh chords, etc.
Atonal, rz8, 43zf [author's footnote]
Bass: see Voice and Melodic conduct of
the outer voices; figured, r7[, 37f, rc1,
189; note and root, 4r, 52ff, 56ffr 75ff,
r16, 176, 181
Cadence [authentic - Kadeng; see also
Close - Schluss), rrlf, r21ff, ry,4ff,
t43ff, r57ffr 22), 24j) 3o5fr abbreviation through omission of intermediate
steps, 359f; extension of, through use
of secondary dominants, r78, r83;
minor subdominant, zzz, z3of; passing
tones, l4tf pl, [296]; vagrant chords,
36gf; on degrees of the scale, see
Degrees and their individual entries
Cambiata, 41o [author's] footnote
Changing tones (Wechselrcten), 41o
[author's] footnote, z96, 3o3f, 3jt,
Y5f, Yof
Chorale harmonization, t4, 286, 2,89ff
Chords, r3ff,26ff; spacing of,3jff; tz3
(guidelines for their use); reinterpretation of, r;6; diatonic, 23,27, 3tff1 nondiatonic, ti5, r7g, 38yt incomplete,
81ff,86; with five or more tones,3rrf,
168, 188f,39off (whole-tone), 399 and
4o4ff (constructed in fourths), 4l r,
qfi[
Chromaticism, roz (cross relation), r;9
footnote (in modulations), and secondary dominants, r71, t76, r84f; in connecting chords of the minor-subdominant region, zzTf; with the pedal

point, zro; chromatic passing tones,
337; chromatic neighbor tones (Wechselnoten), )4ri chord tones chromatically introduced, zz9f, z59f; clvomatic scale, 2291247, z7r footrroter 339,
384, 787ff, 794,4)2[author's] footnote,
420
Church modes, 2t footnote, z8f, 95ff,
387f,412 [author's] footnotel r36 footnote (plagal cadence); z9o footnote
(chorales); and the secondary dominants, t25ff [including author's footnote,427], r88
Close [or cadence - Schluss; see also
Cadence- Kadenq],83 (leading tone),
ro3f (minor), rz5fr authentic, perGct,
and half, 3o5ff; plagat, 136, 296 (in
chorales), )ojtr, Jjgi on secondary
degrees, 1o7; Phrygian, 7o7; degree
treated as if independent key (tornrtmdssig ausgefiLrt), 3o6, 1o7, 388
-, deceptive, rtBf, t36ffr
3o7; in modulations, r 57, 271;fromsecondary dominants, 428 [author's] footnote, r8r;
from the diminished seventh chord,
ry7 and zor; with pedal point, zr4;in
the chorale, zgzf;from the ninth chord,
J47, j58
Common tone, 3gf, 1{r85, t tz
Consonance:.reeDissonance
Counterpoint, r3f, z6fr zot) trzi 425 and
388f [author's] footnotes (polyphony)
Cross (or false) relation, 98, roz; with
regard to the diminished seventh chord,
r95 and zor; with regard to chords of
the minor-subdominant region, 226
Degree(s), 3zf, 19f, roo footnote ('raised
and unraised'), r99f, 729, 17o, 389; in
minor, 99
-, varied use of (Stufenreiclttum), zz7,
j7o; seea/so First, Second , . . Seventh
degrees
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treated as if independent key (tonartmcissig ausgefrihrt), ryg, zrz (with
pedal point), ry, (in modulations),
z9rff (in chorales); 3oq JoZ) and 388
(in cadences)
Dissonance and its treatment, 46ff, 1fi,
66191f, t17ff, r46;inth e six-four chord,
47ff, 56ff, 71ff, tqff; in the seventh
chord, 8rff; in the augmentedtriad (see
also Triad, augmented), ro6f; in the
ninth chord, 346; non-harmonic tones,
1zzff; freer treatment, r4zf, 1zof, 386;
seealso Passing (Durchgang)
-, and Consonance,t8, zrf,68 footnote,
7or 716, 12ofr jzr,386, 4o9
Dominant, 1zf, 49f, 19r ('Guidelines');
(see also Dominant seventh chord);
transformation (reinterpretation) of
the, in modulations to the third and
fourth circles of fifths, zogf; passage
through the, 2o9ff, zrz; lingering on
the. see Sustained voice and Pedal
point; repetition of the, zrzf1' see also
Secondarydominants, Subdominant
-, of the dominant, rr8, r8off; with the
pedal point, zrr, zr2
- region,
1zf, rr8;f, r;of, r85; and region
of the subdominant, r'z1
Dominant seventh chord, r14; in the
deceptive cadence, r37f, r19, r4z; in
the [authentic] cadence, r45, zo5f; in
modulation, 165; as a secondarydominant, r77; as a vagrant chord, u48, 38y;
and the whole-tone chords, J9r, )97i
see also Seventh chord, Fifth degree,
and Dominant
Dominant seventh-ninth chord, 347
Doubling of a chord tone, 36t 5 r (in the
diminished triad), 4zo; of the third, ;9,
7j,8jf,gr, ro8
Eighth tones, 2t
Enharmonic change, 4z6f [author's] footnote, r94, r97ff and zol (diminished
seventh chord), 244, 246, 249, 264,
26f,31ff
Exotic [music), zr, z5 and [author's] footnote, 427ff, t87, tgo
Fifth degree, 3zf, r3o,qrff,

ry6f;and the

number five, 3r8f; seealso Dominant,
Closes.and Cadences
Fifth(s), 22, 26, 3r8f (and the number
five); diminished, tz, 46, 49ff, r46f; see
a/so Second degree, Seventh degree,
and Triads, diminished
-,
parallel, to, 6off, 68 footnote (in
modern music), ttzff, r48, 1jr, jj4
(with passing tones)
-, leap of a, 441.
diminished, saaTritone;
root progression by, see Root progressions
-,
circle of, rl+ff, zo7 footnote, jjo
footnote, seealso Modulations
First degree, 3zf, 4zf, I 5fr74; as secondary
seventh chord, r9z1 as six-four chord
(q.r.); see a/ro Fundamental tone, and
Close
Four-part writing, ))ff, 40
Fourth degree, 3z; in cadences,r1rff; in
the plagal cadence(r3z), 136; in the
deceptive cadence, t76f; as secondary
dominant, r83; as secondary seventh
chord, r9z; diminished seventh chord
and the, rg4isee a/so Subdominant
Four-three chord, 89ff (see also Seventh
chord and its inversions)
-, augmented, 245, t 48ff,z6r, 264f, 1,72,
38t
Fourth(s), z.z, 7 ; Lydian, 427 [author's]
footnote
-, chords constructed in, 3ggff
-, parallel, 64f
-, leap of a, 44; augmented, .reeTritone;
root progression by, see Root progressions
Fundamental tone (Grundrcn - root or
tonic), zrf, 23ff,32,49f;and basstone
(see Bass); and tonaliry, 27f, r27ff,
rjoff, ]72, 412 [author's] footnote;
alteration of, r93, 274f, 246, 114;
omission of, rt3,, rr7, rJ7) ry1ff, 246;
seealso Tone
'Preface
Guidelines (see
to the Third
Edition', suprar4), tz3ff;for toot progressions, r 2i, use of the chords, r 23ff,
voice leading, tz51 for use of the
secondary dominants, t88, of the
secondary-dominant seventh chords,
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Microtones (finer subdivision of the
octave) and polyphony, 423ff [author's
footnote]
Middle voice, rz5; seealsoYoice
Minor, 95ff, rz4f (guidelines); cadence,
rj6f; scale,97ff,229,187ff; and maior'
seeMaior; triads, seeTriads
t4f, t|o, r17ff, zo7, zlof,
see Modulations,
interaction:
Harmonic-melodic
268; with secondary dominants, I78,
Melodic-harmonic interaction
r8 r jwith the diminished seventh chord,
Harmonization of a melody' r71, 286ff,
r95f; with chromatic passing, tones'
287f, z89f; seealso Chorale harmonizatriad, 244f,
3ir;'with the augmented
'229tr;
tion
addirional schemes for modulaHorn fifths, 6u
ting,,36gff
to* the first circle of fifths upward,
Intermediate keYs, r7rff, r79, r9z, zo8,
r55ff, r68ff; to the first downward,
z7rff (including footnote z7t); seealso
teef;rothe second circle upward, z7lff;
dominants
Secondary
to the second downward, 27fi, 271ff;
Intervals, dissonant,zz, 44f, 461197, tz5,;
to the third and fourth circles upward,
with ihe diminished seventh chord,
2o1fr, zt7f, 174ff; to the third and
rg6f, zzof; with vagrant chords, z65f;
fourth do*tt*ard, 2t8ff, 174ff;to the
with chords of the minor-subdominant
fifth and sixth circles, 276ff, 172ff; to
region, zz6, zz9
the seventh, eighth, and ninth, 284f,
Invelsions, see Triads, Seventh chords,
J74tr
and Ninth chords; historical origin of, Movement
of voices,46f;in quarteror
r90, of the artificially augmented, minor
ditttinithed triads, l9of, of the
"ndseventh chords with diminished 6fth,
rgI; for use of the diminished seventh
.hord, tor; for use of the chords of the
minor-subdom inant r eg\on, z z 5ff

eighth notes, zo5f, zr.&, 275, 296
(clorale), )4Jf, )79i parallel,ob]i9ue'
rrz
waY,39t
.nd .onir"ry, 6o,66 footnoter61ff, rn
[84],
Law of the shortest
r88,
r85,
r77,
(seealso Fifths, paralleland Octaves,
tone'
Leading
1),8), 9t,
suspension,
parallel)
113
[r9r]; in minot, 97f;as
Mozart fifthsr6z,246
54

q

E

5'.
B;

i{

6;
itd
lo-

i.
Lt'f
*.e

ds,

Maior, 23ff, 387ff; and minor, z8f, -9;f,
t t', 1it, ja1tr; tu c/so RelationshiPs
b"t*."tt the maior and the minor key
with the same name
Measure(Takt),zozff
-, beatsof, 2o4ff, zogf (with pedal point)'
3oo (in chorales)

figures: sae Changing
[Neighbor-tone
tonesl
Neutral chords,r 5of, t 51, 176(seeModulation)
Ninth, iz, 158;in the chord constructed
in fourths,4o;f
Ninth chord, Ior lrr, 1z'of,g4|ff;inuerMediant, 1z
sions, 248, :;;Sff; and the diminished
Melodic conduct of the outer voices' 41ff,
seventhchord' rgzff, 218,166f, 38o'
soPrano,
54>Sgttt5, tzzf,ltzS),365;
r 171as
cadence,
385;andthe deceptive
Slr 8C, ul;bass, 43, 56ffr 74fr 87f, rc6'
irhol"-ron" chorJ, 392; alterationsof'
2o9
jfo, 754f,158
Meloilc-harmonic interaction, z6f, 73f,
tones' 3ogfr, 386
Non-harmonic
267,287, ltof, 129, 7!r> JJ4, t89, t9t
thographie),
(O
r
4z6f [author's]
Notation
Melodizing (Melodisieren), 14 (zozf) .
259f,
J87
footnote,
\79f,
(six752,
78]
z6f
Melody, r\,
, 11, 41f,76f [andfoui chord), r 48f, zozf; in modulations'
zvi in the chorale, 289f1 ornaments
(Manieren), ))rf, 1J1, J4J

Octave(s),zz; parallel,6off)86,rn| 1y
(with passingtones);Ieap,45' 74t, t44
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Organum (at the fifth and at the fourth),
Repetition of chords, 42, J4f,
r17fr
[\],
63 footnote, 65f
(in modulations), 3ozf (in chorales)
Ornaments (Manieren), 47f, 33rff; as ex- - of tones in the outer
voices, 74, g4,
planation ofdissonance, t37f, 146, 3zo,
nzf
- oftone progressions,841seeSequence
322
Outer voices, 44 (see a/.ro Bass and Rhythm, 13, 2o2,2o3ff, zogf (withpedal
Soprano); melodic conduct of, q.t.
point), zt7, 365; in the chorale, zg9
Overtones, zof, 21ff, 36, 46fr y3; in the
fsee also Measure]
sixth and six-four chords, 54and $tr;
Root progressions, 38t t t Sff, n3@uideand tonaliry, r t r; and secondary
lines), 161 (in modulations), zrr and
dominants, 176; and non-harmonic
zr4 (with pedal point), zz6 (chords of
tones,3r2, 118 (the number Ave)r3r9f;
the minor subdominant region). Note,
and the chords constructed in fourths.
in particular,'ascending' and'descend,99
ing' (rr9, r23) progressions;
root movement by seconds (.over[Parallel thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths,
skipping'), tr7ff, rz3, r93; in the
octaves, unisons: see the entries for the
cadence(IV V I and V IV I), ryfi, r34;
respective intervalsl
with secondarydominants, r88;
P assing(D urchgang), 46ff; six-four chord,
root movement by thirds, tr6f, ttgf,
78ff; seventh chord, 8r, r38, 146; nonrz1, t88;
harmonic tones, 322ff, 33o; [chords]
root movement by a fourth upward,
with pedal point, zogf
rr6ff, tz71 with the diminished triad,
Passing tones, lo, 47ff, 33tr 336ft in the
49f, raf;seventh chord, 8rf, rz4,2og;
chorale, 296, 3o3; see also Dissonance
six-five chord, 89; diminished seventh
and its treatment
chord, r9;f; augmented triad,, z4:d;
Pedal point, zo1, zo9ff
ninth chord, 346;secondarydominants,
Phrases (Saqchen), r 4f, 42ff
r81, r88, 385;
Pitch: saeTone, dimensions of
root movement by a fourth downPivot tones (Wendepunktgesetry), 9Bf,
ward, rrgf footnote, rz3, rgg
rooff, rz4f(guidelines);in modulations,
root movement by fifths, see toot
t1gf, ft8, zo8, zr4 (pedal point); with
movement by fourths
secondary dominants, q6f; in the
interrupted suspension,315
Scale 23ff, zyff [and 423ff author's footPortamento, 47
note] (the fifty-three tone), 423ff (mulPosition of the chords, close and open,
tiplicity of scale degrees); 387tr;
789
36ff, 4o,84, zr4 (with pedal point), 3o4
and 43zf[author's] footnote (the poly(in chorales); chords of six or more
tonal chromatic);1yf ,39yf; asmelody,
tones, 4r7ff, 42r; octave, fifth, and
76f, 78f, zz9, z6o, t)2, J)7, J1.;gfi
third, 18 and 4o
see also Chromatic and Whole-tone
scale
Quarter tones, 2t, 4z3f [author's] foot- Second, 22; augmented, tg4; step of a,
note
jtJi toot movement by, seaRoot progression;augmented,zz9
Relationships among chords, zz8 (third
Secondary dominants, t75, r77ff, ftgff,
and fifth relationships), 21,t, 185f;
and rgrf (guidelines for their use),
among the keys, 11 4ff, 221ff, 269, 387f;
384ff, 386; in minor, r83; and the
between major and minor keys with the
diminished seventh chord, r9zff; with
same name, 2o7ff, zr8f, 77tf, 387ff;
pedal point, zrof; and the augmented
berween the maior key and its relative
six-five chord, z46f; and the ninth
minor, rTrd 2o7ff, 187ff
chord,, 347

:

I,

a
h
d
h

Seconddegree,1r, r3rff; su a-:: I)-:: -.
ant of the dominant (rr8f, rs--f .
Secondary seventh chords (r9rl;
Secondarydominants(t76, 38y);Triads
(diminished); Seventh and Ninth
chords; Neapolitan sixth (234ff); Fourthree, Six-five, and Two chords (augmented)(t+fi), and the two unnamed
vagrant chords (256ff); Seventh chord
(diminished) on the, see also r99 and
20r
- in minor: see Triads, diminished, in
minor; guidelines for their use, rz4
in cadences to secondary degrees
treated as momentary tonics (tonartmcissi g ausgefrihr t), 7o7
Sequence,84r 97, rzz, zSzf
'bcise
Seventh, zz, 41 (leap of a); the
Sieben' [bad seventh], fi79l, r4o, 146;
ascending,365f
Seventh chord(s), 82ff, gzff; zt9 and zzo
('directional'); 277, Szof; in minor,
to8ff,361f; preparationby means of
the octave,rl4; in the cadence,r15; in
the deceptive cadence, r17 and ry9;'
guidelines for their use, r24 and r9off
(secondary seventh chords); connection of all, 36o1363, [92]; alterations
o[, 35o, 314ff; see a[so Dominant
Seventh
-, inversionsof, 81tr, 9zf; in minor, I r r;
guideiines for their use, I24; see also
Six-five, Four-three, and Two chords
-,
augmented, 79rf; see a[so Six-6ve,
Four-three, and Two chords, augmented
-,
artiicial with diminished fifth, see
Triads, diminished, as secondarydominants
-, diminished, r47ff, tgzffl zot (guidelines for its use), zr r (with pedalpoint),
238ff, 258, 259ff,266f, 385; inversions,
l9al, ry9f; in chorales,z93f footnote;
some other details, 365, 366f, 78off; see
also Fifth, diminished, Ninth chord
and Seventh degree
Seventh degree, 72, 4:,f, 46ff, 71 $ixth
chord), 8o (six-four chord), 8zf; guidelines for its use, rz4f; seventh chord,
gr) 1241andr9z; in minor, 97ff, rc8ff,

:

,-.;;

l:r:.,:g,
".
f'.t
Su-irt
::r -:
chL"c r-rc .'r : --r - -, augme:^.tei. :J -972, 184, 185
Six-four chord, 55, ,-5f, 6s : r-ri "threechord, 89f;in minor. r: r:i. - ,
lines for its use, rz3; in the dec.:':. cadence,r4r; in the authenticcacic:,r..
t 43ff, r97ff, zeo, 2or, zo1f, z17f; frccr
treatment, 78zf; and sixth chord, 56ff;
seealso Sixth chord
Six-four-rwo chord: seeTwo chord
Sixth, zz, 45f and 87 (leap); Dorian, 427
[author's] footnote
-, Neapolitan,r77,234ff, 251,26tff,264,
z7 1, z8z, 372ff, 376, 384,385, 386
Sixth chord, ;4f (in recitatives),55ff,7tff,
8yf; in minor, royff; guidelines for its
use, rzJ; in major as Neapolitan sixth
(q.v.),44f
-, augmented, 249ff
Sixth degree,1z; in minor, 97ff, ro7 footnote; guidelinesfor its use, rz41 in the
cadence,t g4[ ; in the deceptivecadence,
r77ff $ee also Close, deceptive); in
modulation, r611as secondaryseventh
chord, r9z
Sixths, parallel:seaThirds, parallel
Soprano: see Voice, human and Outer
voices
Subdominant, 1z; relationship of the
minor, zzzff, zzyff (guidelines), 256ff;
in cadences on secondary degrees
treated as temporary tonics (tonartmdssig ausgeftihr t), 7o7, 185, 786
- region, rI9, r;off, t85, r9r, zr8f, zzlf
(in minor)
Suspension, l41f (six-four chord as),
3t6f, 33t,312ff
free, 333ff; interrupted, 337
Sustained voice, zo9, zrzff
System of harmony, yff, ryff, 93f, 3ryff,
32fi, 728ff, 784ff, 789,4o8; rorrnding
out the, 349ff
of tertian construction, r94f, ry6,
1rrff, 1ry, 1zrf, 388f; and of chords
constructedin fourtlts, l.99ff,4o6ff
-,

TOPICAL INDEX

-,

tempered, 2r, 2jff, 28, 47, 427
[author's] footnote, jr4, t2o

[Temperament: ree System, tempered]
Tenor: see Voice, human and Middle
voice
Third degree, 32,8c., ro6f (minor), r34
(in the [authentic] cadence), rgof (as
seventh chord with diminished fifth),
r9z (as secondary seventh chord)
Third(s), 22, 26, z9y; minor, rg4, z4ri
major, 2,411see also System of tertian
construction
-, parallel, 6yf, 67 footnote
-,
root movement by'. see Root progressions
Third tones, zy
Thorough bass: .ceeBass, figured
Tonaliry, 9, 27ff, 7o, r27ff, t5off, r14,
zzzff, 185f, 387tr, 4zf [author's] footnote; and the vagrant chords, 247,
369f; and intermediate keys, z7r footnote
-, fluctuating (schwebend),I28f,r53; and
suspended (or cancelled - aufgehoben),
17o, 383{,394ff
Tone, r9ff, 23ff, 1zor 38y; dimensions of,
3zt, 4zrf; raising and lowering, see
Chromaticism and Altered chordsl see
a/so Doubling and Repetition
Tone color: seeTone, dimensions of
Tonic, 3zf (see Fundamental tone)
-, -dominant harmonization, 299
-,
momentary treatment of another
degree as (tonartmcissigausftihren):.see
Degree
Transposition, modulation to the third
circle of fifths by transposing a modulation to the fourth and vice versa, zr7fl
ofcadencesr3o6
Triads, primary and secondary, 26, 27)
3tf, rz3f (guidelines for their use),
4z8f [author's] footnote, r75ff; diatonic, J2; connection of, 38ff, 42ff,
7tff, 36off; in minor, ggff, r77, rgr
(guidelines for the use of the artificial
minor triad [on V]); alterations of,
35off; inversions of, 52ff, 2o5ff1 see
Sixth chord and Six-four chord;
-, augmentedr gg, ro6f, rz4 (guidelines

for their use); 16r (modulation); as
secondary dominants, r78, 38;; arti6cially augmented (guidelines for their
use), r9of, in tonal (tonartmcissigausgejo7i as vagranr chords,
ffiirt) cad,encesr
t96, zj8, 24tff, z6o,2641 184; seealso
Whole-tone chords, 39r, 39zf
-, diminished,
72, 46, 49ff, rz4 (guidelines for their use); II and VII in minor,
gg, roSi as secondary dominants, r77,
r9r (guidelines); r9r (artificially diminished); zz;f (relationships to the
minor subdominant); 3o7 (in tonal
Itonartm<*sig ausgefthrtf cadences);
with pedal point,2rr; seealso Second
degree and Seventh degree
Trills, 34o
Tristan chord,47f
Tritone, 73f, rr4
Twelve-tone series:.reeChromatic scale
Two chord, 89ff, rz4 (see also Seventh
chord and its inversions)
-, augmented, 245, 248f, z6t, 264,
172,
t8t
Unisons, parallel, $tr,
61f; see also
Octaves, parallel
Upper voice: saeOuter voice
Vagrant chords, r 74, 247f, 47ff , 366, 181;
in chorales,z91f footnote; with passing
tones, 338; and fluctuating (schwebend)
[or suspended (aufgehoben)] tonality,
184; see a/.ro Seventh chord (diminished) (r9yt 238ff), Triad (augmented)
(241), Ninth chords (348), Whole-tone
chords (397), etc. as well as the two
unnamed chords on II, 215ff, 265
Voice, human, J4ff, )7r 4c.,r2t
Voice leading, \f,f)9),4of and yo (crossing of voices), 41ff, 1off, y7f (with
inversions), 63f, 67f, rrt footnote,
[rz5], r8y and z18f (chromatic), r94
and r96f (diminished seventh chord),
2o2f, 22j, jjri seec/so Melody, Fifths
and Octaves, parallel, etc.
Volume: seeTone, dimensions of
Whole-tone chord and scaler 787, 3gtoff;
treatment, jgTft and chords constructod in fourths,4o6
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